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Permanent l<'ortification is fW' e.rcellc11ce the art of the )Iilitary
Engineer, and in the-se (lays of Ht..pid progress in gunnery and
small arms, he cannot be too grateful for any assistance that
enables him to acquaint himself "'ith all that is done to keep

pace with this progress.
The principles of permanent fortification do not materially
alter, but their application does, a.nd although these principles
have been instilled in ear]y life into the :Military Engineer, yet,
in order to design and construct permanent works of defence,
it behoves him to be informed of all the l<ttest impruve,uents
in the arms ancl clcYiccs of the attack, and of all the details
worked out and approved by the War Office for enabling the
defence to 1neet these improvements.
But where is this information to be found ?

,ve bclie,·e we

are right iu saying that until now it cuuld only be obtained
by actual experience in constructing works, and by the acqnaiutance,

thus acquired, ,vith the instructions and details commuuicatecl by the
War Office;

of course, assisted by reference to various books,

papers, ancl reports, many of which, however, are not very acce:;sible.
~Iany officers who have shared our expericuce of the want
of accessible information aH to improvements and details will
cordially welcome the present volume of our I'rofc:,·sionul Papen;

(Vol. VII.).

It is entirely devoted to tbe snLjeeo of Perm,u1e11t

Fortification; the bulk of the work consisting of a, course of
lednrcs (illustmtetl by plates) which weee deli,·erL·d a..t tlie

Royal Enginec-rR Inst-itutC', by Oaptuiu J. F. LcwiK, R.E., of
the F'ortiti.cation Branch of the

,vnr

OffiL·e, in t.hc Spring of

1880, and which h:i.Te bt•en extenrled, corrected, ~rnd rr"Visctl
down to the Spring of 18~2.
paper, entitled

1'. Inglis

1

'' Notes

on

To these lectures is n.drled a

Armom·etl Defences,"

C.B. 1 RJ£., which i:-:

by

Colonel

intended, by presenting

to

the reacler a concise account of the introLluction of the use
of iron into permanent fortification and

the history

of

its

de,elopment, to supplement Captain Lewis's paper and to act
as an index to the rnluable papers contributed by Colonel Inglis
to the R .E. ProfessioHul Papers as well as to other sources of
information on the subject.

We believe we are now putting into the bands of the Officers
of the Corps a thoroughly reliable text book on Permanent
Fortification at the present time, and we desire to record our
obligations to Colonel Inglis ancl Captain Lewis for the trouble
and care they have bestowed in the prepai•ation of these papers.

It must not be forgotten that alterations ancl modifications
io the details of Permanent Fortification are continuously being
macle, as incleecl they must be, in order to keep level with
the advances made in the arms of precision, and that although
this book is a reliable text-book to-day it may not be so
long; but having established a basis which is reliable at this
elate, it will he comparatively easy to supplemen t it from t ime
to t ime hy a record of t he advan ces and changes t hat have been
made.

ROBT. H. VETCH , JII.1Jo1<, R.E.,
8er'refory, R. l!J' . I 11stitute, and l!Jdlfot.
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A UTIIOR'S PREF ACE

Part of the fnllrn,ing pagC's w1-s given as Lectures at theRoyal Engineers Jnstitnt.e, at C]rntham, in l\1arch, ] 880. Since
tht>n n. cnnsickrahlc amount, of matter has been ailcleil, but the
Uivision into Lectnres h:is s!il1 Ueen preser,ecl.

The Authol' hopes that these notes will at least save his
brother officers sollle of the unnecessary work over details that be
hi,m,elf h:rn had to go through.

,T. l<'. LEWIS,
t!APTAIN,
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PERMANENT FORTIFICATION.
A com·se of Lectures delivered at the R.E. fostit1tte, 0/wtham,
in the Sp,·ing of 1881,
BY CAPTAIN

J. F.

LEWIS,

R.E.

LECTURE I.
1. PRELIMINARY REMARKS.
IN commencing these Lectures on Permanent Fortifications and
the mode of constructing them, a few remarks may with advantage
he made on the desirability of an acquaintance with the subject.
It has been said that it is useless studying permaneiot for.
tification, as all our large fortresses are built already, and there
would be no chance of a man applying any knowledge of the subject
that he might acquire. This idea is quite a mistake. It is
undoubtedly true that most of our great fortresses have been
reconstructed of late years, or are in process of reconstruction, but
in the first place none of these fortresses, even of those considered
finished, are absolutely complete ; in all of them additional works
are desirable ancl will probably in time be provided, and the works
alreacly constructed often require modifications and additions to
i-ender them fit for the modern conditions of warfare. Then there
are the defences of the large commercial harbours of the United
Kiugdom, which have harclly been touched of late years, to be
revised, which in many cases rest as they were at the end of the
Crimean War, during which a number of coast batteries were built.
Then, again, there are the commercial ports in our colonies to be
protected, some of which had defences hastily built during the time,
in 1878-9, when there were anticipations of a war with Russia; and
then, perhaps the largest question of all, there are those fortresses
to be made which we require, disperaed in various parts of the world,
besides Malta, Gibraltar, Bermuda and Halifax, upon which to base
those naval operations on which our supremacy of the sea depends,
a, supremacy which is essentia.l to our very existence as a nati~n.
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The Colonial defences are now being considered by a Royal
Commission, from whose recommendations, if they are carried out,
must certainly come a good deal of permanent fortification.
Lastly, there are the defences of London, which if they ever are
made, will require all the knowledge of fortification that the Corps
can muster.
Perhaps, again, it may be thought that all large works are designed
in London, and that all that the officers on the spot can have to do
is to carry ont cut and dried plans. This, however, is not at all the
case. A fort can only be satisfactorily designed when the designer
can study the actual ground, and knows the local conditions under
which it will be built and defended. At the same time the improvements being made in weapons are constantly altering the conditions
under wbich fortifications are constructed, and these improvements
can be completely known only in the War Office; so that really the
only way to make a good design is to p~ss the plans backward and
forward, so that all available information may be brought to bear
upon them.
In the case of casemated coast batteries certainly more bas to be
done from the War Office than in the case of other works, for
most of the details used in them are the results of long series of
experiments, and are found suitable to the requirements of the guns,
and it is consequently desirable that they should be accurately the
same in all places. Even in coast batteries, however, there is much
to be done locally.
In 1878, when we were preparing for a possible war with Russia,
a Lieutenant of Engineers of only eight years service had the entire
responsibility of designing and building the fortifications of one of
our most important coaling stations and commercial harbours in
the East, with very little assistance in the way of plans, and with no
Engineer establishment on the spot. He had to choose the positions
for the works, design them, organize an establishment, collect
workmen, make contracts, and in fact carry out the whole thing.
From all this it will be seen that there is plenty of work yet to be
done, and that any one of us Engineers may be suddenly called
upon to take a great part in doing it.
ll1oreover, though we have a great many trades, yet if anything
can be said to be decidedly the business of a Military Engineer it is
Permanent Fortification; he need not necessarily have Chemistry
or Telegraphy or Submarine Mining at his fingers ends 1 but he should
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know the points of a Fort when he sees it, how to attack, and how
to defend it.
SEPARATION OF SuEJECT MATTER.

In arranging the subject matter of these lectures it has been
,.I

,.
q:

I'

found advisable to separate the consideration of Land and of Coast
Defences; for besides the difference in the character of the buildings
which necessarily follows from the difference of situation and of
ordnance used, there is an essential distinction in the principles of
their use and construction.
The permanent land works are only a portion of the general
scheme of defence of a place; they are one of the means prepared to
assist the troops in holding a position; and they are intended to
resist a variety of means of attack, directed with great care on the
exact point which the enemy may think is the most advantageous
for gaining his ends.
Coast defences are carefully prepared positions in which to
mount the guns, ,vith which, together with torpedoes, the naval
attack must be resisted. These guns and torpedoes are the only
means by which the attack of ships can be met from the shore, and
everything must be arranged to permit of their most efficient
action.
With land forts, on the contrary, the defence may be complete
without the guns actually mounted on them firing a sing-le shot, for
at certain periods of the siege it is desirable that the forts should
remain quite silent, the artillery fire being delivered from detached
batteries .
.Against coast defences a careful direction of the enemy's fire to
produce a breach is hardly possible, although the blows of individual
projectiles may be terrific, much worse than anything that will be
met with in a land attack. Moreover a sea work cannot be attacked
by formal approaches ; capture by surprise, escalade, or storm, are
possible, but it cannot be sapped up to.
For these reasons the land and coast works are treated indepen
dently, and a beginning is made with the land works as the older
branch of the art.

2.

LAND FORTIFICATION.

Basis of jo,·tijication.-" Permanent fortification stands on the
same basis as tactics-arms and contour of ground,"
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This is a quotation from Colonel Hume's Prtfois of Tactics, and it
clearly indicates how we should study the general principles of
fortification, that is, as a branch of tactics; and one which, like the
tactics of an army in the field, will probably require change with
each change in the power of the weapons in use, and with each new
application made of them.
Definition of fm·tification. -In fact fortification is the careful
preparation of ground in such a manner that the defenders may use
their weapons with the greatest possible effect, and with the least
interruption from the enemy; and all the changes made in fortification have been the consequences of the improvements that have
been made in weapons.
Early fo1·tifioation.-In the earlier days of firearms, when their
range was much less than it is now, by bastions and ravelins, hornworks and lunettes, glacis and covered way, the ground was
prepared in a careful manner for the use of the weapons over a
large part of the terrain of the attack.
It will be recollected that the effective range of the S.B. musket
limits the length of the line of defence in the old bastioned
systems.
EjJ'ect of the introduction of 1·ifled weapons.-When rifled arms
were introduced the terrain of the attack immediately developed
enormously; the old system of outworks covered hut a minute part
of it; it was a.t once felt that the advar:tages of extending the works
to the front were gone ; it mattered little being 100 yards or so
nearer the enemy, when he could ruin all the works at 1,500 yards
off; the part played by the old outworks was no longer a leading
one, and they were therefore omitted, and new arrangements were
introduced to meet the altered conditiou of affairs.
We see, therefore, that before deciding on the proper mode of
constructing fortifications, it is necessary to have aome knowledge
of the weapons and modes of attack in use, and of their possible
developments.
SIEGE ARTILLERY.

Siege guns and howitzers.-Our own siege train-and foreio-n
ones resemble it-is composed of 64-prs. R.M.L., of 40-prs. R.M.L.,
of 25-prs., R.M.L., and of 8'' and 6"·6 R. howitzers. Long B.L.
guns of the new type, firing projectiles at a high velocity, will, no
doubt, be substituted for some or all of the isuns in the above list,
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and n few 6''·6 guns are being now introduced, that are an improve•
meut on the 64. prs.
~l.1he guns are intended for direct fire at parapets, and at the
opposing artillery, and also at escarps if they are insufficiently
Tbe howitzers are intended for breaching covered
covered.
escarps and caponniersj and for searching out the interior of
works.
'11he accuracy of these weapons is considerable, the new pattern
of howitzer being much better than those first made,
A large amount of information as to ranges, angles of descent,
accuracy and time of flight, will be found in the " Instructions for
the Service of Siege Artillery, 1880," from which are extracted a few
data for the 64-pr. of 6.J, cwt., with a 12.lb. charge, and 9O.lb.
projectile : Acc,mwy ancl angles of descent of 64.pownde,· projectiles.

gle otf
Range. "Elevation And
escen .

I
I

Fi~y per cent. of rounds should
fall within

Length. Breadth.

Height.
Yards.
·22

Yards.
1000

1 s6

°1 52

6·3

Yards.
·47

1500

2 41

3

7

10·9

·77

·70

2000

3 30

4 42

2500

5

6

6 36

26'5

1·51

3·10

Yards,

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - t - -•I

3000

6 30

3500

8

5

8 57
12

3

~~~

~,--;.:-~
10·17

The " Manual of Siege and Garrison Artillery Exercises, 1870 "
may also be cousulted,

........

1
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The Reports of the Siege Operations Committee contain the
records of numerous experiments, but being confidential they are
not so useful as they might be.
The extreme penetration of guns of the present type, at short
ranges, may be taken approximately as follows:Into Rubble-Penetration in feet a little less than the calibre in
inches.
Brickwork.-Penetration in feet a little more than the calibre
in inches.
Concrete.-Tbe same as brickwork, if well made.
Earth.-Penetration in feet about four times the calibre in
inches.
Penetration varies a good deal with the quality of the material fired
at; but effects are mainly produced by the explosion of shells. The
new high-velocity projectiles will no doubt penetrate much further
than the old ones, under favourable circumstances, but they appear
to be very easily deflected, and do not carry large bursting charges.
E_ffect of the 8" R. howitzer.-Tbe heavier weapons are very
effective, the 8'1 R. howitzer in particular, which has been much
improved of late, and is capable of breaching an unseen escarp at
3,000 yards range; its heavy shell of 180 lbs. smashes any masonry
it comes against at almost any angle of descent, or inclination to
the normal, so that it may be taken for granted that any escarp not
iron-faced, however sunk and covered, must succumb to the 8 11
howitzer or any similar weapon in the hands of skilled artillerymen.
The effect on casemate roofs is not so great, particularly when
tbey are covered with earth, for the explosion of the shell acts
rather in an upward direction, and, moreover, the fragments tend
to fall back into the crater.
Only a few inches penetration would
be obtained into a level surface of concrete, and any hard layer has
a great effect in stopping a projectile.
The 6"·6 R. howitzer.-The 6"·6 R. howitzer is not nearly so
effective as tbe 8", but it is lighter, and therefore capable of
being transported under circumstances in which the more powerful
weapon could not be used.
G,.ns of the fuiiwe.-There is likely to be a considerable addition
of power to siege guns within the next few years, by the more
general use of guns carried about in pieces and screwed together
when wanted, tile weights being thus reduced within manageable

i'
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limits for transpot·t. Very powerful howitzers, and guns capable of
piercing from 12 to 16 inches of iron, will probably be brought into
As much strength
the field against any considerable fortress.
should therefore in future be given to land works as to coast works
not of the first class, as they may both have to resist guns of about
the same power.
E.ftective ranges.-An effectual bombarding fire can be delivered
from a range of about 7,000 yards, which may be increasecl with
some loss of accuracy up to 10,000 yards ; Shrapnel fire may with
skill and care, and with good time fuzes, be used at a range of 4,000
yards ; breaching can be effectively done at between 2,500 and
3,000 yards, and high angle musketry fire becomes efficient at a range
of 2,500 yards.
For accurate direct fire it is probably necessary to advance to
within 1,500 yards, though this limit is likely to be exceeded by the
new long B.L. gnns.
3.

THE DEFENCE.

Object of fortification.-Before treating of the mode of attack,
we will proceed to consider bow the object of fortification,which is to aid in protecting a certain area of ground from the
projectiles and presence of an enemy-can be attained, putting
the detailed construction of the works aside for the present.
Evidently the area must be surrounded by a banier, which he
cannot pass without the expenditure of time and labour in breaking
through it, and this may be either a natural obstacle, such as a precipice, or an artificial one, such as a ditch ; or may be formed by
ensuring that such a heavy fire may be brought to bear on him that he
shall be unable to support it. Also it must be protected against the
long range bombarding fire, and this can be done in three ways:1. By traversing and bombproofing a sufficient portion of the
area enclosed, which can only be completely done when it is of a
limited extent, as in the case of a fort.
2. By enclosing an area of such a size that by scattering and concealing the objects to be protected, the enemy may be forced to
expend an excessive quantity of ammunition with uncertain results
if be tries to injure them.
3. By extending the radius of the line of works so that the
enemy's projectiles from outside them shall not be able to reach the
area to be protected.
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that is not absolutely necessary. There are usually points in advance
of the main line of defence, which, if held for a time, would much
retard the enemy's operations, but this can only be done with a
strong garrison.
With a numerous garrison the flanking fire of the works is of
lessened importance, as the field force, which is the troops which
act in the intervals between the forts, would be well able to protect
Probably some
itself with the assistance of temporary works.
reasoning of this kind must have led the Germans to build their
long shallow works with hardly any flanks. They are only suited
for delivering direct fire.
With a garrison of indifferent quality, the works require to be
numerous and close together, so as to give more mutual support
than is required with first class troops, and obstructions may be
multiplied, so that less work will be thrown on the field force.
Nature of English garn'.,ons.-It is hardly necessary to observe
that the garrisons of our fortresses are never likely to be numerous.
Moreover the quality of the troops is not likely to be at all homogeneous, but made up of Regulars, J\lilitia, Volunteers, and Reserve
men, and though there is no doubt about the fighting qualities
of any of them, yet it would not be safe to trust much to a field force
of such composition until it had time to get organized.
This would be the condition of the home fortresses ; the large
places abroad would probably be worse off in the way of numbers,
better off in the quality of the troops ; small places everywhere
will be deficient in both.
Luckily the defence of a detached fort is a job which is suited to
the English characteristics; it is something like commanding a
ship, and the isolation of works which other nations look on as one
of the defects of modern fortification is likely to bring out the
best qualities of our men.
Nature of Engli,sh fol"ts.-We are thus brought to the conclusion
that English forts should be well provided with flank fire; that
each should be strong in itself, not dependent on external aid, and
that they should be somewhat more numerous than theory would
demand, considering the power of the weapons only.
Number of works reqttired Jo,· a place.-It is obviously impossible
to lay down the number of works required for a place of given
circumference, as it depen<ls entirely on the conformation of the
ground; but the minimum number 1·cquircd in any given ca~e is
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determined by the consideration that they should be sufficient, in
conjunction with the field force, but without any intermediate temporary works, to prevent the enemy marching into the place without
having to silence any of them.
This in a fortress is the equivalent to making a fort secure against
escalade; it ensures that the enemy shall not capture it before there
has beeu time to prepare for him.
Any works in addition to the number required for this purpose
form a preparation for resisting a regular siege.
With a given sum of money with which to fortify a place, the fewer
forts there are the stronger each can be made, and it is a saying
that still holds good that a" small fort is a weak fort," so a multiplication of works is to be avoided.
Having thus arrived at a principle on which the minimum number of works necessary to be constructed in a permanent form for
the defence of a place may be determined, we have next to consider
what additions should be made to them in order to resist a regular
siege.
Wo1·ks to resist a regulat siege.-The works built in the first place
will naturally be the key forts and the flanking forts; that is, the
forts which occupy points which are tactically important, and the
retention of which is vital to the defence, and the forts which, by
their position enabling them to see long portions of the line, can
sweep them with an effective fire, and thus prevent the enemy passing.
In addition to these there may be points well suited from their
command or saliency for delivering a fire on the enemy's approaches,
but which could hardly be occupied in a temporary manner on
account of the heavy fire that could be brought to bear on them.
These then must be occupied by permanent works, designed so
that their guns may not be easily silenced.
Occasionally too, places are found over which it is most desirable
that the enemy should not pass, but which are not suited for
delivering a fire from. Here permanent obstacles may he formed.
These four forms therefore include the various permanent works
that should be built.
Tem1,orary batteries.-But a great deal of the work of the defence
should be done from temporary batteries erected in such spots as
may become suitable during the progress of the siege; for just try
to realize the condition of an important fort after the enemy has
arlllt:d bis breaching and counter batteries and opened fire.
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Condition of a fort ,vnde,· .fire.-In the first place you cannot see
any of the breaching batteries. They are a mile or two away, hidden
behind hedges, woods or hill sides; all that can he distinguished of
them is a light cloud of smoke every now and then rising behind
the trees; a shrieking sonud is heard and you catch sight of a big
howitzer shell plunging down at your escarp or into the parade.
You see from the puffs of smoke that the batteries are spread
laterally over a mile or more of country, and that projectiles from
this large arc are concentrating on the fort. Nearer, about 1,500
yards off, can just be distinguished the crests of two or three
batteries, the guns of which only appear when they are ready to
fire; t hese are trying to cut down your parapet with shells, which
are flying so swiftly that you do not hear them till they are past you.
Added to this, every now and then there is a patte1·ing of rifle
bullets about the parade from a machine gun somewhere in the
trenches, firing at a long range and high angle.
As to the fort itself, one can see from the caponnier that the
escarp is beginning to get knocked about with the fire of the heavy
howitzer shells, and tbe roof of the caponnier itself has had a bad
hit or two. The face of the parapet is decidedly out of shape,
especially where the counter-battery has begun cutting a way into
one of the disappearing-gun pits; that must be stopped if possible
and the gap filled up at night.
Inside, the parade is all holes and heaps of rubbish from exploding
shells, and all favourable slopes have been taken ad vantage of by
the garrison to build bomb-proof shelters.
Now is there any good in attempting to work guns in such a
place if it can possibly be avoided? At a later time in the siege, when
the attack has got much closer up it will be necessary for the fort
to fire at the approaches as it will have a good command over them,
which the ground outside will not, and, moreover, it will become
difficult to hold those outlying batteries which are near the fort
attacked, hut in t he middle period of the attack, when the enemy's
works are still some distance off, there is no good to be got from
working the guns in the very hottest place of all when they will
be equally effective if removed from it.
Temporary batteries.-The besieged therefore should dispose his
guns in batteries thrown up in the intervals between the forts.
A further advantage thus gained, is, that in addition to the
breaching and counter-batteries for firing on the forts, the enemy
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will have to provide counter-batteries to subdue the fire of the outlying batteries of the defence, and to expend additional ammunition
in doing it, thus increas-ing his transport requirements .
.Also the difficulties of doing this will be added to by his ignorance,
to begin with, of the exact position of the batteries, and by the
power of changing their position if he does get the true range.
We see, therefore, that w bile the guns in the forts must he used in
the first period of the attack because there are no others mounted,
and in the last period of the attack because the fort is then the best
place to fire from, yet in the middle period the guns should be as
far as possible outside.
This of course does not apply to works which are constructed in
places which are eminently adapted for guns for direct fire, but
where the position of the battery is necessarily defined and must be
known.
In such a case a permanent work, with all the devices in it that
can give security to the guns, should he built, and the guns worked
in it. This is the third class of permanent work mentioned before.
The intermediate temporary batteries will be of the usual siege
type, and will be armed with guns mounted on siege carriages
of various patterns.
Disposition of annaments.-In most of our large fortresses the
armaments have been arranged in accordance with these principles.
The flank guns are all to be mounted; a few of the guns on the
faces are also to be mounted on some type of disappearing c~rriage,
either counterweight or hydro-pneumatic, or, for future constructions,
on a new perm::i.nent disappearing carriage.
The remainder of the guns and all the rifled howitzers will be
kept in the forts with their siege carriages and platforms of various
patterns, ready to be moved out to the intermediate batteries when
the place is prepared to stand a siege.
4.

THE .A.TT.A.CK.

The Attack.-The methods of the attack have not been materially
changed by tbe introduction of rifled guns, although the area
covered by it has been enlarged according to the power of the
weapons, in the same manner in which the fortresses have been
enlarged.
It is not necessary here to do more than recall to mind the
general features of the operations of a besieger, as they are
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described in Major Fraser's R.E. Prize Essay for 1878 on the
".Attack of Fortresses," and in the writings of the numerous authors
whom he quotes, in order that in considering the designs of permanent works all the forms of attack which they may have to meet
may be provided against.
Modes of attack.-There are five modes of attackl. Blockade.
2. Surprise.
3. Assault by open force.
4. Bombardment.
5. Regular Siege.
Blockade.-In a blockade tbe besieger will not meddle with the
defences, but will keep out of range of the guns and entrench
his position.
If any attempt is made to delay the investment or to break the
line from within, it must be done by whatever force may be available when a sufficient garrison has been left to secure the works
against assault.
In a fortress occupying a position of strategical importance,
where the power of moving out should, as far as possible, be
retained, precautions must be taken against blockade, or there will
not be much chauce of breaking it. The works should be so placed
that they can command the country a long way in advance, there
should be free communication about the interior of the fortress
and to the front, and it should be so arranged that the movements of
troops in the interior cannot be seen from the outside.
Surl'prise and open assault.-SuTprise and open assault are those
forms of attack against which permanent works should al ways be
in security; it is the great advanta.ge they possess over field works
whose ditches are seldom of much use as obstacles.
An open assault would most likely be undertaken after the place
had been invested, and some siege works and intrenchments con•
structed, so that the besieged might be occupied along the whole
circuit of the fortress; also that the assaulting party might not have
to begin its advance at a very long distance; and that if repulsed
the besieger might still be in a position to check the enemy, and to
proceed with the operations of a regular siege.
Probably a preliminary fire of artillery would be employed so as
to injure the works, and more especially their flanking defences,
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These modes of attack are not likely to be adopted against a
strong ga1 ri!--on; nevertheless, the works should be prepared to resist

them, and surprise must be continually guarded against.
Bombardment.-Bombardment is a mode of attack tbat can be
undertaken hurriedly, and while the investment is still incomplete;
but it is one which is not likely to have much effect, except on the
civil population, who may be frightened by it into putting pressure
on the Commandant to surrender.
It might be met either by a sortie, if there be enough troops available, or by returning the fire from the fortress, or by getting under
cover and letting the besiegers waste their ammunition as much as
they like.
Regula,· siege.-A regular siege is what the strongest works are
designed to resist as long as may be.
Investment.-The operations would begin by the investment, commenced with cavalry and light artillery, and completed by all arms.
This operation might be resisted by any disposable troops
within the place, but not seriously, unless they were very
numerous. Attempts would be made to push the investment line
back as far as possible by the occupation of points some distance in
adv><nce of the line of works, and thus to delay the commencement
of the siege works. These would have to be assaulted and taken,
but a very determined resistance is not to be expected, as on tbe
defender's side it would be a sort of rear-guard action, in which
the troops are expected eventually to retire, and in this case without
incurring too great loss.
If the operations of the investment, however, be unduly prolonged,
the defenders may make some of their advanced posts so strong as
to be capable of resisting a hasty assault, and to require pounding
with artillery for their reduction, in which case they may be considered outworks of the main line of defence.
Eventually, though, the defenders will be driven back until they
come under the protection of their heavy guns mounted on the
works, when their outposts may be as far as 1,000 to 1,500 yards
from the place.
Line of investment.-The attack will now form the line of investment, which will be entrenched with outposts in front, and which
can hardly be nea,r er than 3,000 yards to the works.
The exact position will depend on the accidents of the ground.
It is seldom that the guns of a fort have an unrestricted field of fire
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up to the limit of their effective range; there is almost always some
feature of the country within that range which will give cover to
the assailants, and from which the real attack will commence. This
should he well known to the defenders, and they may be able to
annoy the besiegers, and perhaps to delay their operations by firing
at points where they are likely to have men concentrated, or where
the communications may necessarily come into view.
P,·eparatwn of the siege works.-At this stage of the proceedings
there is likely to be a cessation of the forward movement for a time,
while the besiegers are strengthening their position, preparing their
plan of attack, and bringing up their siege guns and materiel. They
also have to provide shelter for the troops, to complete the communications round the place, and to arrange the artillery and
engineer parks.
This is the time at which an assault is likely to be attempted, if
made at all. If successful a great deal of this labour would be
saved, and the defences are not likely to be in such good order as
they would be a little later ; for the besieged should profit by this
lull iu the operations, and improve their works, and construct any
fresh ones that they may think desirable.
Any bombardment preliminary to an assault would have to be
made with field and position guns ; the use of such guns for that
purpose would give the besieged a hint as to what might be
expected. At this period of the siege both sides would be reconnoitring, and field observatories and captive balloons would, no
doubt, be used.
First arl!ille,-y position.-!£ an assault be not made, or he unsuccessful, the batteries of the first artillery position will now be constructed. These may be about 3,000 yards from the place, and will
be first used to bombard the defences, so as to reduce the amount
of their fire. As these batteries will generally be hidden from the
defenders during their construction, they can be carefully built;
and it will be worth while doing this, as many of them may remain
in use to the end of the siege.
It is not improbable that a sortie in force would be made from the
place at this time. The destruction of the completed siege batteries,
and rendering useless their armament, would be an object well
worth attempting, and there would be an advantage in doing it now,
before the fire of the forts has much diminished, and while a good
deal of ground in front of them is still held by the defence,
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Driving in the 011tposts of the besieged.-Under cover of these
batteries of the first artillery position the attack will push back the
defenders to within effective musketry range of their works, say to
from 800 to 1,000 yards, the troops establishingtbcmselves in shelter
trenches, or behind any cover that they can find, which would not
be much if the ground has been properly cleared.
It is probable that a sort of rude system of approaches and
parallels will grow up during this advance; trenches would be thrown
np along the tnost exposed parts of the communications, and the
shelter trenches and rifle-pits occupied by the outposts will form a
tolerably continuous ring.
The light artillery of tbe defence will probably find opportunities
of usefulness during this period, principally in firing at the enemy's
troops when uncovered, or but slightly protected. It would avoid
injury from his heavy artillery by its mobility. It would not, as a
rule, be used within the forts, as they at this time are made the
special objects of the enemy's fire, with a view to silencing their
artillery.
At this stage the further details of the advance can be settled, and
it mnst now be definitely directed against those forts which it is
desired to capture.
As a rule, in attacking a ch ..in of forts, it will be necessary to take
two, and to silence the two that flank them, in order to make a gap
sufficiently large for penetrating to the attack of any interior works.
·with forts at large intervals it may be necessary to take a siugle one
only.
Against the forts which it is intended to take, a system of parallels
and approaches ruust now be directed, which will be continuous or
not according to the nature of the ground.
First parallel.-The first parallel will be about at the limit of
aimed musketry fire from the works, say between 700 and 1,500
yards off. If the defenders have been able to bold any works
pushed out in front of the forts, they will force the parallel to be
9pened by so much further off from the latter; but the besiegers will,
of course, endeavout· to deprive them of this advantage by attacks
on the outposts, and by artillery fire from the first artillery position.
Still it will be difficult to drive troops out of musketry trenches made
only two or three hundred yards in front of the forts.
The first parallel will be made by flying sap, for the besieger will
conceal both the time and the place of its construction; the time, by
C
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attacks on the pickets of the defence on several nights previous ;
the place, by these attacks being made at various points besides the
011e decided on for the approaches.

The defenders will find it very difficult to discover these operations, but as they must have some idea of when they are likely to
come off, they will then redouble their efforts to find out what is
going on in the enemy's lines, by scouts, by spies, and by illumi~
na,ting the ground by various means at night. The discovery of the
parallel actui.lly in course of construction would enable them to
inflict great loss on the besiegers' covering and working parties, and
might even necessitate a change in the plan of attack,
The construction of the first parallel will be facilitated by the
shelter-trenches and rifle-pits, which must have been made by the
outposts.
The parallel having been made, it will be connected by proper
approaches with the rear.
Prnper protection must also be provided for the guard of the
trenches, and a good deal of it must be hombproofs or covered
trenches.
As soon as all this is completen, it will be almost hopeless for any
sorties to be successfully m•de against the front of Ll,e parallel, but
they may be made against the flanks, which will have to be retired
in echelon.
Seconcl artillery position.-When the first parallel has been made
as complete as i8 wished, the batteries of the second artillery position
are taken iu hand . They would be about 1,501) yards from the
fortress, and most probably covered by the first parallel. These
wiil be few in number, for the difficulty of protecting the guns at
such a short di.;;tance will be very great,, and, besides, mo"t of their
work can be done from the longer ranges. Still for couuter-bat.tering
parapet'-, and destroying the gun emplacements and bomb-proofs on
them, the increased penetrative power to be got by a decrease of range
will be valuable. It is probable that it will be necessary to mount
the guns on some form of disappearing carriage.
The besieged will probably endeavour to meet this fire with light
guns and wall-pieces, brought out for a tihort time from under cover,
and with curved howitzer fire from some retired batteries.
The latter will have to be searched out, and replied to, by howitzer
fire from the first artillery µosition,
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The advance from the forst pa,·allel.-The besiegers must now
endeavour, as soon as the enemy's fire is sufficiently subdued, to
carry their approaches up to the counterscarp of the work they are
attacking-, so as to be able to bring up the men in safety to the
assault of the breach.
This will be done by parallels and zigzags, executed as far as
possible by common or flying sap, and afterwards by regular
sapping.
The most advanced approaches will be either ordinary double
saps or short zigzags, so that progress may be as direct and, consequently, as rapid as possible.
The excavation will have to be deep to get cover against the
bullets from wall pieces and curved fire from distant batteries.
It will be necessary to blind portions of the trenches, so as to get
overhead protection, and to obtain sufficient traverses for the remainder. Steel sap shields and such devices will have to be used.
It will be a great thing for the besieged at this time if they can
get a light gun or a heavy wall piece into action, as it must stop
the sapping.
It is probable that some of the large-bore machine guns will in
future be employed under these circumstances. The rapidity of
thei,· fire, the ease with which they are worked, and the small
number of men they require, make them particularly suitable
weapons.

Similar weapons will be used by the attack to keep down the fire
of the defenders.
Growni11g the cowdersca1·p.-I£ there be no countermines the
crowning of the counterscarp will be completed by sapping, the
escarp breached by artillery fire from n, distance, and the ditch approached either by galleries down to and t hrough the counter.
scarp, or by a ramp formed by blowing in the latter with a large
charge.
War of mines.-If there be countermines, which there most prob~
ably would be, the trenches must stop short of the defender's
ga11eries and the war of mines will commence.
The besiegers will either fire very large charges to destroy the
countermines, and to form ]odgments from which to make a further
advance, or they wil l attempt to cut off the defender's galleries, by
forming a hasty lodgment over them rmd firing charges at the
bottom of shafts sunk from it,
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Whatever method be adopted the war of mines is nearly certain

to end in favour of the besieger, though it may be much prolonged
by a skilful defence.
Dest,-uction of th• fl.anking d~fe,lces of the ditch.-On arriving at
the couute,·scarp it will be necessa,·y to deal with the flanking defences of the ditch; if these be connterscarp galleries they will be
mined into from the baek ; if a caponnier, and it has not already
been breached, it may either be blown up by a gallery carried under
the ditch; or smothered, by having the counterscarp blown in upon
it; or may have the end wall blown in. This may be done either
by carrying- a blinded gallery across the ditch to it, and thus
placing a charge, or by means of guncotton laid against it in the
open as soon as the ditch is acr.es8ible to thP. besiPger.
No form of ditch defence can lsst long if the besieger can break
through the counterscarp close to it.
Breaches.-Before the works for crossing the ditch are completed
one or two breaches should be formed in the escarp. They should
be from 30 feet to 60 feet wide.
With good rifled howitzers and careful firing they may be made
either from the first or second artillery position, though naturally
the firing is likely to be most accurate from the latter.
Assa.1tlt.-Tbe breaches ha\·ing been made, the descent into the
ditch completed, and the flanking defences destroyed, the assault
must be delivered, preceeded by a heavy fire from all the guns to
clear the h eads of the breaches.
Further operations.-The work having been taken will, if a
detached fort, become a base of operations for a further attack
against the enceinte which, if the latter be strongly constructed,
will have to be carried out in a similar form to that already
described.

5.

DESIGNS OF WORKS.

Before discussing any further the disposition of the fortifications
around a place under various circumst,ances, it is advisable to consider
in sorue detail the nat,ure of the works that would be built., and as a fort
in a key position must combine in itself all the possible good qualities
that a fort can pussess; since it must be secure against open assault;
must be able to use its guns effectively, both at Jong and short
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rang-ea, both to the front and to the flank; and must be ablo to
oppose a stubborn resisrance to the last stages of the attack, including crossing the ditch; and, in addition, must contain secure
accommodation for its garrison, ammunition, and stores, and for the
guns of the field works which will be kept there ; the design
therefore of a good key fort must exemplify all the requirements of
the other classes o! permanent works, and in describing one most
of the details necessary for all will be described at the same time.
Such a work is here described, and afterwards the modifications in
the plan, rendered necessary by some of the varied conditions under
which fortifications are employed, are considered.
LARGE DETACHED FORT.

Large detachedforl.-Plafes III. and IV.-The plan which has been
chosen as illustrating the features to be embodied in a fort is
modified from one which :is no doubt familiar to many of you, as it
was drawn for the use of the Royal Military .A.cademy and lithographed there on a small scale.
A great deal of pains was taken with that design originally
and it has not been altered essentially; the modifications being
intended to provide against the development of artillery fire
mitde since tbe design was first prepared. The chief of these, as
you will at once see, is in the ditch with its flanking defeuces, which
have been arranged on a different principle to that adopted in the
original.
You must not however suppose that this plan would meet with
universal acceptance.
Like all other projects for fortification it is an attempt to combine
contradictory qualities; to see without being seen; to have large
masses of rampart wit,b guns firing in all necessary directions,
and at the same time nothing for the enemy to strike; to have
casemates which shall let in light and air and yet be perfectly secure
against shells ; to have plenty of parapet space, and yet plenty of
traverses; to be secure against assault, while recognising the fact
that it is impossible to build a perfectly protected escarp.
Different people give different amounts of weight to the various
elements of the problem to be solved, and their solutions will differ
accordingly. Experience is the only certain guide, and even the
results of experience require careful weighing, so that the varying
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conditions may have their proper influence, and that we may not
be led icto curing an evil, although an undoubted oue, Ly f\11 alteration which will introduce a worse one in its place.
Fortification is essentially a matter of compromise. The best
fort is that which, built in a given situation, and with the expenditure of a given sum of money, can hold out longest.
On every site the conditions change, and the design should be
modified with them, so that designs and sites are not interchangeable.
The best designed fortress is that in which the forts are in due
relation to one another, and in which the strongest works are placed
in the imp<1rtant positions, so that we may not find a good fort in a
place where it is too strong for the work it has to do. But the fort
itself must be judged independently of this; the question is, has
the money-that is the la hour-spent on it, been laid out to the
best advantage, or could a longer resistance have been ensured by
a different arrangement of its parts ?
The work shewn on Plates III. and IV. was designed on the supposition that it stood on a rounded hill with easy slopes. This is the best
supposition to make in designing abstract works, since a level site
is rarely met with in reality. Outlines can be given to forts constructed on level sites which cannot be used if there is any irregu•
larity in the ground, and a design wade for level ground may
therefore not suit any other position.
It is also supposed not to be standing alone, but to be one of a
ring of detached forts, and therefore not immediately liable to an
attack in flank.
Objects aimed at.-The objects sought to be attained in the design
are the following : 1. A strong front parapet.
2. A sufficiency of direct fire.
3. A powerful flanking fire of artillery which it shall be difficult
to silence.
4. A convenient and secure position from which to deliver indirect
fire.
5. A gorge, the attack of which shall require the use of artillery.
6. Forms of earthwork generally, which shall give the maximum
resistance against projectiles.
7. Secure casemate accommodation.
8. Secure magazines and convenient ammunition service.
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9. A sufficiency of bomb-proof cover on the ramparts.
10. Secure and conveuient communications.
In the original design an attempt was made to get an escarp that
could not be breached, and a good deal was sacrificed to that end
in width of ditches and power of flanks; and for a time the attempt
was successful , but the increa~ed accuracy of fire has finally rendered
it impossible; in this fort therefol'e the necessary end of security
agaiust assault has been sought in a di:fferf'nt manner, which will be
explained further on.
An idea of the size of the work may be given by saying I-hat it is
rather larger than Fo,·t Borstal, and is somewhat smaller than Fort
Horsted is designed to be. The fronL faces are 180 feet long, and
the,·e is nearly 600 feet between the gun pit.; on the two flanks.
I will now proceed to point out how far the objects mentioned
have been realized.

1. Front pampet.-The strong front parapet has been obtained by
making it almost entirely solid, with hardly any casemates in it, a 1Jd
with easy slopes, so that no amount of batte,·ing can be capable of
doing much beyond disturbing the earth, which might be replaced, or
possibly formed in a differeut shape, if the fire slackened and an
opportunity offered itself.
2. Direct ffre.-A sufficiency of direct fire for the commencement of a siege has been o~tained by providing three disappearing
gun pits, one in the centre salient, the two others on the shoulders,
also two finished emplacemeuts f11r guns on siege.disappearing carriages, and parapet space for light guns which could be made
available with a few minutes' wol'k.
The siege-disappearing guns, and some of the light guns, should
be kept iu the bumbproofs in the rampart, so as to be always ready .
.At tbe end of a siege it is probable tbat the permanent disappear.
ing guns will have been silenced, though eVfiry effort should be made
to p1·eserve them. The siege-disappearing carriages will still be
available as they should be remot'ed under cover as soon as they
can he dispensed with at the beginning of the attack. If their
emplacements are destroyed others can be improvised.
Some
light guns will of course be still available.
There is space on the parapet to mount 16 guns.
The howitzers are always available for curved fire, but they are
not such suitable weapons as guns for use at the beginning of a
siege, before the enemy's objects have been declared.
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3. Flankilng a,·tillery.-The flank fire of artillery is unusually
powerful, for not only can all the permanently mounted guns fire to
a flank but the chief feature of the fort is the casemated battery of
4 guns ~n each flank. These are protected from reverse and enfilade
fire in the only way in which it is possible to do so satisfactorily ;
that is by arching them over. No parados or traverse can give
more than a very partial security.
The perfect protection given to these guns in rear enables
the direction of the face to be thrown back, so as to increase tbe
difficulty of striking its front. The lines of fire of the guns are intended to be laid out so that they may cover the ground between
and about the adjacent forts; it would not be possible for the enemy
to fire directly at them unless he erected batteries near the front of
the next work, that is unless he brought his guns nearer the line
of the defences than it would be necessary for him to do if he
wished only to subdue the front fire of the works.
The casemntes are shewn covered with iron girders and plates
instead of arches ; this is in order to keep them as low as possible.
If economy be an object, the walls only may be built, and .the roofing with iron or wood done when the fort is prepared for defence.
The ends of the flanks are finished with a short piece of musketry
parapet of which there should be enough in a fort to obtain a look
out in all directions, for the field of view from a casemate is limited.
The small arm fire from a casemate will, however, in future probably become very powerful, as it will he delivered from machine
guns, which could be used either on their tripods, or on a socketmounting fixed in the embrasure.
4. Howitzet battery.-A convenient and secure position for
the howitzers is obtained by carrying a parapet across the centre of
the work behind which they can be mounted. This is better than
placing them about on the parade, or puttiug them close behind the
front rampart, where firing them might be inconvenient to the men
upon it. Of course, the device of turning the guns on the rear
faces round, and firing over the front for indirect fire, though used
with success by the French in the war with Germany, is essentially a temporary expedient.
The crest of the parapet of the howitzer battery should be kept
lower than that of the front of the work so that it may be unseen
by the enemy, and that he may have no indication of the exact spot
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from which the fire is proceeding, or of the success of his attempts
to silence it,
The howitzer battery serves to some extent as a retrenchment,
but nothing has been done to adapt it specially for this. It would
spoil the work for its proper purpose. The best retrenchment is
another work in rear.

5. The gorge.-Tbe gorge has been given a section as strong as
that of the faces of many old works, and there are no openings in it
except for the entrance which must of course be there, and the
embrasures of the flanks.
The dwelling casemates, which are often constructed along the
gorge, are in this case kept in the interior of the work. The entrance
is protected by a covered way and place of arms.
This amount of strength is given to the gorge in order to force
the enemy to attack it with artillery if he attempt it at all.
In many cases, where works are rather close together for instance,
this precaution may be unnecessary, and then the dwelling case.
mates can be put in the gorge, which is a convenient place for them;
but if a work be isolated, it might iu sowe cases be quite a practical
thing to attempt to carry it by the gorge, and this should be guarded
against.
It will be observed that the gorge is thrown into a bastioned form
with the flanks casemated in two tiers, and the entrance in the
centre. This will be found a strong and convenient arrangement. It
enables a heavy cross fire to be brought to bear on the bridge, and
in front of the entrance, and, by the use of escarp galleries, both
economy of construction, and convenience of access and supervision
is obtained.
The gorge is protected by a pamdos from fire from tbe front ;
this is, of course, not a perfect protection, but, as it is not likely that
fire would be directed at the gorge from the front at the same time
that it was heing attacked in rear, and as neither the gorge
parapet nor the parados would be visible from the enemy's batteries,
it appears to be sufficient. If more cover were required, the gorge
or part of it, might be treated like the casemated flanks, or the
parados might be brought much closer up to the parapet.
6. Earthworks.-Great attention has been given to the disposition
of the earthwork. The slopes are all very flat, the exterior slope of
the parapet being ¾, and the parapet of the howitzer battery, with as
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much as possible of the parados covering the gorge parapet is at a
slope of+.
This glacis-like form given to the parapet of the howitzer battery
is a special feature of the design, and is intended to minimize the
probable amount of injury to men on the front parapet,, caused by
fragments of shell flying back on them, and every possible opportunity has been given to shells to ricochet, or if they do bury themselves, to bur~t upwards.
It may be observed, with regard to the earthworks of fortifications
generally, that all long slopes should be flatter than 1 in 1, this
inc1ination being reserved, if possible, for the rear slopes of ramparts
and traverses, and such places as are not exposed to be struck by
projectiles. It is seldom that any material will stand permanently
at a slope of 1 in 1, and it must al ways be remembered that the slopes
of a fort have not merely to stand under ordinary circumstances,
but to do so, if possible, when battered by projectiles. Exterior
slopes should never be steeper than 4 in 5, and may be with advantage 2 in 3, or even flatter, if local circumstances are favourable.
It will probably be observed that there is hardly any parade in
this work; but as a parade is perfectly useless duri □ g a siege, on
account of the projectiles that fall on it, it did not seem worth
while having any, except a small one in front of the dwelling casemates.
7. Dwelling casemates.-Tbe dwelling casemates have been placed
principally under the howitzer battery, where they are even less
liable to be breached than if they were under the front parapet,
however thick that might he.
They are also fairly secure from fire coming from the flanks or
rear, as they are we11 covered by the gorge.
A portion of the front of the casemates is covered by an arched
passage, which prevents the possibility of prujectiles fired at the
entrance gate from the rear passing right down the whole length
of the central passage, and so into the caponnier.
The arched passage also acts as a traverse, tending to localise the
effects of any shell that may fall in the parade. Of course it is
objectionable, in that it cuts off light from two casemates; but it is
an arrangement that it will be often necessary to resort to in future
constructions in order to get security.
There are a few small casemates under the ramps which face to
the front. It was convenient to put them there; they are well
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defiladed, and must take their chance. They would be useful as
stores.
A few casemates have been placed under the front parapet. That
was done in order to be able to keep a guard as close up to the
front as possible.
Besides the proper dwelling casemates, there is plenty of bombproof accommodation in the passages, caponniers, and casemated
traverses, all of which would be used for men and materiel during
a siege.
8. Magazine.s.-The main magazine and the main shell-store have
been placed under the interior glacis, instead of under the casemates
of the flanks, as in the original design.
They are not now covered by such a great thickness of earth as
bl!fore, but it is quite sufficient, and two advantages are gainedthe entrances are better protected, and it is easier to get at the
roof of the magazine for repairs.
There will be more on this subject in a later lecture.
The service of ammunition from the main stores to all parts of
the fort can be carried on nearly all the way through arched passages, and, therefore, in security from the enemy's projectiles.
One element of danger bas been introduced by the change of position of the ammunition stores, namely, that there is now a continuous arched communication between the main magazine and an
expense cartridge store. This should be avoided, if it be possible,
as an expense cartridge store is in some degree liable to explosion,
and if under the same roof as another magazine the flame might
communicate from one to the other. In this particular case the risk
is much reduced, owing to the numerous ways in which the gases
resulting from the explosion of the expense store may escape.
The expense cartridge stores are all placed under the terreplein
level, and not behind the parapet or in traverses. It is no longer
practicable to ensure their safety in the latter posit.ion, which, from
its convenience, used to be the one most generally adopted.
The ammunition is sent up to the terreplein by lifts, issuing in
bombproof traverses, so that they may be as safe as they can be made.
Some details concerning lifts will be given in a later lecture.
From the heads of the lifts the metal-lined cases containing the
cartridges would be taken to the guns, and deposited in recesses,
made either permanently or temporarily in the parapet, in the ends
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of the traverses, or in the hombproofs, from which tbe guns would
be supplied with charges as required.
The guns un the right and left faces would be supplied with cartrid1;es brought either along the rear of the rampart from tbe
expense cartridge stores in the centre, or down the )ateral communications from the expense cartridge stores under the howitzer
battery.
There are thus three resting-places for the cartridge on its way to
the gun-·the main magazine, the expense cartridge store, the cartridge recess.
Of these, the main magazine should contain the authorised proportion of ammunition for the guns allotted to the fort; the expense
cartridge store should contain at least enough cartridges for a day's
firing of the guns near it; the recess should contain at least two
cases. (See Lecture III.)
The shells may still be stored in small quantities in the bombproofs in the terreplein, and also in recesses, as they are not so liable
to be exploded as powder in cases, and this is the arrangement
adopted in this work. At the same time, if it suits the construc.
tion to make the shell stores down below, it is as well to put them
there, and serve them in the same way as cartridges.
If it be wished during the siege, the shells can be served up the
cartridge lifts.
The shell stores, main and expense, together should hold tbo
whole authorised number of shells for the guns, for the shells will
all be filled if they can be kept in security.
9. Bombproof• on the ramparts.-The bombproofs on the ramparts,
under the traverses, are six in number behind the front parapet, and
four in the howitzer battery. Some of them conta,i n stairs and
ammunition lifts; others, on the front, are intended to receive such
of the guns of the moveable. armament as it may be thought
desirable to keep ready for use on the rampart. They are all available for sheltering the men on duty there, if the fire becomes very
hot, and if there be no object to be gained by immediately replying
to it.
The reliefs for these men would be stationed in the casemates
under the front faces.
10. Oom.miinicat-ions.-Tbe communications are, perhaps, the most
important part of a fort, and certainly the most difficult to arrange.
In the present case, the main entrance leads directly into a small
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parade in front of the dwelling casemates, where there is room for
carts to turn and to set down their loads.
From this parade all the communications radiate. Leading to
the front parapet there are three broad galleries-one on each
flank of the dwelling casemates, rising a little to the general level
of the ground in rear of the rampart; one in the centre, descending
towards the front block of cas~mates, from the area in front of
which there are ramps rising right and left to the ground level.
The terrepleiu of the mmpart is reached by ramps convenient for
taking guns up, by short sets of steps up the slopes for the men,
and by stairs leading up from the casemates into a bombproof in
one of the central traverses, by which a secure access to the terreplein is obtained.
The openings of the right and left galleries are to a certain
extent protected by traverses, which also assist in covering the
approaches to the terrepleius of the right and left faces.
'!'he way to the howitzer battery is up ramps on the right and
left, and also up stairs le:uling into tbe traverses.
From the howitzer battery there is a way into each of the casemated batteries, and from these into the disappearing gun pits at
the shoulders of the work. There is no direct communication
between these gun pits and the front parapet, the work there being
left as solid as possible.
There is a way all round the gorge from one casemated battery to
the other.
The lateral caponniers are approached by galleries leading from
the parade in front of the dwelling casemates; the men defending
the ditch thus get a somewhat more secure retreat tban if the
galleries opened behind the front rampart, for the howitzer battery
acts to a certain extent as a retrenchment.
The additional security gained is not great, but it is desirable to
adopt any means that tends to give confidence to the troops.
It must always be kept in mind that fighting now-a-days is
almost invariably decided by moral effect. It is the moral effect
produced in one man's mind by seeing another man shot that
induces him to run away ; fighting is seldom pushed to the extremity of slaughtering the whole of the defeated party. Consequently,
particuhir attention should always be given to any device which will
tend to give the troops confidence.
The centre caponnier communicates with the casemates under
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the front parapet and so with the rear of the work. The access to
these casemates is somewhat roundabout for an enemy, and t he
approach to them so well covered by fire from the howitzer battery,
that it was not thought worth while to have an independent gallery
of approach to this caponnier.
"From the galleries leading to the caponniers which flank the
ditches in front of the casemated guns, sallyports are opened into
the ditch. These are necessary in order to reach the mine galleries
which would start from the counterscarp, unless it be preferred to
commence them from the ends of the capo.aniers, or from the
counterscarp galleries in cases where the lat.ter are used. It is,
however, better as a rule to keep two different kinds of defence
separate.
These sallyports are of course a source of weakness. They
should be concealed as mnch as possible, well flanked, and closed
with bar gates and loopholed gates, or with a drawbridge.
11. Defences of the difoh.-The chief novelty in the fort is t.he
nature of the defence or the ditch, which is arranged on somewhat
different principles to those that have hitherto been followed; the
change has been forced by the increased accuracy of rifled ordnance.
The assumption, by-the-bye, is that this ditch is excavated
in earth not in rock. A rock-cut ditch can be treated quite
differently.
The reasons that have led to the construction sbewn are the
following :-It is hopeless any longer to expect to preserve nny
masonry construction, which faces at all to the front in the ditch,
safe from being breached ; that is, if the attack be made by skilled
artillerymen with proper weapons. At the same time it is essential
that the fort should be secure from escalade, and that the passage
of the ditch should be rendered as difficult as possible against all
forms of attack .
Security against escalade is indeed the principal advantage which
should be possessed by a permanent work as compared with a field
work; it is possible to construct in haste good parapets, fair bomb.
proofs, and even tolP.rably secure magazines, but not revetted
escarps or counterscarps, or powerful caponniers. Care should
t.herefore be taken to preserve this advantage in permanent works.
Tbe solu(ion of the problem which is here put fonvarJ is to use
wide ditches, admitting of long and powerful caponniers, the latter
being made of the minimum dimensions in cross section, and with
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strong iron roofs in the most exposed parts; thus being screened
from view they would be difficult to hit, and if hit would in most
cases deflect the shot.
There is a good counterscarp 2-5 feet high, which is an obstacle
that cannot be breached, except on the side of the fort furthest
from the enemy, and which shelters the caponniers from view;
and, finally, there is a detached wall running down the ditch,
flanked on both sides from the caponniers. This wall is a very
efficient obstacle while it lasts, and it can only be destroyed by the
careful curved fire of artillery. The fort, therefore, to begin with,
is as secure against escalade as any work of the ordinary construction, and this advantage it retains until the enemy has
constructed breaching batteries and ruined the detached wall.
This will at least give plenty of warning to the besieged, and
when it is gone they must do their best with a good counterscarp
and unusually powerful flanks.
The fall of the wall involves nothing else, and with a few days
respite it might even be re.built.
The wall might be replaced by an iron railing, which would
probably be more difficult to destroy, but would also be more
expensive. Railir;gs should in any case be used for the portions
near the cap01rniers, as, otherwise, fa1len fragmeuts of the wall
might interfere with the fire.
The iron caponniers will be about 10 feet wide, which gives
room for the B. L. 32-pounder flankiug gun on a non-recoil
carriage, and they will provide loop-holes for rifles about 4 feet
above the level of the bottom of the ditch, and also loop-holes
about 2 feet above it for Gardner machine guns, the slope up to
them being formed in concrete. This gives a large amount of
small arm fire.
There is just enough headway ins ide to stand comfortably, a,nd
the compound iron and steel covering plates are considerably
curved so as to increase the chance of deflecting shots.
The cost is somewhat heavy, for which reason an ordinary
masonry construction has been substituted for iron in all situations
where it seemed sufficiently secure.
Iron bas been retained in all the caponniers for the portion on
each siJe of the detached wall, which is the most important part
and most exposed to fire, and where the nse of the iron construction
enables reverse loop-holes to be made from which the exterior
slope can be commanded.
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:lifODIFICATIONS 011' DESIGN OF FORT.

Having thus noticed the chief features of the design before you,
with the reasons which led to their adoption, we will proceed to
consider some of the modifications that may be introduced in
practice.
Srnall detac.lzed fort.-The small fort shewn in Plate V. was designed for an actual site on the same principles aR the larger work.
The ground is nearly level for some distance round, but with a
depression on the left flank.
The work is intended to guard a coast battery behind it from a
land attack, and it is not far distant from it; consequently it bas
not been thought necessary to give it a powerful gorge, and the
casemates have been placed in the rear of the fort. This is
economical, and enables the size of the work to be reduced by
bringing the parapet of the howitzer battery back as a parados to
the gorge parapet. All the guns can fire to one flank or the other,
so that the flank fire is powerful, although the row of four casemates in the larger design has dwindled down to one in this.
There are escarp and counterscarp and masonry caponniers. The
escarp and the caponuiers are safe from all projectiles except those
falling at a greater inclination than 1 in 4, and at a less h01•jzontal
angle with the face of the wall than 30°. This is safety enough for
most cases; it would require good weapons and accurate fire to effect
a breach. The form of ditch shewn in Plates III. and IV. could be
adopted if wished.
In details the small fort resembles the large one.
Fort Horstecl.-Another work for which designs have been made
on similar principles is Fort Horsted, one of the Chatham defences
on the Maidstone road. In this case, owing to the irregularity of
the site, the casemated battery is much larger on the left flank than
on the 1 ight, five guns against two, and this flank is not retired as in
the model fort since it is not liable to a £rout attack.
This fort being in a somewhat salient position, another feature
has been introduced, namely, a large central traverse, such as the
Germans use in their works, running from front to rear. This
gives some protection agaim:it enfilade fire, and localizes the effects
of shells.
The parapet of the howitser battery has been brought back to
cover the gorge, as in the small fort in Plate V.
1
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The casemates are also put in the gorge; for the works itre •o
near Chatham that it is impossible to admit of the supposition that
the enemy could penetmte behind them, and moreover they are so
close together that it is not likely be would be able to; consequently
the gorge need not be capable of resisting artillery.
The whole work will be rather larger than the large detached
fort sbewn in Plates III. and IV.
A work on a heptagon.-A. work bas recently been designed on
similar principles, traced on what is very nearly a regular heptagon.
The traverses and parados of the rear faces are arranged to give
much more protection than in the other forts mentioned.
From these examples it may be seen that forts can be constructed
on the principles, ancl with many of the details sbewn above, and
yet with considerable variety of arrangement and adapted to various
kinds of ground.
Modi.fioations of typical clesig1'.-For forts which are special in
their objects particular features of these designs only need be taken,
and the unnecessary ones suppressed or reduced.
Illanking fort.-For instance, in a work wanted mainly for flanking a position, the direct fire being given from elsewhere, the casemated flanks may be brought closer together or the front parapet
simplified and cheapened.
The howitzer battery might disappear or be reduced to a parados
to the gorge.
Fort for dii-ect fire.-In a work required mainly to deliver a direct
fire on the enemy's approaches, all the attention must be given to
the front parapet, so that the guns mounted there may remain
efficient for as long a time as possible. In this case it would be well
to have bomb-proof cover for all the guns in the traverses, and an
arched gallery underneath the rampart, with stairs leading to each
of the traverses.
The faces should be made as long as possible and the depth of the
fort kept at a minimum, something, in [act, like the German type.
The casemates might be put under tbe front parapet so as to
save depth in the work, and the howitzer battery mi,:ht perhaps be
omitted, the indirect fire being given from elsewhere.
The character of the ditch defence depends in each case on the
nature of the attack to which the work is liable, but every fort and
battery shonld he surrounded by some obstacle, if it be only to keep
out the little boys of the nei,:hbourhood.
D
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Some works may be so situated that it would not be worth while
for an enemy to devote much time or labour to their capture, and if
in these cases the defences of the ditch are sufficiently strong to
render it necessary to erect batteries in order to demolish them they
may be considered safe. Iron caponniers and such precautions are
only necessary for works likely to have to resist a systematic
attack.
It may sometimes be advisable to organize carefully the ditch
defence of an outwork; in the case, that is, in which its capture is
the necessary preliminary to the attack on the main work. .A.n outwork should not necessarily be comparatively weak; its strength
must be proportioned to the attack likely to be made on it.
All permanent land works should be secure against a sudden
assault, and even if a work be protected by a continuous line or
obstacle in front of it, it should be arranged so as to be capable of
acting as a retrenchment in case the obstacle be passed.

6.

CONTINUOUS LINES.

Continuous lines.-It is occasionally desirable to construct continuous lines. It will therefore be useful to consider the details
suitable to them, and the circumstances under which they should be
employed.
A continuous line, if intended to resist an attack in form, must be
organized as if it were the parapet of a large fort; the gun emplacements, banquettes, traverses, bomb-proofs, magazines and communications must be similarly arranged, and the ditch defences con.
structed with equal care.
Organization of the ram.part.-The details of the organization of
the ram part will depend on the curvature of the line and the consequent amount of its liability to enfilade and reverse fire; if this
is great, parados and traverses must be freely used, and the best
compromise that is possible under the circumstances made between
the offence and defence; as there is more parapet space in a contiuuous line than in a fort, there is not the same objection to cutting
it up with numerous traverses.
If the curvature of the line be slight the organization will be
simple, as parados will not be wanted, and only light traverses, as in
the case of the front faces of a detached fort.
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Ditch defence.-ln this latter case part of the problem of the ditch
defence becomes comparatively easy, as it is possible to nse a high
counterscarp to form the obstacle. This cannot be done in a detached fort because the counterscarp on the flanks can be breached
from the front just as easily as the escarp can on the faces, but
when the ditch is safe from reverse fire the counterscarp can be made
use of.
The flanks, whether caponniers or counterscarp casemates, will
be pretty secure from artillery fire if placed at the salients, although
the ditches must be exposed to enfilade from somewhere ; the line
may be traced en tenaille, that is in a zig-zag form, to increase
their security in this respect.
Unfortunately, though, any attack must necessarily be directed on
the salients, for which reason it is expedient that the flanks should
be elsewhere; therefore, in cases where a close attack is to be feared,
some other position had better be found, the centre of a straight
face perhaps.
Another way of treating the problem is to throw the parapet into
the form of a series of very flat bastions, the ditch being en tenaille
with caponniers at the salients. The caponniers will then be serviceable until the e1rnmy actually begins to prepare for the crossing
of the ditch. The defenders might then retrench the salient and
defend the ditch from the remains of the flanks of the bastions ;
these would have been all knocked out of form of course, but rifle
pits might be constructed in the debris, and from the way in which
the work was laid out there should be no obstacle to the view of
the ditch.
Gross fire on the glacis.-It is in any case advisable to adopt a
bastioned or indented form for the parapet of a continuous line, in
order to get the advantage of a cross fire in the ground in front.
It may be desirable in places to have the additional cross fire
which may be got by means of ravelins, but such works should
always be placed where they are not exposed to a direct attack, as
their offensive power to the front is almost nil, and the flank defence
of their ditches cannot be satisfactory, whether it be got from the
parapet of the main work or from counterscarp galleries in the
salient.

Strengthening of a particular point.-If it be wished to strengthen
any particular part of the line agoinst a front attack, it may either
be retrenched, or a lunelte constructed in advance. The latter will
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be really a detached fort, bnt being closely supported sho ulil hA,VO
only a light gorge, and no Lowitser baLtery, ..,uil 11ceil not contam
many casemates.

.

Such advanced lunettes may be constructed before the caponmers
of the main line, to which they would give great additional security.
Covered way.-A continuous line should have a covered way ;
the communications with it should be numerous, and tho entrances
into the interior secure.

Entrances.-An entrance should he defended from some position
quite separated from it, so that in the caso of a surprise, or of an
assault, the defence may he conducted coolly and undisturbed by
retreating troops.
81,·englh to be varied.-The strength of continuous lines should
be proportioned to the nature of the attack they are likely to be
called on to resist. The profile may vary in different p.irts of the
same line, taking care, though, that it is in all cases secure against
assault for its whole length, or the advantage oE uaiog a continuous
line is lost.
Tr!E UsE

O>' CON'l'!NUOUB

LINES.

It is a matter of some interest to define exactly the case in which
a continuous line should be used, for though all civilised nations,
without exception, have adopted detached forts as the chief feature
of their fortresses, whether permanent or improvised, yet it has
been asserted that they are all quite wrong, and that continuous
lines should have been built in place of them.
Wi,e,i continuous lines should be «sed.-'.1.'he rule appears to be
this:-'Nhcn it is necessary, or very desirable, to stop an enemy
abrnlutely at a certain fixed line, a continuous line of fortification
must be used; when this necessity does not exist, detached forts
can be employed.
Continuous lines for enceintes .--'l'hus continuous lines aro uaccl
for tl,e enceintes of fortresses, because if this last line of defcuce
be passed at any point, the enemy is actually in the very placo that
it is desired to guard.
lJetacl,ed forts Jor uUte,· li?<es.-On the outer lines of defence
detached

WOl'ks

are used becam1e -if the enemy were to pasa hotwcou

them for a short distance he coulil do but litllo barw to tl,u
bc&icgcd, as he would not be uca1· his objective, anil if the place
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were properly laid out, should not be able to take up any good
He would find bimsel£ between two fires with an
position.
opposing force in front ; the lateral batteries in the forts he can
neither silence nor take in a hurry ; be would therefore have to
retire anc1 to make a direct attack on one or two of the forts.
Even if it were conceivable that be should be able to press on
and drive back the force opposing him between the forts, be would
still, if there were an enceinte, as there should be, have to attack it
with some deliberation, and everything to be used in this operation
would have to pass under the fire of the forts. Of course, if the
latter were badly built, and the garrison weak, their guns might be
silenced at once, and the field force crushed and tbe obstacles to an
attack on the inmost works thus removed; but a badly-built place,
weakly gan-isoned, must easily fall, whatever its design. When
a place is in fair order an enemy cannot absolutely penetrate
between the forts, and since a partial success in doing so would
not much harm the besieged, so a continuous line is not necessary

for the outer ring of works.
Oontinitoits lines for plateai<s.-The rule here laid down governs
another case in which continuous Jines have been used-tbat is

when they have been constructed along the edge of a plateau or
the crest of a ridge. In these cases, unless the work were placed
in this particular position, the front slopes of the bill could not be
seen, and it is consequently necessary that the enemy should not
pass it.
Oonti1i11,o,us lines in a de.file.-Continuous Jines are also constructed across defiles and ridges at points where they are narrow.
Here tho reason for them is not quite the same. It is of course
desil'able to stop the enemy at a point where a few men can clo it,

and though this might be done by a fort in the middle of the defile,
yet a continuous line in such a position is usually no more costly

than a fort ; it gives a larger front to oppose the enemy from, perhaps
without a greater length of escarp; and the difficulty of securing
the flanks satisfactorily is avoided.
Reasons against continuous lines. -The reasons against using
continuous lines gonerally in the place of detached forts are the
following :1. The increased cost necesssary both to make them and to keep
them up.
The truth of this clearly depends on the nature and distance
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apart of the detached forts, which again depends on the arms in
use. When the range of firearms was less than it is now con.
tinuous lines were more used. Although it has been said that
continuous lines should be as cheap, or nearly so, as detached forts,
yet, practically, they are not so under ordinary conditions. I may
here, perhaps, be allowed to mention that I have made designs and
estimates for between 11 and 12 miles of continuous line, part of
which is being built.
2. The careful guarding they require, as unless they are well
retrenched, passing them at any point may involve the loss of the
whole.
3. The obstacle they present to the free movement of the
defending troops.
Over some portions of ground these reasons may not apply; if it
is very rugged, for instance, and the works would have to be very
close, it may be advisable to run them together into one line. Here
the enemy would not be likely to attack, and the ground would not
be favourable for moving the defenders over it.
This case really comes under the original rule, that it is very
desirable to stop the enemy on a certain line, and therefore a con.
tinuous line should be used.
Retre1iclrnurnts to continuoUts lines. - Continuous lines should
always be retrenched, so that their great defect, namely, their
liability to be completely lost if pierced at any point, may be
neutralised. In the case of lines close round a town, this pre•
caution may he somewhat difficult to take; and perhaps there is
less necessity for it than in the case of more extended works, for
the garrison being crowded together, and being reduced to their last
chance, the enemy is not likely to force an entrance at any point,
except at the one which he may deliberately attack. The retrenchments would be of t-he nature of small forts ; they need not see the
ground outside the lines, and should not be exposed to serious injury
from the enemy's fire from thence. This last condition can usually
· be fulfilled only by giving them thick parapets, and by not allowing
them to draw the enemy's fire by using their guns in the earlier
part of the siege. On the other band, they may sometimes be
combined with the batteries for distant fire, but this is not desirable.
The best position for a retrenchment is on some spot in rear of
the line, from which the latter can be seen, and at some little distance
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from it. Occasionally, a portion of the line forms part of the retrenchment, and in such a case this portion should be made exceptionally strong, so that the enemy may not be induced to attack it
directly; salients especially require strengthening if used in this
way.
Some lines of detached forts may be considered as the salients
and retrenchments of a continuous line on a field trace, but not all;
many modern works should be tl'eated as the nuclei and important
portions of groups of works which would be completed by fieldworks.
CHARACTER OF WORKS AS AFFECTED BY THE CONTOUR OF THE
GROUND.

The principal forts round a place are those which hold positions
whose occupation by an enemy would be of special importance, either
because they command other works, or because thefr capture would
open an easy road for a further advance. In these cases the defence
of the near ground requires the most careful consideration in order
that the enemy may be forced to attack in form, and go through all
the operations of a siege, and consequently, as there must be no
dead ground near to facilitate the construction of approaches, the
form of the work is very dependent on the contours of the surface.
L evel ground.-On level, or on gently undulating ground, this
requirement is least exacting, and the work then should be of a fair
size, proportioned to the importance of the fortress, and should, if
possible, not have any special saliency on the side on which the
final approaches are most likely to be made.
Steep ground.-When however the slopes of the ground are steep,
the design must conform more to local conditions, and less to any
preconceived theory.
The various cases of steeply sloping ground may be classed as
follows:1. A single peak.
2. A straight ridge perpendicular to the general lines of the
defences.
3. A peak with radiating ridges and valleys.
4. A rounded hill.
5. A plateau with steep sides.
l. A peak.-ln the first case the work occupying the peak may
be absolutely limited in size and in outline, and it may be impossible
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to find room for many guns, or to alter the positions of those
which may he mounted by modifying the parapet in any way
during the course of a siege, and it may also he impossible to oppose
a broad front to the last stages of the attack; great attention must
therefore be paid to the mounting of the guns and to the details of
the defences of the ditch. If the peak be of rock, as is most usual,
high escarps can be formed in it without danger of their being
breached easily.
The things to avoid in such a work are using steep slopes and
forming shell traps.
2. A ridge.-To prevent the advance of an enemy along a ridge a
good big ditch is the best obstacle. If possible the fort should be
placed at some point where the ridge widens out, so that it may
have a longer front than its assailant in the last period of the
attack. If it can be made in the form of a horn work, with the
flanks thrown forward, and the centre of the face retired, it will be
rendered strong against a front attack, but of course it must not be
possible to operate against the flanks.
On a ridge two or three lines of works can often be constructed,
those behind firing over those in front. In such a case the functions
of each may be different; the front lines may be organized entirely
to repel the close attack, while those in rear may mount guns for
distant fire, and may sometimes become merely a group of gun
emplacements.
3. A peak with racliatin_q ridges.-The defence of a peak with ridges
radiating from it requires a group of works, namely, a central work
on the peak, with outlying ones on the ridges, their relative strength
varying according to their distance apart, and the character of the
attack to which they are liable.
Sometimes the central work may be in all respects the chief and
the outlying ones become mere advanced lunettes, perhaps even
built on a field trace. This is the case when the central work can
be made large and powerful, and when it sees nearly all the ground
in front, in fact, when the radiating ridges are not very stroI!.gly
marked.
At other times one or two of the outlying works may be so much
exposed to attack, and may have such a command over the field of
an enemy's approach, that they may require the principal amount of
att-ention, and the central work may dwindle down to a small post
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on the highest ground, intended to prevent the enemy capturing by
surprise a dominating position.
There are many fortified positions which really fall into this
class, though they do not appear to at first sight; they are those in
which either the central point or one of the ridges is of decidedly
superior importance to all the others, and is fortified in consequence,
while the others are left untouched, to be occupied by field works
in war time.
In designing a work for ground of this character the requirements
of these future additions should not be overlooked, and the fol't
should be provided with accommodation for the men, ammunition
and guns necessary for them.
Sometimes it is possible to develope the glacis and covered way
of the main work, so as to include one or more of the subordinate
positions ; this has been done in some of the new works at Malta.
When a covered way is made of such importance as this, its
parapet will requb:e organising for defence almost as carefully as
that of the main work.
When a group of works is constructed in a fortress, it becomes of
necessity a smaU fortress in itself, and it may be convenient to treat
it as the citadel of the whole place.
4. A rounded hill.-A rounded bill of a size too large to be
included in one work, and of which the sides for some distance get
steeper as they descend, is ahout the most difficult ground there is
to occupy.
It can only be done in one of three ways ; either by cutting it
away, so that the sides may be seen from a work on the top, which
is a method likely to be costly in land and labour; or by building
outworks along the top of the steepest slope, which is what must
usually be done, though the communications will be exposed, and
the works very prominent from the high relief necessarily given to
them ; or by occupying the top of the hill only, and defending the
steep slopes by the fire of coUateral works.
5. A steep sided plateai<.-The edge of a steep-sided plateau is the
part of it that must of necessity be held, and it depends on the
exact conformation of the ground in any particular case, whether it
is best to do this by means of separate works on the salients or by
a continuous line.

Dueira Lines, in Malta, is an instance of a case

where it was necessary to adopt the latter alternative.
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7. DISPOSITION OF WORKS UNDER VA.RIO US
CIRCUM:STA.NCES.
The manner in which the works should ho disposed is the first
question to decide on in connection with the defence of auy particular
place, and something must be said about it here, although it is difficult to say anything to good purpose, the number and variety of
the conditions hearing on it rendering it impossible to lay down
any general rules.
Typical modem fortress.-The typical modern fortress is one with
an interior enceinte surrounding the town, arsenal, or dockyard, to
be defended, and with an outer ring of detached forts ; the ground
in between being generally under fire, either from the forts or the
enceinte.
In this combination, the enciente serves as a second line of defence
in case any of the forts are taken, and also renders it useless £or the
enemy to attempt to possess himself of the town by passing a body
of men between the forts.
The forts keep the enemy out of bombarding range of the place.
Many modifications of the above.-There are many modifications of
this typical plan, and by mentioning and discussing these we may
arrive at some conclusions as to the nature of the works which
should be constructed in different cases.
The enceinte.-Taking the enceinte first, it may be of different
degrees of strength, varying from a line of the most powerful construction, such as the enceinte of Antwerp, intended to resist all the
efforts of a besieger to the very last, down to-nothing.
The latter condition should not be considered one proper to
stand a siege in ; if no enceinte has originally been constructed, one
should be made on a field trace, as soon as men can be spared from
the more pressing work of putting the line of forts in a state of
defence. Its existence will render it easier to bold the outer line
and will diminish the number of the garrison required to be formed
into a field force, since it will be no longer of any use for the enemy
to attempt to push a body of men between the forts on the chance
of taking the place by a coup-de-main, but one or two of the forts
must be captured in order to establish batteries against the enceinte.
Conversely if there be a permanent enceinte to a place, the out.
lying forts may be further apart than it would otherwise be necessary
to place them.
The nature therefore of the enceinte required £or any particular
place will depend on such considerations as the following:-
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If the place is of such importance that it is necessary to hold it
for the very longest time possible, then the enceinte mnst be bnilt
as if it bad to stand alone.
In any other case it does not appear advisable to expend very
mncb upon it, but instead to strengthen the outer line, for a.
weak enceinte is sufficient for most purposes, until a formal
attack can be made upon it, and it can be improved by the labour
of the civil population while the siege is going on.
If the garrison is likely to be small it is especially desirable to
have an enceinte.
If from the nature of the ground, or of the buildings of the town,
there is likely to be a difficulty in improvising an enceinte, something may be done towards constructing it in a permanent form without executing the whole. The salients might be built, or some small
detached forts made in places where they would snpport the future
line of field works.
A citadel.-If there be one dominating point near the town, and
a strong citadel be constructed on it, considerable support will be
afforded to any improvised enceinte.
If the ground be favourable the encei1'te may be postponed.-If the
ground be very favourable or the buildings of the town well adapted
for defence the construction of the enceinte may be deferred until
it is actually wanted.
Town with few lines of approach.-It sometimes happens that there
are only a. very few lines of approach to a town that can be made
use of by an army and that these are blocked by detached forts.
It is then particularly necessary that the town should be provided
with an enceinte to keep off the smaller bodies of men that could
pass over the ground between the intervals of the forts.
Inner line of detached forts.-An inner line of detached works
sometimes takes the place of the enceinte. They must not be far
apart, and it would be advisable to connect them at least by field
works.
The detached forts.-The detached forts round a pla-0e may be
disposed in one of two ways; either they may be numerous and
designed to see every fold of the ground, or they may be fewer in
number, placed on points where they cannot he neglected hy the
enemy, and the defence of the ground in its details completed by
field works supported by the forts.
The first method prevailed when detached forts first came into

general nse, and when it was thought that a line might be defended
from the forts alone, as it bad been from the continuous works of
earlier days. The latte1· is however tbe one that should be followed;
it enables the forts to be made large and strong, it reduces the
number of vital points, and by not forcing the design to be too much
influenced by the accidents of the ground, gives greater freedom of
choice for the sites of the works.
Even if, as is sometimes the case, the ground is unsuited for the
employment of field works, and numerous permanent works must
be built, the spirit of this latter method should be kept in mind,
and the defences should be grouped and not form a mere line of
scattered units.
Distance be&ween detachecl forts and enceinte.-The distance
which should sepa.rate the detached forts from the enceinte cannot
be exactly laid down, although it is no doubt desirable that they
should command all the ground between them. The observance of
this condition would limit the distance to about 5,000 yards, and
would also demand open ground which can rarely be got.
There are other conditions of greater practical importance to be
fulfilled. The detached forts must be sufficiently far in advance to
prevent a bombardment, and they should be on ground favourable
for their action to the front. The enceinte, too, must be on favourable ground, and not too much extended.
As a consequence the forts can often see but a short way to their
rear, and are commonly at a long distance from the euceinte.
Therefore, since all the ground cannot be commanded, as much
should be as possible; how this can be done must depend on the
ground. Perhaps the works may be set in a zig-zag line, alternately
advanced and retired, or they may be grouped with several advanced
works depending on one central one; or there may be occasional
works constructed in rear of the advanced line and supporting it.
This last resource should he very sparingly used, as these works will
absorb a part of the garrison, and may perhaps never affect the
result of the siege.
Distwnc• apart of the detached fort,.-The distance apart of the
forts depends on the ground and the nature of the defending and
attacking troops, and may vary from 500 yards to 5 miles, or more.
The former might be the distance in the case of some very uneven
ground which it was, nevertheless, necessary to defend in detail,
owing to the smallness of the garrison or to the nearness of the
works to the place to be defended.
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The latter might be the distance, either in the case of there
being very few lines of approach to a fortress, or, in the case of
the fortress being of great importance and very large size, and
therefore with a numerous garrison; then, key positions only need
be permanently fortified, the necessary filling in being easily done
with field works.
The ordinary distance apart would naturally be something
between these, something between 1,500 and 4,000 yards probably;
1,500 yards enables the ground between to be well commanded by
small arm fire ; 4,000 yards may be considered the iimit at which
works would afford one another mntual support by artillery; but
each case must be decided on its merits.
Choice of sites for forls.-In the choice of sites for forts the main
advanced works should occupy good tactical positions, commanding
the enemy's best lines of approach to the town defended. He will
then be forced to make regular siege works against them as it will
be impossible to ignore them.
Some of the forts may be constructed mainly to deliver either
direct or flanking fire, but these are subsidiary to the abovementioned works. In those cases in which they are used their
employment is dictated by t,be form of the ground.
When the good lines of approach to a fortress are few, only a
few permanent works need be· made, but an inner line of some
kind is then a necessity.
Ring of fo,-/s sometimes not suitable.-Occasionally a ring of forts
is not suitable to the grouncl, which may be best taken np by groups
of works commanding the approaches; these should be kept as
compact as possible, as their garrisons will be isolated and unable to
aid one another.
Small fortifiecl places.-The greatest variations from approved
theory of course occur in small fortified places, such as those
designed to protect our minor coaling stations.
As it would not be right to spend much money on these places,
or to lock up large garrisons in them, they cannot be given a
theoretical completeness ; on the other hand they must not be
expected to hold out for long without being relieved.
The normal arrangement for a small place of this kind may,
perhaps, be taken to be a citadel with a ring of detached works, at
about 3,000 to 4,000 yards, or even less, from the town. This ring
would give consideral.Jle protection against bombardment, as the
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enemy would be compelled to fire at ra,nges IVhich require very
accurate shooting, while, the perimeter being less, the garrison will
be much smaller than for a first-class place. The citadel will
enable what remains of the garrison to hold out for some time after
the other works may have fallen, and should be so situated as to
prevent the enemy using the place for his purposes; therefore, in
the case of the defence of a coaling station, it is desirable that the
citadel should command the harbour with some heavy guns.
In these small fortresses it is never probable that there will be
numerous garrisons, 1tnd therefore the works should be arranged
with especial attention to the command of the ground near them,
and they should have good ditches so that the garrisons may be
secure from assault.
There are many varieties of form in small fortresses ; among
them are a ring of forts without an enceinte, and an enceinte without a ring of forts; a ring of works with one or two far outlying
forts; isolated posts defending the roads of approach, and a fortified
camp near the place to be defended; the last arrangement is only to
be recommended when the ground around the place is very unfavourable for defence.
The choice between the varieties depends mainly on the form
of the ground, which has even more influence on the design of a
small place than on that of a large one.
CALCULATION OF THE .A.RMAMEN'r OF A FORTRESS.

It is impossible to lay down general rules for this calculation,
which depends for its solution on so many varying elements, such
as the nature of the works, the configuration of the ground, and the
numbers of the garrison. It must nevertheless be made in all cases,
and a few observations on the subject may give assistance.
In the first place the armament of each fort should be sufficient
and suited in character to the work it has to do; that is, in most
cases, to oppose the first efforta of a besieger, to protect itself against
the last stages of an attack, and to help in closing the intervals
between the works. The description of the forts in this lecture will
be of some guidance in deciding on thia.
The armament of the works permanently built for direct fire
won ld be settled by the form of the ground.
The number of field guns to be used in sorties would depend on
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the strength of that parL of the garrison likely to be available for
euch purposes.
It remains to be decided how many guns should be added to
those determined on as above, for arming temporary batteries.
This must be done for each fortress separately. The object which
it would be desirable to obtain, would be to establish a superiority
of fire over the besieger. This can rarely he done, but it might be
possible in cases where the ground on which he could establish his
batteries, was, from any cause, much limited in area, while that
of tbe defence was not.
In ordinary cases it will be sufficient to provide artillery to arm
all the batteries that could be constructed in favourable positions,
allowing for the guns that will be removed from the forts for this
purpose, and it is probable that in most cases but small additions
would have to be made to the numbers that would thus become
available.
As the guns permanently mounted in the forts would be of the
heavier class of medium guns, any deficiency is likely to be in the
class of light guns and rifled howitzers, and attention should be
given to this point.

LECTURE II.

( This Lectm·e treats of the 11ario1<s constructive details of Land Work•.)

1. MODES OF MOUNTING GUNS.
THE modes of mounting medium rifled and other guns on land
works are rather numerous, as they have recently been increased by
several new patterns of carriages and platforms.
Their nature, and tbe emplacement needed for each, will be shortly
described, beginning with the medium guns, which are the rifled
guns weighing from about 3 tons up to 5 tons, such as the 64-prs.,
and 80-prs. R.M.L., and 7-in. R.B.L.
Garrison standing carriage.-There are a good many guns stilJ
mounted on carriages of this nature, including a number of converted 64-pounders, aud it may st,ill be used in retired flanks for guns
either firing through an embrasure or from a casemate. It may
also be used for mounting some of the guns of a fort, which are not
intended to be placed on the front faces but to be used for curved
fire.
This carriage requires a ground platform of wood, stone, or
concrete, 18 feet by 12 feet, and with a slope of -f.. The gun on it
will fire over a sill 2 feet 3 inches high.
Traversing platform, 16-foot.-A wooden traversing platform, 16 feet
long, with sliding carriage. This is the ordinary mounting for
medium rifled guns, and is used in a variety of positions, both on
flanks and faces, and on land and coast works.
The platform may be either casemate or dwarf, according to the
size of the trucks attached lo it.
If the former, the gun will fire over a height of sill of 2 feet
7 inches, and the mounting is suited for use in casernates or haxos,
though it will be gradually superseded in these positions by the two
patterns of shortened platform which will be described presently.
If the latter, the gun will fire over a height of sill of 4 feet 3
inches. 1l'he mounting is thus suited for use iu a Ua1·bette emplacement, 01· for a gun firing through an embrasure.
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This barbette mounting used to be the best for guns, particularly
for those in coast batteries, and it is still fairly efficient for the
latter, at least in unimportant positions, but it should no longer be
used for land works at all.
Racers for 16joot 1,-aversing plaifonns.-The radii of the racers
for these platforms, with their distinguishing letters, are given
below.RADII OP RACERS.

Letter.

Front.
ft.

A

B
C
D
E
F

in.

0
1 10
5

Rear.
ft.

in.

16 6
12 10

6 1
3 41.
0
2 2
10 81.
•
12 10
2 2
9

•

Casemate traversing platforms are not used with other than A
pivot racers.
Dwarf tra-.ersing platforms can be suited to all, but B pi-.ots are
not much used now, and E and F pivots are specially adapted for
the tops of Martello towers, and are not laid elsewhere.
A pivot racers are suitable with embrasures; C pivot for barbette
emplacements with less than 140° of lateral train.ing; D pivot for
barbetles with a larger amount.
C pivot emplacements should be used when practicable, as they
are smal1er, cheaper, and safer than D pi vat.
The racers are flanged; the flange is 6½ inches wide and i inch
thick, and the rib, which is 2ij' inches wide, rises I½ inches above it.
The top of the flange should be laid level with the top of the racer
curb.
There are small bed plates, one inch thick, under the joints of the
racer and at a few intermediate positions, which aid in keeping it
in position. They are fixed to the racer by screws through the
flange.
For drawings of these racers see Inspector General of Fortitication's Circular, No. 250, dated 26th September, 18;-6.
Pfoot block for niedim11 gu,z,~, jfring Ol:er a heiyhl u.f 4 feet 3 inches. It has been decided that all medium g-uns monnted on C, D, E,
or F pivot racers are to be provided with actual pi ,ots.
E
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This consists of a cast iron pivot block, into which a steel pivot
plug, 3 inches in diameter, fits, passing through a plate on tbe under
side of tbe platfprm. 'l'he pivot block is 2 feet 3 inches in diameter
at base, and 2 feet 10¾ inches in total height, and §et so that tbe
top is 12¼ inches above the top surface of tbe racer.
For a drawing see Inspector General of Fortification's Circular,
No. 275, elated 13th May, 1878.
Tbe spaces required to be kept clear for a 16-foot traversing
platform, are as follows:A PIVO'L' EMPLACEMENT.
From tbe front racer to tbe front
pivot to the rear

0

PIVOT EMPLACEMENT.

From the pivot to the front
rear

D

PIVOT EMPLACEMENT.

ft. in.

From the pivot to the front

10

0

Improved 16-foot plaif01·m.-An improvement in the 16.foot platform bas been recently suggested which is likely to he adopted, and
which will give much more security to the gun-detachment than
they now possess. It consists, firstly, in blocking up the slide
7½ inches; this enables the parapet to he raised to a height of 5 feet
above the top of the racer blocks, thus increasing the protection of
the men traversing and elevating; and, secondly, in altering the
elevating gear so that the gun can be loaded under cover at depression. A sma.11 sunken way would be formed in front of the racer
blocks in which the men would stand while loading. The depth of
this depends on the amount of depression that can be given to the gun;
what this can be is not yet settled, but if it be 10° the depth of the
sunken way might be 9 inches, thus giving 5 feet 9 inches of cover
behind the parapet. The high pivot block, 18·375 inches, should be
used, as for the 6-foot parapet platform (see p. 52) . It will be
necessary to form the O pivot emplacement with a radius of 9 feet
in order to give space for the men to load.
This alteration could probably be applied to all but B pivot
emplacements.
New patterns of fraversing plaifonn.-The new traversing p}at.
forms, which are being substituted in some cases for the old 16-foot
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one, are the shortened 13-foot, the shortened I I-foot, and the 6-foot
parapet platform.
Slw,·lened platjo,·m, 13-foot.-The shortened platform, 13-foot, is
adapted for use with the converted 64-pr. and 80-pr. guns,
and with the 7-inch R.B.L.
It is the old 16-foot platform with 3
feet cut off from the end, and provided with a hydraulic huffer; and
with the wooden sliding carriage replaced by a wrought iron one.
The use of the hydraulic buffer enables the recoil to be resisted
in a space of 4 feet 6 inches, instead of 6 feet 6 inches.
H eight of sill for new casenuites.-The gun will fire over 4 feet 3
inches, or over 3 feet 6 inches; the latter ls an improved dimension
for a casemate, and all new casemates for medium guns should be
built with this height of sill, instead of 2 feet 3 inches.
Racers.-The platform works on the same racers as the old 16-ft.
The advantages gained by reducing the length of the platform
are that with the casemate platform, less room is taken up, and thus,
if wished, the size of the chamber in which it works can be reduced;
and that with the dwarf platform, it can, when on a C pivot racer,
work all round the circle, so that with the shortened 13-foot platform the D pivot is no longer necessary. For with a 16-foot platform the parapet would have to be built with a radius only just
sufficient to aclmit the tail of the platform, in order that the muzzle
of the gun may project over it when in firing position, and this is
inconvenient for working the gun, but an additional 3 feet of space
makes all the difference.
In a C pivot emplacement, with a 16-foot or 13-foot platform, the
radius of the path of the muzzle of a 64-r,r. R.M.L. gun, when run
up, measured from the pivot, is about 11 feet.
Shortenecl platform, 11-foot.-The shortened platform, 11-foot, is a
new construction, intended to take the 7-inch R.B.L. gun.
It was designed to provide a mode of mounting for this gun, which
woultl admit of its being easily blinded when used in the flanks of
works, and the dimensions are therefore as small as possible. This
is a mode of mounting which will only be used in Great Britain,
for the 7-inch R.B.L. gun is being withdrawn from all foreign
stations.
Racers.-The gun will fire over a sill 3 feet 6 inches high. The
1•n,cers are of the same section as the others for medium guns, but
are only A pivot, and are of special radii, 5 feet and 14 feet.
Slides for 6½-tnn gu,ns, convertetl.-Since writing the above, it has
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been decided to utilize in these situations the carriages n.nd slides
of the 7-incb 6½-ton guns discarded by tbe Navy. The radii of the
racers is unchanged. The length of the slide is 12 feet 6 inches, but
it projects more in front of the front racer than the 11-foot platform
does.
Platform, 6-Joot parapet. (Plate VII.)-The 6-foot parapet platform is one especially designed for use in coast batteries, and for
this purpose is the best mode of mounting tbat, we possess.
It is described in this place in order to keep all tbe modes of
mounting medium guns togetl,er. It is of entirely novel construction and mode of working.
The material is of wrought
iron. The carriage is n1ounted on live ro1lers, so that no tripping
levers are wanted; at the same time the carriage will hardly
run up of it.self, as the slope of the slide has been reduced from
4° to 3°; this, however, is considered rather an advantage, as
the gun can be easily and gently run np by using the running
back gear. The recoil is checked by a circular hydraulic buffer, a
device which, though not found to be suitable for beavy guns, is
quite successful on this scale. It would take some time to describe
the circular buffer in detai1, but it is circular in form, very compact, and is worked by a rack fixed under the carriage.-See
" List of Changes," 1st May, 1881.
llacers.-Tbe platform is 13 feet 2 inches long, and is mounted
on the same racers as the old 16-foot platform.
Pivot blnck.-The pivot block is, however, 18·37,5 inches high
instead of 12¼ inches.
In consequence of the carriage being on live rollers it is possible
for this mode of mounting to he used in a C pivot emplacement
with all-round fire ; for there being no tripping levers, it is not
necessary to provide space for their use.
The gun, with 5° depression, can fire over a height of 6 feet
above the racer. Loading is effected by the muzzle being depressed at an angle of 22°, and the charge being rammed home
from behind the parapet,, with a jointed or a rope rammer.
The gun has been fired at a depression of 22° 42', without causing
any injury to the carriage. In addition to the 6 feet of cover
obtained by the carriage and platform, the racer blocks can be
set about 10 inches above the general level of the floor of the
emplacement. The numbers working the gun are therefore in
perfect security from everything except vertical fo-e, the only opera-
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tions requiring a man to shew himself being pointing, serviug the
vent, and priming. 'Jhe gun is of course exposed and must take
its chauce, but a large amount of security is obtained without
having the complications of the disappearing systems.
The guns to be mounted on this system are the wrought iron 6,1ponnder of 64 cwt., and the SO-pounder converted, firing a 20-lbs.
charge.
The radius of the C pivot emplacement, which should alwa_ys be
used with this platform, is 8 feet at top, and 8 feet 6 inches
at bottom, having an overhang of 6 inches.
Ca,.,-iage for 6½ ton gun.-Since writing the above, it bas been
decided to construct. a similar carriage for the 7'' R.llI.L. of 6½ tons,
and to mount the latter in places approved for the wrought iron
64-pounder.
The radius of the C pivot emplacement for this gun should be
9 feet without any overhang, but perhaps it may be worked in the
64-pounder emplacement.
Colonial caniage.-Several carriages and platforms for 64pounder guns have been constructed and used in the defence of our
Colonial harbours, on which the gun fires over a height of 5 feet
6 inches above the racer. The gun is loaded from behind the parapet at an angle of depression of 16°, a small loading way, 10 inches
deep, being carried round between the front racer blocks and the
parapet; the men actually engage,, in loading have therefore 6 feet
4 inches of cover.
The carriage and platform are of iron, but the carriage is not
alive; consequently when the gun js required to fire over a large
horizontal arc, a D pivot emplacement bas to be used, otherwise
there would not be room enough in rear of the platform to work
the tripping levers.
The radii of the C pivot emplacement are 8 feet at top and 8 feet
6 inches at bottom ; those of the D pivot are 11 feet and 11 feet
6 inches.
The high pivot block is used; the racers are the s<Lme as for the
other 64-pounder platforms.
The design for this mounting was made before that for the 6-foot
parapet platform, and it will not be repeated, but it is described
.
here as there are a good many guns mounted in this manner.
Traversing platforms for siege batteries.-In siege batteries, and
in the counter•batleries of a similar nature thrown up by the defence,
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some of the guns might be mounted ou sliding carriages and platforms. In this case, as they would not be required to fire over large
arcs, small pieces of racer would be used which could he spiked on
to a wooden framework. Spare pieces of A pivot racers should he
kept in fortresses for this purpose.
Disapp earing car-riages.-Disappearing carriages are the successors of traversing platforms on the faces of land works. These
at present are two in number, the counterweight carriage and tbe
hy'dro-pneurnatic siege carrinige, and there are two new ones coming
on; one for the 64-pouuder R.JILL., or 7-inch R.B.L., and the
other for the new 6-in . R.B.L. gun.
Counterweight carriage.-The counterweight carriage of Major
llfoncrieff's invention is used for the converted 64-pr. Rlli.L., and
the 7-inch R.B.L. guns.
It consists main] y of two parts, the platform and the elevator.
The latter serves the part of a carriage, and also contains a
counterweight, by giving motion to which the force of recoil is
absorbed, and which, by its preponderance, b,~ngs the gun back
again into firing position. The gun when up can fire at 5° depression over a parapet 9 feet 4 inches high (Plate VI.); when down
its axi-s is about 4 feet 9 inches above the ground iu a convenient
position for loading.
Sweep plates.-The platform traverses on cast iron sweep plates,
12 inches in breadth. The radii are for the front sweep plate 8 feet
11 inches, and for the rear, 4 feet 8½ inches There is a zinc graduated arc let into one of them.
E,nplacement.-The emplacement is a pit with overhanging concrete walls, and may be either a complete circle for all round fire
or open in rear for arcs under 180°, the proportions being slightly
different in the two cases.
The drawing (Plate VI.) shews the plan and section of an open
counterweight pit, of which the radius at lop is 8 feet 6 inches, and
that at bottom 12 feet; the amount of overhang being thus 3 feet
6 inches.
_The all-round pit is 9 feet 3 inches radius at top, and 11 feet
8 mches at bottom.
The sides should be made from 5 to 10 feet thick, and as far up
as the begrnmng of the overhang may he built in brick or stone or
any other convenient material, but the overhang is best builL in
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Portland cement concrete, so as to form a monolith not likely to be
broken away.
The strength of this construction is considerable, as was shewn
at the experiments at Eastbourne, in 1878, when the overhanging
part of an experimental counterweight pit was struck by a 64.pr.
shot with very little effect; the shot struck, too, at the point where
the overhang ended, and where no shoulder had been built to support it, on a corner which, in fact, was quite in the air, which should
never be the case in any permanent work.
Few, if n.ny, more pits for guns on counterweight carriages are
likely to be built, for the carriage is heavy and cumbrous when
compa.red with the gun it carries, ancl it is proposed to construct an
improved form. These emplacements are, nevertheless, described
as they illustrate a type of construction-the concrete pit with an
overb:10ging- wall-which will no doubt continue to be used with
altered dimensions for some of the new carriages.
New disappearing carriage.-Tbe new permanent disappearing
carriage is not yet determined on. The gun mounted on it will,
however, probably fire out of a pit about 12 feet in diameter at the
top, which will be safer and less costly than the present counterweight gun pit. Tbe pit will require to be built with an overhang,
so as to give room :lor loading.
Hydro-pneu,matic siege disappearing can-iage.-Tbe hydro-pneumatic siege disappearing carriage has recently been approved, and
it was intended to make permanent emplacements for it in several
of our forts (see Plates III. and V.), but difficulties have occurred
in connection with their design which have not been overcoille, and
which may result in the production of a new carriage.
It was designed to take the wrought iron 64-pr. R.M.L. gun,
firing 12 lbs. of powder, but 25 lb. cha1·ges have been fired from
the gun mounted on the experimental carriage without doing any
harm, and it is now approved for use with the 6'6" R.M.L.
gun, firing a 100 lb. shell, and 25 lbs of P powder. An 8-incb rifled
howitzer bas also been fired off it. It seems to absorb strains in the
most wonderful way, and, moreover, from the easy nature of the
first motion of the recoil it increases the accuracy of the fire of the
gun mounted on it in a noticeable manner.
The carriage is somewhat similar in appearance to an ordinary
travelling carriage, though much more strongly constructed. The
gun, however, is carried at the ends of two long arms, which are
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pivoted on the same axle as the wheels. The upper ends of thes~
arms are connected with the rod of a piston , which works in a
copper cylinder attached to the trail ; the cylinder is nearly vertical,
but is capable of motion about trunnions to enable it to accommodate
itself to the varying positions of the piston. Internally, the cylinder
is divided into two portions by means of an inner annulus ; the
centre portion is filled with water and glycerine, the outer with compressed air.
When the gun is fired the arms on which it is carried rotate
about the axle, driving home the piston, and forcing the water into
the outer space of the cylinder, thus still further compressing the
air. rrhe expansive force of the air is thus rendered sufficient to
force baek the piston and raise the gun again into the firing
position.
When the gun is down it can be retained in that position to load.
This carriage was primarily designed for use in the more
advanced batteries of the attack, but it would also be useful in the
defence, either in the batteries attached to the forts, or in the
forts themselves. In the latter case the advantage would be gained
over the permanent disappearing type that the gun and carriage
might be kept in a bombproof and only brought out when really
required. It must not, however, be supposed that this carriage
can be easily moved about, or the gun placed anywhere to fire
without preparation. It is heavy, weighing 50 cwt. without the gun,
and, I believe, mechanical appliances are required in order to limber
up.
From the need there is of leaving a space between the parapet
and the wheels, to enable the men to get round to load, it is necessary, in order to get sufficient overlap of the muzzle over the crest,
that the interior face of the parapet should be vertical or have a
slight overhang; that is to say, it must be revetted.
Finally, the carriage does not absorb the force of recoil in the
way in which the counterweight carriage does, but requires an
anchorage, the strain on which would be 19 tons if the anchoring
ties were led from the axle of the carriage at an angle of 35 degrees
with the horizontal, though it is considered desirable to have two
anchorages, one vertical, the other horfaiontal. '1.1his anchorage can
be improvised in a battery by burying baulks of timber and heaping
the parapet over t.hem, but it is not so easy to make in a permanent
work where the parapet is already formed.

The height of the parapet for the gun depressed at an angle of 4°
is 7 feet 2½ inches.
Disappearing caniage for 6-inch R.B.L. g«n.-Tbe disappearing
carriage for the new 6.inch R.B.L. gun will most likely he of a
type resembling the H.P. siege, the gun being raised into the firing
position by the expansive force of compressed air.
It will probably work a pit very similar in dimensions and con,
struction to the present pit for the counterweight 64-pounder.
It is proposed that it shall be capable either of being mounted in
a permanent emplacement with a central pivot, or in a temporary
emplacement with a front pivot. It will thus be possible to change
the position of the gun during a siege.
Travelling carriage and overbank cai·,·iage.-The only modes of
mounting for medium guns that remain to be noticed are the
ordinary travelling carriage, and the same fitted with a bracket for
overbank fire; the 64-pounders only being mounted overbank. On
the travelling carriage the gun would fire over a height of 3 feet
3 inches, and with the added bracket it would fire overbank over
a height of 5 feet 6 inches.
The guns mounted overbank are depressed 20° to load. A
64-pounder on an overbank carriage has been fired at a depression
of 20° without doing any harm. They would he fired off the
double-decked platform, which is formed of two layers of 3-inch
plank, with 4 extra pieces under the lower deck and with a long
trail plank. The size of the platform is 18 feet by 12 feet. The
recoil will be checked by an hydraulic buffer fixed under the
carriage and having the piston attached to the parapet.
These modes of mounting would be used for the guns intended for
the batteries thrown up between the forts, which would be of the
nature of siege batteries. They might also be used in the forts for
guns for curved fire, and sometimes for those mounted on the faces
for direct fire.
The carriage has the following advantages: it is simple,
requires no great preparation to form an emplacement, can be
brought when wanted to the point where it is to be used and
removed again under cover, and with the overbank bracket fixed
gives better protection than any other mode of mounting except the
disappearing.
Light rifled gwts.-Tbe light rifled guns used in fortresses, are
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the 40-pounders R.M.L. and R.B.L., the 25-pounder R.M.L., the
20-pouuder R.B.L., and the various field guns.
The 40-pounder R.M.L. is mounted in casemates on a traversing
platform and sliding carriage. It is a good gun for mounting in
the flanks of works, in cases when it is probable that men aud not
earthworks will have to be fired at; for it is sufficiently powerful,
and is easy to work.
Special platforms and caniages can be made for these light guns,
if there are any particular difficulties connected with the positions in
which it is desired to place them .
.All the light rifled guns are mounted on travelling carriages, and
the 40-pounders and 25-pounders, R.M.L., can fire overbank.
They can be used either in the batteries intermediate between the
forts or in the forts themselves. When sufficiently powerful they
are preferable to the 64-pounder as being more easily handled.
It is probable that towards the end of a siege the light guns that
can be run up on to the rampart for a few rounds, and then taken
away again into security, will be the only ones left serviceable.
Every fortress should therefore be provided with some, of a calibre
and weight suited to the local circumstances.
A modified form of disappearing carriage bas been tried for some
of these guns in which the gun is raised to the firing position by
means of manual labour applied through the medium of an hydraulic
press, but it has not yet been adopted into the service.
RIFLED HOWITZERS.

Rifled howitzers.-The old pattern short 8-inch and 6·3-inch
howitzers are mounted either on a travelling carriage like the
40-pounder carriage or on a special bed and platform. The platform
is 10 feet long and 5 feet 4 inches wide. Both these are siege
mountings, and there is no form of permanent mounting for a rifled
howitzer. Consequently all the preparation to he made for them
consists in forming a level surface behind the parapet with a good
foundation.
The parapet should admit of the howitzers being fired with as
little as 5° elevation, when on a travelling carriage.
On a travelling carriage the axis of the 8-inch howitzer, when
horizontal, is 3 feet 3 inches above the ground.
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On the special bed the axis is 2 feet 3 inches from the gl'ound ;
when so mounted the howitzer should not be fired at a less angle of
elevation than 20°.
The new long 8-incb howitzer of 70-cwt., which will form the
greater part of the heavy siege unit, will be mounted on a travelling
carriage like the G,J,-pounder, not overbank, and will in addition
have an hyd raulic buffer fi:s:ed underneath the carriage to be connected
with the parapet, so as to check the recoil.
The 6·6 inch howitzer will also be mounted on a travelling
carriage.
SMOOTH-BORE GUNS.

81nooth bore gums.-Smooth bore guns, carronades and howitzers,
will still be much used for flanks and places where only a limited
range is required.
All the muzzle loading guns are mounted on standing carriages,
or on sliding carriages and traversing platforms, similar to those
already described for the 64-pounder, R.M.L., but they do not
require actual pivots, and various old patterns of racer are sometimes
used with them.
32-pouncler S.B. B.L.-There is one pattern of S.B. B.L. gun
It is a converted
recently introduced for flanking purposes.
32-pounder S.B., with an interrupted screw breech closing arrangement, and it will fire case shot only.
It will be mounted on a platform admitting only of a small
amount of recoil and compelling the gun to run up immediately after
firing. It will however be so arranged that the gun can be held at
recoil, l foot 9 inches back, or be run in 18 inches more, 3 feet
3 inches in all, and held there. If there be a window in the embrasure this may be convenient for bringing the muzzle within it.
The platform is 6 feet 6 inches long and 2 feet 3 inches wide, and
will work on A pivot racers of 1 foot 6 inches and 6 feet 10 inches
radii, the rear trucks being close to the end of the platform. It
is provided with an actual pivot bolt, 2 inches in diameter, to be
supplied by the Artillery, and having to receive it either a pivot
bar built into the wall of the casema,te, or a pivot block fixed to
the floor. The height of the top of the bar or block should be
8·7,i; inches above the top of the racer. The racer is a flanged one
of the same section as that used for medium guns. The projection
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of the muzzle beyond the pivot is 4 feet. The height of the si11
should be 2 feet 3 inches above the racer.
The gun will fire three rounds a minute, and is simple and not
likely to get out of order, in fact, just the thing for a flanking gun.
llfoRTARS.

Mortars.-Mortars, when not replaced by rifled howitzers, will be
mounted as of old on stone or wooden platforms, 6 feet 6 inches by
9 feet 6 inches, or 12 feet square for 13-inch mortars.
It should be remembered that as mortars always fire at high
angles there is no need for exposing them to the enemy's fire by
mounting them on the rampal'ts of a work; they should always be
on the parade, or in gorge batteries, or outside the fort altogether
if they can be so placed without danger of capture.
The casemated mortar batteries, such as were constructed in the
Portsdown Hill works, are not now used; they would not be secure
against the curved fire of guns and rifled howitzers.
WALL PIECES,

Wall pieces.-Experiments have been made with the view of
procuring a good pattern of wall piece for firing at the heads of
saps and such points, for which purpose more penetration is
required than can be got from a rifle bullet, but for which the
projectile from a field gun even would produce an unnecessarily
large effect.
The results as yet have not been very satisfactory, but the
subject is likely to be advanced by the probable introduction of
large single barrelled machine guns, of from 1 inch to 2 inches
calibre, which will occupy a position intermediate between the rifle
and the field gun, and being at once handy and powerful, are likely
to have a considerable effect on the processes of a siege.
MACHINE GUNS.

Machine gums, or mitrailleurs.-The present service machine gun,
the old pattern Gatling, is not sufficiently trustworthy in its action
to be taken into serious consideration in deciding on the armament
of a work. The design and construction of machine guns bas, how4
ever, materially improved of late years, and there is now more than
one form that can be depended upon to deliver a continuous fire,
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which is not liable to get out of order, and which can be easily set
to rights if it does. Under these circumstances it is probable that
machine guns will cmne into more general use.
They will be mounted in two ways; either on tripods, firing over
3 feet 3 inches, or on sockets fixed to walls or baulks of timber.
The tripod mounting would be convenient when using the guns
for long range fire, as they could be taken away into some quiet spot
where they would not bo likely to be disturbed.
The socket mounting would be best when the gun was required to
be used on parapets or in casemates. The sockets should be permanently fixed in convenient situations, and the guns put on them when
wanted.
Gardne,· gmi.-The Gardner gun, which will probably be adopted
into the service, is in three forms, a one-barrel, a two-barrel, and a
The latter will be used by the Navy, who want to fire
five-barrel.
large volleys; it is of different design to the other two. It fires the
llfartini bullet with a solid cartridge case.
The one-barrel is called a rifle of position; it weighs about 55 lbs.
withont its mounting, and is intencled to be used in places where
portability is of the first importance. It will fire 160 rounds a
minute easily, and can be pressed up to 200 rounds.
The two-barrel is practically a duplication of the one barrel; it
weighs about twice as much and fires twice as fast.
The guns are both actuated by turning a crank on the right hand
side. They pivot both vertically and horizontally, about a point
which is 30 inches from the muzzle, and about 20 inches from the
rear end of the mechanism. The total width of the two-barrel,
including the crank handle, is under 12 inches. The feed guide rises
22 inches above the axis of the barrel, and about 12 inches more
space above it is required for entering the cartridges. The
mechanism is very simple, but it is not necessary to describe it here.
Two men are required to work the gun rapidly, one to point and fire
and the other to feed. The above data will give some idea of the
space the gun will require in a work.
THE

RIFLE.

Rifle.-The last weapon to mention is the rifle carried by the
soldier.
He as a rule fires over a height of 4 feet 6 inches, sometimes 4 feet
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9 inches if the superior slope of the parapet be very flat, but a less
heiii-ht if he has to fire downwards.
The banquette on which he stands should be three feet wide for
conveuience, but cau bP. reduced in width if it is absolutely necessary.
This is its barbette mounting so to speak, when it is fired over the
top of a parapet.
In its casemate mounting it is fired through a loophole, which
requires a careful description.
Loopholes.-While workinii- on the first design for a fort tbat I
made after leaving Chatham, I wished to iutroduce a very small
musketry caponnier, for the defence of the ditch of a retrenchment;
and as there was no room to spare, and every foot was valuable, it was
necessary to consider the details carefully, so that no space might be
wasted. Of course the length depended on the shape of the loopholes, and on the amount of room required for the men at them, and
I thought that these things would be easy enough to find in some
book; but no; I suppose that loopholes were looked upon as things
of such extreme simplicity, that no one would condescend to record
anything about them ; I did find something about a horizontal loophole in brick, but I wanted a vertical loophole in stone, so it was
not of much assistance to me, and in the end I had to work out the
details of the loopholes for myself.
]fosketry loopholes.-Plates IX. and X.---The points of a good loophole are, that the man using it should be able to fire from it easily,
and in tbe required direction; that it should not weaken the wall
more than can possibly be avoided; and that it should not be easy
for the enemy to fire into.
As all loopholes should be designed for the places they have to
occupy, it is not possible to give a recipe for their construction, but
only the general principles which it is necessary to observe.
In the first place, three feet of wall space is required for each man
at a loophole, and this is, therefore, the minimum distance from centre
to centre at which they should be spaced. It must be remembered
that as a man fires from bis right shoulder, he requires more room
on the left of the line of fire than on the right, therefore, when a
loophole is next to a wall, the wall must be at least one foot from
the side of it if on the right, and two feet if on the left of the loophole.
For a man armed with the infantry rifle, the neck, or narrowest
part of the loophole, should be at most 2 feet 6 inches from the inner
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face of the wall. If providing for a work to be defended hy men
with carbines, it must be 1 foot less.
It will be found that a 4-feet wall is about the thickest through
which it is advantageous to make loopholes at 3-feet intervals, unless
the splay is very slight.
With a thicker wall this interval cannot he retained, and the best
mode of treatment is to form arched recesses, so as to obtain thinner
walls in which to make the loopholes.
In order to prevent the enemy firing into the loophole, or in any
way injuring the man behind it, the opening should be as small as
it can be conveniently made, its shape shoulcl be such that bullets
cannot glance in, and the sides should be so formed, and of such
materials that they may not be liable to give off splinters (see
Plates IX. and X.) .
.A. convenient way of making the neck of the loophole is to cut
an opening out of a piece of half-inch iron plate, which can be
built into the wall. The opening may be 12 inches hy 3 inches,
for an ordinary straight loophole for firing down a ditch. This
is larger than is absolutely necessary for the rifle, but it is well not
to hinder a man more than can be helped from seeing what he has
to fire at; besides it allows for men of different heights using the
same loophole conveniently.
The use of the iron plate for loopholes may be recommended in
walls 4 feet, or 3 feet 6 inches thick ; in 3-foot or thinner walls the
neck of the, loop can be placed close to the outer face of the wall, and
it is simpler to construct the whole in brick or masonry, or whatever
the general material used may be.
In order to prevent splinters being broken off the front of the
opening and finding their way in, the materials used should not
easily fracture when struck by bullets, and should not have sharp
angles. .Almost anything may be used so long as it does not flake
and splinter.
To prevent bullets glancing in, it is advisable to step the exterior
when a wall is over 3 feet 6 inches thick. A brick loophole
must of course be built in rectangular steps (Plate X.) ; a stone or
concrete one can be sloped off in the manner shewn in the drawings
(Plate IX.), the slope beiog directed towards tbe outer edge of tbe iron
plate, thus precluding the possibility of a bullet glancing in, and by
making the angles more obtuse, rendering them less liable to chip.
It is still possible, of course, for a bullet to glance iu off the sides of
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the loop which are perpendicular to the iron plate, but it would
have to be fired very much from one side to do so, and then would
not enter with a high velocity.
In order to get the maximum of effect from a loopholed gallery,
all the loops should be designed fo,· the position they occupy, so that
none of their limited arc of fire may be thrown away; thus the loops
at the ends of a set would be skewed inwards, while the centre ones
would be straight.
Loops with extreme depression are sometimes required to see
into dead angles. In designing these, care must be taken not to
facilitate the enemy's firing up them.
Ho,·izontal or ve,•tical loopltoles.-.A. choice must be made between
horizontal and vertical loopholes according to the purpose to be
served.

For the flank of a ditch where only a limited lateral range is
required, and where it is desirable to be able to strike any part of
the counterscarp or escarp, vertical loopholes are most suitable.
For a gorge wall, where it is required to fire over the ground
outside a fort, but not at a long range, a horizontal loophole is best.
The height of the latter should be from 3 to 4 inches, just enough
to allow of aim being taken. The length will depend on the amount
of lateral range required.
It may be of use to remember that the diameter of the front part
of tbe stock of a Martini-Henry Rifle is about l¼ inches, and the
diameter of an ordinary lead pencil is ¼inch, therefore if you are
drawing loopholes to a scale of tth the pencil may be made to represent the rifle, and by laying it in different positions on the paper,
it can be seen if there will be room enough to use the weapon conveniently.

2.

MINES.

Mines.-Mining forms a mode of attack and of defence that has
been less modified by recent improvements in war materiel than any

other. Rifled guns do not affect it at all. The new explosives, such as
gun-cotton can only be used in it to a limited extent. .A.nd no satisfactory mining machinery for use in the field bas as yet been in.
vented. Even if such machinery were designed, it would only have
the effect of increasing the area of the ground over which mining
opet'at10ns took place, but would not modify the principles on which
they are carried out.
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Mining will be resorted to both by the attack and by the defence;
the former in order to blow in the counterscarp, and descend into
the ditch, the latter in order to delay the approach of the enemy by
forcing him to stop his trenches and to adopt slower methods of
advancing. To a considerable extent it puts both sides on an
equality again, after the fire of the defence bas been silenced, though
the attack will have the advantage of being able to explode larger
charges, forming craters, while the defenders must be careful to
produce as little surface effect as possible.
Defensive mines.-Preparations in a permanent form for mine
defence need only be applied to such forts as are liable t,o a close
attack, and should be simple, as the exact nature of the defence
cannot be forseen.
It does not appear advisable to attempt to build all the mine
chambers that might be required, or even all the galleries, but
merely to construct those main galleries, which will form means of
communication, and convenient starting points for mines, whatever
may be the direction of the attack.
Principles of constmotioii of coiintennines.-Tbe galleries should be
laid out in accordance with the following general principles:1. The chambers may be advantageously placed in one plane at
a depth below the surface of from 12 to l 8 feet.
The largest charges which it appears generally advisable to use
in defensive mines, are those for common mines, and they will destroy

galleries directly under them, at distances at least equal to their
lines of least resistance. The besieger therefore cannot pass in
safety under them without descending to a depth of more than from
24 to 36 feet.
2. Galleries should present their ends rather thitn their sides to
the besieger, because they are less liable to be destroyed by his mines,
ancl the portion uninjured remains available for subsequent opera~
tions. Moreover a gallery parallel to the place, if captured by the
besiegers, might be blown up and converted into an open trench,
and used as part of his approaches.
3. Galleries which are intended to be preserved when common
mines in their neighbourhood are exploded, should be at a distance
from them of double their lines of least resistance.
4. Galleries should not be so far apart as to admit of the besieger
passing between them witl1out being heard from one side or the
other. The distance at which work may be heard when carri;d on
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in the usual way, is flbout 40 feet; when the workmen endeavour to
m nke as little noise as possible, it will not be heard for more than
20 feet.
5. No gallery should -extend more than 40 or 45 yards without
being crossed by some other gallery, as beyond that distance it becomes difficult to ventilate.
Plan of countermvnes.-Following these principles it appears that
if the mines do not extend to a distance of over 40 yards from the
place, they may consist of galleries parallel or radiating, independent
of each other, and with branches from them at intervals, whose
direction should be inclined to the front. The branches should also
be inclined upwards, so that the mines may be placed at a convenient
depth, 12 to 18 feet, while the main galleries may be kept at a
lower level where they are less likely to be injured.
If the system of mines is to be more extensive than this, the
main galleries must form in pla.n a series of lozenges or hexagons,
or portions of such, with acute angles pointed away from the place,
and from these galleries would issue the branches as before.
The most convenient starting point for a system of mines is a
gallery parallel to the ditch.
This may be either an ordinary counterscarp gallery, or what is
better, as giving the besieger less facilities for blowing in the
counterscarp at the end of the war of mines, it may be at some
distance in front. The ends of this gallery must be conveniently
and safely accessible from the interior of the work.
Sometimes the mines may be started from tbe ditch, the counterscarp being formed by a couuterarched revetment.
In laying out a system of mines the distances apart of the branches
depend on the radii of effect of the charges which it is intended to
use, as the defender should not, by the explosion of one of his mines,
injure any part of the rest of his system, while at the same time
there should be no gap in the disposition of the defences through
which the mines of the attack may penetrate.
0/,a,·ges of mines.-The actual distances depend on the line of
least resistance of the mines. Common mines are usually employed
in the defence. The charge in ordinary soil is T\r L.L.R.s, their
horizontal radius of rupture is¾ L.L.R., and the vertical is¼ L.L.R.
When designing mine gaLieries for any .particular locality, a few
charges should be fired in the same or similar soil to find the proper
proportion of the L.L,R. 3 that should be usei!.
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Oonslrnction of galleries.--Tbe galleries should be 6 feet high and
3 feet wide, and cba.ml,ers should be made at their intersections to
serve as depots of stores and materials. Grooves should be provided in the walls, 8 or 9 inches wide and deep, to facilitate tamping,
and strong loopholed doors should be bung at the important
intersections of galleries.
Provision should always be made for draining the mines, or they
will never get inspected.
The galleries should be built with sufficient strength to resist the
long continued pressure of the earth on their sides, which will
otherwise gradually close them up; and this may happen without
being noticed and repaired, for mines are not much looked after.
Plans of 1nines.-Accurate plans of the mine galleries, with levels
of the galleries and of the ground above, are essential, and these
should be kept corrected up to date.
PoBitions of niines.-With regard to the positions of mines in
conuection with works, they should be placed in front of the faces
and shoulders of forts and before the salients of continuous lines .
.A. row of mines down the ditch would form a considerable obstacle
to an assault. The galleries for them might be constructed during
the progress of the siege. The enemy should certainly be led to
imagine that they are there, even if they do not exist, as nothing
is more likely to demoralise the storming party than the fear of
mines. They should be placed about 10 feet in front of the escarp
and 5 or 6 feet below the bottom of the ditch, so as to clear a breach
by their explosion.
Charges might advantageously be sunk in the glacis in advance
of the galleries and connected by wires with the fort. The firing
of these would induce the besieger to suppose that the mine
galleries extended further out than they really did, and would put
him to a large amount of additional labour in mining against them.
3.

ESC.A.RPS .A.ND COUNTERSCARPS.

In so far as these are retaining walls, they are built according to
the rules laid down in works on Civil Engineering, such as Ranklne's,
or in Colonel W ray's book on "Some Applications of Theory to the
Practice of Construction."
Pasley's revetmeuts.-General Sir C. Pnsley's rules ( which are
good working rules) for revetments are that they shoulcl be counter•
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sloping, with an R.VerAgo slope of fh·e in one., and should have
according to their situation the following mean thickness:Counterscarp revetments, one-fourth their height,
Demi revetments, without berms, three-tenths their height.
Full revetmeuts, or demi revetments, with berms equal to onefourth their height, -H, times their height.
Counterforts, rectangular, and having a counterslope of five in
one. Length, one-fifth the height of the wall. Thickness, 2 feet
6 inches for a wall 10 feet high, and increased l½ inches for every
additional foot in height. Distance from centre to centre, four
times their thickness.
Colonel Wmy.-Colonel Wray recommends that revetments he
given a slight batter on the face, not more than six in one, and
points out that they should be as thin as possible at the top to use
a given quantity of material with the greatest economy.
Sperial treat1ne11t of revet-ments.-There is a necessary difference
of treatment between revetments a.nd ordinary retaining walls,
produced by the fact that they have usually to resist other causes
tending to their injury besides the simple pressure of the earth,
and on this a few remarks may be made.
Solidify.-In the first place a certain amount of solidity is required
everywhere, irrespective of the pressures the wall has to sustain, in
order that a chance blow from a projectile may not do much harm.
With this view it is a good rule that no pa1·t of an escarp or counterscarp wall shall be less than 3 feet 6 inches thick. This will not
apply to the facing which it is sometimes necessary to build over
such a rock as chalk to prevent it disintegrating under the influence
of the weather, and which does not add to its strength against
artillery.
Gmieral fonn.-In the second place a form should be chosen for
those parts of the revetments which are exposed to attack, whether
from projectiles or mines, which will best enable them to resist
ITIJLU'Y· From this point of view a counterarched .revetment with
arches running a long way back appears to be best.
If it be concealed from sight it is difficult to strike the ends of
the piers or arches by fire directed perpendicularly to the line of
the escarp, and the shot which do not strike are wasted.
Until the arch is completely destroyed it will form an interruption
in the slope of the breach which will increase the difficulties of an
assault.
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There will be less filling np of the ditch from debris than with
any other kind of revetment.
Fire which is directed at an inclination to the general line of
revetment will of course have a better chance of striking the piers,
but then the number of shots fired will be spread over a greate1·
lengtb of face.
As to dimensions, 3 feet of thickness for both piers and arches
might be used. The arches should certainly be bombproof or they
might be breached by high angle howitzer fire . There should be a
thin screen wall filling up the intervals between the piers, so as to
ensure proper flanking, and by piercing the latter with openings an
escarp gallery can be easily arranged if wished.
In a counterscarp, a counterarched revetment is convenient for
starting the mine galleries from.
If counterarches be not used, a simple solid revetment is, perhaps,
the best; if well built it will take a great deal of pounding to bring
it down.
CmMtl-ttction ancl sectional fonn.-All revetments, and indeed all
work about a fort should be built in cement, as it adds materially to
the resisting power. Moreover almost any desired form can be
given to the walls without fear of the weather injuring them. !f
the top of the counterscarp be rounded, as shown in the section of
the smaJl fort described in Lecture I., Plate V ., there will be a difficulty io getting at the head of a scaling ladder. A cordon on the
face of an escarp is a good thing ; it prevents a scaling ladder from
lying flat against the wall, and renders it springy and morn liable to
be broken by the weight of the men on it; and also renders it impossible to slide the top of the ladder up into position.
If it be possible to give an escarp a facing of hare\ stone, such as
granite, it would increase the difficulty of comn1encing a breach, as
the shells would not bite on it easily.
It has been suggested that if an escarp were built with a large
quantity of iron bars booded into it, that, when it was breached, the
irun bars would stick out of the portion left standing on either side,
and that the fallen fragments would bristle with them so as to form
a sort of chevatt,v de f,·ize rendering an assault very difficult . The
idea may prove serviceable.
Height of esca.ips.-An escarp 40 feet high is supposed to be
secure against cscalade. It should be 10 feet high to necessitate
laclders; with less than that men could help one another up. 15
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feet is about the miuimum that should be used. Counterscarps
should be higher than this or men will jump down them without
injury.
Detached walls.-Detached walls should be angular at top, so
that there may be no lauding place there for men to stand on to
pull l1tdders over. They may be three or four feet thick, and may
be loopholed. There should be a way round behind them which
may be traversed if the traverses do not interfere with the flanking
fire. One of the advantages of a detached wall is that its fall does
not involve that of any part of the parapet; in order to secure this
advantage the prolongation of the exterior slope of the parapet
should not fall outside the intersection of the bottom of the ditch
with tbe exterior of the wall.
When the wall is brought in as close as it can be, consistently
with this condition, the level of the chemin-des-rondes behind is
raised above the bottom of the ditch.
Detached walls are more easily breached than retaining walls, and
holes may be knocked in them through which an entrance may be
made. Consequently they should, if possible, be flanked on both
sides.
An old front of fortification can sometimes be improved by
building a detached wall in the ditch, close up to the counterscarp,
where it will be difficult to strike, thus providing an obstacle in
case the old rampart be breached.
A railing as an. escarp.-A strong iron railing would form an
efficient obstacle as a substitute for an escarp, and one which it
would be difficult to breach by artillery fire, but severs,] precautions
must be observed in designing and constructing it,
It should be made of 1-inch bars of iron or f-inch bars at least;
these should not be more than 6 inches apart, otherwise the bars
may be bent sufficiently to admit of an entrance being made, by
putting a loop of rope round two of them and twisting it tight
by a stick inserted into it.
The horizontal bars which are necessary to give stiffness should
be 5 feet apart, so as not to offer any facilities for climbing up. On
the top horizontal bar spikes must be fixed between the vertical bars
to prevent men standing on it.
The tops of the bars should be finished with a sharp pointed
spike, and one or two spikes projecting downwards and outwards,
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making the top like a barbed arrow, would render the fence much
more difficult to climb over.
Each of the vertical bars should be securely fixecl in the ground
so as to stand independently of the rest. Probably the best way to
do it would be to connect the verticals by a horizontal piece under
the ground level and to bed this in a mass of concrete.
It would be advisable to strut the railing at intervals, though
these struts will to a small extent interfere with the flanking fire.

4.

PASSAGES AND COMMUNICATIONS.

Passages anrl galle,·ies.-Passages and galleries form very important parts of a fort, and it is very necessary to have them secure and
large enough for the offices they have to fulfil, at the same time
not allowing them to cost more than is necessary.
Lamp passages.-Lamp passages are, as a rule, the narrowest of
all, as they are only required to admit the lamp-man with a few
lamps, which are easily carried ; 2 feet 3 inches js sufficient width.
Galleries of commum,ication.-Galleries of communication are of
varying width, from 3 feet to 20 feet; the dimensions adopted must
depend on the use which is to be made of the gallery.
A 3-feet passage may he used where the traffic is small, when
leading fo a secure place, and where it is not required to move stores;
as for instance to a magazine, where the ammunition is introduced
and removed by a lift, and the passage is only required for the
magazine men.
The communication to a caponnier, or from one exposed portion
of a work to another, should be at least 4 feet wide, and always when
possible 5 feet wide, on account of the difficulty of moving wounded
men in a narrower space, as that is about the least width in which
two men could assist a wounded comrade, one on each side,
The turns should not be too sharp to admit of a stretcher bc•ing
carried round them.
In the case of the communication to a caponnier or gallery which
is to be armed with guns, 5 feet is width enough to admit of the
guns being taken down it, and also their carriages and platforms.
In constructing galleries, it is often desirable to allow for their
being used as places for stores, or even for men in war time; the
passages would of course be bomb•pl'oof, and would fol'm a scmu·o

shelter from projectiles, of which there is never likely to be too much
in a work.
Seven feet width, would give room enough for a row of men to sleep
wil,hout interrupting the communication, and with 10 feet they
migbt lie side by side.
Galleries or arched passages, down which guns or any vehicles
have to be moved, had better be 10 feet wide, or 12 feet if they are
very long; 8 feet 6 inches is just wide enough to admit all military
vehicles, but demauds nice driving.
More than 10 feet is seldom required, although as an example of
a larger one may be mentioned a long ga1lery 20 feet wide, intro•
duced into the design for a work which was intended as a support
to a number of advanced batteries; it was proposed that this
gallery, besides forming a communication between the parts of the
fort, should also serve as a store for the field and position guns
which were to be used in the advanced batteries. The guns, with
their carriages and limbers, could be ranged along the sides of the
passage, and the entrances at each end were so arranged that the
horses could be taken in and harnessed, and the guns taken straight
out of the fort, without its being necessary for the men to shift them
by band at all.
Wherever it is possible, ramps should be·used in galleries, and not
steps, for facility in moving stores. Slopes of from t to T1o will do.
If it be necessary to use some steps in a communication, part of
which is formed in a ramp, the steps should be placed at the upper
end so as to be in the daylight.
Ra,nps.-Ramps should always be made as flat as possible, and
the longer they are the flatter they should be. The steepest ramp
used in a work is that leading up to the banquette, which is often 1
in 2, but if this be longer than 7 feet, it is desirable to make it easier,
or to introduce a secondary level; that is, a sort of additional ban~
quette about 7 feet below the crest.
The ramps leading to the rampart, up which guns have to be taken,
should be 1 in 10, or 1 in 12 if possible; £or short distances they may
be 1 in 7.
Arrangement uf communication8.-The .communications- of a fort
are perhaps the most difficult things about it to arrange satisfactorily, and, at the same time, on them depends more than anything
else the convenience and security of the work.
It will be remembered how carefully in the descriptions of tbe old
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systems of fortification all the passages and flights of steps by ,;,hich
the outworks were reached are enDmerated, showiug of what importance they we1·e considered.
It should be possible to circulate all round a fort in security, and
to arrive safely near any particular point in the parapet.
At least one covered passage from the 1·ear to the front is necessary
for this purpose.
Some of the stairs up to the tel'l'eplein should issue under co,-er
of bomb-proofs; there may be others in the open air for additional
convenience.
The ramps for guns leading up to the terreplein can seldom be
protected otherwise t.ban by traverses; but then the guns are not
often moved by them.
If greater security is required for them, the easiest way to attain
it sometimes is to have an opening in the floor of a bomb-proof, and
to hoist the guns up vertically.
It should be remembered in laying out communications that men
will take short cuts if they can, and steps and paths should be provided accordingly, or the slopes will get cut up and spoiled in
appearance.
The most difficult part of an arched communication to design is
a secure exit on the side next the enemy. It should not be possible
for him to enfilade it.
Care should be taken that an arched communication be not so
placed as to lead the effect of any explosion that may occur in it
towards a magazine.
5.

GATES.

Gcites.-The entrance gates of a fortification should be constructed
so as to resist any attempt at storming them, even though they may
be behind a drawbridge, as the latter may chance not to be raised at
the critical moment.
Goiistmction.-They should be strongly made, well hung, capable
of being firmly closed, bullet-proof and loopholed.
Bi<llet-proof.-To make them bullet-proof, they should be plated
with steel ft inch thick at least, and it would probably be advisable
to anticipate future improvements in small arms, and to make the
plating ¼inch thick.
If iron he used it will have to be about twice as thick.
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P'ra,ning, ,~·o.-Gates may be framed either in wood or iron. If
in the former they should be solid, say 3 inches thick. Strap hinges
should be used with bolts through the door, nutted on the inside.
To close them, in addition to barrel bolts at top and bottom, a
swing bar should be provided similar to tbat used for shell recess
doors, and fastened with a padlock: it might be made of 3 inch
by ½inch iron.
TYioket gate.-All large ga!,es should contain a small wicket in one
of the leaves. This gives increased convenience and security, by
rendering it unnecessary to open them so often as wou1d otherwise
be the case. The wicket may be small, say 4 feet high by 2 feet
3 inches wide, it must not weaken the gates, and must fasten safely.
It should have a lock and key for ordinary use.
It is advisable to place any gate that forms part of the defences
of a work under a bombproof arch, so that it may not be injured by
a chance shell.
Gates, not drawbridges, to be used inside a work.-For closing an
interior communication, the interruption of which at the wrong
time might cause great inconvenience, it is best not to use a drawbridge, but, instead, to have two gates separated by an interval of
6 or 8 feet, the inner one being plated and loopholed, the outer one
being made of iron bars, forming an open framing through which
the defenders can fire. It would be almost impossible to destroy
the bar gate in face of the loopholes of the inner one. Both gates
should be under a bombproof archway, and the bar gate should be
capable of beiug rapidly closed, :and securely fastened in such a
manner that it cannot be opened from without. There are several
simple ways of doing this ; the exact method adopted must depend
on the conditions of the particular case.
The bar gate may be made of 1 inch or f inch round iron bars,
with flat iron horizontal crosspieces 4 feet apart, and diagonals
between them.
6. DRAWBRIDGES.
Drawb,.idges.-Drawbridges may be divided into four classes,
"Lifting," "Rolling," "Eq_uilibrium," and "Swing Bridges."
Lifting.-Lifting bridges are those which being hinged at one
end, have the other end raised, usually by chains attached to it.
Rolling.-Rolling bridges are not hinged but are moved in and
out with the roadway remaining horizontal.
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Eq,til-ibrimn.-Equilibrium bridges arc such as have no counterpoise, but which are compelled to move in such a manner that the
centre of gravity moves in a horizontal line; and the bridge conseqnently is in equi]ibrium in every position.
8wing.-Swing bridges are those that are pivoted about a vertical
axis .
Lifting b,-;,lges.-Aclvant,,ges.-A lifting bridge is one of the
earliest and simplest forms of military bridge. As it will work
without very accurate fitting, and does not require much ironwork
in its construction, it can easily be set up in out-of-the-way places;
the mechanism required to move it may be simple and easily got at,
and may be worked at a distance from the bridge, if wished. The
bridge when raised covers the entrance.
Disaclvantages.-The objections to it are, that a long span is not
practicable ; that it requires a counterpoise to enable it to be easily
moved ; that the necessity for a support for the pulleys over which
the chains pass, renders it impossible to apply this bridge except in
front of a vertical wall, and that the square sinking in the face of
the latt,er for the bridge when raised, with the two holes in it for
the chains, is destructive of architectural effect.
Many forms of lijting bridge.-There are many forms of lifting
bridge in use ; it is no good attempting to describe them all ; a few
varieties only will be mentioned, and a bridge of this class described,
which was set up at Fort Benjer::ima, Malta, and which was cheap
and simple, and worked easily.
Every lifting bridge should be counterpoised, so that friction only
should have to be overcome in raising it, and all the variations
lie in the mode of arranging the counterpoise.
The Gothic drawbridge.-The Gothic drawbridge, as it has been
called, which will still be met with in old warks, is a lifting bridge,
with the outer end connected by two chains with two beams overhead, which project over the bridge when it is down. ·
The inner ends of the beams are counterpoised nearly up to the
weight of the bridge, and on pulling clown the counterpoise the
bridge rises.
The counterpoise is usually made by prolonging the beams, and
by forming between them a barrier with a postern gate in it ; and
the pivot is so placed that when the bridge is up and the counterpoi~e down there sba11 be sufficient space between them £or men to
move about in ; this gives additional security to the entrance.
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The whole affair is much exposed to view from the exterior ancl
takes up a good deal of room, but besides this the system has the
defect that tbe moments of the bridge and counterpoise do not vary
equally, but the bridge preponderates at the beginning of the lifting
and the counterpoise at the end. The practical result of this is that
when raising the b11dge, ·ifter struggling to i;;tart it, and using a good
deal of force, the motion rapidly becomes easier, and the bridge in•
varjably comes up with a bang, throwing all the dirt from the
roadw11y over the lifting party.
Balcwced bridyes.-Some bridges are made twice as long as the
width of the ditch which they cross, and are balanced in the centre
so that they may be tilted up or clown when the communication
is to be broken. Those which tilt up, that is, those of which the
outer end rises and the inner end falls, require a hollow space to be
left behind the escarp for the end of the bridge to be depressed
into. This weakeus the escarp and also prevents access to the
bridge when it is raised. Those which tilt clown avoid these
objections.
In either case the end of the bridge which descends has to be
secured by bolts, which must be depended upon to keep it in position
when it is in use. It may happen that these bolts are not shot, in
which case the first person that comes on tbe bridge is tipped into
the ditch.
This is not a form to be recommended, but it is not uncommon I
believe.
Chciin com,terpoise.-1£ a lifting bridge be made having the wheels
over which the lifting chains pass, placed vertically over the hinge on
wbicb the bridge turns, and at the same distance from it as are the
points where these chains are fastened to the outer end of the bridge,
then it will be found, on resolving the weight of tbe bridge in two
directions (along the bridge and aloug the chain), that the tension
of the chain is in all positions exactly proportional to the length of
the chain between the wheel and the end oft.he bridge; consequently,
a counterpoise that will diminish proportionally as the chain is
hauled in will exactly balance the weight of the bridge.
This result is attained by the chain counterpoise, which is the
best and simplest counterpoise for a lifting bridge.
It is arranged in the following manner: a chain of heavy links
is attached to the encl of e:ich of the lifting chains of the bridge,
the weight being equal to the tension in tlieso chains, that is, on
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each side to one-quarter of the weight of the bridge re~olved along
t.hem.

'l'he length of the counterpoise is half that of the part of the
lifting chain between the outer end of the bridge and the wheel
above the inner end that it passes over, that is, half the length of
that part of the chain which is visible outside the escarp; also the
lower ends of the counterpoises are fixed to the wall.
It will be seen that as the bridge is raised by the lifting chain
being hauled in, the tpp of the counterpoise descends, but the lower
end being fastened to the wall it forms a loop, the weight on the
lifting chain being gradually reduced, till when the bridge is in, and
there is no strain on it at all, the counterpoise is hanging vertically
down from the wall and is no longer supported by the lifting chain.
It will be observed that the weight of the lifting chains is
neglected; they might he counterpoised, but it would involve an
additional arrangement which it is not worth while to introduce.
The action of their weight is rather beneficial, as they tend to
keep the bridge out when it is out, and in when it ls in.
The chain counterpoise can be made in a variety of ways and
with more or less attention to appearances. The neatest form of
it is that made of heavy flat links pinned together, of which there
is an example at Fort Staddon, Plymouth, among other places,
but a bridge is described here which was put up at Fort Benjemma,
in Malta, which works satisfactorily, and the parts of which can he
made in places where there are no labour-saving appliances or
machine tools, for even the hinges of the Benjemma bridge were
not turned but hammered into a cylindrical form.
Drawings of the iron-work used in its construction are given,
which may be found useful (Plate XI.).
'l'he moveable part of the bridge is 10 feet long and 10 feet
6 inches broad, »nd it spans an opening 8 feet 9 inches wide. It
is formed of six joists, each 7 inches by 4 inches, framed at one
end into a piece 9 inches by 7 inches, and at the other into a piece
9 inches by 5½ inches.
The outside joists are further secured by angle plates.
The jo ists are covered with boards 9 :inches by 2 inches laid across,
and these again by otbel'S 9 inches by 1 inch laid longitudinally.
On top are screwed 2-inch by ¼-inch strips of iron to protect
the woodwork.
The inner edge is specially protected by a hinged flap.
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To the 9-inch by 5½-inch cross-piece are fixed the attachments
for the lifting chain, and to the 9-inch by 7-inch cross-piece are
bolted the hinges.
The so mew hat irregular shape of these is
rendered necessary by the fact that the bridge must turn about its
inner top corner.
The pivots of the hinges rest in little cast iron blocks, lined
with brass, and with an iron top screwed on; the bearings of all the
parts of the bridge are similar to these.
The lifting chains pass over cast iron wheels 1 foot in diameter,
set in slits made in the spandrils of the entrance arch. I have no
note as to how these are fixed. They m,;y rest on bearings set in
stone like those of the brirlge itself, or may be enclosed in cast
iron boxes, which could be slid into position from the outside complete; whichever it is is not of great importance; the point to bear
in mind is tbat it should be possible to get at the bearings of these
wheels to oil them, and to be able, if necessary, to remove the wheels
without damaging the stonework. They may either be got at from
behind, as I think these are, or a cross shaped slit may be cut in the
face of the spandril like a medireval arrow slit, so that they may be
reached from outside.
From these wheels the chains continue to the lifting gear, where
they pass over two similar wheels and are attached to the
counterpoise. The axles of these wheels on one side rest on
bearings set in the wall similar to the others, and on the other side
they rest on an iron bar 3 inches deep, supported by the walJs of
the recess in which the gear is placed, and they are prolonged
to meet one another over the roadway.
In other words a 2-inch square iron bar, sufficiently long to cross
the roadway, and rest in bearings in the wall at either end, is
made cylindrical for about 1 foot at each end; and at each end
first rests in a bearing, iiext carries the wheel over which the
chain passes, then bears on an iron bar, and then carries the
sprocket wheel, to which a rope is fixed by which to work the
gear.
The advantage of this connection between the gear on both sides
of the bridge is, that the bridge when lifted rises evenly without
any twisting, consequently the framing is not strained, the pivots
work truly, with a minimum of friction, and the bridge can be
worked from one side only. As a matter of fact one man caQ
raise it perfectly.
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The sprocket wheels are 3 feet 5 inches in diameter; they are
furnished with V shaped clips to prevent the rope slipping off them.
The rope takes one complete turn round.
The power is communicated to the lifting chain by the friction
between it and the wheel, which is found to be sufficient.
The counterpoise remains to be described. This consists, on
each side, of a dozen hollow cylinders of cast-iron, 5½ inches in
exterior diameter, aud 11½ inches long. Through the centres of
these cylinders pass rods, canied at each end by a chain of flat links.
The lowest link is attached to eyebolts fixed in the wall. Below the
counterpoise a small well is cut for it to sink into.
In order to prevent the bridge being raised by any unauthorised
person, a hinged bar is so fixed that it can be laid across the counterpoise and padlocked at the other side, thus preventing its descent.
'l'h~ advantage of the kind of counterpoise adopted, besides simplicity and easy manufacture, is that it can be so easily adjusted
to the proper weight by variations in the length only of the
cylinders. The diameter of the cylinders being fixed and the
length necessary to give the proper weight calculated approximately,
all the wrought iron work can be made, and on the completion of
the bridge itself, when the weights are accurately known, I-be
counterpoise cylinclers can be rapidly cast with the proper longitudinal dimension.
Weight of briclge.-lt is not safe to estimate the weight of a
bridge from tables of weights of materials; there are too many
causes of error for one to be right in this way except by accident.
The only correct way to get it is to have every part of the bridge
weighed in its finished state; all the ironwork as it is complete; all
the planks when planed; all the nails and screws; everything; it is
easily clone in the workshops, and from these weights the position
of the centre of gravity and the tension on the lifting chains can be
deduced.
It may be noted finally that the archway, which this bridge closed
when raised, was 10 feet wide, 10 feel high in the centre, aud 7 feet
at the springing.
The bridge fitted into a recess 1 foot deep ; 3 feet behind it were
gates with a postern in them, and 10 feet back the lifting gear set
in recesses so as to leave its full width to the roadway.
Rolling bridge.-The next form of bridge to be described is a
rolling bridge.
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In the shape of a plank put across a ditch and pulled back when
it was desired to stop the communication, this was probably the
earliest form of drawbridge.
Advantage.-It has a great advantage in not interfering with the
work above the level of the roadway, so that in cases where the
entrance does not pass through a vertical escarp wall there is no
choice but to use some form of rolling bridge or a swing bridge,
which is also independent of the work above the roadway, but is
not in all ways convenient.
Disadvantages vary with the particular forms 1,sed.-The forms of
rolling bridge are rather numerous and while this advantage is
common to them all, the disadvantages vary with the types.
Rolling bi·iclges at Antwerp.-There are fine rolling bridges at the
main entrances into Antwerp, very simple in idea but apparently
only suited to large constructions and wet ditches.
A portion of the surface of the roadway forming the bridge is
supported on a framework, which is provided with trucks, and
moves on ten rails laid at the bottom of the ditch, so that it can be
pulled back under the archway.
A space is provided for it to come into by carrying part of the
roadway thel'e on trucks in a similar manner, with the rails laid so
that it can be hauled sideways into a recess, out of the way of the
front portion.
One result of this arrangement is that there is either no escarp,
or only a thin one at this point, but with a powerfully flanked wet
ditch, this is of no consequence, and the simplicity and strength of
the contrivance are of great value in a case such as this, where a
main road has to be carried across the ditch.
It is easily moved by four men.
Rolling bridge moved by a rack and pinion.-Another form of
rolling bridge is one which is moved in and out by means of a pinion
acting on a rack fixed underneath the bridge, the latter being kept
horizontal by a counterpoise at the inner end.
Advantage.-It has the advantage of not requiring any particular
form of escarp, either above or below it, so that it can be applied to
batteries with sloping escarps, such as those with wet ditches.
Disadvanfages.-The objections to it are, firstly, that it is found
to be slow to work; secondly, that as it bas to be rolled back under
the ro&dwn.y, a somewhat abrupt change of level is necessary where
it goes underneath; thirdly, that the outer end of the bridge,
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beiug entirely unsupported while being run out, is liable to sag and
not to arrive high enough to rest in its proper position on the
connterscarp. This evil would be minimized by using wrought iron
girders and not wood for the bridge.
Cams may be used to lift the outer end of the bridge when it
arrives at the counterscarp, so as to give it a good bearing, but the
addition of mechanism is always objectionable.
Fort Regent 1·olli11g brid_qe.-PlaiB XII.-This form of bridge will
usually be found rather troublesome, but, as it possesses the advantage above named of not intetfering with the escarp, tbe drawings
and description of the rolling bridge at Fort Regent, Jersey, are
reproduced from the paper by Lieut. Denison, R.E., in Vol. IV.,
H. l!J. Professional Papers, First or Quarto Series.
Fig. I. shews the plau of the underside of the bridge: aa are
beams of African oak 12 inches square, forming the main timbers
of the bridge ; to the underside of these beams are spiked the iron
rails bb, which rest upon the rollers gg fixed to the masonry upon
the eclge of the escarp ; cc is a rack bolted to tbe iron bearers cld,
which, being fixed to the two outside beams of tl,e bridge, serve at
the same time to con11ect and steady the whole framing; ee are
trucks let into the two outside beams of the bridge at the inner end;
these are shewn on a larger scale in Figs. 4 and V, where it will be
seen that the same framing which carries the truck, supports a]so a
friction rolle1· j, which, acting against the sides of the opening left
in the masonry to receive the bridge, serves to keep it in its place,
and to render its motion more easy. ':el1e hand~rail moves i;rith the
bridge, its motion being rendered easy by the ro1\ers in the stan.
<lards pp; when the bridge is withdrawn, tbe brow x (Fig. 2), which
ruoves upon hinges, falls down over the opening in the escarp.
Fig. 2 is a section shewing the ditch and the bridge as run out.
Pig. 3 is an end view of the bridge, showing the machinery hy
which it is worked.
Figs. 4 to 17 shew, on a larger scale, the various parts of this
machinery.
The width of the ditch is 17 feet 6 inches, and the whole length
of the bridge is 32 feet 9 inches. The length from t.he inuer end to
the roller at the edge of the escarp is 14 feet 6 inches; and to
counteract the tendency of the additional weight of the roadway of
the bridge to siuk the end below the rebate in the counterscarp (a
circumstance which sometimes occurs even now after rain, when
G
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the plank of the roaclway is saturated with water), 400 lbs . scrapiron are boltecl to the beams at the iuner encl as a counterpoise.
The clear wiclth of the briclge is 9 feet 2 inches ; it is coverecl
with 3-inch oak planks.
'!.'he mocle of working the bridge is very simple ; the pinion h
works in the rack r,; the axis of this pinion, of 2½-incb iron, is
c<1rriecl into one of the bomb-proof casemates for the clefeuce of the
ditch, and there, as shown in Fig. 16, carries a toothed wheel, which
is acted upon by another pinion; the force of one man acting upon
the handle or winch of this pinion, is quite sufficient to move the
bridge.
Total weight of bridge, 6 tons, 15 cwt., 3 qrs., 10 lbs.
Gntlwie's bridge.-Plate XIII.-Tbe rolling briclge wbich is left
to the last of that class is, taking it all together, the best of all
It is the one invented by llfr. Guthrie.
forms of drawbridge.
It to a certain extent partakes of the characteristics of an equilibrium
bridge, as in the first part of the action of drawing it assumes various
positions, the cent,re of gravity still moving in a horizontal line, but
at the end the bridge is simply rolled in along the roadway.
The description is extracted from Mr. Guthrie's paper in Vol.
XIII. of the R .E. Professional Papers, Second Series.
"'!'he bridge is formed of two rolled or built wrought iron girders
"covered with planking, and supported at their centres by cast iron
"struts; these are suspended by links in such a manner that while
"the upper ends of the struts accompany the bridge in its motion,
"the lower ends travel nearly vertically against the escarp wall.
"Thus their centres of suspension, which are also their centres of
"gravity, descend in circular arcs, while their upper ends which
cc support the bridge ascend in arcs of a certain curve. The weight
"of the struts is thus opposed to the weight of the bridge, and the
"position of their points of suspension, their angle of inclination
"and weight, and the form of the racers against which their lower
"ends travel are such that they balance the weight of the bridge in
"every possible position. It follows from this that the force required
"to move the bridge is exceedingly small, being due only to the
"friction on the axles.
" The proper curve for the racers on which the lower ends of the
"struts move, and which are fixed against the escarp, can be found
"by drawit1g the bridge in various positions, ai1d arranging the
"curve so that the relative vertical rnotions of the centres of the
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"bridge and of the struts may be inversely proportional to their
"weights.
"The most convenient proportion to wake the several parts of a
"bridge of this description which may vary in length from 10 feet
"to 40 feet is, perhaps, to give the struts an inclination of 30°, to
"make them half the weight of the bridge, and to cause their centre
"of gravity to descend, as the b1·idge is rolled back, twice the space
"the bridge itself has to ascend."
.ddvantuges.-The principal advantages of this bridge are the
ease with which it is move~., and the fact that it interferes with
nothing above the level of the roadway, thus rendering it indepen.
dent of the construction of the gateway, and of any walling above
that level.
It can also be run in and out with the gate closed.
Where any architectural effect is required it is the best bridge to
use.
Disaclvantage.-The disadvantage is that it requires very careful
constmction and fitting, so that at many stations it would be im·
possible to make it.
Lithngraphed details of G1<th,-ie's b,·iclge.-.A. lithographed sheet of
details of Guthrie's bridge for 14 feet span has been issued with
Director of Works' Memorandum No. 172, dated 18th January, 1870,
with a specification which renders it unnecessary to describe the
bridge in detail. It should, however be observed that care must be
given to the construction of the roadway on each side of this bridge,
as there is a considerable thrust from its outer end, and a considerable strain on the ties that support the centres of the struts.
Eq1<ilibrimn b,·idges.-The third or equilibrium type of drawbridge
is that in which the bridge itself is so moved that while its inclination varies, its ceutre of gravity moves in a horizonfaJ line. It
follows from this that when the bridge is drawn in the centre of
gravity will be a little below the road level, and, if the bridge be of
uniform construction, half of it will be above the roadway and half
below. Thus a bridge twice as long as an ordinary lifting bridge
can be used.
Anlagh's btidge.-Plcite XIV.-A description of a drawbridge of

this nature proposed by Lieut. Ardagh, R.E., will be found in Vol.
XVII. of the R.E. Pr~fe,.sioucil Papers, Second Series.
The principle of Arclagh's bridge is very simple; tlrn bridge, of
length equal to twice the height of the gateway which it will cover
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when in, is supported at the outer edge on a ledge, as usual, and is
also suspended from a point intermediate between the centre of
gravity and tha inner end by rods fixed to the escarp above. The
inner end, when in position, is secured by bolts so as not to drop
when a weight comes on it, and when in motion is constrained to
ta.ke the proper position by a curve cut in the escarp.
The length and position of the suspending rod are determined by
the necessity for the bridge t.o be horizontal when down, and vertical
when up, and for the corresponding positious of the centre of
gravity to lie in the same horizontal line.
From this it follows that the length of the rod should be equal to
the height above the roadwa,y of the point of attachment of the rod
to the escarp, added to the distance of the centre of gravity of the
bl'idge from the point of attachment of the rod to the bridge.
This condition permits of a certain amount of latitude in the
choice of dimensions. The simplest areangement perhaps is when
the point of attachment of the rod to the escarp is at the level of
the end of the bridge when drawn in.
The curve on the escarp would be best found graphically. The
bridge is drawn by pulling at the handrail which is attached to it
-in a suitable manner. It has tl,e advantage over an ordinary lifting
bridge, that it requi.res no counterpoise, n..ncl that it can be con.
veniently made twice the span of a lifting bridge in a similar
position ; otherwise it ha~ the defects of a lifting bridge.
A small bridge of this description bas been set up at Newbaven
Fort.
In Vol. XXI. of the R.E. P1·ofessio11al Papers, Second Series, will
be found a descrip(ion of a variation on this plan, by which the
outer end of a bridge is made to drop instead of the inner end,
the suspeuding chains goiug to the outer end and the guiding curve
being cut in the wall above the roadway.
It was designed for use in a retrenchment inside a fort, with
the intention that the enemy should not be able to prevent its being
drawn in.

It is referred to here on the chance that a drawbrid~e with such
a motion might in some case be found desirable, thougb~drawbriclges
should not be used in the interior of works.
Swing briclges.-Swing bridges though mechanically capable of
use fo1· long spans, are not suitable for large military bridges 01\
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account of the space they take up, aud Lhe wuy in "hich they are
necessarily exposed .
.Advantages.-Tbey are, however, sometimes convenient, as they
do not interfere with the escaTp above or below the roadway, nor
with more than a small length of the roadway itself.
They can thus be used in cases where a rolling bridge cannot,
on account of the form of the entrance, and also for spans too great
for an ordinary lift,ing bridge ; thus they appear suitable in some
cases for foot bridges.
A very neat form of swing bridge, for foot passengers only, has
recently been designed and put up at one of the batteries at Inch
Keith in the Ji'irth of Forth, by Major Locock, R.E., to whom I am
indebted for the loan of the drawings.
Inch Keith swing bridge.-Plate XV.-It is 4 feet wide, with a
clear span of 15 feet, and is calculated to carry safely 6 cwt. per
foot run, so that projectiles for 10-inch guns can be taken
across it .
The nature of the construction will be seen from the rlrawing.
The total length of the bridge is 22 feet 7½inches, and it works
on a pivot and racer, the pivot being 5 feet l! inches from the inner
end, and the weight of the longer end being balanced by a cast-iron
counterweight. It is strengthened on each side by a v~rtical strut,
and two tie rods. The bridge is swung to aucl fro without any
mechanism but simply by pushing. When it is in position across
the <litch, the weight of the outer end is taken by an eccentric bar
raised by a couple of levers, the levers when up forming staudarcls
for the side chains, which, when booked on to them, prevout their
being lowered.
The fittings are mostly of cast iron which can easily be p1·ocured
in this country, though not in some of our foreign stations; tlie
general arrangements of the bridge could, however, be preserved if
other materials were used. It is a very convenient form of small
foot bridge, easily set up and worked.
,
lt obviously cannot be protected from projectiles fire<l directly at
it, but can be used as here, in retll'ed places not exposed to shot.

7. FENCES.
Fences.-When ground bas been cleared round a fort, it often
has to be divided up again into fields; at any rate a boundary fence
mm;t be made. In these cases Morton's wii-e fencing is used.

ln the process of time natural causes will, if not checked, pro•
duce a new heclge where the wire fence is, by the growth of bushes
under its protection. This will not, however, form a ve:·y solid
barrier, and can be easily cleared away if it has been permitted to
grow.

The wire fences form a sort of reserve store of wire for entanglements.

8.

ACCOMMODATION FOR GARRISONS.

Dwelling casemates.-Dwelling casemates should conform as far
as possible to the recognized dimensions for barrack rooms, and
should have the usual barrack fittings for which see the "Synopsis
of Barracks." Those for the men should be 20 feet, or if possible
22 feet wide, and 12 feet high in the centre.
They should not be more than 45 feet long, or they are difficult to
ventilate; 35 feet is a good length to accommodate 12 men.
Long casemates should have a passage separating the ends from
the earth at the back; this helps to keep them dry, and to ventilate
them, and also forms a secure communication in war time.
Besides the large casemates for the men it wi1l be convenient if a
certain number of small ones, say of 14 feet span, are provided for
Officers, Staff Se,jeants, etc.
Accessory lmildings.-Tbe accessory buildings, such as cookhouses,
may either be bomb-proof, or be of light construction. On the one
hand, it is always advisable to have as much bomb·proof accommo•
dation as possible in a fort, and of course cooking will have to be
carried on during a siege; on the other hand, a light building is
cheapeT to build, and is often pleasanter to use, and more convenient
in peace time.
Each case must be decided on its merits, hut the necessity of
cooking in war time must not be overlooked.
Lafrines.-With regard to latrines, we used to be taught at
Woolwicb that a fortress once surrendered on :iccount of these being
all destroyed by the enemy's fire, and the inconvenience being so
great that the garrison would not stand it. There must have been
a deficien0y of crockery in that fortres~, or else the ga.rrison could
not have been very anxious to prolong the siege.
The example hardly proves the necessity of having bombproof
latrines, although it shews the desirability of protecting them when
possible.

.I
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The sanitary rcquit-emeuts of peace time are too important to be
sacrificed, and latrines should not he placed in confined homhproofs
or in passages near dwelling rooms, where they are Ji able to become
dangerous nuisances.
If they can he placed in small bombproofs by themselves, it is
well to arrange them so.
I have in two cases placed them in the counterscarp of the ditch
of a retrenchment, where they were secure and handy to the men's
rooms, w bile at the same time they were not liable to become unhealthy.
The roof of a gorge caponnier is sometimes a convenient position
for open latl'ines.
Oase11udes f ol' war time only,-Wbile d,velling casemates should
be always made as convenient and comfortable as possible, yet it
may often be necessary to construct them for use in war time
only.
I£ the face of the casemates be turned at all towards the enemy
they are liable to be struck by curved or high angle fire, and no
longer give absolute security.
It may be impracticable to place them in any other position, and
the only certain means of protection left is to carry an arched passage along the front.
This may be made large and wide, but it necessarily cuts off
direct light, and tends to make the casemates damp and draughty.
These· discomforts may be endured cheerfully during a siege when
perfect security is gai □ ecl by it, but men cannot be subjected to
them in peace time without risk of disease.
It therefore often becomes necessary to consider, in designing a
fort, what casemates shall be for peace use, and what for war ou ly.
There is usually one face of a fort that is safe against enfilade and
reverse fire. In that can be put the casemates for the peace garrison,
which will of course be less than the full one, and the rem11i11der
must be considered as intended for war use only, and protected
accordingly.
The greatest pains must be taken with the construction and ventilation of these covered casemates, for men can get ill from clamp
in war as in peace tim~, and the loss of their services is then more
serious.
In war time the men can be more closely pnckecl than in peace;
the peace accommodation may be doubled for war.
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.l:tos1,it!<l.-Whilo designing a fort it is advisable to settle in your
own mind which casemate shall be allotted in war time as a hospital
for the wounded. It should be safe, light, airy, nnd as quiet as
possible. Although not appropriated as a hospital in peace time, yet,
if fit for the purpose, it will doubtless be taken during war.
Occu1Jation of galleries ancl r,aponnfors .-Bosicl es occupying the
casemates i11tended for them, men can be put up in the galleries,
gun casemates, flanks and caponuiers.
'fhe latter indeed, the flank s and caponuiers, must always be OC·
cupiccl in war time by a guard, or at least by a sentry, so that they
should be made as comfortable as circumstances will permit; there
should not, be a strerun of water running through them, for instance,
as there is iu a capounier that I know of.
Some of the old large caponniers are fitted up as married qna1·ters;
this is going to the other extreme; the bottom of a ditch is not a
goocl place for a quarter, and a caponnier should be a building entirely for warlike purposes. The caponuiers of the present day will
however be too small for such a use.
Hmnmocl,s.-If it be necessary to pack the men very close, or if
it be undesirable to fill the space up with beds, hammocks must be
used, and arrangements made fol' hanging them. A hammock l'equires 9 feet between the points of support, and a space of 2 feet
wide for each hammock is a.mple. It should be bung about 4 or 5
feet from the floor level.
On laud, where there is no motion as in a ship, the two hammock
cords need not be of the same length, but if they are not so the sup•
porting hooks must be at different heights; their proper positions
can only be found by trial.
Storage of provisions.-Oonnected with th e question of occupation
is the supply of provisions and water. In war time a secure and
dry place would have to be allotted to the storage of provisions, in
amount varying with the number of the garrison, and the possibility
of its being isolated.
In an ordinary detached fort one of the easemates might be told
off to this purpose; iu a work which was intended to stand alone
special provision must be made.
Water s111,z,ly.-Thewater supplyrcquires more careful preparation.
A fort should never run short of water; it must therefore either
contain a well , or else tanks of such a capacity that they can be
counted on never to run d1·y.
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The size will depend on the numbel' of the gal'l'ison , the allowance
per man, and the frequency with which they can be refilled .
10 gallons per head per day is a sufficient quantity. 30 gallons
per bead per day is the allowance for a civil population in ordinary
times.
The tanks should be bombproof, or shells may drop into them
and burst and destroy the rendering of the sides, so as to let off the
water.
If the tank be filled with rain water, great care must be taken in
choosing the catchwater area; that it be thoroughly clean, and, if
possible, that it should remain so during a siege .
.A. parapet is not likely to remain of use in that way, but is a good
catchwater area in peace time.

LECTURE
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MAGAZINES.

IT is best to begin with a few definitions, which are the more
necessary as, owing to a change in the mode of storing gun1)owder,
the nomenclature has been altered within the last few years.
Definitions.-Tbe word "magazine" besitles being the general
term for any p1ace wher~ ammunition is stored, is also more particularly applied to a place where gunpowder is kept loose in barrels
or cases. The place where it is stored made up into cartridges is
called a "Cartridge Store," and owing to the much increased proportion of ammunition that is now kept in a made-up form, the
term "Expense Cartridge Store" has entirely superseded "Expense
Magazine.''
The largest reserve magazines in a work are called, either "Main
li'.Cagazines " or "Main Cartridge Stores," according to the nature of
their contents; the former usually in land works, the latter in coast
batteries where all the cart.ridges are kept" made-up" and all the
shells ready filled. Where cartridge and shell stores are combined
together in one buildiug, they are collectively spoken of as
"Ammunition Stores."
" Store magazines " still retain their old name.
Store magazines.-Main magazines.-Cartriclge stores.-Expense
ccvrtridge stores.-For convenience of description, magazines may
be divided into four classes: store magazines, main magazines in
forts, large coast battery cartridge stores, aud small expense cartrjdge stol'es. There are all sorts of intermediate sizes, but these
may be taken as typical. I propose first to describe the general
arrangements, and afterwards to discuss the question of how to keep
1nagazines dry, which is very important.
There are three things to consider in the arrangements of a
magazine ; the entrance with the shifting accommodation, the
magazine chamber, and the lighting.

!Jl
SHIFTING Lonn1.

I"

Shifti'ng lobby.-Before entering a magazine or cartridge store,
every one has at least to change his boots for magazine slippers, and
the regular magazine men put on a special suit of clothes.
Tho place where this is done is called the "shifting lobby;" the
term had at one time some reference to the manipulation of gunpowder, but it bas now entirely lost that signification.
The general arrangement is in aU cases the same, differing only
in po-int of scale. There is a barrier, on one side of which the men
put off their ordinary clothes, and on the other side of which they
put on magazine clothing.
In the case of store magazines, the shifting lobby may be about 12
feet square, and is often an isolated building through which all must
pass who wish to enter the enclosure in which the magazines are
situated.
For the main magazines at forts, and the large ammunition stores
of coast batteries, plenty of shifting accomodation is required, and
is often obtained by partitioning off part of a passage.
In little expense cartridge stores in land works it is sometimes
reduced to a barrier across the entrance doorway, and a couple of
clothes pegs for the men's coats; but something of the kind must
always be provided, and care must be taken in its arrangement, so
that none but the men employed in the magazine need pass beyond
the barrier.
The magazine is considered to extend up to the barrier; outside
it is common grotrnd, where hob-nailed boots and lucifer matches arc
allowed.
The barrier itself is simply a binged bar of wood, about three
feet above the ground, which has to be raised to permit any one to
pass.
In store magazines where gunpowder sometimes escapes from the
barrels, a low panelling about one foot hlgL, over which men can
step, is carried right across the shifting roon1 to prevent any loose
grains getting into the unclean portion. Part of this should be a
sliding panel which can be removed to admit of barrels being rolled
in. On such occasions wadmiltilts are laid clown on the floor.
Pegs should be provided outside the barriers for the men's clothes,
and inside the barriers for magazine clothes, iu proportion to the
number of men likely to use them, and a couple of seats are convenient.
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Scrapers should be fixed outside the doors. These, by-the-bye,
need not be of copper, as bas been supposed by some.
For further details, with some lithographed examples, see I.G.F.'s
Circular, No. 267, dated 1st October, 1877.
Amm'll,nition Hatch.-In addition to the entrance £or men it is
sometimes convenient to have an entrance for ammunition also.
This may be a batch at the floor level large enough to admit of
barrels being rolled in, and closed in such a manner that it can only
be opened from the interior.
llfAGAZINE CHAMBER.

The magazine chamber contains the gunpowder either in barrels,
metal lined cases, or zinc cylinders.

In barrels it is loose ; in metal lined cases either loose, or made
up into cartridges for medium and light guns; zinc cylinders contain the cartridges for heavy guns.
The barrels and metal-lined cases are both stored on the same
form of skidding ; zinc cylinders, as they are very liable to be indented, are stored on shelving.
As the dimensions and the arrangements of a magazine depend on
the skidding 01· shelving, and the mode in which the powder is
stored on it, it is necessary first to describe it.
Skidding.-Plate XVI.-Skidding is specially adapted for
storing powder barrels. It consists essentially of two pieces of wood
side by side, 13 inches apart, and usually 4 inches wide by 3 inches
deep. These support the barrels conveniently resting on their ends.
'!.'be barrels should be kept from touching the walls by vertical pieces,
6 inches by 4 inches in section, and if the magazine is a long one,
the skidding should be separated into bays by vertical pieces which
may be 4 inches by 6 or 8 inches. The ends of the ba1Tels are
usually separated by a distance of 6 inches, but they are sometimes
allowed to touch.
The bays should be from 10 to 15 feet long in store magazines.
In those expense cartridge stores for medium guns, in which the
ammunition for more than one nature is stored, it will be found
convenient to 13eparate the various natures by vertical divisions .

.A.bove the fifth row of barrels, i.e., at a height of, say 7 feet in the
clear above the lower horizontal bars of wood (five rows of barrels
being G feet 6 inches high), horizontal transoms, 4 inches wide hy
6 inches deep, should be introduced ou which barrels can be pilecl
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up higher. They should not be stacked within two feet of the roof,
but this rule is not always regarded.
It should be observed that it is not considered advisable to carry
the vertical pieces into the arch over head; they should be supported
by struts abutting against the side and end walls.
The skidding should be separated from the Ride walls by a space
of at least 6 inches. In large magazines this should be increased to
two feet so that the barrels may be. iuspeded.
These regulations, together with some others, will be found laid
down in I.G-.F.'s IIIemorandum, No. 189, dated 1st November, 1871,
and in his Circular, No. 203, dated 20th June, 1873, which still
holds good as far as regards the storage of barrels.
It will be seen there that the only regulation concerning the height
to which barrels may be stored, is the one prescribing a horizontal
transom above the fifth row. I believe that barrels have been stored
without injmy to a height of 10 rows, but this is probably excessive.
Still they might be stored, say 7 rows high without risk, and in a
small magazine doing this is preferable to introducing a horizontal
transom which might cause a loss of accommodation.
Orane.-Plate XVI.-In large magazines a traveller or crane
of some nature is necessary to raise barrels to the upper rows .
.A. simple form of crane has been used with success at Fleetwood.
It consists of a jib working in a frame which travels in grooves cut
in two baulks, one above the other, running the length of the maga•
zine. It is moved from pl,we to place by simply pulling at the rope
by which the barrels are hoisted.
When there is not sufficient height for the crane a small traveller
can be used, running on horizontal bars of wood attached to the up~
rights of the skidding. It consists of a copper bar supportecl on two
small wheels at each end, and carrying a pulley which can travel
from side to side with the barrel suspended to it, and is in fact a
minature gantry.
Shelving.-Plale XVIII.-When the zinc cylinders, in which the
cartridges of heavy· guns are kept, were first introduced, it was intended that they should be stored on skidding as barrels are; but it
was soon found that the soft zinc got dented when resting on only
the two points of support afforded by the horizontal bars of the
skidding; the extraction of the cartridges was thus rendered
difficult; therefore it became necessary to support the cylinders iu a
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more continuous manner. This is done by au arrangement of
shelving, used instead of skidding.
The shelves are macle of 2-inch boards 10 inches wide and about
5 feet long, spaced 2 inches apart. They are supported on
4-inch by 4-incb uprights and cross-pieces, and are made removable, both that they may be taken out of the magazine and aired, and
also for convenience in getting at the cylinders stored under them,
which rest on tbe flooring. The shelves, when in position, are pre•
vented from shifting by small pieces of hard wood, 4½ inches by 2½
inches by l½ inches, screwed on to the cross-pieces, and which the
corners of the shelves are cut lo fit.
The uprights are framed at the feet into cross-pieces and longitudinals, 4 inches by 2 inches, and are further secured to the latter
by brass T pieces, 2 inches wide by ¾inch thick, and about 9 inches
high and wide.
The spaces between these cross-pieces are filled in w_ith batten
flooring, which is described further on, and which is also 2 inches
thick, so that a level surface is formed on the floor.
The cartridge cylinders containing pebble powder are stored on
their sides like powder barrels, as it is found that, if stored on their
ends, the cartridges set up and become difficult to extract, thus
causing delay in loading.
Lengths of cylinders.-Th e lengths of the cartridge cylinders for
the charges which a,r e about to be introduced for the service heavy
R.111.L. guns, are as follows :11" R.M.L. 12'' R.M.L. 25 ton.
10'' R.111.L.
9" R.ALL.
1J4lbs. p2
ll0lbs. p2
95 Iba. P 2
75 lbs. P'

34"·8.
33''· 1
35"'3
34"·7
The number which are allowed to be piled on one another, and the
heights of the piles, are shewn in Plate XVIII.
It will be seen that for R.JILL. guns, from the 9-inch to the
12-inch, tbe new charges are all about 3 feet long, and the 160
lbs. charge of the 12·5-inch R.111.L., is about 3 feet 4 inches long.
The 210-lbs. charge for the chambered 12·5-inch R.JII.L. gun, is
about 3 feet 6 inches long.
The shelving for all the smaller natures may therefore be made
of three boards, with a total width of 2 feet 10 inches, and for
the 12·5-inch gun another board may be added, bringing up the
total width to 3 feet 10 inches.
A height fo,, the shelving of 8 feet G inches iu the cle&l' above
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the floor is suitable to the 10-inch cartridges, and as it will take '111
the others it m:1y as well be adhered to in all cases, unless it happen
to cause loss of storage.
Charges for new guns.- With the new long guns, the charge is
about h:1lf the weight of the shot, and the diameter of the chamber,
roughly speaking, about one-quarter as large again as the bore.
The length of the charge for the 12-inch and for the 10·4-inch
R.B.L. guns will probably be between 6 and 7 feet; for the 9·2-inch
gun about 4 feet; for the 8-inch gun about 3 feet. The larger
charges will be made up in 3 or 4 pieces.
Conve rsion of skidding into shelving.-Skidding can be converted
into efficient shelving by filling in between the floor skids with
batten flooring blocked up to the proper level, and by substituting
shelves for the upper horizontal bars.
It may be necessary to strengthen the uprights, to compensate
for the removal of the horizontal bars.
Wall battens.-Plate XVIII.-Wall battening has to be used to prevent grit being knocked off the walls by the cylinders. It is made of
light 3-inch X ¾-inch stuff, and may be made removeable, as shown in

the drawing.
Floo1·s. -Tbe floors of all magazines should invariably be
made with concrete, the surface being either floated with pure
cement or asphalted. The ordinary wooden floors carried on joists,
which have been extensively used in our works, are liable to suffer
from dry rot, thus becoming dangerous and involving expensive
repairs. The advantage of having a wooden surface for moving
ammunition on is obtained by the use of batten flooring.
Bat/e,i jlooring.-The batten flooring which is used for covering
tbe cement or asphalte floors of magazines and shell stores, is of
two patterns i the stronger one being necessary for shell stores, and
the other being suitable for use in all cases where very heavy
weights have not to be moved over it.
The stronger one, however, is used in the cartridge stores of
heavy guns, the shelving being made to suit it .
.A. leading idea in designing the batten flooring was that it
should be guarded as far as possible agaiust the effects of damp;
consequently spaces are left so that the air may have free access to
the woodwork, and what is special1y important, the flooring is made
in sections of such a size that they can be conveniently taken up
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and carried out of the m,igazine to air; and they should be so taken
out. whenever the magazine is not in use.

Plate XVII.-The lighter form of flooring cousists of 6-inch
battens¾ inch thick, laid on 3-ioch diagonal battens also¾ inch thick;
the upper battens are set close together, the lower ones are 6 inches
apart.
There are two l¼-inch brass screws at each crossing.

There are a couple of hand boles in each section of flooring for
convenience in raising it, and a ribbon l½ inch x 1 inch is fixed on
tbe side next the wall.
Plate XVIII.-The stronger form of flooring is made of battens
3 inches wide and 2 inches deep, with intervals of I inch between each.
The ends are screwed to pieces 4 inches by 1 inch, with l¾-iucb
brass screws, and a ribbon, 2 inches by 1¾ inches, is fixed on the side
next the wall.
Batten flooring should be made of such a size that it may be
clear of the walls all round by about 1 inch.
The under sides of the battens should be tarred, to preserve them
from damp.
Batten flooring is used in all powder magazines, cartridge stores,

anu shell stores, including the powder and shell passages up to the
barriCl'S.

When used with skicluing it is placed only in the passages between
the bays. When used with cartridge shelving, it covers the spaces
under the shelves as well as the passages, and on it the lower tiers
of cartridges rest. In shell stores it covers the whole floor.
Magazine chamber.-Having settled the details of the skidding
we may now return to the description of the magazine chamber-itself.
Sture magaz,·ue.-Plate XVI.-The most convenient sectional

dimensions for a large store magazine will be found to be 19 feet
9 inches wide by 16 feet high to the crown of the arch, and 10 feet
3 inches to the springing.
The width allows the barrels to be stored in two blocks, each
three rows wide, with access afforded to them on each side by a
passage 4 feet 6 inches wide down the centre, and others 2 feet

3 inches wide down the sides, the enus of the barrels being in

contn.ct.
'I.1he height permits nine rows to be stored, with the l1orizontal
transom over the fift.h row, and the rise of the arch gives room for

the trarnlliug crane before described,
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The length of the blocks of skiddiug is a matter of indifference,
except that it must suit some definite number of barrels, not leaving
too much play.
Size of ba,-rels.-.A. barrel is 1 foot 5 inches in diameter in
the widest part, and 1 foot 9 inches long .
.A. way must of course be left round the ends of the blocks of skidding. In some magazines, which have a central passage ruuning across
the chambers, a way may be left through the skidding, the storage
being continuous above.
Fort m.agazine.-Ma.in magazines in forts are similar in arrangement to store magazines, but are more varied in shape to suit
the exigencies of defence.
The skidding must be arranged according to circumstances, the
design having been suited to it as far as possible.
Particular attention sbonld be paid to securing an easy issue of
powder from a fort magazine, in order that the expense magazines
may be rapidly filled up from it during a siege.
If lifts are used several might be provided, ;and the passages
should be broad.
Fitting up fort magtizi,ies.-While every magazine should be
arranged so as to be capable of taking skidding, it is not always
desirable to supply either it, or the batten flooring, to fort magazines,
as they may never be used in peace time, and if the skidding and
batten flooring be in them, the wood might perish from damp.
The best course to adopt is to have the woodwork shaped, and
stored in some dry place, ready to frame together when required.
If a magazine has plenty of floor space, a number of barrels can
be stored without any skidding at all, merely on planks lain down
on the floor.
Small cartridge store.-Plate XVII.-Oonvenient widths for
small fort magazines and cartridge stores are 8 feet, 10 feet 9 inches,
and 13 feet; 8 feet allows of two rows of skidding and a 3 feet 6
inch passage; 10 feet 9 inches of three rows, and a 4-.foot passage;
13 feet of four rows and a 4-foot passage; in all cases with six inches
between the ends of the barrels.
When more rows than this are used, that is where three rows
come together, there should be a passage on both sides of the block
of skidding. Three rows on one side of the store and two on the
other, with a 4-foot passage in the centre and a 2-foot passage
on one side, wonld require a width of 16 feet 9 inches, or of 15 feet
H

3 inches, according as the ends of the barrels are separated or not,
and as we have seen in the store magazine, three rows on both
sides require a width of 19 feet 9 inches.
From the point of view of economy of space it does not much
ma.tter which arrangement is used, except the 8~foot width, which is
only suited to small expense cartridge stores.
Coast battery cartridge store.-Plate XVIII.-Ooast battery
cartridge stores have to be built to suit the cartridge shelving. .A.
chamber with a width of 10 feet will suit all natures of service
heavy R.M.L. guns up to the 12-inch, having shelving on both sides
of a central passage.
The 12·5-inch R.M.L. gun requires a store at least one foot wider,
if complete cartridges are stored on each side of the central passage;
as, however, the ca,r tridges for this gun are made up in halves they
are easier to arrange than the shorter complete cartridges.
Six feet is the minimum width for a store, with shelving on one
side only, for natures up to the 12-inch R.llLL., aud 5 feet for
the 12·5-inch R.M.L., the latter store taking half-cartridges.
Fittings for magazines .-Brass or copper :fittings, screws, nalls, &c.,
should invariably be used in magazines where the powder is stored
in barrels, and also in cartridge stores where it is in zinc cylinders, unless very special cases ma_y render the use of iron necessary.
Iron should if possible be galvanized.
Locks .-Brass locks suitable for magazines are specially made;
drawings of the various patterns will be found in the Inspector
General of Fortification's Circular, No. 190, 16th October, 1871.
(This circular has been cancelled, but the drawings of locks
sbewn in it still hold good.)
Mantlet doors.-It has been found by experiment, see Lecture
VII., that if an explosiou of P 2 powder occurs in a magazine
passage, the wooden doors will be broken but that mantlet doors will
resist. Mantlet dool'S should, therefore, be hung in the magazines
of coast-batteries, in any positions which may seem suitable for
limiting the effects of an explosion in a lift or serving-room, and
more especially at the entrances to the cartridge chambers, so that
there may be no risk of their being blown up.
The mantlet door consists of a strong framework of tubular iron,
galvanized, hung on hlugeRlet into the wall, and covered with rope
worked over it in form of a mantlet, such as is used about the
gnns,

The doors should be hung so that they caunot open more than
half way, and with a weight attached so that they shall close of
themselves.
They should always be carefully placed to open against the
probable direction of the blast from an explosion, so that the effect
of such shall be to shut them.
LIGHTING,

Lighting.-Magazines used to be lighted either by daylight, or by
hand lanterns carried into the magazine cbam ber, and these methods
are still in use in store magazine estab]ishments, where artificial
light is not often wanted.
But in the magazines and ammunition stores of forts and batteries,
which must be ready for use at all hours, and which are often
buried beyond the possible access of daylight, better means are
required, especially in coast battery ammunition stores, whore heavy
weights have to be moved and winches and other gear worked.
Hence the introduction of lamp passages, separate from the ammunition stores, from which the la111ps can be inserted into openings,
(which have retained the name of lamp recesses) situated in convenient positions for lighting the stores and passages. (Pl«te
XVII).
There are two kinds of magazine lamp, the wall lamp and the
overhead lamp.
Wall lamps.-The wall ]amp is 16¾ inches high, 9rt inches wide,
and 6£ inches from front to back. It is made of copper, l1as a
small reflector and a glass chimney, and burns a candle which is
kept in position by being forced up by a spring like a carriage
lamp. It will burn for 8 hours. It burns just as well without the
chimney, except in a draught, and distributes the light better without the reflector, so that these parts will probably be removed,
except that enough chimneys will be issued for use in clraughty
places. (Since this was written the reflector has been done away
with).
This lamp is intended to stand in a recess or on a shelf.
A variation on this, called the Botlv11·ciys Lamp, is glazed on both
sides, and is intended for lighting pas~ages.
Ove,},eacl lamps. (see page 101) .-The overhead lamp is similar to a
railway carriage lamp, and is intended to give an overhead light.
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It has a projecting rim which rests on the edges of the hole
through which the lamp is put. It burns a candle like the wall lamp.
L ·1mp recesses.-The forms of lamp recess are maoy, most of them
being only l'endered neces!.ary by want of arrangement in laying out
the lamp passages, or by the exigencies of alterations to old works.
The simplest form, and to the best of my recollection, the only
one that I have ever found it necessary to ui:.e, is a square hole
cut through the wall, and closed at the end by a pane of glass set
in a brass frame. The frame is 1i inch wide all round; in section
T shaped, with a rib ½inch thick and i inch deep. To this rib is
secured a flat frame of brass, ½inch wide and ¼inch thick, the
inner dimensions of these two frames being the same, and in the
groove thus formed is fitted the iodiaruhber io which the glass is
set. The indiarubber may be a tube slit down.
This separation of the glass from the brass by strips of indiarubber bas been found necessary to prevent it being broken from
the concussion of firing. It is best to have another outer brass
frame, with the inner one hinged to open into the magazine, so that
the glass can be got at for cleaning. It is almost impossible to
clean the glass properly at the end of a long recess.
A stop should be inserted in the floor of the recess to prevent
the lamp being shoYed too far forward, and a brass bar fixed across
to prevent its being tilted against the glass, and an escape for the
smoke may be provided above.
If the lamp recess be low down, and in such a situ&tion that it
might be struck by a man's shoulder or the end of a cartridge cylinder, it should be protecte<l externally bya grating of½ inch brass wire.
The glass, by-the-bye, should be plain strong sheet or plate
glass. I have been in a magazine jn which buJls-eyes of considerable curvature were used in the lamp recesses. The result was
that there was a bright spot of light on the opposite wall, and
the rest of the maga,zine wa:3 in darkness.
The smallest size used for the glass frame of a lamp recess is
1 foot 3 inches by 1 foot 3 inches ; this is shorter than the lamp.
'rhe most convenient size is 1 foot 9 inches high by 1 foot 3 inches
wide, measured from outside to outside of the rib of the frame.
There are other sizes to be got, particulars of whicb may be found
in the W.0. contracts.
It may be necessary to put two lamps back to back to light a
passage in two directions. In such a case a projecting box can be
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procured, in plan three sides of an octagon, which must be set on a
slate or hard stone slab. It requires an opening 2 feet wide to be
cut in the wall behind it. It is usually better to have two ordinary
recesses near one another.
Sometimes it is necessary to put a lamp at the end of a
long recess so that it would be beyond the reach of a man's arm.
Then a little tray to carry tbe lamp must be used, running on
small zinc rails, a,ad pushed in or polled out by a stick with a hook
at tbe end.
If it is inconvenient to use the stick, the tray can be hooked to
an endless chain running over two pulleys, one at each end of the
tube or recess.
Occasionally a lamp bas to be passed across a magazine passage
to light a chamber on the other side; in that case a tube of slate or
sheet iron bas to be used, down which it can be pushed on the tray
just mentioned.
If it be wished to light the passage from this tube, which affords
a convenient position for doing so, a glazed frame can be inserted in
the side, and the lamp put on a special tray which carries it sideways.
It may sometimes be necessary to lower down a lamp to its recess
from some height too great for a man to reach with his arm. In that
case it can be let down by a brass chain and pulley, and guided
into its place in the following manner : Two pins are inserted in the sides of the base of the lamp, and
these pins fit iu grooves cut in two boards set up, one on each side
of the shaft down which the lamp is lowered, so that the lamp is
guided in its descent. These grooves are curved at the lower ends,
so that the lamp is moved forward close up to the glass.
Overhead lamp.-The overhead lamp is cylindrical in form. The
lower part, which is of glass, is 8 inches deep and 8½ inches in
diameter. The upper part, of copper, is 8½ inches high and
9 inches diameter. The difference in the diameter of the two parts
forms a shoulder on which the lamp can be supported.
The overhead lamp is always used by being lowered down a tube.
The lower end of this tube would be made of iron, and the lower
edge would be either turned in, or have a ring of angle iron rivetted on to it to form ~ rim on which the lamp may rest. The rim
would be covered with lndiarubber. It will be seen that when the
lamp is not in position there is an open communication between
the lamp passage and the magazine which is objectiouable.
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A wire guard should be fixed round this lamp in low passagos.
The various methods of using magazine lamps have been shortly
described; as cases may occur in which the simple recess cannot be
used, but all other forms should be avoided as much as possible.
The lamp recess fittings are at present under revision.
Lomp recess daors.-Wben lamp recesses are in places which are
accessible to others besides the lamp man, the backs must be provided with iron doors ¼inch thick, and locked with a key like a
railway door key. This is to pre.-ent unauthorised people meddling
with the lamps, and it, is also intended to diminish the chance of any
accident which might knock the lamps forward into the magazine.
When the recess is made in an outside wall, of course it becomes
a small window in daytime, which is useful in places such as
laboratories where work is usually carried on during the day.
}lumber ancl position of lflmps.-Tbe service lamps give a very
good light, and not many are needed for a magazine.
One is sufficient for an ordinary small expense store; four as a
rule are enough for each chamber of a large store magazine, two
for the centre passage, one for each side one.
Ammunition passages can be lighted from the ends if there are
no bends in them.
There should always be a good light near the entrances and exits
of the lifts where hooks have to be adjusted and the winches
worked, and in placing the lamps care should be taken that the
men do not necessarily stand in their own light when at wro·k.
Height above jloo,·.-A good height above tbe floor for a wall
lamp is 5 feet; in a large magazine a ]ittle more, not much or
there will be a dark space unclerneath it.
Lamp passages. Lamp passages are usually made 2 feet 3 inches,
or 2 feet 6 inches wide, and run round the magazine buildings at
the general floor level, but sometimes it is convenient to divide a
passage horizontal1y by inserting a floor of stone, concrete, or slate
slabs, and using the upper portion as a lamp passage. The upper
portion need not be more than 5 feet high.
It is best to make the entrance to the lamp passage entirely
distinct from that to the magazine, but it can be entered if
necessary from outside the barrier in the shifting room ; never
from inside the barrier.
I£ tbere are many lamps a lamp room is required where they can
be kept and cleaned. I£ the entrance to the lamp passage is a little
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widened and some shelves put in it, it will do very well. In other
cases the lamps are kept in the Artillery store .
For regulations concerning lamps in magazines see the Equipment
Regulations for 1881.
2.

RHELL STORES.

Sh•ll Stores.-Shel! stores are now much more largely required
than used to be the case, as it is found that the best place for keeping the powder of bursting charges is in the shells, and all filled
shells should be uncler cover. Accommodation can therefore be usefully
provided for the total allowance of shells for the guns in a work.
All projectiles above and including the 7-inch R.l\f.L. are stored
on end ; below that size they are piled lying on their sides.
In calculating the floor space required for the ditferent natures of
heavy shells, each shell should be taken as standing in a square of a
sicle equal to the diameter of the shell; this allows sufficient room
for manipulation.
The requirements of a shell store are similar to those of a cartridge
store, but simpler. No skidding is required, hut the floor must be
covered with boards or batten flooring. The shells will break up
any stone or concrete surface, and get gritty so that they become
difficult to load with.
Heavy shell may he allowed to cover almost all the floor space,
room enough being left to manipulate them and to get at the fuze
and tube shelf; they are moved by means of a shell truck something
like that used by railway porters.
The rules about shifting rooms and lamp passages for shell stores
are a little uncertain; usually they are p1'ovided as for cartridge
stores-that is, when it is easy to do so; when it is not the amount
of precaution is diminished.
It, would seem difficult to do much harm to the gunpowder inside
a Palliser shell, even with a pair of boots on, and a lantern, but it is
well to keep up a certain amount of respect for explosives under aJl
circumstances or they get to be treated too unceremoniously-as
witness the miner who is said to make up his charges sitting over
the fire by the light of a tallow candle, and a retail dealer who
habitually bored holes in the heads of his powder barrels with a
red-bot poker ; long practice had made him know the depth to
which he could safely go, until one day be came across a tbiunel'
cask than usual, and the poker went through!
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Sufficient care would seem to be taken if a barrier be put at the
door.
A lamp passage is convenient, and assists the ventilation, but if
it cannot easily be made, the use of a hand magazine lamp is perfectly legitimate.
Of course, if a passage is common both to a cartridge and a shell
store, precautions mnst be taken as for the former.
If there is a want of proper shell st-0re accommodation, and there
happens to be spare room, say in the passages of casemated works,
the shells may be kept there, but it must not be possible for anyone
to nnscrew the base plugs and get out the powder. For some
11-inch shell a trial has been made of a sort of grating slipped over
them and supported by brackets at about two-thirds of their height;
when in position it is padlocked down ; this prevents the shells
being overturned. It has been reported on favourably.
Fuze and tube shelf. - .A.11 shell stores and shell recesses shonld
be provided with fn.ze and tube shelves, lettered for tubes, and for
the various natures of percussion and tlme fuzes as laid down in
I.G.F.'s Circular, No. 204, dated 24th June, 18,3.
These should be fixed in some convenient position near the door.
The tubes and fnzes are packed in tin cylinders. The following
table• shews the number of fuzes of the kinds mentioned in the above
circular that are packed in a cylinder, together with the dimensions
of the latter, and gives the same information for the two sizes of
tubes of which the larger is used for 10-inch R.M.L. gnns and upwards, and the other for smaller natures.
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The hollow space here referreu to is iudepeudeut of any air space
left behind the lining of the magazine. See page 112.
In a very damp situation it is best to have an air passage in
acldition to the lamp passage.
In building a magazine in rock which is sufficiently sound to
admit of the arches being sprung from it, a double wall is unnecessary, or rather the rock becomes the exterior wall, as there is no
fear of the space between it and the inner wall getting clogged.
Rendering and forming a drain are then sufficient. In this case a
clamp course should be introduced at the springing, and connected
with the covering of the roof to prevent water rising in the arch.
A.sphalte on roof.-The concrete covering the arches should be
finished at a fla,t slope ,;nd asphalted, and drainage provided at the
points to which the water will be directed.
If the asphalte be not covered, the drainage will be arranged like
th:>t of au ordinary roof, care being taken to turn the asphalte over
a coping so that the water may drip from it and not soa,k into the
wall; but as asphalte exposed to the sun and the weather does not
last as well as when it is protected by a covering of earth it should
hn.ve one whenever it is possible, u.nd then drain pipes should be
laid along the line of flow of the water.
It is desirable not to lay loose stones on the aspbalte to form
drains as is sometimes clone, as their points and angles may penetrate it and cause leaks.
The asphalte should al ways be turned over at the sides and carried a few inches down the walls, and if any ventilating shafts pass
through it, it should be turned up round their sides.
As with the most careful work there is a possibility of a leak
occurring in a magazine, it should always be a point in designing it
to consider how it would be got at for repairs.
When a magazine is 40 feet under ground for instance it is a
sei·ious business getting at the asphalte to mend it.
The most convenient arrangement is to have about three feet of
earth over the aspbalte of the roof; this is easy to remove, and is
still sufficient to preserve it from the effect of the atmosphere, and
from any casua,l injury. At the same time it must be admitted that
this arrangement is easier to recommend than to carry into practice,
but tbe principle should always be kept in view.
This consideration also bars the use of asphaHe between two
masses of concrete or masonry, where it is practically impossible to
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get at it, and where, I believe, it would be almost certain to permit
of leaks ; £or large masses of concrete are very rigid, and what with
expansion and contraction from heat, and the effects of very minute
settlements, fissures would be formed just as in rock, and would
take no account of the asphalte, which it would not be possible to
mend.
The position of a magazine is usually fixed by considerations of
security and convenience, and is not always in the driest spot that
could be found. There is a magazine, for instance, in one of our
works that was placed in such a position that the beds of rock
sloped down towards it from the parade of the fort, so tbat the
water fal1ing on the parade ran down to the magazine. It was in.
sufficiently drained at first and was very damp, but is now all right.
In such a case extra precautions must be taken to carry off the water.
Oonclenscdion,,-Condensation is the real enemy that has to be
dealt with in trying to get dry magazines. It follows inevitably
from the use of tbe great masses of earth and concrete with which we
are compelled nowadays to cover our magazines that the interiors
become like caves, which are almost always colder than the outer
air; and consequently when any fresh air is admitted from the
exterior it deposits some moisture on the walls and fittings. This
may go on accumulating till the floor is slippery, and the skidding
and other wood work soaked, so that in a few years it all perishes.
Remedies fen· Conclensation.-Now the remedy for this is best
found by noting what magazines are dry, and seeing what common
peculiarity they possess which makes them so, aud on this point I
am convinced from inspecting a number of magazines, and hearing
of many more, that the dry ones are those which are capable of
thorough ventilation, and which have a non-conducting material
such as brick for the inner surface of their walls; and that the
dryness of similar magazines is pretty well proportioned to the
amount of ventilation.
The old type of magazine, standing up like a haystack, wil,h big
windows in the end walls, such as the Venetians and others built
iu the ~Iediterraueau, are excellent for stol'ing powder in, and so
are the large store magazines which we build at present in situations
wheTe they are secure from attack, and where it is possible to adopt
a similar type. The worst magazines of all are big main magazines
buried safe from all possible shot or shell, but ventilated solely by
tho door and two 01· three 9-inch pipes in the roof.
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Ve1~tilatfon.-These are the two extremes, and there are mAgazincs
of all degrees of goodness between them; degrees depending mainly
on the amount of ventilation which they possess; even a good
draught past the door will make a perceptible difference in the dryness of a magazine.
In advocating a large amount of ventilation for a magazine I do
not wish that it should be continually going on ; no good is to be
gained by introducing a large volume of air laden with moisture if
it can be kept out; it would of course lead to much condensation,
and though the next dry day it would all disappear, and so the
magazine would be, at any rate, occasionally dry, yet by judicious
opening and closing of the ventilators a better result can be
arrived at.
On this point t,h e regulations for airing magazines which prescribe
the reading of wet and dry bulb thermomete1·s, so that there may
be certainty that dry air is being admitted, are g ood enough in theory,
but they often fail of their effect. partly, no doubt, because they are
not in all cases intelligently applied by the master gunners and
magazine men who have to carry them out, partly because they do
not recognise the fact that when a magazine is dry it is best to
leave it so and not to spoil it by introducing fresh air, and in many
cases ( what might well he avoided) because the ventilating arrangement8 of the maga,zines are so defective that hardly any air can
pass through them. The opening or closing of the ends of a few
9-inch pipes can produce next to no effect on the mass of air in a large
magazine; a feeble flow of air may result close to the pipe, but the
amount of dry air introduced will be quite inadequate to take up, in
any limited time, all the moisture deposited in the interior, which
remains perfectly damp, unless there is a continuance of dry
weat,her.
It is therefore necessary to have large ventilators which shall be
capable of being readily opened and closed by the magazine man,
according to the weather, and the openings into the magazine
should be so placed as to ensure a thorough current of air passing
through the magazine when they are open.
While these large ventilators should be provided, as remarked
before, it by no means follows that they should be often u§ed.
Indeed, I believe that this or some similar rule would be a good one
to make-that no magazine ventilators were to be opened except
under the joint recommendation of the O.C.R.A. and the C.R.E.
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Ventilating armngements of store magazines.-The driest magazines
are those large store magazines which are independent buildings
not covered up with earth, and mainly ventilated by large window
openings in the end walls. There should be one opening over the
door and, perhaps, one on each side of it out of reach of the ground,
and these openings should be provided with close fitting shutters
with spring latches, arranged so that they can be opened by a cord
from the floor. The shutters should be so framed and panelled
that no shrinkage of the wood will leave any cracks through which
burning particles might be able to pass, in the case of a fire anywhere near. Formerly all doors and shutters of magazines used
to be covered with copper to prevent the possibility of such an
accident.
In order that the door may be left open when the magazine is being
aired, there should be an inner open work door of copper wire which
can be shut to prevent any of the men employed in the magazine
enclosure entering it, except on duty.
Small ventilating openings can be also made in the side walls at
the floor level ; these should be bent so as not to lead straight into
the magazine, and should be provided with shutters.
Shutters to ventilators.-Before going any farther it will save some
repetition to say that all ventilating openings about magazines
should be provided with close fitting shutters, so placed that they
can be conveniently got at to be opened and closed according to the
wea,ther.
They should also be all lettered so that it may be known at once
where they come from, whether from the magazine chambers themselves, from the lamp passages, or from an air passage.
Ventilating arrangements for large fort and battery magazines.-In
large fort and battery magazines, and in cartridge stores such as
are iu coast batteries, and which are usually completely buried, the
magazine chambers as a rule have an entrance passage on one side,
and a lamp passage round the other three. :For purposes of ventila.
tion, the entrance passage should be treated as part of the magazine chambers, and the lamp passage separated.

The point to attain is that there should be a thorough change of
the air when the ventilation is in operation; it should not be allowed
to stagnate at one end of a cb,.mber. The ventilating shafts should
therefore start from the end opposite the door.
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Ventilating shafts.-The 9-inch glazed e"rthenware pipes which
are mostly used ::ire ton small, and condense moisture on their glazed
surface, which runs down into the magazine.
A better form, where there is room to carry it out, is a brick
shaft, about 2 feet 6 inches square in section, carried up from the
side of the arch and along iu the spandril to any point where it can
conveniently turn up into the outer air. At the outer end it would
be finished with louvres and shutters, care being taken to have the
openings between the louvres equal altogether in area to the cross
section of the shaft, so that the air may move out freely.
The shaft shoulcl not be taken directly into the magazine, but
should be bent once or twice in its course, and iron bars should be
built in across it, somewhere near the top, where they can be got at
and painted.
The entrance passage can be ventilated in the same way, but
usually will get air enough through the door-way and cartridge lifts;
the latter make capital ventilating shafts.
Ventilating openings should be brought out into the open air at
different heights, so as to induce a current through them.
Lamp p~ssages are ventilated in the same way as magazinea. One
shaft at the end opposite the entrance is as a rule enough unless
there are many lamps, but there should in all cases be one shaft at
the extreme end, or that becomes a damp corner.
If there are any air spaces they should be in communication
with the lamp passage or with the outer air direct, but not with the
magazine passage or chambers.
It occasionally becomes necessary to have resource to artificial or
forced ventilation instead of trusting to the natural movement of
the air i this is the case for instance at Spit bank Fort, Portsmouth,
where the lamp passage is small and contains a large number of
lamps, so that it would soon become unbearable when they are all
lighted, if the air were not const.antly changed. This is done by
using Haworth's rotating ventilators fixed to shafts in the roof,
which draw the air up through 9-inch pipes.
As this lamp passage is not external to the cartridge stores, but is
merely the upper part of the magazine passage divided from it by
a floor 0£ s1ate slabs, it is not necessary to separate the ventilation,
consequently the extracting pipf's from the cartridge chambers are
led into the lamp passage, and thus the air from tbe mrtriclge chambers is extracted through the lamp passage. These ventilators ar~
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closed by metal doors where they issue from the magazine and
lamp passages.
Ventiluti11g arrangements of sm.all 1nagazines.- The principles of
ventilation for small magazines are the same as for large ones; 9-inch
pipes can be used for the shafts, as they will be large enough in most
cases.
The ventilation of expense ammunition stores requires to be considered with reference to each particular case, as the stores are put
in all manner of places, not only opening on to parades or terreplains of works, but also off casemates and galleries underground
which may be always dank with moisture. It is not much good
taking air from such a place into the stores, and either independent
ventilation for them must be provided, or an attempt must be made
to keep the galleries cl ry as well ; the latter course is the best.
Water sometimes finds its ,vay into magazines by rain getting
into the lifts and ventilating shafts; therefore ventilators should be
closed in damp or rainy weather, but as an additional precaution it
is advisable to provide the exits with louvres and, in large ventilating
shafts, to have some means of escape for any water that may enter
them, so that it may not run down their whole length into the
magazine.
Ra.in water which has fallen on the floor of a casemate is sometimes driven across it by tbe wind, and under the bottom of the
doors of the lifts down which it runs into tl,e magazine. A small
step about 1 inch high at the top of the lift will stop this. A
step is objectionable, but in such a case unavoidable.
For regulations for ventilation of magazines, see Equ,ipnient
Regulations, 1881.
Linilllg of walls.-The material of which the inner surface of the
walls, arches, and floor is composed is equal in importance to the
ventilation.
It should be non-conducting and absorbent of moisture; brick is
about the best thing to use in ordi11ary cases.
The necessity of attending to this point may be illustrated by the
following example of a cartridge store : it was brick-lined except
where a lift from the serving room above was carri~d through
the arch, which at that point was strengt,henecl by the insertion of a block of hard limestone; the store was fairly ventilated
and was consequently dry, except where the block of limestone
occurred ; this was dripping wet, and the flooring underneath was
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wet with the water that had fallen from it. If the inside of the
store bad been built of this stone it would have been impossible to
use it for ammunition .
.Air space.-An excellent non-conductor of heat is air, and an air
space behind a brick wall assists materially in preventing its being
chilled by the masses of concrete and earth by which it is
surrounded.

Au air space also forms a barrier to any leakage which may have
penetrated the outer walls.
The good effect of an air space may be increased by admitting
warm air to it; this air will communicate some of its heat to the
walls, and will thus render the cool dry air which alone should be
admitted into the magazine much less likely to deposit any moisture.
In order that this may be done it is necessary to keep the ventilation of the magazine and of the air space entirely separate; they
should have separate ventilating shafts, and there should be no
communication by air bricks in the walls or otherwise. It is probable that only in large establishments will the proper alternate
opening of the ventilators of the magazine and of the air passage be
carried out, but no constructive obstacles should be put in the way
of its being done i even if it is not done the air spaco is useful.
A practical example of the benefit of the air space may be quoted :
in a row of Haxo casemates, between the guns, were a shell store
and a cartridge store. They were exactly simi1ar in size, situation,
and construction, except that the cartridge store had a lining of
brick, with an air space behind it 4½ inches wide, communicating
with the outer air through perforated bricks, while the shell store
had none.
The shell store was damp, the cartridge store was dry.
This was striking, but a careful examination of them failed to
bring to light any other cause for the difference than the air
space in the cartridge store.
As expense stores may have to be opened in all weathers for the
service of the guns, and damp air may thus be admitted, it is of
almost more importance with them than with store magazines to
have a nonconducting material for the walls, and it is therefore
best always to build them with a brick lining, having an air space
behind it, communicating with the exterior through air bricks, which
need not be provided with shutters.
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A ·non-conducting coatin.g.-Any metal work in a magazine, such
as a roof gu:der or a lamp tube, gets beaded with moisture if there
is auy quantity in the air; this can be remedied by covering it
with cork composition as it is called, which is powdered cork dusted
on to a coating of red lead and oil.
Oo,.k composition Jo,· covering floors qf magazines.-" With a
view to diminish the condensation which takes place on the surface
of aspbalte or concrete in magazines, the surface can be covered
with a mixture of four parts of Venetian red to one part of
red lead, made thoroughly into a stiff paste with Stockhohn tar.
This material should be laid with a trowel to the thickness of one.
eighth of an inch, and, while wet, should be covered with powdered
cork, sifted over it to a thickness of three-eighths of an inch, and
pressed clown with a float and roller. The powdered cork can be
obtainecl from any large cork dealer (Messrs. Jeune & Co., 4, Idol
Lane, City, E.C.)."
It is capital stuff :1nd is used both by the War Office and the
Admiralty. It is much used for covering the smooth surface of
asphalte floors, which condenses moisture a great deal. In this case
it is necessary to protect it by batten flooring laid over it, so that it
may not be rubbed off by the traffic. It might prove a good thing to
cover all the walls and arches of a damp magazine with cork composition as well as the floor, but this has not yet been tried.
SUMMAeY.

We may now sum up the points necessary to be attended to in order
to have a dry magazine.
The foundations must be perfect so that there shall be no settlement.
There should be a clamp course over the whole area.
The exterior wall should be hollow except sometimes in rock. It
should be rendered outsicle and the foot drained.
Sometimes the interior wall should be rendered and drained also.
The concrete over the arches should be asphalted, and drains laid
to carry away the water comiug off it.
Tbe arches should have a damp course at the sp,~nging.
The interior of the maga.zine should be of some non-conducting
absorbent material, say brick, for the walls and arches, and cork
composition for the floor and metal work,
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It is a very good thi11g to have an nir space behind the brick
lining both in walls and arches.
'The ventilation should be as free as pm,sible when it is acting,
but should be very seldom used.
The ventilation of the magazine chambers and of the air passage
sboulcl be entirely distinct.
The magazine shonld be in such a position that it may be possible
to get at the exterior Lo 1·epair it.

4. MAGAZINE ACCESSORIES.
Having now described the magazines themselves, the lifts for
removing the ammunition remain to be noticed, and also some accessory bnildings.
LIFTS.

Lifts for hettry guns.-Plate XIX.-In those cases in which the
ammunition stores of coast batteries are iri a basement, arrangements have to be made for raising the cartridges and projectiles to
the gun floor; this is qone by means of lifts.
Lifts are shafts cut in the walls, piers, or arches of stores and
casemates, and provided with gear or tackle for raising the
ammunition.
They are usually circular in plan and 18 inches ln diameter,
though the lifts for the larger heavy guns are best made 1 foot 9
inches -in diamet.er, and general lifts, used for powder barrels as well
as for cartridge cylinJers, are made square with a sjde of 2 feet 3
inches so that a barrel mav be lowered with the axis horizontal.
Cartridge lifts for 12·5-inch 38-ton guns are provided ,vith
crabs for raising the ammunition i those for lighter guns do not
require them, though if a projected increase in the charges is
carried out, crabs will have to be fitted to the lifts of all guns
that fire larger charges than the 10-inch R.M.L. of 18 tons.
The cartridge lifts fot· all the new R.B.L. gnus larger than the
8-inch of 11½ tons will require crabs.
All shell lifts for heavy guns are provided with crabs.
Lifts may be made in tbe walls or arches of ammunition stores,
and may -issue in the floors or walls of casemates, or botnbproofs, or
in the rear revetments of the traverses of barbette battf'rits.
The best place for them is in the walls, not in the floors.
They should be kept back at least 6 inches from the face of the
wall, in order to give room for a door.
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In the ammunition store the opening of the lift may be of any
convenient height, say 7 feet, and should he carried down to the
floor level.
In the battery the top of the lift should be at least 7 feet above
the floor, and may with advantage be a foot higher. This height
is necessary in the case of cartridge lifts to briug the bottom of the
cage in which the cartridges are hoisted above the floor, and in shell
lifts to enable the shell to be swung out of the lift. It is not
necessary to make the actual door of the lift so high as this, as the
cartridge cage is only 4 feet high, but it is necessary to get the
overhead block as far up as possible, as there is the hook, the
counterpoise, the overhead block, &c., to allow for.
Plate XIX.-The drawings shew a shell lift for an open battery,
with va,~ous details connected with the mode of fixing the crab,
and the overhead block, and with the trap door which is provided
for the shell to rest on, so that it may he more easily got out from
the lift opening.
The differences between a shell and a cartridge lift, in the
arrangement of hoisting gear, are a.lso shewn.

The lifts for a casemate battery ai-e exactly the same as those for
a harbette battery.
If it be convenient to make it so, the exit of the lift may face in a
different direction from the entrance. rrhe on1y point to guard against

is that the chain from the crab does not come in front of the door.
Special arrangements can be applied to the crab handle in
places where the space may be too confined to work it at the lift;
it may be lengthened out, or gearing may be used so that it may be
worked at an angle.
I£ it be wished, the crab may be worked at the top of the lift
instead of the bottom, but the latter position is usually more secure,
a.ncl keeps the gun floor more free of men.
New patterns of shell and cartridge crabs are in course of preparation. It is, therefore, no good to gi vc descriptions of those
now in use.
Safety trap for ccufriclgc l(fts.-This contrivance is not shewo iu

the drawing, being of later date, but it should be applied to <ill new
cat·tridge lifts. It is one of the results of the experiments carried
out at Eastbourne, and described in Lecture VII., allf-1 is intended
to prevent the effo<·t of any explosiuu 011 the gun floor or frt the top
of the lift passing dow11 into the magazine.
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It is entirely constructed of gun metal, and for an 18-inch lift
consists of two metal flaps, each 21 ½inches long by 9¼ inches wide
and 1 incb thick, binged in a fr,i,me of L section. The inner
e<lges of the flaps are cut away to a depth of half-an-inch over a
space of 4 iuches in tl,e centre, to give room for the wire rope
which carries the cartridge cage, and at one side they are also cut
<1way to let the other end of this rope pass to the crab. Here two
little guide pulleys are fhed under the frame.

On the other side is the gear for opening the trap. This consists
of two bars jointed to proJections under the inner edges of the flaps,
and to a cross bar fixed to the bead of a vertical rod. The first two
bars are 5 inches long from axis to axis of their pivots; the cross
bar is 8 inches long. Raising the vertical rod raises the jointed
bars which push hack the flaps. The vertical rod, which works in
guides, is actuated by a lever 2 feet 9 inches long, fixed on the side
of the lift, about 5 feet 6 inches above the floor, so as to be easily
reached. Tbe weight of the flaps is partly counterpoised by a
weight on the lever, so that when open the trap will keep open, and
when closed will keep closed. The position of the lever is always
on the opposite side of the lift to the crab.
In order to accomodate the flaps in their frame, a portion of the
lift for about 12 inches in depth must be made rectangular. The
sides of the 1·ectangle are 11 inches from the axis of the lift, except the side where the opening gear comes, which is 12¼
Sinkings are also required to take the
inches from the axis.
various parts of the opening gear, which should not encroach on the
lift. The position of the safety trap in the lift should be so arranged
that while there should be masonry enough below it to bear it up
against an explosion-say 6 inches m.,.er the opening of the lift-yet
it should, if possible, be far enough below the level of the gun floor
to permit of the flaps being closed before the cartridge begins to
emerge from the lift, i.e., at least 4 feet down for a 10-inch R.M.L.
gun.

The frame and other portions of the trap are connected with
screws lo such a manner that they can be put together when in
position in the lift.
The trap for a 21-inch lift is similar to the above but ",jth
the dimensions proportionally increased, the thickness remaining
the same.
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Widening top of lift.-In the case of lifts for very heavy pl"Ojectiles,
such as those of the 38-ton gun, it is desirable to widen tbe top of
the lift, so that the shell-truck rray be pushed in and the projl'ctile
lowered upon it. .A. width of 2 feet B inches is 1·equired to admit
the shell-truck, and the widening should extend up to o inches
from the axis of the lift.
If this widening be impracticable an issue-bar can be used, which
has been successfully applied t-o the shell lifts of 38-ton R.M. L. gu11s.
Issue bai·.-It consists of a bar of iron, 3 inches by ¾inch in
section, hinged at its lower end at a point in the back of the lift
3 inches above the floor level, and at tbe upper end formed ioto a
sort of fork. It is kept upright at the back of the lift by a spring
catch.
Its action is as follows:-When the projectile has been raised to
the top of the lift, the bar is pulled forward, and the projectile
lowered, till the shell clip catches on the fork at the top of the bar;
on the shell being further lowered, the bar pivots forward and forces
the shell out of the lift, so that it can be easily got at. If this issue
bar be used, the overhead block must be fixed on a swivel.
L(fts for medimn gmzs.-Lifts which are intended to supply
ammunition to medium guns, such as are used in land works, should
be of sufficient diameter to allow of metal lined cases being passed
up them; the latter are 16¾ inches by 16¾ inches by 20fi inches.
The lift had better be 1 foot 9 inches in diameter and should be
provided with a ring bolt above, and an eye-bolt for a leading block
below in any convenient position. Tbe tackle will be supplied by
tbe .A.rtillei-y. The same fittings are required for both shell and
cartridge lifts.
D(wit.-It is occasionally convenient to hoist ammunition up· by
the rear of the rampart. In that case a davit can be used, made of
2½ inch round iron, pivoted and having an overhang of 3 feet 2
inches, and with an eye at the end to take the hook of a block.
RECESSES.

A.1nmu11ition recesses.-Recesses are used ·ror the storage of small
quantitiPs of ammunition close to the guns, where there is any
probability of there being delay or danger in getting it from the
expense stores when in action, either from their being at some distance off, or from several guns having to be supplied from the same
point.
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H.eceeses may be m,-de of va,fous forms to suit the situations they
occupy, but two forms will here be described, one suited for the use
of heavy guns, the other for medium or light ones.
Recesses fo,· mecli'lHn gw1s.-Tbe recess for medium gun ammunition, whether for sbell or cartL"idge, may be macle 3 feet wide, 2 feet
2 inches deep, and :3 feet 9 inches high.
'l' bis will contain 23 64-pounder or 7-inch sl,ell, together with a
faze aud tube shelf, 10 inches deep, undet· the top of the recess, or
it will contain four metal lined cases contaioiug cartridges .
'rl,e llool' may be raised 6 incbes above tLe ground to keep it dry,
but it must in most cases be kept as low as possible for the sake of
protection.
rrhe floor may be made either of stone or concrete.
Wbcn the recess is actually used for the recf'ption of ammunition,
pieces of woou sbould be laid clown to take it, but these should not be
permanently fixed as they '1re likely to perish from damp.
The door should be strnngly made of 2-inch stuff, in two leaves,
ancl hung on a 4½-inch by 4-inch frame.
As recesses are usually near the guns, and <'onsequently the blast
from the firing has a considerable tendency to blow open the doors,
the frame will have to be held back by iron straps let into the wall,
and the hinges and fa stenings must be very imlid. The former
should be strap hinges of 2 by i-inch iron, the latter should consist of
bolts at top and bottom and a swing bar in the middle of 2½-inch
by ½-inch iron, secured by a padlock. Hooks should be provided
to hold the doors open in a wind.
R ecesses for heavy gwns.-The recesses for heavy guns are similar
in general construction to those for medium guns, differing only in
size.
They may be made 4 feet wide, 3 feet 6 inches deep, and 5 feet
bigb. This will take 14-10-inch cartridges or 12-10-inch shell..
The floors of the shell recesses must be close to the ground, say
2 inches above it, and a little moveable wooden ramp should he
provided for convenience Jn getting out the projectiles.
LABORA'fORIES.

Laborato1·ies.-Laboratories are buildings in which cm·tridges are
made 11 p a11tl shell s tilled. They ,;re of a light construction so that
as little inju ry as possible may 1·esult from an explosion taking place
inside one of them.

All the laboratory opcrat,ions cau be earrie<l on iu a teut, but as
they are numerous and frequent -it is advisab]e to have permanent
buildings fur the purpose, am.1 a suitable one is sLewn on the lithograph accompauyiug I.G.F.'s circular, No. 226, dated 2nd June,

1875.
The whole building internally is 17 feet by 20 feet 9 inches. It
contains an entrance lobby fitted for shifting clothes and a room for
working in, whi.ch i.s provided on one side with two benches for
filling eart,ridges at, one with drawers and one without, a. weighing
bench rather lower than the others, and some small shelves, and on
the other side with some skidding to hold empty cartridge cylinders.
Let into the floor are two oak blocks with conical holes in them,
and fixecl to the roof over them are two ring-bolts. These are for
up-ending Palliser shell which are filled through the base.
There is aa issue hatch in the wall at the floor level 2 feet 6 inches
high and 3 feet wide, with a sliding door, and near it a shelf for the
paint for marking shell.
Some lamp recesses are arranged to light the benches if work has
to be carried on a.t night, the la.rnps of course being inserted from
the exterior.
The powder and shell to be used are brought in by the lobby and
passed out by the issuer.
'rhe arrangements shewn on the lithograph are not intended to be
absolutely binding, as of course rnmetimes the exigencies of tbe site
may compel some variation, but they are convenient and include a11
that is wanted.
With regard to the positions in which laboratories should be placed
there is a regulation that they should not be within 40 yards of a
magazine.
This it is almost impossible to keep to on account of the limited
areas of forts, and it is recognized that a solid traverse between the
laboratory and the magazine is a sufficient protection.
With regard to the number and arrangement of laboratories it is
to be observed that all the cartridges and shell used in a fortress a.re
made up and filled iu the laboratories; there is thus a great deal of
work clone in them, and although they can be supplemented by
tent,s if there :is a great pressure, yet several are evidently required
in a large fol'tress.
It is difficult to lay clown any precise rnle for their number, bnt
any very large coast battery should have one; a group of Rma ll
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batteries might have one between them, and throe or fonr land
works might also sbare a laboratory between them.
Their position should be chosen so that the powder from the main
magazines and the empty shells from wherever they are stored, may
be conveniently taken to them to be made up into cartridges and
filled shell on the way to the batteries.
This is a matter to be arranged with the Artillery and· the
Ordnance Store Department.
For-regulations concerning laboratories in charge of Royal
Artillery see Equipment Regulations, 1881.
.ADJUNCTS TO STORE MAGAZINES.

E;i;amining rnom, ancl coo1Jerage .-As the Ordance Store regulations
prescribe Lhe examination of every barrel containing gunpowder
before it is passed into a store magazine, it is necessary to provide
an examining room for each, and also a cooperage for small repairs
to barrels, such as refixing hoops and also for re-heading barrels
when it may have been necessary to shift powder from one barrel
to another.
These rooms should be 11C'a1· the magazine, but traversed from it;
they should be approached only through a shifting room, and the
path between them and the magazine should be equally guarded.
This path should be laid in wood or asphalte.
The size of the
rooms would depend on the storage capacity of the magazine and
on the amount of use made of it, but they might both be 30 feet by
15 feet.
Empty barrel store.-The subject of storage in magazines may be
completed by saying that in large magazine establishments, in
addition to the above, an empty barrel store and a magazine store
for wadmiltilts and such a1·ticles are required.
Noinenclat,we.-Lettering.-Finally the proper "Nomenclature of
Artillery :Magazines and Stores " may be found laid clown in the
Equipment Regulations of 1881, and the mode of "Lettering Emplacements and Accessories to Works of Defence'' is defined in
Clause 141, A.miy Ofrmlars, September, 1877.

LECTURE
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IV.

COAST DEFENCE.

THERE are three classes of weapons with which ships can be fought
from the land-guns, submarine mines, and locomotive torpedoes.
The latter are not yet in ase in our service. Besides costliness,
their great defect is want of range.
The system of defence of a place is not complete without the two
first, although circumstances sometimes forbid the use of the second,
but at present our subject lies more with guns than with submarine
mines, which are treated of elsewhere; still the various qualities of
both may be shortly summed up to shew how they supplement one
another.
Oumparison of guns ancl submarine mines.-Tbe gun is always on
the spot and can be used in all weathers, while the submarine mine
may not be laid in time, or may be affected by storms and currents.
The area over which the gun can act is considerable, while that
of the mine is small.
The projectile from the gun can be directed at the ship, tllt tbe
ship mast come to the mine for the latter to take effect.
A mine can be actually used only once, while the gun can
deliver many shots. On the other hand the mine will act against
any ship, armoured or uuarmoured; its effects are very great,
and a mine defence is comparatively cheap. Fresh mines can he laid
during a s:iege.
Neither guns nor mines by themselves can be counted on to close
a channel. Ships may run past guns, if there are no mines, without
being hit a sufficient number of times to be forced to stop by the
infliction of serious injuries.
If mines are laid and not protected, a certain amount of time
only is necessary for t he enemy to remove tbem or render t,h em
harmless.

Coui,t LatttJ,•iei, me1·ely pusiti011i, fur guns.-It follows from the importance of t,he role tbat the gun bas to fill that coast batteries are
merely positions for guns, and the details should be arranged to
give the gun the greatest possible efficiency.
It may be remarked, that, of course, coast and river batteries are
essentially the same, differing only in position, and the term "coa,st
battery" is used as including both.
Before, however, going into the details of tbe batteries, and the
choice of positions, it would be well to say a few words on the
nature of the guns used, and of the ships that may have to be
fought against.
Guns.-Taule of !J,u,,.s and .Armonr.-The first part of the Table
(see Table at end) shews the guns which are at present monuled in
Englisll coast batteries, with their approximate penetrative P°'Yer
agai11st wrought iron plates at -rarious ranges, and it also gives the
same information for the new B.L. guns which are being tried, and
which will probably supersede the older short M.L. guns.
'rhese B.L. guns are still in the experimental stage, and very
likely tbeir proportions will undergo some modification before they
are finally adopted into the service. Already, indeed, tbe 6-inch
gun can be credited wit.h a 100-lb. shot and at least one inch more
penetration than is shown for it in the Table. Tbe essential difference between these new type guns and the olcl ones is, that they
attain a high penetration by firing comparatively light sbot with a
high velocity. This bigh velocity is obtained, without overstraiuiug the gun, by using Jarge charges of slow burning powder in
a long gun. The length of the gun necessitates breech loading as a
practical matter of convenience.
A further reference will be made to the guns after having spoken
about the ships, their armament and armour.
SBIPS.

List of a,·mow·ed ship., ~f the worlrl. -In the" Journal of the Royal
United Service Institution" for July, 1880, will be found a complete
list of the armoured shiµs of the world, except the English, giving
their size, speed, thickest and thinnest armour, their armament 1 and
other particulars. Tbis is tbe first such list that bas been published
in this country, and it must be admitted tl1at it ls uot very cre<l-itable
to ourselveg, as a na-ral nation, that we have beeu for many year.s
behind the French and Austrians lu this matter.
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Tho Am.trin11:-- publiHh tl Jist a.nnnnlly in tho lilariue Almanac,
anU LLe .l<'n::Jueh ~di;u in the ·• Uarnet de l'Officier de Marine."
King's" War Ships of Europe" and Very's "Navies of the World"
are good works on this subject, and there are others besides them.

Draught of water.-In the Austrian Almanac will be found the
draught of water of the ships ; this was omitted from the table in
the Journal of the United Service Institution 011 the grounds, I
believe, that it was not a fixed quantity (as of course the draught
of water depends partly on the amount of stores on board and the
trim of the ship) and that it was not a matter of much interest
to the Navy, whose fighting would be mostly done on the ope11 sea,
but it is of importance to us as giving us some guide when laying
out the defences of a harbour or channel, as to the area of water
to be commanded by the heavy guns.
A ship must not have the cha11ce of creeping in over some shoal
water, and of at.tacking the batteries from a position where she
cannot be replied to.
Most ironclads are large vessels that could not venture into
water less than 5 fathoms deep, but there are a number of turret
ships, such as the French Tenipete class, and the Russian, Dutch,
and American Monitors, drawing less than 18 feet; and there are
hvo very powerful tun-et ships, tbe Solimoiis and Jrivary, belonging
to Brazil, which draw less than 12 feet.
Olass(ffrati1111, of ships of war.-War ships may be cla!:isificcl £or
ou1· purposes in the following manner : U narmoured ships.

Third class armoured ships.
Second class
First class
and a few exceptional ships, viz., four Italian vessels, one English
and three French, the number of which is not likely to be largely
added to, for tbe English Admiralty have announced that they do
not believe in them, and the Italians are beginning to hesitate in
carrying out their idea of having immensely powerful vessels, and,
it is said, do not intend, at any rate for the present, to Jay down
any more.
The three French ships will -carry their guns eu, barbe.tte, and nrP

not suited for attacking land works, f\,r which purpose the l<'rench
build special vessels.
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Table of Gnns and .Ai,now,·.-The second part of the Table ( see
Table at end) shews the armoured ships approximately classified together, being arranged according to the strength to resist shot
at their strongest part.
The first part of the Table shows the guns which will penetrate
t.hem at various ranges, but it should he observed t.hat, as almost all
ironclads carry armour of various thicknesses, the ships of any class
can he injured by less powerful guns than those set against them
in the Table; but the less powerful guns will not penetrate them at
their strongest part.
Third class armoured ships.-The third-class vessels include all the
old ironclads which were first constructed, and a number of light
turret ships, mostly belonging to Russia. They may be taken as
those with protection which is equivalent to less than 9 inches of
iron, and include about one-half of the whole list. The chtssification
is somewhat arbitrary but is convenient.
The tun-et ships are hardly capable of going to sea, but most of the
others are efficient cruisers, and as they are no longer capable of
taking their place in line of battle, they will probably be relegated
to the work of protecting the commerce of the nation that owns
them, and of attacking the commerce of its enemies.
Some of them also may find their way into the hands of the
smaller Powers, who will get them cheap from the large ones, the
latter disposing of them as costing as much to keep up as new and
more powerful vessels of the same size; or they may even fall into
the hands of privateers.
As the result of these causes we must expect to find lightly
armoured vessels all over the world in the hands of all sorts of
people, and employed in all sorts of services; and among other
services will doubtless be that of attacking any of the enemy's
ports that may promise a fair return for the risk, either in tactical
advantages or in plunder. Consequently, in considering the defence
of harbours of any but the smallest class, we must be prepared to
deal with light ironclads.
Second class anno'lt,red ships.-The second-class ironclads, or those
whose protection is equal to from 9 to 10½ inches of iron and which
include about a quarter of the whole list, form a much more important class, which is not at all likely to drop out of use in the
navies of the world. They will be employed in war time, as they
are in peace, in a great variety of services, but mostly on the open
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sea. 'fhey will be too useful to be risked in attacking a place of
small value ; but such important points as our coaling stations at
the Cape, Hong Kong, or Singapore should certainly be prepared
to beat off such vessels. Nearly all the nations which possess any
navy have one or more of the second-class ironclads.
First class arnwi<red ships.-The first-class ironclad is the line-ofbattle ship of the present day, and forms a type only possessed by the
Great Powers. At the beginning of a war these would certainly be
kept for fleet actions, as no other naval operations could be undertaken by any Power until a superiority at sea was obtained.
This might be only a local superiority, of course, but it would set
free the enemy's fleet for further operations in those waters.
For example-with our widely scattered interests it is quite conceivable that our Mediterranean fleet might be overpowered, or at
least much injured, and that, we not being able to reinforce it, our
enemies might commence a formidable attack on Malta, to carry
out which their first-class vessels would of necessity be used, none
others being powerful enough.
It is, however, a point worthy of notice, that many of these ironclads are not suited for attacking coast batteries, at least at close
quarters, and are not intended to be used in that way; these are
the ships with their guns en barbette, a system of mounting them
which has been largely used by the French and Germans, and which
is about to be introduced into our own navy. Ships carrying their
guns in this manner are intended for naval actions only, but the
French have built special coast-defence ships which would do very
well for coast-attack ships ; these supply the deficiency of their
aea-going vessels, and would no doubt be used in any naval operations against powerful coast works.
Moreover, it must not be forgotten that for the attack of a great
naval fortress, defended by all the resources of modern warfare,
great efforts would have to be made, and, without doubt, special
battering sh ips would be constructed, designed to resist the
heaviest artillery mounted on the works.
Exceptional ships.-The exceptional vessels would be used under
the same conditions as the first-class ironclads.
There are only eight of these vessels at present in band; of these,
five will most probably have their guns mounted en barbette, i.e.,
the Amiral Duperre and her sisters, and the Italia and Lepwnto.
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Unarm,aurell ,1;hips.-Tbe unarmoured ships form a orowd of
vessels of all sizes and armaments.
The larger ones carry as a rule more guns than armoured vessels
of the same size, but these of a less calibre.
So mew hat clll"iously the smallest of all carry the beaviest guns,
such as the Comet class in the English fleet, carrying 10-inch 18-ton
guns, and the Chinese gunboats which carry guns from 18 tons to
35 tons weight.
These vessels can, of course, all be pierced even by the lightest
rifled guns at any reasonable range. '11 heir draught of water varies
very much, some being especially designed to act in shoal water and
in tortuous channels.
THE N A'fURE OF A NAVAL ATTACK.

Naval attack on fort..-It is equally necessary, in order that coast
defences may be properly designed, to know the manner in which
they will be attacked, as, in the case of land forts, it is to know the
ordinary methods of a siege, and bow they are likely to be applied
in the particular case under consideration.
Want of modern e:vperi'.ence.-But in the consideration of questions
of naval war we labour under a disadvantage from which we are to
a great extent free in the case of operations on land, fm.· we have
very little modern experience to guide us.
The great continental wars of the last fifteen years have supplied
us with such an amount of information on the employment of
modern weapons, that though there are doubtful points still left,
yet we know eaough to be ab]e to design our works with considerable confidence as to their suitability to the conditions of warfare.
But with naval warfare it is very different. The accounts of the
American Civil War are still a.lmost the ouly ones to which we
can refer for examples of the use of modern weapons of naval
wa1·farc against land works, and these were then in a very elementary stage. However, the ships the guns and the torpedoes were
all fairly well proportioned one to another, and it is possible to
argue from these experiences, due allowance being made for the
quality of the troops employed, who appear to have been in many
cases very unskilled in their duties.
Admiral Randolph's paper on "Naval Operations during the Civil
War in the United StateR," inthe"Journal of the Royal United Service
Im,t,itntion/' No. XCVT., 1878, gives a nnmb<~r of deductions from
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the operations in that war, which, although one may think them
rathet· too favotll'able to the navy, and may consider that he does
not lay enough stress on the small power of the guns used by the
ConfederateR, are well WOl'thy of careful consideration.

In the "Journal of the Royal United Service Institution," No.
XOII., 1881, is an account of the Naval operations in the Obili-Peruvian war, by Lieut. l\fadau, R.N., which is also well worth reading.
On l«nd-the Engineers aitack.-But there is another great difference between land and sea attacks. In the case of land attacks the
Engineers are, so to speak, playing against themselves; they have
to design both the works of defence and those of attack, and, if
after devising- the most efficient mode of attack that they can contrive, they can build a fort that will hold out for a Jong time against it
they may rest pretty well satisfied with the solution of the problem
of defence; at any rate the whole question lies in their bands. But
in the case of coast works they have only to deal with the defence.
At .,ea-the Nuvy attaclc.-The attack is conducted by another
service altogether-the Navy-who will do it according to their own
ideas of what best suits them.
It is useless, therefore, to theorise on this subject; we must
discover what is the naval opinion on the best way of attacking
laud works, and provide against it. If we think that by operating
in a different way they would find out a weak place in our armour
we should of course provide agaiust it also if possible, lest they
should discover it too, but the poiut of the first consequence is tbat we

should be strong against the style of attack that is likely to be made.
Naval opinion 011, the attack of cor,st wotks.-Wbat then is the naval
opinion as to the best way of attacking coast wol'ks?
1,he question, of conrse, can only be replied to by giving opinions

collected from the various naval officers with whom the subject has
been discussed, but I may safely say that I have never heard a different opinion thau that they would get as close as possible and pour
in as heavy and rapid a fire ns they could; n.s to anchoring, or keeping on the move by circling, that would depend on local circumstances,

but fighting on the move is preferable.
Now may be seen the advisability of consulting the Navy as to
what they would do in the matter, instead of theorising as to what
they ought to do; for it i8 a common opi □ ion among military meu
that tbe ships ought to keep at a long range and fire slowly and
deliberately.
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For myself, I thoroughly agree with the Navy, being sure that
their mode of attack is much more likely to terminate in their
favour than the other.
Advantages of a/lacking at short ranges.-A rapid fire of all sorts
of missiles poured in at a short range would have a good chnuce of
stopping the working of the guns, however mounted, and the fire
once silenced, the ships would have it pretty much their own way.
They could either Janel men and attempt to storm the works, or
they could steadily pound the place with their heavy guns, at the same
time setting to work to remove the obstructions.
0£ course it will be said that they run a greater risk of the loss
of their ships, and no doubt this is the case, but then they stand a
better chance of carrying out successfully the operation that they
are engaged in.
A deliberate fire from a distance is not one which would silence
the batteries, and as shot from heavy guns are effective when
they strike at long ranges, the ships would still not be secure from
injm-y, even if this mode of attack were adopted, while the operations
would be much prolonged.
The only case in which long range fire is likely to be used against
forts is when it is clelivered from small gunboats armed with heavy
guns, as part of a scheme of attack. This would then resemble the
action of artillery in a battle on land, preparing for and supporting
the close attack, but not superseding it.
'fhe use of long range fire in bombardment is another m~tter
altogether.
NATAL AT'l'ACK AND THE GUNS OF THE DEFENCE.

Naval attack 11pon a small place.-Tbe naval attack on a small
fortified place and on a large fortress would naturally differ in
details. The attack on a small place would be made with whatever
ships might happen to be available; they would come as close in as
they could; any ironclacls that there were might possibly anchor, the
unarmoured vessels ,sould circle ; the work would be very hot w bile
it lasted, but could hardly be kept up for long. An attack by a single
sh ip is -very unlikely to be made, except against a sma11 or ·weakly
protected place for the purpose of plunder. In designing a battery
it should always be lookecl upon as hkely to be fighting at least two
or three ships at a time.
Navul a/tack 7!po11 a forye place.-The attack on a large place, like
Po1·tsmou tb, would be a matter of elaborate preparation.
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Special armoured vessels would be built, and very heavy guns
sent to sea.
Owing to the number of guns mounted, it would be almost impossible to silence them rapidly, and efforts would therefore be made to
ruin the works.
Small gunboats with hea,y guns firing from a distance would be
one of the means u..;;ed for this pnrJX>Se, ai::. it would be a way of
bringing a hea'Y fire to bear at a comparati-,ely small co~t or risk.
During the progress of the attack, all sorts of efforts would be
made to remon.. the obs~rnctions and mines, and to injure the works
by explo:--ion ships and such me-ans, which with modern explosires
( other than gunpowder) might prove ,ery effectual against forts
ri:-.in!!' immediateh- out of the water.
In fact, the wh~le affair won Id somewhat resemble a siege on land,
and it would call for great energy and resource in securing the
defences1 in repairing injuries. and in derising modes of meeting
the enemy. :llany of the latter. such as the n e of torpedo boats
and of armoured .essels on tb.e side of the defence. would form
ptrt of the duties of a na,al contingent. Indeed, a ~ncces~nl defence
could bard!, be made without such a force: it would be like defending a forrre~ again:-:t a land attack without any mo,eable artillery.
Po,cer c'.i guns rP.quired.~From a consideration of the facts V,en
alx:ffe, and of the cla~sification of the ,;;hip:--, we may deduee some
rules for guidance in determining the power of the guns nece.s:""ary
to use in any particular. case.
Gun~ ]Or a l•1rge European fl)rtre~~s.-For a la~ fortre.::s in
European waters, the only safe rule to fo1low ki to mount the
hea'l'"iest guns you can get, and a, many of them as you are likely to
ha,e men to work, for, as we bai·e seen, such a fortreS£ wonld not be
attacked at all. except by a powerful fleet, containing ve53-els specially
constructed for such work, and ,ery possibly built with a ,iew to
the attack of that ¥ery place.
Cor,sla"t improi-eme1d.s ,1ecess,1r!I.-It is therefore necessary to make
careful preparations, and to be constantly improring the works, so
as ta ensure their not becoming antiquated.
To do this properly. it is essential to follow the progress of na.al
architecture, and of artillery, not in tb.~ir det:iils of course, but to
1mcb a.o extent as to be aware of what guns m;ght be brvught against
the works, and their pawer5 of penetration, so that ::i.t.ep:> may be
taken to keep the ca:-:~mates and maga.z:ne,,;., ek., in s.ecnl'ity; and
K
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also to know the thickness of armour which might be carried by
the vessels of the atta<!k, so that the power of the guns of the defence
may not fall behindhand.
The attack o,i secornl-class fortresses- Class of vessel likely t-0 be
used.-Less important places are not liable to have attacks upon
them arranged in such an elaborate and costly method as the firstclass fortresses, unless some accident of the war should render
their possession a matter of much moment to the enemy, but an
exceptional state of things like that cannot be provided against
beforehand; we can only consider probabilities. not possibilities, in
devising schemes of dPfence) or the preparations would o,erweight
us, and we should be as weak as before, though from another cause•
Such an attack would have to be encountered by the fleet.
What then is the form of attack which might be expected to be
made against a fortified harbour of the second-class, and what ships
would be used ?
This wonlJ depend to a great extent on its position, for we may
assume that no Power would go very much out of its way to attack
such a place.
For unless a Power had the intention of annexing one of our
Colonies, and sent ,. large force for this purpose-when the case
becomes an exceptional one to be met by exceptional means-the
only object of atta~king one of our smaller fortified posts would be
to interfere with the commerce passing that spot, and the result, if
success were attained, would not be sufficieutly great to warrant the
employment of large means to attain it. For the capture of the
most im{X)rt.ant coaling-station and commercial harbour would certainly divert the traffic to another route, and would probably
increa.se the difficulty of guarding it, but would not necessarily
destroy it.
The probable nature of the attack then on such a place would
depend on the nature of the ships that the enemy might have to
spare from his main operationi;, and, as it would be easier to spare
them for a short time than for a long one, the nearer the place is to
the enemy's base of operation the more severe the attack is likely
to be.
Those places which are distant from the possessions of all nations
havmg large navies are not liable to molestation, except from the
ships of flying squadrons, any irGnclads included in which would of
neces,ity be masted and fitted for cruising, and up to the present
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there are few first-class ironclads so rigged ; the few that there are
would probably not be sent wandering over tbe world, but be kept
near home for more important duties than burning coal depots and
captGring mercba.nt ships.
Second-class ironclads likely to be employed in the attack of coalingRtations.-There are a large number of second-class rigged ironclads,
however, and these might turn up almost anywhere, and this fact
fixes the minimum power that should be given to the guns to be
usecl for the defence of the coaling-stations and large commercial
harbours.
Guns fo,. the defence of coaling-stations.-It will be seen from the
Table of Guns and .Armour, that the second-class ironclad may
be considered to be one carrying armour and backing equal to a
thickness of about 10½ inches of iron, and that this is penetrable at
2,000 yards range by the 10-inch R.M.L. gun ofl8 tons; this then we
may consider as the ordinary coaling-station gun ; it fulfils all the
conditions remarkably well, being sufficiently powerful, and at the
same time simple in construction and mode of mounting, and easy
to handle.
Since writing the above, two considerations have acquired such
weight as somewhat to disturb the opinion just given in favour of
the 10-inch R.M.L. gun. One is that the rapid improvement of
machine guns has rendeTed the service of muzzle loading guns in
casemates increasingly dangerons, so that it is a question whether
it is right to mount any more in that manner. In barbette batteries
it is to he hoped that we shall get over the difficulty by under-cover
loading, some experimental forms of which are described in a later
lecture.
The other is that the accuracy of the new type guns, and the
long ranges commanded by them, will enable them to be used at
distances at which our guns, with the elevation allowed by the
carriages on which they are mounted, cannot reply.
'l.1he new
guns wilt range about half as far again at the same elevation as old
ones of the same calibre. Therefore, when bn.tteries fire over the
open sea, or down Jong channels, either new-type armour piercing
guns must be mounted, or, the the short armour piercing gnns,
such as the 10-inch R.JU.L., must have other guns associated with
them for 1ong range fire. 'l.1he first method will, of course, be
effectual ; whether the second will be so remains to be proved, but
there would be several advantages attending it, one being that corn-
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paratively light guns, such as the 7-inch or 8-inch, might be used
for the auxiliary armament, since these wou]d be pO'werful enough

for attacking unarmot1recl ships and the decks of ironclads at fong
ranges, while the heavy guns wou]d be 1·eserved for more serious
work.

In any case, with armour-piercing guns, other lighter guns should
he provided for various purposes, such as firing at unarmoured
ships, and at boat s, and preventing landings being made.
Guns Jo,. places near lwsfile ten-itcn·y.-Places, however, which
are near the territory of a hostile Power are liable to a much more

severe kind of attack than this, as it may become possible to detach
against them some of those so-called coast-defence turret ships

which some of the Great Powers possess. The armouring of these
may be equal to that of a first class sea going ship, and guns capable

of penetrating them must be provided.

To know what guns are

necessary one must watch the progress of a possible enemy, learn
,vlrn.t ships he has built, divine, as far as one can, what he is

going to build, and act accordingly.

Luckily nations copy from

one another a good deal, and ships take a long time in building, so

that the direction that progress is likely to take can usually be
pretty accurately judged for some time beforehand.
In some places it may be advisable to mount heavier guns than
would naturally be required, for the purpose of obtaining some
special result, such for iustanee as that of keepin,: the enemy at a
distance and so preventing a bombat'dment.

Such cases must be

judged on their merits, but it must always be remembered that the
very heavy guns require too much skill and care in their management to be intrusted to any but trained men. The 18-ton R.M.L.

gun is the largest that can be easily manipulated, and a heavier and
more complicated machine sbou1d not be used unless there is a certainty of ensuring proper superintendence.

Defence of small comme,-cial po,·ts.-Tbere is a third class of
harbour which has not much cause to anticipate a. visit even from

second-class ironclads, namely the sma11 commercial ports from
which an enemy could get nothing but a small ransom, which
would not be sufficient to set against the possible loss of au ironclad-a loss which in war time would not be measurable by its
money value.
Against such harbours then a good ironclad would not be sent, as
she might be blown up by a submarine mine, or a torpedo boat
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might make a lucky dash at her; but tLey might get a visit from
a cruiser, and among this class, as we have seen. we sh::tl1 have in

future to include the old lightly arm0nred ironclads.
Guns fur suiall harbow·.:1.-The guns, therefore, for the pr<,tec:tion
of such ports should be capable of piercing, say, 7 inches of unbacked iron at 2,000 yards, for the better third-class ironclads would
be too valuable to send against them. This can be done by the
9-inch R.111.L. gun, which would be suitable for such a purpose so
far as power is concerned. The gun, however, is not altogether 6t
for such a use, as it is heav-ier and therefore more expensive than is

now found to be necessary, and it requires an emplacement n.lmost as

costly as that for the 10-inch gun.
The proposed 6-inch R.B.L. gun, with its original charge, did not
keep up its penetrative power sufficiently well at long ranges to be
adopted as a satisfactory substitute, but it will be improved in that
respect, and may then become suitable. The mode of mounting it
has yet to be decided on.
The 7-inch R.M.L. of 7 tons, and the G4-pounder R.l\I.L. wrought
ll·on g~n have both sufficient penetrati~e power to warrant their
firing at a light ironclad with a fair probability of inflicting injuries,
though not with the certainty of doing so, except at short ranges.
The latter gun, the 64-pounder, is /,be best mounted gun in the
service for coast defence work, as it can be worked entirely under
cover of the parapet, and it is now intended to mount the 7-iuch
6½-ton gun in a similar manner. (See Lecture II., p . .'.,3.) These

will be fairly powerful weapons, which it will be extremely difficult to silence.
If the visit of an ironclad be put out of the question, then, for
use against unarmoured vessels, tl~e 6-!-pounder is a very good gun.
Large numbers of these are mounted, mostly converted from cast
iron guns on Palliser's system. 0£ course protection against n.n
ironclad may be obtained in tl1is case by the use of submarine mines.
BARBOUR DEFENCE VESSELS.

Places shoU,ld not depend fv1· thefr defence on naval meaiis .-It mc1,y

here be remarked that it is an easy way out of any difficulty in projecting the defences of a place to summon up mentally the British fleet
to supply the deficiencies; or, at the least, to call up the vision of a
coast-defence ironclad, or of some gunboats permanently stationed
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at the spot ; but such dreams should not be yielded to, as they
cannot be realised.
For what does the provision of a ship permanently told off to
defend a particular place, and not to be removed thence, mean ?
It means that the Admiral on the station, whose rai'.son. d'etre and
business it is to defend British commerce and British possessions
there, of which the port in question is a part, is permanently
deprived of a portion of his fleet, which, whatever the emergency,
he is not to use away from a certain fixed point, whether that
point be in immediate danger or not.
He may think that the best defence is to take the offensive, and
one more ship might make the turning point in a comparison of
strength between himself and the enemy, but there is this ship
permanently detached, and able only to defend the one port in the
one way; instead of adding to the protection of the whole station,
this particular port among the rest. Of course any Admiral would
at once remove such a ship from its port if he had reason to believe
he could employ it advantageously elsewhere.
In order that an Admiral may not use his discretion in this way,
it bas actually been proposed to build ships tbat could not safely be
removed from t.he places they were int,ended to defend. Deliberately
to build bad ships is tbe reductio ad absurdum of this system.
On the other hand, because a squadron is entrusted with the
defence of a particular portion o-f the British possessions, such for
instance as the West India Islands, its presence must not be
counted on before every port that may be attacked by the enemy;
it might be thrown off the scent or engaged elsewhere at the time
it was wanted there; consequently every fortified place must be
prepared to defend itself to the best of its ability. It will be the
business of the Navy to relieve it as soon as possible .
.A place should be as complete as possible in ii.elf-The deduction
from this is that a place sbould be as complete in itself as possible,
regard being had to tbe scale on which the defences are being
carried out; there should be no gaps left to be filled up by floating
batteries or hal'bour defence ironclads.
If there be a want-if, for instance, the place cannot be protected from bombardment-the Admiral will know of it and he
must take his measures accordingly; but he is entitled to' demand
that the place should be able to hold out during his absenco for a
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few days against any attack which may be reasonably expected to
be made; otherwise it is not much good fortifying the place at all.
2.

EFFECT OF PROJECTILES.

Before describing the various forms of gun emplacements and
batteries, it is advisable to say a few words on the effect of heavy
shot and shell on iron, masonry, earth, and other materials. It is
to he regretted that a few words is all that it is possible to say on
the subject, for our information is by no means so complete as
might be wished. v•te must, I suppose, wait for a big war for
experiments on a grand scale.
In the meantime we much require a trial of the effect on masonry
of the projectiles from very large guns, such as the 80-ton R.M.L.
(Since writing the above such a trial has been decided on, and
preparations for it are being made).
Penetration into iron.-Penetration into iron constructions is dealt
with by Colonel Inglis in various recent articles in the R.E.
P/'Ofessional Papers, more especially in that published in ,July, l 880,
which also treats of the new type of guns which are now being introduced into use by all nations.
'rhe "Notes of Lectures on Iron Fortifications," delivered at
Chatham, in February, 1875, form a summary of information up to
that date .
.A. book which treats fully of our works, and which is very well
illustrated, is the Kiistenbefestingungen Englands, by Kuster, published at Berlin in 1873, at the Publishing Establishment of the
Engineer Committee; but it probably cannot be procured through
a bookseller.
I shall, therefore, say nothing on this subject, except to give a
rule for estimating the power of a gun, which is approximately
correct ancl easily remembered; it is, that, against wrought iron
plates, a shot will perforate one calibl'e in thickness for every 1,000
feet velocity. 'l.'hus a 10-inch shot with 1,500 feet velocity will perforate a 15-inch wrought iron plate; with 2,000 feet velocity it will
perforate a 20-inch plate, and similarly for other calibres. Another
useful rule is, that a common shell will perforate a plate half-acalibre thick; thus, a 10-inch common shell can be put through a
5-inch plate.
To arrive at the strength of a steel-faced plate, an addition of one.

fourth to its thickness will give the tl,ickncss of a wrought iron
plate of equal strength to resist a single blow. The steel-faced plate
would, however, break up sooner than the wrought iron one under

repea,ted blows from steel shot.
Displacement of shiel<ls.-- A s affecting the masonry construction,
hmve--,er, one effect of a shield being struck by a heavy projectile
may be mcntionf'cl. which is that tl, ere is a tern.lc11cy for it to be

moved back bodily, ancl this must be r esisted by the disposition of
the stonework or concrete around it, as the weight of the shield

alone is iusnfficient.

To attain this end the base plate of the shield

frame is either let into a floor of granite blocks, or heJd clown by

powerful bolts 6 or 8 feet long, »n d the masonry ou each side and
in the arch, if there be one, is brought close up to the frame, so
as to prevent any angular displacement or lateral movement. See
Pirtle XX. If an iron roof be used the girders holu the top of the
shield in place, and their re»r ends should, if it be possible, be
abutted against some solid building sucb as tbe encl of a casemate.
See Plate XXI.
It is of extreme importance to prevent any movement of the
s hield
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two reasons; one, that a. very little ma.y serjously diminish

the lateral arc of training of the gun, and another, that any backward
movement might displace the racers, and tbus prevent the gun
traversing.
Penetration into masonry : Slinebm·yn ess e,vperiments fri 1865.-The
principal information that we }1ave concerning the penetration of
heavy projectiles into masonry is derived from the experiments
carrjed out in 186U at Sboeburyncss; an account of which, by
Colonel luglis, will be found in the R.E. Profc,sio11o l Papers,

Second Series, Vol. XVIII.
r.rwo casemates of brick, faced with large granite blocks, were

built and provided with iron shields, one shield being 12 feet by 8
feet, and the other 6 feet by 6 feet.
The piers were 14 feet thick, and the centre one was 15 feet
wide.

This work illustrated two forms of casemate, both of which have
been used; the one with the hrge shield very extensively. It is
sim,lar to that shewn in Plate XX.
A few of the results of the firing will give an idea of the amount
of penetration of the shots and of the nature of the other effects
ptoducc<l Ly them, but tbc whole nccount is very instructive.
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E.,frcl ,f _riri,c; ogai11st centre pier.-.A. 0-inch steel shot fired at
the centre pier peneti-ated 9 inches into the granite, loosened the
joints, and cracked the brickwork and concrete.
Anot~er 9-inch steel shot penetrated 18 inches, broke off some of
the face, and cracked two blocks and the brickwork in the arches.
Another £'-inch cast iron shot struck near the last, knocked out
the granite to the depth of 2 feet 1 inch, cracked and displaced two
other blocks, and cracked the brickwork a. good deal.
The cracks, howe,er, were not so bad but that a 22-t-0n gun
could be fired from off the arches without enlarging the cracks. The
pier was finally destroyed by twenty-two blows, twelve of them
bein_g; from a 10-incb gun.
Ejf,ct of firing against arch.-.A. 10-inch cast iron shot fired at the
lower arch ring o,er the 12-feet shield, injured severely four of the
stones and cracked and lifted others .
.Another 10-inch steel shot struck the springer of the arch,
injured one arch stone besides, and brought down parts of two
other blocks. The work near was much cracked.
The arch was completdy destroyed by ten shots, of which four
were from a 10-inch gun, three from a 9-inch, the remainder
7-inch and 8-inch.
Velocil ies of the p.-ojectiles.-The shot in these experiments were
fired with ,elocities such as they would ba,e at ranges of from 600 to
1,000 yards. The usual rnlocities of shot ha.,e since been much increased, so that similar guns to these used would now hit much
harder at these ranges, aod the effects would consequently be greater.
Shoeburyness experiments fa 1877.-In 1 7, the experiment was
made of fiTing a. Palliser shell, without a. bursting charge, from a.
38-ton gun against a granite-faced wall, which is desc,~bed by
Colonel Inglis in the R.E. Professional Papers, Occasional Papers
Series, ~ol. I.
The wall was part of the old experimental casema.tes, and had
been already somewhat shaken; it was about 16 feet, by 12 feet,
by 16 feet high. The range was ,O yards, the charge of the gun
130 ibs. P., the striking .elocity of the projectile about 1,405 feet
per second.
It struck fair on a granite block and immediately turned to the
left, passing through 5 feet 6 inches of granite and 5 feet 6 inches
of brick and Portland cement concrete, being found lying on the
tlour uf the casemate.
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The wail was completely wrecked; it see01ecl to have been lifted
and shaken ; tbe stones were all out of place, and masses of the
brickwork thrown down.
Remits obtaine,l from the Civil War in Amei·ica.-A little definite
informat.ion on this subject can be got from tbe American Civil
War.
Durinc, tbe bombardment of Fort Sumter a shot from a 10-inch
rifled gu~n struck a pier (8 feet by 5 feet in plan) diagonally, and
carried it all away except 18 inches of one corner. There was only
one 10-i_ncb rifled gnn mounted to fire at Sumter, and it ,~as 4,290
yards distant.
It fired a shot of 300 lbs. with a 26-lb. charge, and the energy was
certainly far infe,·ior lo that of shot of the same calibre of the
present day.
It was found that, 8-inch rifle shell, fired at ranges of about 2,WO
yards could penetrate a 5-feet brick wall. If they struck a wall
thicker than 5 feet they only penetrated 4 feet into it.
Decluctio11s.-These are all the experiments we have with heavy
guns against masonry structures.
They appear to sbew the value of a hard exterior such as granite
in bringiug up a shot; and that, while the actual penetrations are
not very great, the disrupting effect is very considerable ; this can
only he met by mass and tenacity of material.
Good Portland cement alone should be used in t.he construction
of works intended to resist artillery, never inferior cements or
mortar. Hoop iron bond might be advantageouR, but it is a question
whether it might not tend to cause cracks instead of preventing
them.
An inner skin of il'On would help to check the disturbance of the
masonry, and would probably add considerably to the strength of a
casemated work such as was tried at Shoeburyness. .An arrangement of this nature has lately been applied to some s bielded
batteries.
Penetration, 1·nto em·lh.-For determining the penetration into
earth we have tbe following experiments.
Shoebu,·yne,<s in 186~.-At Shoeburyness in 1865 some shots were
fired into a butt of stiff marsh clay.
The 13·3-inch gun gave a mean penetration for 23 shots of 36½
feet; the maximum penetration was 50 feet.
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A D·2~-inch gtin ga,•e a mean penetration for 43 shots of 32 feet;
the maximum penetration being 40 feet.
Woolwioh in 1880.-During the trials of the Tlmnderer 12-inch
R.M.L. gun at Woolwich in 1880, service shot were used and the
amount of penetration into the butt noted. The maximum was
55 feet. The material of the butt was sand. This is the best
resisting material-as clay is the worst-so that the two sets of
experiments can hardly be compared together.
Errnlio oourse of slwt.-It is to he noted that the shot when
recovered were found pointing in all directions, and they had not
taken a straight course, but were ddlected up, down, and sideways,
apparently in a very capricious manner.
It must not, therefore, be assumed that because a building is
protected from a direct blow by a mass of earth that it is therefore
secure, as a shot may turn towards it. On the other hand, this
tendency to turn may be encouraged and utilized by forming hard
layers of stone or concrete in a parapet in a manner calculated to
deflect the enemy's projectiles in the direction in which they will
do least harm.
I£ casemates are finished with sloping surfaces under an earth
covering, they are more likely to escape injury than if they ended
with a vertical wall, as the shot would probably glance and turn
upwards.
E_ffeot of heavy shell.-Of the effect of heavy shell fired from
armour piercing guns against masonry we know little, but it is perfectly certain that if the shell have time to penetrate before
exploding the effect will be much greater than with solid shot.
ExperimP.nts are being ma,de with a view to obtaining a delayaction fuze, one, that -is, wh-ich will not ignite the bursting charge
until a certain t-ime has elapsed after the shell bas struck; and
also to fire steel shell filled with guncotton. I£ these investigations
are successful the effect of shells will be much increased.
Dungeoe.~s fn 1880.--The experiments ::it Dungeness have ahewn
that the effect of an 8-inch shell against concrete and brickwork is
very great, even when thrown with a low velocity.
Power of 80-ton gwi-Some idea of the power of modern guns
may be formed, when wo con.sider that the energy of the shot
from the 80-ton R.M.L. gun, at a range of 2,000 yards, is just about
equal to that of H.M.S. R"pert, ramming at a speed of 10 knots an
hour.
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Effect of shrapnd.-Against open batteries ships would fire
shrapnel wth a view to silencing the guns. The effect of shrapnelshell is very great if burst at the right point; to do this, however,
requires accuracy of aim and a good time fuze combined, and the
conditions are difficult to realize on board ship; nevertheless its
searching effect, the area covered by the fragments, and the size
that some of them may have, combine to render shrapnel the most
difficult projectile to guard against in barbette emplacements.
Case shot.-Case . shot is not likely to be fired against batteries,
as it is, as a rule, onlyJeffective up to 300 yards. Good results
have, however, been obtained from the long 8-inch B.L. gun with
case shot at 600 yards. If a favourable opportunity were to occur
though it would doubtless be used.
Med·ium, guns on board ship.~-All ships, even ironclads carrying
heavy guns, are provided with a number of smaller guns, 6-inch and
under, for firing at unarmoured vessels or torpedo boats. These
would be certainly used against batteries as long as they could be
worked, which might not be long, for they are in no case mounted
behind armour. Against barbette batteries they might be very
effective from the rapidity of their fire compared with that of the
heavy guns.
They would probably fire shrapnel or common shell, and the
character of the results may be arrived at hy observing the performances of simila.r guns against land works.
Machine gu,n.s.-Tbe use of machine guns, as mitrailleurs are now
called, is rapidly spreading in all navies ; the smaller sizes are
intencled for firing at ships' decks or into their ports, the larger
ones for repelling torpedo boats.
Small machine gnns.-The smaller ones are numerous in pattern ;
they usually fire an infantry rifle cartridge, aud when accurately
laid are comparable in the effect they produce to a number of men
firing rapidly.
Heamy machine gwis.-The larger kinds are represented by the
Hotchkiss in the Fr~nch navy and by the Nordenfelt in our own.
The former is a revolving gun of l ½-inch bore and can fire a shell.
The latter is a volley gun firing four shots at a time; it is of I-inch
bore and uses a steel shot.
They can penetrate a ¾-inch steel plate at 200 yards range.
The force of the shot is sufficiently great to injure the fittings of
gun carriages, such as sights and elevating arcs, and possibly to
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burr up the metal of the slides if they were to strike it, so inter.
fering with the running up of the gun.
This class of weapon, which is a new one, will, there is no doubt,
be shortly cousiderabl y developed.
A l½-inch gnn of Nordeufelt's bas been tried that will penetrate
3 inches of iron plate, or 2 inches of steel, at the muzzle, and larger
guns are proposed.
As to rapidity, the Nordenfelt will give 100 aimed shot per
minute, the Hotchkiss about 30 ; the proposed heavier guns
prnbably about 20 shot a minute.
As to accuracy, it is considered that experiments have shewn that
the attack of torpedo boats during day time in the open sea is ren.
dered perfectly impossible by the use of these guns, and no doubt
the number of hits to be obtained from them at ranges under 1,000
yards is considerable.
A torpedo boat is a small thing to hit, a second class one being
only 3 feet out of water, with 7 feet 6 inches beam; when this can
be constantly bit while in motion we may be sure that forts would
get many bullets in the ports and about the guns.
Machine gnns are perhaps the most dangerous enemies we have
to contend with; it might be quite possible for a boat armed with
a machine gnn to keep a heavy gnn silent, that is, if the boat could
manage to begin, which it might be able to do in the confusion of
an engagement.
The effect of the Hotchkiss shells against men has been shewn
to be considerable, in actual warfare.
In addition to all these the crews of ships of course have rifles.

LECTURE V.
1. OBJECTS OF CO.AST BATTERIES.

Objects of coast batteries.-Tbe various objects for the attainment
of which coast batteries are built, are the following:1. To close the passage of a river or channel.
2. To protect a towu or dockyard from bombardment.
3. To deny an enemy the use of an anchorage.
4. To defend a landing place.
5. To deter ships from attacking the flank of a line of works
ending on the sea.
Treatment of the d(fferent cases briefly indicated.-Tbese all require
a certain difference of treatment, for which reason they are classed
in this manner, and it may be briefly indimted in what this difference
consists before going on to discuss them in detail.
l. Closing a chrinnel.-Ships may try to pass the fortifications
of n. river o-r channel in two ways, either by running past, in which
case they would keep as far from the batteries as possible, or by
silencing the guns or capturing the works, so that they may pass
al their pleasure.
Requirements.-To stop running past, either the obstructions,
such as booms or submarine mines, must be Rnfficient, and in
position when wanted; or the guns must be so numerous and
powerful as to be reasonably certain of inflicting serious injuries on
the ships.
On the principle of having two strings to one's bow, it is
advisable to combine these two methods as far as possible. i.e., a
good torpedo line should be chosen, powerful guns mounted which
will be effective at the further side of the channel, and the works
so arranged that their tire Rhall cover a large area of the water,
either by placing them at bends in the channel, or by spreading
them out along the shore.
The precautions against close attack are the same for all works.
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2. Protection from bombrordment.-To bombard a, place the enemy
must get within a certain distance, dependent on the range and
accuracy of his guns.
To protect the place he must be kept outside a circle centered at
the place to be defended, and with this distance as radius.
If you can place your works near the circumference of the circle,
tbe problem becomes tl,e same as tbe first one-the defence of a
channel-as the enemy must pass the works to get within range.
If the works cannot be so placed, the only thing to be done is to
mount straight-shooting guns, which will hit hard at long ranges,
as far in ad ranee of the place as possible, in order to try and drive
off tl,e enemy before he bas done much injury.
It often happens that the batteries have to be built close in to the
town or dockyard to be pmtected; in this case the problem is
insoluble by military meaos, and the place can only he completely
protected from bombardment by a naval force. The batteries,
however, might be still of much use if the ships were away, as they
should prevent the enemy's vessels coming close in and so born barding with more accuracy and effect than at a long range.
Re1uirenients.-Long rang-ing guns mounted so as to cover a iarge
area of water, and placed as far as possible from the point to be
defended, are, therefore, the req L1irements in this case.
3. Denying the use of (tn rincho1·ay e.-A single gun firing on an
anchorage would he enough to deoy the use of it to an enemy if it
could not be silenced; no ship could stand the con3tant worry,
even if she could not be materially injured. She would do all she
ronld though to put a stop to the annoyance.
Requireinents.-A work therefore iotended to deny the use of an
anchorag1:1 to an enemy need not mount many guns, nor need those
mounted be of tbe heaviest description, but they must be very care.
fully arranged so that it shall be very difficult to silence them, and
the work generally must be strong on all sides.
4. Defence of" landing place.-Iu defending a landing place the
actual landing would usually be resisted by medium or light guns,
which would fire on the beach and the near waters, and which
should be protected as far as possible from the fire of ships.
Requirem,ents.-1£ these could be entirely concealed from view
from the deep water nothing more would be required, but this may
not be possible, aud they may have to be defended by heavy guns
from the attack of ships.
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A few guns, well mounted, are usually enough for this.
As the enemy must come in close to do any harm, it will not he
necessary to cover a large field, but the battery must be prepared
to resist a determined attack at a short range.
5. Defence of the flank ofa line ofworks.-This case is similar to
the former. If a line of land works ends ou deep water free to the
enemy's vessels, it is necessary to prevent bis assisting a land
attack by bis ships' guns.
Req1tfrements.-Powerful gU:ns must be mounted to keep him off
as far as possible, and these must be protected in their turn from
his land batteries. Many guns are not necessary, as the ships must
be in action for some time to produce an effect on the works, con~
seqnently each gun will have the opportunity of firing many rounds ;
to have a number of guns, in order to produce a great momentary
effect, is, therefore, not required.
This condition demands either heavy traverses or casemates, and
indeed, properly, casemates should always be used.
Subma,r·ine mines.-In all these latter cases submarine mines may
be used as adjuncts to the artillery defence, at least wherever the
local conditions admit of it; but they are not of such primary importance as when a channel has to be closed. 'rhey might be
arranged so as to restrict the manoouvring of the attacking ships,
and thua to give the guns of the defence a greater chance of
hitting.
Navy to be cons«lted as to sites of batteries.-Before reviewing
these cases in detail, and considering the principles which should
govern the character and position of the batteries to be used, it
must be noted that since, as we have seen, the Navy choose the
mode of attack, so they must always be consulted before selecting
the positions for batteries to fulfil the objects mentioned above; for
they alone can point out the places where ships would engage with
least advantage; where they would be hampered in their movements
by the shape of the channel, by the set of the currents, or by the
violence of the waves; and, on the other hand, they will bu able to
show where the circumstances are most favourable for the ships,
where they might evade or run past the batteries or fire at them
under conditions which tell in their own favour.
Something of these reasons should of course be known to us, so
that, as far as we can, we may guard ourselves from pl'OJJOsing to
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build works in situations where t.hey would be unnecessary or ineffective. At the same time a naval opinion should a1ways be
obtained if possible before preparing designs.
Choice of places lo fortify, i<snally decirlecl by the Navy.-Our own
Navy has usually a forther influence on the works besides that just
mentioned; for 1 practically, they, as a rule, decide what p1aces we are
to fortify. The choice of a harbour at which Her Majesty's ships
shall coal and refit has usually to be made long before the question
of fortifying it arises. Geuerally, indeed, it is resolved to fortify
it because the interests bound up in the place have become so large
that it is necessary to safeguard them.
Consequently, the engineer is, as a rule, called on to design
works to protect a place which has been chosen entirely without
reference to its capabilities for defence, and in which, very often, the
docks and buildings have not been placed in the most advantageous
positions for that purpose. It is very rare, indeed, that a naval
station is chosen because it can be easily fortified. As a result of
this, the problems of defence are very varied, and seldom easy to
solve satisfactorily.
Often iinpossible to .,;ecu,re a place from bombarclment.-Indeed, it is
constantly the case that it is impossible to prevent a place being
bombarrled at long range, owing to it being so close to the open
sea.
Therefore attain so~ne other d1Jinite result.-The only thing to be
done, therefore, is clearly to determine what is wanted in any case,
and to attain as much of it as possible, securing, however, some
definite result.
Either deny the harbour to an enemyi or prevent him from
bombarding from short ranges; or make sure of having one
entrance open to your own ships, even if there are others which
cannot be completely stopped, so that at the worst the place can
be relieved; then the rest must he left to naval meaus.
It inay very well happen that the difficulty of attaining a complete success may deter the enemy from attacking at all.

2.

DISPOSITION OF COAS'l' WORKS.

We may now proceed to consider in somewhat more detail the
nature and position of the works that would be necessary to carry
out the various objects before enumerated.
L
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1. Closing a ohannel.-To close a channel it is necessary to keep
the enemy's ships a long time under fire in order to ensure their
being seriously injured and put out of action.
This end may be attained either by forcing them to slacken
speed before the batteries, or by mounting a large number of guns.
Choice of a position.-The former method is, of course, the best to
adopt if possible, so a position should be chosen for the batteries
where the channel is either obstructed or sharply bent, and where
subma.rine mines can be ]aid.
'l'hese points are the first to look to in considering the defence of
a channel, for it not unfrequently happens that the position that
looks most suitable on the map proves quite the reverse when the
charl and the sailing directions are consulted; the water may be too
deep for mines, or the cunent too swift, and then there is no choice
hut to try and find another position.
A1·1'angem.ent of batteries.-Tbe manner in which the batteries are
arranged, when once the general position is selected, depends to a
very great extent on the accidents of the ground, but they may
either be massed near the obstruction or spread out along the side
of the channel. The latter method is p1·eferable, as it gives a some.
what better chance if the obstruction be not in place when required.
However, this is usually decided by, other considerations than
pure tactics; such as the nature of the ground, the number of guns
available, the mouey to be spent on the batteries, and the number
and quality of the troops ; it is cheaper to mount a certain number
of guns in a few works than in many; it takes a less number of men,
and they are easier kept in hand if they are not first class troops.
From this it may be inferred that it is only first class fortresses that
get their approaches defended by a long string of works .
Second line desimble.-It is very desirable to have a second line
of works in places of any importance. They tend to neutralize the
effect of any failure to hold the front line and give another chance,
and they also prevent the enemy passing the first line without
reducing the forts, as he would otherwise find himself between two
fires.

The second line should, if possible, be placed near enough to the
front one to come into action directly the latter is passed ; other•
wise the enemy's ships will have a space in which to reorganize
themselves before proceeding to another attack ; also the second
line will :1.ssist iu covering tLe obstructious.
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The position of the second line should be chosen on the same
principles as the fil'st line, and should be provicled with submarine
mines.

Snwll Jo,·tresses.-In small lu,rbours the place of the second line
may be taken by a citadel or some juterior work whose guns comm,wd the harbour.
Very small places.-In very small places there may be no question
of secoud lines or even of interior works.
There may be half a dozen heavy guns or less allotted which have
to be made the best of, and to be disposed so as to ward off as many
forms of attack as possible.
In this case the principle still holds goocl as to how a channel
should be closed ; as heavy a fire as possible should be brought to
bear on the water just in front of the line of obstruction. A line of
submarine mines and two or three casemated guns wollld make it
very difficult to force an entrance; for the enemy could not silence
the guns without getting in front of them, and wbea. thel'e, his ships
would not be able to manoeuvre freely for feat· of the mines, so that
the defenders woulcl have a good chance. It woulcl be worth while
arranging the g11ns thiq way, even if none WtH'e left for preventinga bomba;rdment, for uo great injury ca.u be done if the place is not
captured. Of course, it would be always possible aucl well worth
while in such a case, to mount some m8dium guns to fire to seaward; they would at least keep off unarmoured ships and might
even incommode an ironclad.
2. Pl'otection from bomba,1'dn1.1:'nt.-Porlsmonth.
Plate I.-The
works that close the passage of a channel somet.imes also serve to
keep the enemy at such a distance that be cannot bombard the
place to which it leads, aucl if the channel is blocked at such a
distance off, that the enemy must pass the works in order to get
within range of the town, this further end is thus attained.
But it is often the case that it is not so. The distances at which
a town can he bombarded may be taken at 10,000 yards, or about
six miles.
The shooting at that range would undoubtedly be
rather wiid, but a. town is a big thing to hit and the projectiles
would arrive with quite sufficient velocity to smash up ordinary
buildings. The new lo □ g guns, too, arc much more accurate than
the old short ones.
Now six miles is a lon g wi:i.v out to pnsh one's works, a.ud mo1·eover, there are not many hal'l.>ours wLich La.ve approaches of such
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lengtb. ( Portsmouth , 1'/ate I.; :Malta, Plate, II.) Consequently the
batteries closing the channels of approach have usually also to ward
off a bombardment as far as it is possible for them to do so.
If they have this double role to fill, it is well to divide the guns at
least partially and arra.uge them so that while some fire to seaward
others shall fire only on the channel, and shall be so protected that
the enemy sha,ll not be able to silence them until he comes within
the area of their influence, and tries, as he probably would, to enter
the place.
Bomba,.dm,ent cannot do 1nuch hann.-For the mere bombardment
of a place is a very partial t.riumph; it must be uncertn.in in its
actiun, aacl, except on the civil population, can have little effect;
against dockyards and naval stores the results would be very smal1,
as they contain so little nowadays that can be injured in that way
with the exception of machinery.
Stores of iron cannot be hUl't much; coal will not catch fire from
shells fired into it; docks and wharf walls require most deliberate
operations to injure them seriously; they must be blown up, not
chipped about with bits of shells; so that it would hardly pay to
bombard any place but a commercial town which might be frightened into paying a ransom. The one thing in a dockyard that can
be seriously injured by distant shell fire is machinery, unless indeed
i.t contains ships undergoing repair. :Machinery might in some
cases be protected by bomb-proof cover. I know of no reason,
except the cost, why this bomb-proof cover should not be built in
peace time, as well as the forts, but as a matter of fact I believe it
will in all cases have to be improvised when likely to be required.
Nntum and disprn,ition of gu,ns to prevent a bombardme11t.-Guns
mounteU. for the purpose of keeping an enen1y's ships at a distance
need not be very numerous, for the operations of a bombardment
must be somewhat lengthy and there will be plenty of opportunities
of getting hits; but they must be securely mounted so that the
enemy shall not be able to make a gap for himself by silencing a few
of them, and they must cover with their fire the whole area of water
f1·om w bich the enemy can attack, and it may be noted that he can
of course bombard over an intervening strip of land; thus in the
case of Otago, New Zealand, the harbour has a bar entrance which
is easy to defend, and it is about 12 miles long; but the upper
end of it where the town stands is only separated from the sea by a
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st.rip of sand 1,000 yards wide. It is consequently necessnry to
place a battery bel"e to protect t.he town from bombardment.
The best style of battery fo1· keeping ships at a distance is a
barbette battery if tolerably high ground can be got for a site. The
help that the guns give one another, owing to the large arc of fire
that it is possible to give them with this kind of mounting, enables
their numbers to be reduced to a minimum ·without incurring the
danger of leaving blank spaces through the silencing of one gun.
To close a channel on the other hand it is usually adYisable to
casemate at least some of the guns for their gPeater security, for the
enemy is likely to attack the batteries built for this purpose with
greater determination than any which are merely meant to keep him
at a distance, the 1·esults to be attained by him if successful being
so much g1·eater. This suggestion, however, like many others in
fortification, is easier to give than to act on everywhere ; as a
matter of fact one of the heaviest armoured batteries that we have
in England, the Breakwater fort at Plymouth, was intended merely
to prevent a bombardment of the ships lying in the Sound.
Indeed, whatever theories may be laid down about coast batteries,
their character mainly depends on the ground, on the number and
character of the garrison, and on the money available with which to
build them,
3. Denying the use of an anchorage.-The denial of a harbour to
an enemy is the minimum to which its defence can be reduced. It
merely 1neans that it can be of no use to oneself, and therefore sha11
be of none to him ; it is all that remains possible if one is worsted in
a defence of the approaches, and in many cases it is all that requires
to be done, for instance, when the defence of one harbour renders
it necessary to take steps to prevent the enemy using any adjacent
one which be might make a base of operations.
In the defence of firi:it-class ports, such as Portsmouth, it is not
worth while to make any arrangements for firing on to the harbour; it is essential that the enemy should be kept outside and thn,t
your own operations within should be unimpeded; but in the case
of Slllall harbours and coaling btations in which the harbour itself is
the important thing, and the loss of all the stores in it a comparatively trifling matter so that the place itself be not abandoned, i, is
a good precaution to have a few well protected heavy guns bearing
on the inner waters, thus enabling the garrison to keep up tl1e fight
to the very last.
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promptly, for an ironclad could not stand a continuous pounding
even from guns which could not pierce her in single shots.
5. Defence of Iha f/,ank of a line ~( works.-Malla, Plate TI., Fort
J;Jadalena. -The case of a Lattery which is intended to protect the
flank of a line of land works is similar to the last, and only differs
from it in two points, viz. : it is not necessarily liable to be attacked
by troops landed for the purpose, and it is almost necessarily
exposed to an attack from siege works such as are directed
against land forts.
In view, therefore, of the accuracy which is attainable by the fire
from them, it is necessary to take partfoula1· precautions against
danger from this quarter, and it seems essential to provide the guns
with case mated cover.
No amount of height in the traverses will make the guns safe
against curved fire.
It is desirable to place such a battery somewhat in rear of the
fort it is intended to support. It is thus safe against a land attack
while the fort holds out, and the fire of any ship Rttacking is
divided between the fort and the battery.
ARRANGEMENT OF SUBJECT.

Having now considered the objects of coast defences and the
mode of using them, I propose to consider the batteries jn more
detail, beginning with the carriages ftlld platforms of the guns and
going on to describe casemate and barbette emplacements.

3.

MODES OF MOUNTING GUNS.

Plaiforms.-AII heavy R.M.L. guns in the service, from the 7-inch
of 6½ tons to the 12·5-inch of 38 tons, can be mounted either on
dwarf or on casemate traversing platforms, the carriages being the
same for both dwarf and casemate.
Dwa,f traversing plalfm·m.-Tbe dwarf traversing platform in all
cases permits the gun to fire over a parapet 4 feet 3 inches high
above the racer, at a depression of 5°. It is used with either A C
or D pivot racers, the form of the emplacement being modified' ac:
cordingly.
With A pivot racers, the imagiuary pivot is in front of the
platform, in the embrasure.
With C, the pivot is central and the racer a circle.
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With D, the pivot is nearer tl1e rear of the platform than the
front.
The table given herewith shows the nature and radii of the racers
for each gun.
TABLE

OF

RACERS.

Radii of Racers.
Description
of
Platform.

N atnre of Gnn.

Description
of
Racers.

Front.
7" and 9" R.M.L.

;~

,I

10"

iS.ton R~M.L.

" 11 25-ton
" R.M .L.
11 11 and 12
12" a5.ton R.M.L.
12"·5 88-ton R.M.L.

Rear.

6' 8"
16' 6"
16'6"
6' 3"
5' 5¾'' Comp. Circle
9' O"
2' 8¾"
8'fY'
18'0"
st'~el fla~ged
8' O"
18' O"
5' 811 Comp. Circle
9'0"
8'0"
8' O"
18' 0 11
8' O"
18' O"
Dwarf A
5' 811 Comp. Circle
Dwarf C
9'0" I 3' O"
Dwarf D
s~iid 5' 811 Comp. Circle
Dwarf C
Casemate A,.. 6• reo~il
without
10' 2"
20' 2"
10' 2"
21' 2"
flanges
Casemate A, 7' recoil
10' 211
21' 2''
Dwarf A, 7' recoil
5' 8" Comp. Circle
Dwarf C, 6' recoil
8'0" I 8' 8"
Dwarf D, 6' recoil

Casemate A
Dwarf A
Dwarf C
Dwarf D
Casemate A ...
Dwarf A
Dwarf C
Dwarf D
Casemate A ..

W. I. flanged

I

I

Sfeel

I

SECTIONS OF C PIVOT RACERS.
W1·ought i1'Dnfianged.

Steel solid without flanges.

• All dimenaiona &re to to be refened to this point.
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Oa,ema/e travei·.,i?lg plaffnnn.-The cftsemftte traversing platform
is used with a height for the sill 0£ the embrasure varying according
to the nature 0£ the gun used. It is 2 feet 4½ inches for the 7-inch
gun, 2 £eet 9 inches £or the 9 and 10-incb, and 3 feet 2½ inches for
the 11 and 12·5-inch. This is due to the larger guns requiring more
room for themselves and their fittings than the smaller ones, the gun
being in all cases kept as low down as possible.
The casemate platform is not used with any other than A pivot
racei·s.

Special mountings.-There are a few special mountings in the
service besides these,
Oo1mtenueight can·iages.-A good many 7-incb R.M.L. guns of
7 tons are mounted on disappearing carriages made on Moncrieff's
counterweight principle; there are also two 9-inch 12-ton guns
mounted in the same way, but this is unlikely ever to be repeated
as the carriages weigh 2½ times the weight of the guns.
Small port ca,-riages.-About 30 10-inch and 12·5-inch guns are
mounted on what are called small port carriages, which, by allowing
tl1e gun to be raised bodily to different heights to suit the elevation or
depression required, enable the size of the port to be much reduced.
The system is in fact one of partial muzzle pivoting; it answered
very well on trial.
},fountings for new long guns.-The new R.B.L. guns which are
being tried at Shoeburyness will undoubtedly require novel arrangements for their casemate mounting.
The 10·4-inch B.L. gun of 26 tons and tbe 12-inch B.L. of 43
tons will have to be put in the Spithead forts into emplacements now
prepared for 10-inch of 18 tons and 12·5-inch of 38 tons, and the
space is very restricted.
The 26-ton gun wiil be tried at Shoeburyness mounted on a casemate carriage and platform somewhat
similar to those now used for service gnus, except that the carriage
will be on live rollers and the rear racer set very far back, the
radii of the A pivot racers for the trial being 8 and 22 feet. It
may, however, be found necessary to use a carriage and platform
for it, similar to that for the 43-ton gun described below.
For the 43-ton gun a totally novel arrangement has been designed
to take up the shock of the recoil, which is very violent. The front
of the platform is fixed to two vertical iron beams, framed together,
called the "yoke," trave11ing between what may be called racers in
the floor and the roof. The piston rods of the recoil buffers are
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att1tched to these beams, so that the shock of recoil is transmitted
both to the roof and floor, and the tendency of the platform to jump
is almost. done away with. The arrangement has answered very
well on trial, and is adopted for service. It is, however, somewhat
premat,ure to give any detailed description of it now, until it has
been actually used, but the following remarks may be of service.
The gun and carriage will, as before said, go into an emplacement
which will take a :JS-ton R.M.L. gtm; the radius of the rear racer
is the same, i.e., 21 feet 2 inches ; the upper "recoil plates" are
formed by an arrangement of curved girder work affixed to the
iron roof; and the lower "recoil plat,es" are curved plates set in
the granite floor, which must be very solidly constructed as it has
to be a good deal cut about to take them. It may be observed that
an iron roof is essential to this mode of mounting. If it be required
to mouut a gun in an old masonry cnsemate, an inner framework of
iron must be somehow adapted to it, to take the upper "recoil
plates."
Monntings Joi· medium gw,s.-For a description of the modes of
mounting medium guns see Lecture II.
Tu11·et.-It is necessary to make a few remarks on the subject of
t.he turret, as this is admitted to be the most perfect method of
mountiug guns.
Nevertheless, there is o □ ly one tul'l'et among all our English
A good
works, namely, that for two 80-ton guns at Dover Pier.
number have been proposed, but this is the only one that has been
carried out.
In fact, the size, weight, and cost of a turret, tbe necessity of
using a steam engine to work it, and the very great care with which
it and its surroundings must be made, and constantly maintained,
all combine to render one reluctant to use it, unless for very heavy
guns, or in very restricted sites, where nothing else can be placed.
These two reasons are combined in the case of Dov~r Pier.
With regard to the position for a turret, it must be remembered
that its peculiar quality, that of being able to give an all-round
fire, can only be taken advantage of when there is a clear space
around it, which is not often found, and which is a condition inconRistent with the association of other guns in battery with it.
'l'bis consideration also tends to the use in turrets of the heaviest
g uns only, which can be trusted to hold their own without much
assistance.
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There a1·e, however, several reasons which seem to render probable
the iucl'eased employment of turrets in the future. One is the introduction of breech.loading guns, which does away with the necessity
for loading from under the glacis, and renders it possible to load
inside the turret without making the latter of a greater interi01·
diameter than the length of the gun, as had to be the case when a
muzzle-loader was used. This reduces size, weight, and cost.
Another renson is the increased protection necessary against projectiles, which wili render sites which were large enough for an ordinary battery, now too restricted for anything but a turret.
Another is the increased complexity of the guns and their gear;
when so much care has to be given them, the turret and its belongings may get properly looked after also. It must be admitted, though,
that this complexity would render one very loth to put up turrets
out of England, although circumstances may compel one to use them
at some of our very important fortresses abroad.
The last reason is, that it is becoming very desirable to mount
some very powerful guns in several of our fortresses.
Of these
guns we shall cel'taiuly have but few; they must therefore he mounted
securely, in such a manner as to command as large an area of water
as is possible; also it is probable that they must in any case be
worked by machinery. All these considerations combined, point to
the employment of turrets in addition to our present coast works.
In land works the case is different. Here there is no such great
advantage to be gained by the use of very powerful guns as there is
in coast batteries, and there is seldom any absolute necessity for putting the guns in a particular place. Moreover, a land turret would
have to be nearly as strong, and therefore as costly as a coast one, for
the enemy would certainly get up two or three armour-piercing guns
for its especial benefit. Consequently, turrets are not likely to come
into use for land wol'ks.
It may, nevertheless, be noted here, that of all armoured struc.
tures, the turret is the best for land works, as it can turn its port
aside when not actually firing, and can thus give complete protection
to the gun detachment against the accm·ate missiles of the present
day.
Of the construction of a turret much cannot be said. The general
form is familiar from its use in ships.
It would contain two guns, as they can be mounted in a turret
very little larger than is required for one only. The snbstmctnre
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would probably consist of a drum or circular mass of masonry,
carrying the pivot and the roller-path on which the turret revolves.
Around this drum would run a passage by which ammunition would
be supplied, and access obtained to the interior of the turret.
Any signalling gear or speaking tubes must pass down the axis of
the drum.
An armoured ring must encircle the base of the turret, to obviate
any chance of its being jammed by a shot striking the surface of
the glacis close by. It is useless attempting to give more particnlars, seeing that nothing definite can be laid down.
Ou,p ola,-A cupola, which is a form of turret with sloping sides,
carrying light armour to resist medium guns, is to be tried by
firing from it and at it. It is to contain one 10·4-inch 26-ton B.L.
gun, and is to be worked by manual labour. 'rhe diameter will be
about 24 feet. If successful, cupolas are likely to be much used.

4.

CASEMATES.

Emplacem,ents •which take casemate plafforms.-Guns on casemate
platforms are mounted either in masonry casemates with iron Rhields;
or behind open-battery shields, as they are called, the latter being
often provided with permanent iron overhead cover, which converts
the emplacement into a casemate; or behind a continuous iron front;
or in curve-fronted casemates which have two ports, and contain a
turntable, enabling the gun to be moved from one to the other.
Setting aside the consideration of the ironwork, with which Colonel
Inglis has dealt in various papers (see Lecture IV., p. 135), the
principle of designing all these varieties is the same, namely, to
have just enough room to enable the gun to be conveniently worked,
and to have all the construction as solid as possible.
Conclitions govm·ning tlie size of a casmnate.-The size of the casemate therefore depends on the angle of traversing, on the dimensions of the platform, the pm~ition of the traversing and elevating
gear, the mode of loading, and the height of the top of the breech
of the gun when run back and depressed, in which case it is at its
highest.
To make an exact design.-Therefore in order to make an exact
design for any particular gun it is necessary to get a drawing of
the gun, carriage and platform, to lay down 011 a plan the extreme
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lines of fire, which for a shielded gun should not include a greater
angle than 60°, and applying the drawing to them to sketch in the
masonry around it, just leaving the necessary amount of room.
The minimum height of tbe casemate al.,ove the gun would be
determined by drawing a section through the gun run back and
depressed, and the remaining dimensions would be fixed by the
necessities of the construction.
It may sometimes be necessary to go through this process of
design, as, for instance, in the case of a work being built; on a restricted site where every inch of space is valuable, and then the
lithographs of carriages and platforms issued by the Royal Carriage
Department will supply the necessary information, but tbe dimensions and arrangement of the platforms for · all heavy guns are so
nearly alike, that, as a rule, it is advisable to build the casemates of
the same size for all of them.
Dimensions for a ca,Strniate.-If an arc be struck from the pivot as
a centre with a radius of 24 feet 6 inches, and the space within this
be kept clear for the gun up to the extreme lines of fire and 4 feet
beyond them, there will he floor space enough for any gun up to
the 12· ,1-inch of 38 tons.
For the height, 9 feet is enough for the same guns, and this or a
little ruore to suit the circumstances of the construction is given to
emplacements which have iron overhead cover, the height being
measured to the underside of the girders.
For a 10 inch R.M.L. gun 8 feet is sufficient height.
Arched casemates.-Arched casemates must be higher in the centre
thau those with iron roofs, but the springing can be lower, as the
gun must be a little distance from the side wall, and the rise of the
arch can be made enough to clear it. A height of 6 feet to the
springing and 6 feet more to the crown of the -arch is usual, the
span being about 22 feet.
The arch of the casemate is sloped down to meet the top of the
shield for a clistance of about 12 feet and then the front part where
the shield comes must be shaped accurately to fit it.
If the shield fram e be set up and the masonry built round it,
this is simple enough, if not, the exterior dimensions of the shield to
be used, which of course would be known, must be very carefully followed, as the power of the work to resist displacement under the
blows of heavy shot materially depends on the mutual support given
by the masonry and iron work.
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Size of c1'rvad top shielcl.-Shields for single tier masonry casemates having arched roofs are made 11 feet 11 ½ inches wide and
9 feet high in the centre with a curved top, so that the ends are
7 feet 6 inches high. The masonry opening should be 12 feet wide,
9 feet high in the centre, and 7 feet 6 inches to the springing.
The shield for a double tier work (which would not now be used)
may simply be considered, as far as the masonry goes, as a single tier
shield stretched out to cover the ends of two casemates and the floor
between them.
Result of the constr·u.ctionctl requirements of an arched casemate.-It
is found that the triangular space required by the gun cannot be
conveniently arched without the use of cross arches and groins.
The use of the cross arch results in the constmction of a passage
running parallel to the front of the battery, which is very convenient for communication and for the service of a.mmunition, and
also gives a little spare space near the gun where case-shot can be
stored ready to hand, and where the range-dials, by which the
ranges are signalled to the guns, can be read.
But this cross arch limits the thickness of the piers and consequently their power to resist projectiles.
The width of the shield is also limited when used with masonry
casemates by the desirability of not having too high au arch over
it, as such would uselessly increase the height of the shield, and
afford a larger mark to the enemy.
Weakness of piers.-No longer adv isable to 1ise masonry casemates .
-The result of these two causes is that in a masonry casema.tc
the piers ca,nnot be very thick and must have their inner corners
taken off in a way which reduces their strength at the junction
with the shields, and, consequently, it is no longer advisable to use
this form of construction in important works, but to adopt some
form which permits of greater strength being attained.
I,·on overhead cover. Plate XXL-Iron overhead cover enables
one to obtain more strength by allowing a greater width of shield
to be used without at the same time adding to the height, and by
setting one free from many constructional difficulties in the roofing.
One of the latest developments of the shield with iron overhead
cover is exemplified in the battery shown on Plate XXI., in which
the shields are 20 feet long, and 11 feet high externally, and the
piers between them 36 feet long and 20 feet thick.
The cross passage which still exists is reuuceu to a width of
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6 feet and comes quite at the end of the platform ; about 3 feet
in depth only is cut off the comers of the piers.
The arrangement of the guns and the great length of the
piers in this battery were necessitated by the condition of existing
work in the ammunition stores and foundations, and in building a
new wm·k it would probably be more economical, and would give
even greater strength against attack, to adopt a continuous iron
front; hut the plan is a very convenient one and may be followed
with advantage, even in cases where such large shields cannot be
nsed.
Behind each pier is a casemate fitted as a barrack-room, and the
casemates imm;diately behind the guns are kept quite clear of
everything, so that the ammuuition service from the lifts which
open into them is in no way hampered, and the guns can be kept
always ready for action.
The great mass of the piers is a very good feature ; a heavy
shot entering a block of masonry not only penetrates directly into
it but also wedges the stones apart, shaking any small construction
to pieces, and this effect can only be opposed by weight and solidity,
sucb as we have in this case, but which is wanting in some of the
older casemated batteries.
Open battery shield.-A commoner form than the above, and one
which has some advantages from a defensive point point of view
over the masonry casemate, is the open battery shield with permanent overhead cover. The title sounds rather contradictory, but
all the open battery shields are designed to be covered in case of
need with timber or iron, and in many cases the iron protection has
been supplied and fixed.
The advantage of this form is that it gets rid of the masonry
arch over the shield, which is a weak point, and is liable to be
brought down in front of the gun, and also reduces the total height
of the work, so that there is less to aim at and to hit.
The shield is flat topped with dimensions similar to the casemate
shield, that is, usually 12 feet wide and about 8 feet high, and a
roofing plate, 2 inches thick or so, is carried back from it for about
6 feet; the rest of the emplacement is roofed with girders and
buckled plates, the whole being covered with concrete.
In plan, the emplacement is like a masonry casemate, but the
cross passage behind the piers is uo longer absolutely necessary, eo
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that the work can he made stronger and be more easily adapted to
restricted sites.
A,,-,ingement of roof gi-rders.-Without going into the details of
the ironwork, it should he observed that the roof girders are placed
perpendicularly to the face of the shield so as to give it support
when struck; the rear ends of these girders should, if possible, be
supported in their turn, and it is best to adopt an arched construction for t.he back of the casemates, the girders being abutted
against the ends of the arches, as shewn in Plate XXI.
If there be no building in rear, or if the arches there be too high
lo take the ends of the roof girders, the latter are carried on a
cross girder, and in order that this may be of moderate dimensions
it is often supported at several intermediate points by iron piers,
one of which can be removed for a time to admit of the introduction of the gun.
Continuous iron front.-The best protection is given hy the continuons iron front, such as is used in the large sea forts at
Portsmoul,h, Plymouth, and Portland.
Constructionally, this is an extension of the system just described.
A wall of iron plates forms the front of the battery ; these
are supported, and the roof girders carl'led, by piers of iron and
concrete.
The roof girders abut against a row of casernates ; the whole is
covered with concrete.
Besides its strength, the continuous iron front bas another
advantage due to the absence of masonry piers, viz., that tbe
guns can be put at closer intervals than is otherwise possibleabout :l4 feet from pivot to pivot on "straight face. This may
enable a site to be made use of too restricted for any other form of
casel.Ilatecl battery.
CU,1'Ve-fronlell oo,semate with tiuntable.-There remains one other
form of iron protection, the curve-fronted casernate, which is a
device to enable a casemated gun to command a large arc of fire1200 instead of 60°.
It is pierced with two ports, and contains a turntable by means of
which the gun ca.n b-..· cl1angecl from one port to the other. 'l'hc
principle is one which is not uncommonly applied ou board sh'ip,
but on h.nd there are not many examples, and with the -introduction of long guns, which will be very ll-ifficnlt to tl'eat in this way,
it does not seem likely rhat more will be built.

"
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There is evidently a source of danger -in the nnusecl open port.
'l1he construction is that of a shield of large size with iron overhead cover. There is as much iron in it as in two ordinary shields,
and the casemate is a.n expensive one, but economy is attained by
using one gun to command a certain area of water instead of two,
which would be required if ordinary casemates were used, and there
is a saving of space by this arrangement as compared with two
ordinary casemates which proves useful on occasions.

New 15-foot shield with iron overhead cover. -A new shield has
recently beeu designed, which will probably be used in future constructions when masonry piers are employed instead of the old
12-foot shields.
lt is very similar in design to the 20-foot shield befor6 mentioned,
but is only 15 feet wide ; the plates are each 10 feet high and
15 feet long, and are bolted at top anc1. bottom against horizontal
girders, which are carried 5 feet into the piers at each side. The
lower girder is also partly bedded in the floor. Behind the top
girder is another one assisting to carry the ironwork of thEI roof.
The shield and front racer should be carried on a platform of
granite or hard stone blocks, which should be prolonged under the
ends of the lower girders ; the latter should also be backed up with
hard stone blocks in the pier.
The pier itself should be built with a facing of ashlar m!Lsonry
up to the under side of the top girders, the top course being shaped
to fit them and to assist in holding them, and the whole top of the
work over the piers, as well as over the iron roof, should be finished
off with a mass of concrete from 4 to 5 feet thick, embedding the
ends of the girders and holding them securely.
For a 10-inch R.M.L. gun of 18 tons, a casemate with this
description of shield may be 8 feet high from the floor to the under
side of the roof girders.
This casemate will be somewhat more expensive than the old
masonry casemate with a 12-foot shield, but events have rendered
its adoption necessary.

5.

BARBETTES.

Emplacemenf.s to take dwarf traversing plaiforms.-A pivot emplace.
ment.-Guns on dwarf traversing platforms, if on C or D pivot
racers, are mounted i11 a sort of pit over the edge of which they fire;
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if on A pivot racers they are mounted in an empla.cement similar in
plan to a casemate, and fire through a shallow embrasure, the sole
of which is 4 feet 3 inches above the racer.
The general dimensions of the latter emplacement are determined
in the same wa,y as for a casemn.te, a clearance of 4 feet from the
extreme line of fire on each side being sufficient to give room for
the platform.
0 and D pivot emplacements.-The dimensions of the C and D
pivot emplacements, which are called barbette emplacements, nepend
on the method of loading the gnu, in the ma.nner which will now
be explained.
Olde,·.forms.-Tbe older forms of barbette for heavy guns were
eopied from those for the S.B. guns which were formerly in use,
the height of the parapet above the racer being the same and being
still retained.
The maximum radius possible for the emplacement was fixed by the
necessity of the muzzle of the gun projecting at least a foot over the
para.pet when run out to fire; the minimum by the necessity of
getting easily at the muzzle to load when the gun is run back.
Of course the smaller the emplacement the less chance there is of
its getting hit and the cheaper it is to bt,ild; consequently with the
old S.B. guns and wit,h the medium rifled guns which replaced
them, the parapet is brought in close to the front of the platform.
But as the guns increased in size the height of the axis above the
floor of the emplacement also increased, till it became too great
for convenient working, and difficulties began to arise in connection
with getting the shot to the muzzle.
E,nplacement wit/, fix,d loading slage.-To meet this the emplacement was increased in size, and a fixed step or loading stage, as it
is called, was carried round the front of it.
This enabled the numbers loacling to stand high enough to enter
the charge aud ram home, and also allowed tbe projecti1e when
placed on it to be raised vertically to the muzzle without striking
the parapet.
A great many emp!Rcemeuts for guns under 35 tons weight still
remain in this stage, but further improvements were soon seen to be
desirable on account of the great expo:;.ure of the gan detachment,
the men being always visible over the parapet whether actually
employed in working the gun or not.
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Em1)loct>me1if with .~mil,·en loading way n11cl movoJde loading stage.The following arrnngemeut was adopted :-A trench called a sunken
loading way was cut round the front of the emplacement, where
the old step had been, to a depth of 7 feet helow the crest, so that
the men in it were well protected. In this trench a wooden stage
was ananged to run on rails, of such a 11eight that the men standing
on it could reach the muzzle of the gun to enter the charge and
rammer Lead.
The ground behind the gun was lowered, so that it remained
standing on a sort of drum of irregular shape, approached in rea.r
by a ramp, or what is bette1·, Uy two or three steps.
This forms the present type of barbette battery. The men when
not actually working the gun are in security, so they are when
bringing up ammunition, when raising the projectile to the ruuzzle
by means of the tackle affixed to the muzzle derrick, and when
rammjng home the charge by hauling at the rammer bell-ropes, but
the numbers who stand on the loading stage to sponge and enter
the charge are much exposed, and the gear in tbe platform being
still uncha11ged, the men while traversing, elevating, serving the
vent and pointing the gun, have to stand on the drum or on the
platform, and are just as mtlCh exposed as they were before. Still
it is a great improvement on tP,e old method, although it does not
yet come up to the ideal of a barbette emplacement, which should
protect the <leta.chment from all small projectiles, and experiments
are in progress with a view to improving it. See pp. 166 and 181.
Vi1nensio11s for a bct-rbette emplacement.-The dimensions necessary
for the emplacement of any particular gun may be arrived at -in the
following manner.
Having obtained a drawing of the gun, carriage, &nd platform,
start on paper a section of the emplacement, beginning with the
pivot and racers. On this section mark the position of the muzzle
of the gun when run out aud wheu at extreme recoil. 'I.1he latter
point depends on the nature and position of the hydraulic buffers
or compressors used, but the amount of tbe recoil is usual1y 6 feet.
rrbese two points bP.ing fo un d the sunken ,vay for the loading
stage, whicb is 3 feet 9 inches wide, mnst fall between themi being
limited on one side by the parapet, and o □ the other by t he face of
the dr·um caryiug the racf'rs.
The crest of the parapet should be kept in as far as possible. both
t o dim inish the siz£' of the cmplaremei1ti ancl to get Ute muzzle of
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the gun to overlap it n,s much as possible so as to diminish t,hc unpleasant effects of the hlast. It will he seen, though, that with a
6 feet recoil and a sun ken way 3 feet 9 inche~ wide, this overlap
can be only 2 feet 3 inches at the most, ancl may often be less, as
at least 1 foot of the drum should be left in front of the racer
for the sake of strength.
If, as is the case with a long gun, such as the 38-ton, there is
plenty of space before the racer, the front of the drum can be
convenientlv formed into one or two steps, but with a short gun,
such as tbe 7 inch or '.J ioch R. M.L., this cannot be done, and the
drum must be cut down vertically. It may, though, have footholds
cut in it.
The radii of the front part of the emplacement being determined
by this section, the plan of the rear part remains to be settled.
This depends on the amount of space required for working the
handles of the traversing gear, for elevating and poiuting the gun
and the other operations that cannot be clone from the level of the
loading way, and the gear for which is arranged as if the gun was
working in a level emplacement.
It becomes necessary, therefore, for conve □ i.ent working to expand
the drum in rear soas to surround the platform at all angles of training.
This requirement combined with those 1·uling the shape of t.be
front, results in a form such as is shown in the plan, Plate XXII.
The parapet follows the form of the drum, leaving a space for
the loading way.
Arc of trainiug for O pivot em.placenients.-Tbe conditions governing tlie form limit tbe employment of a C pivot emplacement for
heavy guns to cases where 130° is a sufficient arc of training. If a
1arger arc is wanted, it becomes necessary to uRe D pivot racers,
when from the tail of the platform being nearer to the pivot, and
the radius of the drum in consequence larger, there is always room
on it enough to work t,he traversing gear, &c., even if the gun be
given an a.11 round fire.
The increased size of the D pivot emplacement renderR it
objectionable, and it should never be used if it can by any possibility be avoided.
If a gun is intended to fight mainly in one direction, but may be
wanted to fire one or two shots at an extreme tra.ining; if, for
instance, it is intended for the defence of a channel, but it is wished
to have the power uf fiL"i11g one ur two shuts a.t a ship tha.t. way
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have got past., it is usually best to use a C pivot emplacement
arranged to suit the cases which would most often occur, and for the
extreme fire not to insist on the tail of the platform remaining over
the drnm. Jt is inconvenient but not impossible to work it this
way, and by nnt adopting the D pivot more security and rapidil y
of fil'e is obtained during the first part of the fight.
Two points require attending to-oue, that the parapet gives
room for the platfol'm to traverse round ; the other, that the racer
blocks are firmly fixed where the shock of recoil comes on them.
The expansion of the drum in rear has the advantage of backing
up the racer blocks strongly and of enabling them to resist the
force of the recoil which passes through them.
Since writing the above it has been decided to alter the platforms of guns on C pivot racers, so as to admit of their being
tmversed from the sunken way. This will in,olve cutting off the
expansion of the drum in rear, and thus ,reducing the support
given to the racer blocks. Good work will have to be used about
them in future or they will be displaced by the firing. The guns
will a.Jso be turned to one side for loading, under the protection of
the traverses, in cases where the construction admits of it. Experiments to determine the best details are being carried out. In the
meantime it may be assumed that 160° is the largest arc of lateral
training that it will be possible to give an R.M.L. gun mounted in
an emplacement arranged for" under-cover loading." Seep. 18t.

6.

POSITION FOR COAST BATTERIES.

.t! lii11h ,·eth-ecl battery the best, not always possible to adopt.-

In deciding on the best position for coast batteries, as in other
similar points in connection with coast defences, it is first of all
necessary to ascertain what is the opinion of the Navy on the
Rubject. They would probably reply to such a question that the
battery that ships would least like to engage would be one high up
and somewhat set back from the deep water. A battery so placed
could direct its fire against the decks of the ships, which is the
nwst vulnerable point about modern ironclads, and the efficiency
of this fire would increase as they came in, and also they would
not be able to get close enough to silence the guns by a heavy fire
of small projectiles. Such a site is also a convenient one for the
engineer; he has none of the difficulties of foundations and of sea
walls, of a reshicted arco, to 1uild un, aud uf insufficient protection
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to his magazLiles except at great cost, which he meets witl1 when
building down at the water's edge, but he has usually plenty of space
at his disposal. He also has a wide field of view fo1· bis guns and can
take advantage of it by mounting them en bMbette. Neverl,beless
there a1·e plenty of batteries not placed in this manner, and that
for a variety of reasorfs, of which the principal is that it is not
always easy to find tbe necessary configuration of the grouud.
The position and nature of the channels of approach usually diet.ate
the sites of the batteries; it is very necessary to push the guns
forward in order to get the fullest effect from their penetrative
power at long raoges 1 and this condition often necessitates placing
the batteries on the low ground close to the water, where they
must be casemated, unless indeed shoals stretch out so far in front
of them that a vessel cannot get near them.
It should always be remembered that the height of a battery
only tells at short ranges. At 2,000 yards a height of 100 feet
only subtends an angle of about 1°; an awount which is too small
to make any practical difference in the security of the battery. It
used to he considered that a low battery had a better chance of
hitting than a high one on account of the flatness of the trajectory.
The introduction of Range Finders has, however, put the advantage
on the other side for the present, as the dep~·cssion instrument
now in the service ( see Lecture VII.) acts best when at some height
above the water.
Sometimes a battery placed on a bluff cannot see the water
immediately underneath. This may give an opportunity fur small
vessels to slip in, and perhaps to do some mischief, ancl is a point that
should always be attended to. It may be necessary to mount some
guns to see this water, or to block up the channel partially. It may
here be observed, for it is often forgotten, that the curve of the trajectory of the shot from a high battery must be taken into accouut
in determining the area of the water commanded by it; it sometimes
makes a great difference in the amount commanded by the guns.
Height for a baltery.-The old rule used to be that a barbette
battery should not be less than 100 feet above the sea, and it still
• seems to be a good one to follow. 1,000 yards is about the limit
of good shooting for machine guns from ships, and with batteries
100 feet above the sea, the trajectory at that range would be nearly
horizontal, so that a properly made parapet would protect the battery from such projectiles. It would IJot protect it from shells, but
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until they can be burst with accuracy, carefully designed barbette
batteries are still admissable. The invention of a perfect time fuze
would do away with all barbettes.
At lower levels than 100 feet casemates or turrets should be used.
Combination of barbette ctnd cCtsemate.-A good combination is
casemate and barbette together, the casemate emplacement forming
traverses to the barbettes. The enemy would have to fire two
ilifferent kinds of projectiles, for shrapnel would not be of much
use against shields, while armour-piercing projectiles are not so
likely to strike tbe barbettes. On the side of the defence the
advantages are gained of economy and of a large arc of fire for the
guns en brtl'belle. Even if such a battery were at a low lm1 el the barbette
guns might do their share of the fighting at long ranges, and leave
the casemate guns to tnke it up when the enemy came iu close.
If cupolas with sloping sides and light armour be aU.opted, as is
probable will be the case, for the new long B.L. guns, it will still
be advisable to place them at a height above the water in order that
shot may lrnve an additional tendency to glance off them.
High level batteries Jo,· light gims.-Seeing the dislike of ships to
engage a high level battery, it is a natural deduction that a high
level battery of some s01·t should in all cases be provided if it be
possiblP, even though all the lwavy guns be mounted near the water
Jevel. For even a ha.ttery of field pieces may effect something
against a ship which is built, ns a rule, to resist fire from the guns of
other ships nearly on a level with herself, and which has many
openings thro1:gh the decks, such as hatchways, funnels, &c., which
can be only partially closed, and has ,;t least masts for signalling
which if shot away may hamper her movements. Therefore one of
the prepa.-ations for the defence of a coast fortress should be the
throwing up of batteries on any high ground nea1· the shore for
whatever guns may be available. 'rhese batteries will also be useful
against gunboats firiug from long ranges.
Rifl-e~l howitzers.-It is a pity that rifled howitzers cannot be
more used for the purpose of attacking ship's decks. The
accuracy of their fire is doubted, but they du very welJ against
laud works, and the use of position finders, which would enable
them to be clirected beforehand on to the spot that a ship was
about to pass over, would seem to diminish this objection to their
employment. I have no doubt that they will come into favour
wl1tm 011cc tliey arc t1·ictl iu real wal'fare.

LECTURE VI.
1. CASEMATE DETAILS.
CASEMATE FLOORS AND FI'l"I'INGS ON 'l'H[M.

Casemate ff.oors for a heai·y gun.-'1.1he floor of a casemate for a
heavy gun should be solidly constructed, as it, will have to carry a
considerable weight, and to resist the shock of recoil. If resting
on arches, the total mimimum thickness should not be less than
3 feet.
Usually the whole of the front part of the floor for about 12 feet
back from the pivot, and for 4 or 5 feet in front of it, is constructed of
large blocks (about 6' x 3' x 2') of granite, or other hard stone, on
which stands the shield and tlie front racers.
Before ordering
these stones, a drawing should be prepared to shew the exact position of t he joints, with reference to the base plate of the shield,
and to the front racer, and the sizes of the stones should be so chosen
that no feather edges may be produced by a sinking cutting across
a joint at an a.cute angle.
Rear racel' blocks.-The rear racers are laid on a ring of granite
or hard stone blocks, each about 4' 6" x 2' x 2', and the space
hetween the stonework and behind the rear racer blocks, is filled in
with cement concrete.
It is especially necessary that the rear racer blocks should be well
backed up by 4 feet or 5 feet of concrete, as, if there is the least
jump of the platform, the whole force of the recoil is transmitted
to the rear racer.
In some of our older works, the rear racers are laid on oak blocks,
but this should not be repeated.
In cases of emP.rgency, if it were
desired to mount a heavy gun in a hurry, a solid wonrlf-'n plAtform
might be used with the ra.cers spiked duwu tu it, but it cuuld 1.wt
be expected to last long.
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Grossing plctles.-In some works where the guns are close togethe1·
the rear racers intersect, and special crossing plates have to be used
to enable the guns to get thei1· full amount of lateral training.
These are thick plates of steel, prolonging the form of the racers
and the siukings for the flanges of the trucks. Part of the upper
surface is roughened to improve the foothold. They are set, like
the racers, in granite blocks arranged to Suit their shape.
Survey for crossing plates.-Each crossing plate bas to be designed
to suit the position it will have to occupy, and to do it with the
necessary exactness a most careful survey of the racers and their
intersections is requisite.
The centre Jines of the racers at the intersection should be drawn
full size, so as to give the exact angle at which they cross.
Besides this, the general survey of the racers has to be very
accurate, or no end of trouble is the result.
Tested steel tapes should be used iu taking the measurements,
the length of the trammel used for laying down the carve of the
racer should be perfectly accurate, and the exact distance between
the pivots must be known. This latter is perhaps the most difficult
part of the operation, as the distance cannot be directly measured
on account of the interference of the armour.
The survey is sent to the Royal Carriage Department, who lay
<lown the plan of the racers to full size in a moulding loft, in order
to get the dimensions of the crossing plates.
For further information on racers, see the end of this Lecture,
p. 183.
Stops.-In orcler to limit the amount of traversing of the gun
without allowing it to strike the piers or shield, stops are affixed to
the rear racers. With flanged racers these are small studs, of the
height of the racer, screwed into the flange; with solid racers, such
as those for the 38-ton gun, they are simple steel blocks, let into the
stone alongside of them. (See litho. accompanying I.G.F's. Memo.
on

Genl;.~:"'- '· dated 25th October, 18i7.)

No actual pivots.-It will be noticed that there are no actual pivots
used in casemates; the reason of this is that the necessity for putting
the position of the pivot far forward, in order that the size of the
shield opening may be a mimimum, would make it impossible to
secure a.n actiial pivot nga-inst the chance of injury from a shot
striking the shielcl; and as, if displaced, it would prevent the gun
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being traversed, it is thought better to omit it altogether, and to
take up the recoil entirely by the racers.
Grad,rnled arc.-Be sides the racers, there is on the floor of the
casemate, the brass graduated arc for use in position finding. (See
I.G.F's. Circular, No. 292, elated. 1st November, 1879).
Travers,,.g Racks.-In the case of the 38-ton guns, there are also
the cast iron traversing racks.
(See I.G.F's. Circular, No. 250,
dated 26th September, 1876.)
Both these may be fixed in concrete or stone, w hicbever they
may happen to come on.
When a crossing plate interferes with a graduated arc, the
graduations must be cut on the steel, or the arc let into it.
Ringbolts.-Tbe only other fittings on the floor are ringbolts,
which are best fixed somewhere near the ends of the rear racers,
two to each gun, or one between each pair of guns. Ringbolts in
this position were originally intended to assist in traversing the gun
with tackle, and they might serve this purpose again in case of a
break down of the traversing gear, but their use at present is in
making fast the tackle employed when mounting the guns. With
the 7-inch R.M.L. gun only are they still used for traversing.
The ringbolts should be 4, inches interior diameter, 2 inches
thick, and attached to a block of hard stone firmly set in the floor.
The stone should be hollowed at top to allow of the ring bolt lying
flat on it, and flush with the surface.
If there is no room on the floor, the ringbolts may be set in the
walls about one foot above the floor. When merely intended for
use in mounting guns, eyebolts may be used without loose rings ;
in this case the tackle would be attached by means of a rope strap.
OABEMATE

WALLS

AND

Fl'I'l'lNGS

ON

'!'HEM.

Casemate ,valls and piers.-Tbe casemate walls or piers should
be of the most massive construction that can be conveniently provided, so as to oppose the greatest resistance to displacement.
The exterior should be built of granite or other hard stone, as the
hard face assists greatly in stopping the shot that may strike it.
The inner face should be formed of ashlar masonry, and the
hearting may be either ashlar or cement concrete
All the stones
should be set iu coweut.

Stones which are easily cut may be shaped with hollows and projections to fit into one another, so that they may be difficult to
shift.
Hard stone dowels are, I think, objectionable, but hoop-iron bend
might possibly be used with advantage.
The shape of the interior of the pier is defined by the room required for the gun, as before described ; where the shield comes, it
is cut to fit it; t,he exterior may be either straight or curved outwards in plan, and is usually about 2 feet 6 inches in advance of
the face of the shield. This dimension may with advantage be increased to 4 or 5 feet, or even 6 feet.
The stones about the embrasure should be rounded, and, as far
as possible, shaped so as not to guide projectiles or splinters of stone
into the port.
It may here be observed with reference to the embrasure, that
the stones in the sole of it just under the muzzle of the gun, if not
either very heavy or helcl down by the shield, are liable to be jumped
up by the firing of the gun over them, and they should therefore
form a flat invert arch held down by the piers. '£bis precaution is
very necessary.

Section of work.-In front of the casemate, the face of the piers
should be set back 10 feet from the edge of the escarp, as shewn
by the dotted line iu Plate XXI., and the shield 4 feet behind that
again; this is intended to give secm·ity against a shot penetrating
just under the shield, and disturbing tlie floor of the casemate and
the racers, for with this arrangemeut, a shot striking anywhere
near the top of tlie escarp wo11ld probably be defected, and turn out
before reacliing the sliield.
Ranye clials and ,fighting lante,·ns.-Tbe only fittings on the piers
will be the sockets for Tremlett's fightiJJg lanterns, naval pattern,
and the range dials by which the position of the ships to be fired
at is indicated to the men at the guns. Of the latter, more will be
said in connection with range finding in Lecture VII.
Tbe sockets of the fighting lanterns are little bits of metal
shaped to take the flat hook of the lantern. A drawing will
be fouml in the litbo. which accompanied I.G.F.'s Memo.,
dated 30tb October, 1878, on Ge•\·1~ 0- 6,
The lanterns are intended to enable tbe batteries to be fought at
night; two of them are allotted to each gun-casemate, and they
should be piaced so as to atlOrd tho best general light for the men
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working, while at the same time they should not be visible from the
exterior.
The best place must be determined by experiment in
each battery, but as a 1nle this is found to be the side of the pier
about abreast of the front of the platform when it is in the centre
of the emplacement.
The light can be screened from the front by turning round the
reflector, which is mo,eable.
It may be observed that in addition to these lamps, the No. 1 of
the detachment would he provided ,vith a hand lamp to read the
grad,,ated arcs by, aud also that other lamps will be required about
the battery to give light to the men b1-inging up ammunition.
CASEMATE ROOFS AND 'fHEIR FrrTINGS.

Arched roof-The casemate arches are, internally, from about 20
feet to 22 feet span in the rear part, with a rise of 6 feet, and a
height at the springing of 6 feet also, so that the casemate is 12 feet
high in the centre.
The cross arch may he from 10 feet t0 15 feet span, with a height
in the centre equal to tha.t of the main arch.
In the front part of the casemate, the arch slopes down to meet
the top of the shield.
There is room for a good deal of variety of opinion as to the
manner in which this sloping arch should be built, a11d how the
arch stones and springers should be cut.
'rhe exact arrangeweut adopted does not much matter as far as
the arch is concerned if it be solidly built, but it will be found
necessary to give it careful consideration before beginning the
construction. I myself pt'efer makiug the curve of the s]oping arch
the same as that of the main case mate .areb, all(l setting the centering at an inclinati011 to the horizon, and at right angles to the
crown; the springing ~tones being stepped to suit the arch stones.
There is, of course, a gt·oin at the int,ersection of the sloping arch
with that over the shield, and several at the intersection of the
sloping, main, and cross arches; I believe, though, that this is the
simplPst mode of construction. An elliptical cross section can be
used if wished, or a sloping springi11g; or, what is sometimes a
good arrangement, the intersectiom:; of the arches, instead of being
groined, may be ribbed like a Gothic arch. This suits the case of
there being a limited supply uf goud material, which should be
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used for the ribs, rinrl the inferior stuff for the filling-in between
them.
The front of the arch, aB of the piers, should he granite or hard
stone, and it should be carried back, for several feet at least, in
ashlar masonry. Brickwork or concrete can be used if there is
nothing better available, or if economy is a great object, but in this
case it might be advisable to have an iron hood in the interior, connected with the shield frame, which would serve to support and
strengthen the arch.
The external arch stones should be massive ; they are usually
built in two rings in the manner shewn in the drawing, Plate XX.,
where the correct positions of the joiuts is given, and the intersections of the curves for an arch for a 12-foot shield.
Overhead loops.-In the arch are fixed two or three iron loops
for suspending the guu to during the process of mounting it. They
are made of bar iron 2 inches diameter, bent into a loop 5 inches
across.

The ends are from 4 to 6 feet long, and pass up into the arch and
through an iron plate, in size 1 foot 6 inches by 11 inches by½ inch,
on which they rest by means of nuts. The loops are placed on the
centre line of the casemate facing to the side, their positions varying according to the nature aud weight of the gun that is mounted,
they being at the following central distances from the pivot of the
gun:For 12-ton R.M.L., 6' o', and 17'.
9' O", and 19' 6".
18-ton
6' 6", and 13' 6" and 19'.
25-ton
6' 6", and 16' 6" and 22'.
38-ton
The positions of the loops for the new long B.L. guns will
probably be different, but will depend on the mode of mounting
adopted, and the positions of the centres of gravity of the guns.
Slinging side-arms.-In 38-ton gun casemates, there are also
fittings for slinging the side-arms, as laid down in List of Changes,
para. 354~, 1st June, 1879. These consist of two small eyeholts iu
the arch on the right-barrel side, with hooks on the side of the pier,
and a loop of tarred rope near the front of the casemate. The
heads of the sponges and rammers are put into the loop of rope,
and the euds hauled up by tackle attached to the eyebolts. The
tackle is supplied by the artillery.
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E,ciel'io,· ~f cascnwte ,-o~f.-Over the casema,te arch should be
Portland cement concrete, making up.a total thickness of from 4 feet
6 inches to 5 feet from the soffi.t.
'!.'he top of. this should be rendered with cement or asphalted, and
it would be a good thing in addition if the asphalte could be
covered with about 3 feet of soil which would preserve it from
deterioration.
Loading bar.-There is another fitting in a casemate which is
fixed to the shield frame when it is present, but which must be
providtd in any case-that is, a loading bar.
It is a short, strong i,·on bar fixed over, and just in front of the
point where the muzzle of the gun comes in recoil, and to it is
hooked the tackle which is used in raising the shot to the muzzle.
Fittings to the shield.-There are two other fittings to the shield
which may be mentioned in order to complete the account of a
casemate-the mantlets and port bar.
l\lantlets.-The mantlets are ruade of interwoven rope, and are
hung up behind all ironwork to prevent rivet heads or such like
flying into the work if the exterior be struck. rrhey are of a resisting power which just aclmiti:; the penetration o{ a ~1:artini bullet,
so that it would come through with hardly any remaining velocity.
They are of a va.riety of shapes to suit different forms of shield.
The po1·tions close to the gun are made movea.b]e, being hung on a
bar, so that they can he pushed close up against the gun at any
deg,.ee of training.
They are soaked in chloride of calcium to prevent their being
ignited by the blast of the gun. See Eq>tipme11t R,gulations, 1881,
paras. 26~ to 269 .
Port bar.-The port bar is an iron bar put across the port
during the operations of loading, to hold up the end of the rammer
stave, and make it easier to manipu1ate.
Nitmber and nature of gnn to be painted up.-On the merlon, or
over the shield, in some conspicuous place, should he painted up
the number and nature of the gun, thui : n-in., 2:!t':;n"; R.M.L.
The numbering is irrespective of calibre, and in all cases begins
on the right of the battery. (See Army Cinulars, Clause 141,
September, 1877).
Oasemate with frou roof-In the case of a casemate with iron
overhead cover, the fittings are exact1y the same as for a masonry
casemate. The floor is the same; the piers are built to suit the
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ironwork, with masonry up to the top of the ironwork, and then
the whole A,r ea is covered with cement concrete ronnded down to
the front (see Plate XXI.). '!.'his rounding may be formed with
brick set in asphalte, or with asphalte tiles set in cement.
The shielcl which will be used in futare works will probably be
15 feet wide and of the Seaforth construction, i.e., supported top
and bottom by horizontal girders, with their "nds built into the piers.
With this shield, and merlons of the proper size, that is, about
30 feet long, it is probable that the expense of a casemated battery
would be so great that it would be preferable to have a continuous
iron front. The 15-foot shield, however, will be useful for isolated
case mates.
MODE OF LOADING ,

Jfocle of loading in a caseniate.-Tbe mode of loading in a casemate is generally as follows :
The gun being run back, two men stand in front of the muzzle,
and sponge, receiving the side-arms from the right.hand side of the
gun.

The cartridge is then brought up on the left-hand side in its zinc
cylinder on a man's shoulder, the lid taken off, the cartridge extracted and inserted into the bore.
In the case of the 38-ton gun, the two half-charges are brought
up by two men carrying them by means of bars run through the
handles on their lids. The powder is thus much safer from machine ·
gun bullets, than when on men's shoulders.
The projectile is then brought up on a shell truck, the latter
being made with four wheels, so that it may be got over the racers
and racer sinkings; it ie hoisted to the muzzle by means of a tackle
hooked to the loading bar, and with the fall taken through a snatch
block on the platform, and the two men at the muzzle enter it.
They then adjust the head of the rammer, and the whole charge is
rammed home with the aid of several of the detachment at
the rammPr bell-ropes. They then ram home the wedge wad, and
the guu can now be run up, traversed, elevated, primed and fired.
It will be noticed that tbe principal operations of loading are
carried on close to the open port i thi~ is unavoidable with an M.L.
gun, and it is one of the principal advantages cler:ved from breechloading in casemateR, that it can be done with the gun run up, and
the mantlets closed.
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This short Jescription of the mocle of loading is girnn in order to
nti:-;ist in realizing the operations, so that the necessary r--pace may
he left for them iu designing uew cnsemates.
Fol' fnrther particnlars, see the AlaniwJ of b'iege ancl Garrison

Attillery, 187~. 11
2. BARBE'r'l'E DETAILS.
The followiug is ::t description of a barbette emp1acemPnt, such as
has be~u recently coust,ructect. Some of the details will be altered
when uu<lor-coYcr Joa.cling is adopted, but the changes in the actual
emplace::nent will not be extensive. rrhey are mentioned at the end
of the cle::.cri ption. For a drawing of a barbette emph\Cement for a
heavy gun see Plate XXII.
Acluol zn·vot.-To begin with the centrei the actual pivt1t, which
is always used in C and D pi"Vot emplacements, is usually an old
gnn-a 2.,1; or 32 -pr. S.B. ::,;.oliJly set in concrete. If a gun cannot
be procured, a cast iron pi,ot block made for the purpose can be
used.
The artillery supply, together with the carriage, a steel plug wllich
passes through a hole in a plate fixed under the platforru, into the
bore of t,his gun. 1t is macle to fit tbe 24-pl'. or 32-pr. used .
Racers.-Arouncl the pivot is the rncer or racers. These are set
on granite blocks, like the rear r acers in Cilsemates, or on iron chairs,
as will be hereafter described, their position being determined by
the pivot.
'The dntm .--Tlie drum on which the racers stand is best made
entireJy of concrete without any brick Ol' stone edgings.
By
having the whole in one mass, much greater solidity is attained,
ancl the liability to displacement under the st,rain of fo·ing r eclucod
to a m inimum.
Fo1mdatio11.-The depth of the foundation for the drum will
depend oo local circumstances, but jt shou ld never L,e less than
5 feet thick, or it may get cracked aw~y from the pi,ot, and should
always go clown to solid ground. It is worth ,vhile with a big gun
to ta.ke pains that no disturbance of tLe surrounding parapet or
soil sha11 affect .it, so as to inj ure its rapidity or nf'curacy of fi re,
arnl this can on ly be attained with certainty by carrying the
founllations of the racers and pivot down to some point which shall
Le quite out uf th e l'each ul' d.1c eu~rny'.t:i prujectile:;. It is worth
N
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wl1ile going dowu 30 feet to get a i,olicl base; indeed, it ~s que~t~onable whether it is advisable to mount heavy guns at all 1n pos1t10ns
where their foundations cannot be made quite secure. They are
very easily deranged, and heavy shell will be very effective against
earthwork.
Of course, while the mttterial of the drum should always be the
best Portland cement concrete, that of the foundation may sometimes be of i11ferior quality .
Su,nken loading wuy .-Outside the clrum comes the sunken loading way, which contains the loading stage rails. These rails are
about l¾ inches wide, aud 3¼ inches deep, and the gauge is 2 feet
10 inches. They are bedded in concrete so as to project -fl- of an
inch above it, and care must be taken that this height is kept
clear or tl,e moveable loading stage will be thrown off tbe rails by
its flanges striking the concrete.
There is a tendency for the stage to leave the rails, and one is to
be tried with flanges ¾ of an inch deep to its tracks instead of
½ an inch. If this alterati,m be adopted, the rails will have to
project higher above the concrete. The stage will not go round a
shat·per curve than one with a radius of about 8 feet 6 inches to the
centre between the raiJs. The rails must be kept 4½ inches from the
face of the parapet, or the stage will foul the parapet in going round.
The rails may be procured bent to the proper curve through the
War Office, from Messrs. Bird and Co., Laurence Pountney Hill,
London, E.C., who have the rolls for making the proper section;
any rail, however, of nearly the same section may be used.
The moveable loading stage ;1nd its rails will be unnecessary with
under-cover loading, still in cases where it exists it will be advisable
to retain it, in case of n.ccident to the fittings 0£ the other system.
Parr,.pel.-The inner pal't 0£ the parapet should be of concrete,
8 to 12 feet thick, so as to give thorough protection to the <hum,
and to give a 1100d surface fo1· the gun to fire over. This upper
surface must be well finished or the gun will find it out, for while
even the blast of the 100-t,on gun lrns no effect on good concrete,
yet a much smaller gun will break up inferior stuff. No rendering
or patching will stand more than a £ow rounds.
The inner face of the parapet is usually provided with recesses to
enable men to get out of the way of the loading st,age, and with
shelves fm· projectiles. 'l.'he recesses are 5 feet 6 i11ches high, 3 feet
6 inches wide, and 18 inche~ deep.
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8h•ll shelves.-The shelves for projectiles are ,-lso recessed in
the parapet, and are made of dimensions to suit the gnu.
Those for a 10-inch gun are 2 feet 9½ inches long, and 10 inches
deep.
The projectile rests on an oak, or other bard wood slab, and the
surface of this slab is arranged to be level with the top of the
loading stage.
The object of these shelves is to enable projectiles to be kept
ready for use close to the gun, in a con~enient position for loading.
If movea,ble loading stages be done away with, these will follow
them.
Riagbolts.-Round the emplacement three or four strong ringbolts are fixed fol' convenience iu mounting the gun, as in casemates.
They are usually placecl above the shell shelves about 2 feet
below the crest. They should be countersunk so as to be out of
the way.
Eyebolt.,.-At a height of one foot above the floor of the sunken
way, are several small eyebolts to take the suatch blo,·k of the
tackle. which is attached to the muzzle derrick for raising the shell
to the muzzle.
They may be made off of an inch round iron 1 with an eye l½ inches
in diameter, and are fixed in the man recesses when there are any.
Foundations of JHtrap et.-The foundations of the co □ crete portion
of the parapet require to be carried deeply clown; not so much to
avoid displacement as in the case of the foundation of the drum. on
which the gun stands (for a settlement of the parapet does uot
matter mnch), but in order to protect the drum from t-be enemy's
projectiles. Emplacements exist which are fairly strong flown to
the level of the interior, but from the concrete stopping short a.t
that point it wonld be easy for a heavy shell to penetrn,te uncleru.eath
tbe gun, and to blow up the whole affair.
'rhe concrete of the parapet should stop either at solid gruund
sufficiently firm to cause a shell to turn upwards, or shoukl be contiuued downward till there is a sufficient mass ot' parapet in front
of it to secure it from being undermined, so to speak. Of course
the quality of the concrete may be reduced as it descends ; the
thickness must be uniform, or increasing, for constructional reasons.
Derrich or Javit.-The only fitting of a barbette emplacement
that remains for notice is the derrick or dfl.vit used to raise projectiles from the ground to the loading stage. '!'bis is fixed a,t auy
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convenient co1·ner in rear of the emplacem ent, and the loading stage

rails are brought up to it.
The derrick, as it is erroneously called, is a small jib crane ma.de of
2-incb bar iron. rt is 4 feet big b, and has a 1•adius of 2 feet 7½
inches to the centre of the eye "t the end. It is supported at top
and bottom by bars built into the side of the merlon.
rrhe davit is simi1a1· to an ordinary ship's davit; it is made of
R-incb bar il'on tapered to 2 ii1ches at the encl where there is a,n eye
and ring. It is 8 feet 6 lnches high , and its lower end rests in a
shoe let into the floor of t.!10 emplacement. It is further supported
a,t about 4 feet from the ground by an iron bar built iuto the wall
of the merlon. It has a radius of 3 feet. 'l'he davit will be used
with under-cover loading.
The centre of the eve at the end of the derrick must be at least
3 feet 9 iuches above the loading stage, or 7 feet 3 incLes above the
ground, to euable the projectile to be put on the stage.
Tackle with a double and a treble block is used to lift heavy
shell by the davit or derrick.
Nnmber of tlte g1m.-On the side of the merlon close tn the gun
should be painted up its number and nature, thus- lO-in., :~to:~-R.'M.L.

Nmnbei·ing from the right.-The numbering is irrespective of
calibre, and commences on the right of tbe battery or part of the
w01·k in which the gum; are mounted.
(See Clause 141, Army
Circular.<, September, 1877.)
l\foDE 01' LOADING.

Mode of loa..·1iw,.-rrhe following is a sh01·t description of the
mode of loading.
The projectile is brought up from the shell store in a truck and
hoisted on to the moveable loading-stage by the davit. The stage
is then run round under tbe muzzle of the gun; two men get
on it and sponge ont. The cartridge, which has been brought up
from the store in ih=; zinc cylinder, and extracted from it in the
sunken way, ls then handed up to them and they put it into the gun.
The projectile is tl,en hoisted to the muzzle by means of tackle
hooked to the mu:1.zle dPrrick, a.ncl worked by the detachment in
tl1e sunken wa.y. T]1e men on the stage enter the Rhot, adjust the
rammer and help to r::im home; it takes 8 men to ram home a
12·5-inch shot; they apply their force hy means of "hat are termed
bell ropes affixed to the mmrner.
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Any eleva.t.ing, or tr,1versing as well as priming the gun is done
from the level of the drnu:i.
It will be seen that the protection for the gun detachment is far
from complete, and, in particular, that the actual operation of
loading depends on the two men who are most exposed of all.

3. UNDER-COVER LOADING.
Rea,· loading for 38-ton gw,s.-lu order to remedy this and also
with a view to get increased rapidity of fire by giving the men
more room tu work in, a plan was tried at Cliff End Battery of
t.t1rning a 38-ton gun to the re;n• to loa.d. A fixe<l. stage or "luading
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"pillar" was built against one of the merlons, carrying a cast-iron
trough on which the shot wn.s deposited b.Y means of a davit. 'l1he
traversing gear of the gun was altered to allow of its being worked
from the levei of the sunken way, the tail of the drnm being cut
away so that there should be no interference with the traversing
gear in any position. ,Vhen it was required to lvad, the gun was
turued round to the rear, sponged out,1 and the cartridge entered,
and then turned to the trough aud depressed to 8°. 'l'he shot was
then rammed home in the orJinary manner, but the men having
pleuty of room were able to work with greater freedom,
'1,he results were so satisfactory that it was determined to have a
fresh trial "'ith additional modifications. rPhe loading trough is to
be enlarged so as to contain both the shot and cartridge in
readiness for the gun ; the traven;ing geal' is to be worked from a
fixed winch in rear of the gun, the power being taken to the
platform by means of shafting, and the elevating, pointing and
firing is to be done from the sunken way under the chase of tLe gun.
In order to perl.ll.it of the gun baing fired without inconvenience to
a man in this position, the radius of the emplacement has been
reduced by 3 feet.
To carry out these proposals an alteration of the elevating gear
has to be matle, reflecting sights fitted and an electric firer devised.
The No. 1 of the guu will then have the powet· of following every
movement of an object aml of tiring the instant he wishes.
If these altera.tions <ll'e successful tbe rapidity of fire wi11 be
inc1·eased; the gnn detachment will be always under cover, except
(for a short time) tl1e man who serves the vent and primes; and the
a iming wi ll be much -improved. In fact the barbette 10ounting of
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a 38-ton R.M.L. gun in a C pivot emplacement will be really
satisfactory.
Uncle,·-cover loacling genernlly.-It remains however to deal with all
the other heavy service R.l\LL. guns which are mounted e,i ba,·belte.
For these it has recently been decided to alter the traversing
gear of the guns mounted on C pivot racers, so as to enable it to be
worked from the Jeye] of the sunken way, and to load from behind
the traverses, the shot being placed in an iron trough on a "loading
"pillar" in readiness to be rammed home, lo a similar manner to
the first experiment with the 38 ton g un, but with a modificat,ion
which will enable the rammer to be always in position for use.
This involves making the drums circular and constructing the
fixed loading pillars.
It has not been thought expedient to incur the expense that would
be involved in making arrangements for elevating or aiming from
under cover.

These alterations will evidently much improve the security of the
detachments. They have not yet been actually tried, but will be
shortly.
It can, however, I think, he already laid down that the service
R. :M.L. guns, arranged for under.cover loading, will not be able to
fire over a larger a,rc than 160°, and that a space of 30 feet on either
side of the pivot should be allowed for working a 10-inch gun;
rather more for a 12·5-inch, mther less for a 9-incb. It follows
from this that it is not every emplacement that can be altered for
under-cover loading.
It may be observed that the reduction in the size of the drum from
which the gun is fired will render very solid building necessary, or it
will be shaken and displaced by the shock of recoil.
R.iLL. guns mounted on D pivot racers cannot be treated in this
way ; lucki1y there are very few of them, other than 9-incb. A
pivot emplacements must, I think, either be converted to C pivot or
shielded, if additional protection be required.
Sir lV. Armstrong's p1·olected barbette.-A system of under-cover
loading, which has been worked out by Sir W. Armstrong for long
R .M.L. guns, and which has been used by some Governments, is
about to be tried at Shoeburyness. The essential part of it is a long
pivotted trough, ln which lie the charge and the rammer, and whil'h
is sheltered from fire by the parapet or is placed iu a loa<ling
chamber.
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'rhe gun is t.urnf'cl to one Aide and cleprcssecl to load, n.ncl the
charge raised to the mnzzlc by pivott,ing the trough; it is tben
rammed home by working a winch, from whicl1 the po\ver is communicated to the rammer by a wll'e rope.
A further description of it in its present stage might prove of
sma.11 value, while, at the same time, one cannot forecast the
alterations that may be made in it,. There are, howe\'er, three
characteristics that can hardly be changed, and which must affect
any decision as to its employment; they are the following :-the
emplacement, with the ramme1· chambers, must cover a great deal
of ground; it must be -rery difficult to give it efficient protection
1tgainst enfilade fire; and the accuracy of the fittings must be
extreme, or the lo'ttliug arrangements will fail to act.

4. RACERS.
The most important part of a heavy gun emplacement is t,he
ra.cer on which the platform moves.
'rhe facility with which the gun is traversed depends on the
truth of t!:ie surface of the racer, and the accuracy with which it has
been laid; the entire shock of discharge is transmitted to it through
the trucks, and has to be resisted by the security of its fixing; and,
611ally, the datum level for all parts of the emplacemeut is some
point on its upper surface, for on the level of tl1e racer, of cou1·se,
depends the exact height of the gun.
Racers are either of wrought iron or steel. Wrought iron is
used for the smaller guns, 7-iuch and 9-inch R.M.L., but for heavier
guns steel is used, as it was found that long continued firing dented
the softer metal.
Also, for the sake of increased sh·engtb, the old flanged form
of racer used for guns up to 25 tons \.-Yeigbt was develuped i11to
a solid steel bar for the 35 and 38-ton guns.
The dimensions will be found in I.G.F's. Circular, No. 250, dated
26th September, 1876.
A lso see Table of Racers, Lecture V., p. 153.
Racer blocks.-Racers are laid either on stone or concrete,
usually the former.
'l'he stone used should be granite, or, if that cannot be procured,
n. bard limestone, or perhaps sandstone. The blocks are usually laid
in a polygonal form, following generally the curve of the racer, and
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ln setting them lt is necessary to be careful that th_e racer does not
lie too near the eclge of the st0ne. Before ordermg the stones a
plan of the racers should be made on a good large r-wale, and the
racer blocks drawn on it, so as to get the best dimensions and the
joints in the right place.
Rear racer blocks for the 10-inch gun are usually about 5 feet by
2 feet by 2 feet.
In shielded empln.cement,s a floor of granite blocks is often
provided, on whiiih t he shield and the front racer rests.
Here care should be taken not to let the racer cut across a joint
:.it a ve ry acute angle, as any feather edges of stone are likely to be
broken.
Racer blocks must be firmly and truly set, and thell· upper surfaces
should be carefull y levellecl; for the racer, which has to resist the
shock of recoil, is supported solely by beiug sunk a slurt distance
into the stone. If the top of the stone be not level there must be
places where this support is less than it was designed to be, all(l at
a weak place, such as this, the stone might flake away unclel' the
effect of continuous firing.
Racer si11l.-ing: Settin1 unt.-A£ter the blocks are set, the sinking
for the racers shoulU. be cut.
It should be set out, not by a tape or measuring rocl, but by a
wooden trammel made to the radius of the racer and carefnily
tested .
In the case of a barbette emplacement, a plug must be made to
fit into the pivot with the exact centre marked on it.
In a shielded emplacement a little hole should be drilled in the
iron at the position of the imagiuary pivot, which will serve as the
r.entre of the trammel, and, in tlie future, as the datum point for
various oth er measurements.
In an emplacement which has not yet got its shield, the
imaginary })ivot mnst be localised as nearly as possible.
It is usually 8 inches inside the front of the f,;ont plate of the
shield, and the proposed position of the frout plate will , of course,
be known; bu t large masses of irouwork are uever exactly true, and
the proper position of the pivot, when the 8hielcl is put in, is pretty
sure to be funnel different to what it ·was assumeJ to be. Theu it
is necessary to cut the ironwork about the port to get the proper
training for the gun. This is one of the troubles incident on
building a work without its shields aud inserting them afterwards.

The trammel must be made so as not to benrl or twist, 01· it wi ll
not give the true radius.
'l'hc W. 0. litho. which accompanied I. G . F's . Memo., dated
21-11-77 in Genls!fo, 5 is a clm,wjng of one Uf:;ed for setting out the
38-ton gun racers for the Spitheacl fol'ts, and may be adapted for
ot her places.
Cutting the race,· sinl.-ing .-Having set out the sinking, it should
be cut by a good masun, who had better be paid by the clay and not
by the job, so tbat he shall haYe no inducement to hurry his work.
The sinking should be slightly unuercut so that the mixture ·of
4 parts lead and 1 part zinc, erroneously called an amalgam, with
which the racer is run in, may get a goocl hold. The mixture is
used instead of pure lead as being harder.
The bottom of the sinking shoulcl be as level throughout as it is
possib le to get it, and no deeper than is actually required.
Any little ]lollows left uncler the racer mean that tbe latter is unsup.
ported at those points unless the amalgam of lead ancl zinc, when run in,
completely fills it, and of its doing tbis it is impossible to make sure.
'rl10 proper depth below the pirnt to which the sinking should be
carried is found by levelling the top of the trammel which was
nseU fol' setting ont the 1·u,cer, an<l the best way to test the level of
the bottom of t,Le sinking is to pour some ·wn.ter into it, wllich will
reveal all the little ln10bs and hollows.
The racer must now be placed in the sinking and teste<l for level
with the tmmmel and spirit le"1"el. It will very likely be found that
it is not quite trne in parts, but has been very sligbtly twisted or
bent; this may be corrected sometimes by putting tltiu packing
pieces of iron nncler the racer where required to raise it. These
are often necessities, but n,re always evils, as preventing the racer
from being evenly supported.
I believe that, racers are now sent from Woolwich packed in
wood cases, so that they a.rrive in better condition tba.n they miec1 to
do when they had no cases and were Yery roughly treated on being
landed from ships.
If the racer be much out of truth and camiot, be corrected, a
fres h one should be demanded; not that a l ittle irregularity wil I
affect the traversi11g of the platform, bnt it will aftE'ct the r,;ights and
graduated elevating arc of the gnn.
The racer wi ll have to be lifted arnl lo,vered seYcr al times during
the process of testing.
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The easiest wn,_y to do it is by means of some pieces of wire round
it. Care of com·se must be takeu that they do not toucb the stone
or the racer would rest on them. Little groves might be cut to
receive them.
Intbehthographattacbed tol.G.E"s circular No. 2,50, is sbewnaelip
for attachment to heavy racers, which can be made and used if wished.
'fhe racer having been adjusted, it must wait for the arrival of
the platform before being leaded in.
1'he platform must be placed in position and traversed round to
ensure the fit of tbe racer and trucks.
When this is done, tlie racer has received its final adjustment
and can be run with amalgam.
Leading in the racer.-Before doing so it is advisable to heat the
racer and tbe groove in which it lies, so that the melted amalgam
may not be chilled and set before it has bad time to penetrate into
all the little crevices.
This may be done by heaping it with hot ashes, taking care to
sweep them all away again before using the amalgam.
I ron chafrs usecl instead of racer blocks.-Iu some localities it is
difficult to obtain blocks of stone fit for use as racer blocks, and in
such a case the racers may be set on iron chairs in concrete i this
lias been done for guns up to 25 tons weight, but cannot be done for
anything heavier as the chairs can only be used with flanged racers.
The ch•irs are of the shape of an inverted U with turned out ends;
they are of wrought irou, 1 inch thick and generally 3 inches wide,
except when intended to be used at the joints of the racers, where
they are 6 inches wide.
They are 1 foot deep over all, and have a flat surface 7 inches
wide at the top for the racer to rest on.
The racers are fixed to them by screws and nuts; the screws are
similar to thos1J used in fixing the spuds when the racers are set in
stone, but they have to be rather longer and must be specially
demanded.
'rhe racers are supplied with the screw holes bored, but the holes
in the cbai rs should be bored on the spot, so as to ensure perfect
fitting of the screws.
The best way of setting these ra.cers is to finish the concrete up
to the level of the bottom of the cbairs; then to fix together tbe
racer and chairs, and to level the whole by packing under the chairs,
using a trammel as for racers set in stone.
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When the racer is adjusted, fill in very carefolJy with ratlier fine
concrete, takiug grea.t care that it is close round all the chairs and
comes well up underneath the racer.
The concrete must be allowed plenty of time to set before mounting the gun.
What is said here about racers applies equalJy to barbette and
caseroate emplacements.
I have gone somewhat minutely into the subject of racers, because
racers sha1·0 with magazines the distinction of being the subjects
about which questions mrn~t commonly arise with the Artillery, as
most directly affecting their "materiel/' and it is therefore advisable
to thoroughly comprehend the minutire connected with them.

5.

GENERAL ARRANGEi\IENT OF BATTERIES.
0ASEMA'fE BATTERIES.

As a rule casemated batteries are built in two stories, the guns
above, the magazines below, and the ammunition is served up through
lifts, either behind the merlons or in the rear piers of the casemates.
Positio1L uf l{/lS.-This arrangement is a convenient one if plenty
of lifts be provided, ancl of these there should, if possible, not be
less than one, either for shell or for cartridges, to each gun : that is
to say, there should not be more than two sets of men going to the
same lift for ammunition.
Much of the convenience of the battery depends on the position
of t.he exits of the lifts with regard to the gun.
'1.1he best place for them is in the rear piers of the casemates, as
in the batter,v shewn in l'lctte XXI. When they are there the
necessary manipnlation of the shells and cartl'idges is done in a
sufficiently la.rge space and away from the men working the gun,
and when they are ready to be brought up for loading they crtn be
taken straigbt to the point where they are wanted, without any
dodging behiud tbe tail of the platform, aud withuut having to serve
the gun from the wrong side.
In a great many of our old works, however, the shells are served
from the rettr and the cartridges from behind the merlons. 'l'his is
convenient ennugb, but tbe spa.ce behind the merlons is wanted for so
many things, that it is better not to occupy it with the ammunition
service; moreoYer, the merlons are liable to be put out of shnpe by the
blows of projectiles, so that the lifts there might in this manner be
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rendered useless, and the fire from the battery much delayed; also
an explosion near the hertd of tbe lift, which might be coillu.rnnicated
to the magazine below, is more likely to occur here, close to the
ports, than in the more remote position.
Position of '1nagazines.-Iu batteries built on restricted sites or on
such as require expensive foundations, placing the magazines under
the gun casemates is obviously the best plan to adopt, as it keeps
the area of the fort at a minimnm.
Protection to magazines.-The chief difficulty lies in g iving suffi.
cient protection to the magazines against heavy projectiles. Not
ma.ny years ago l·± feet of gm,uite and masonry was considered
ample for their sect1rity ; now, we have increased the protection of
many magazines to 40 feet, and tbis is not excessive in the face of
the 100-ton gun, and CJf others which are b1::ing produced, and which
though of less weight will have quite as much penetrative power.
In distant places where fil'st-class i,·onclrtcls are not likely to be
seen, we may be satisfied •;vith a less thickness, say 30 feet, and a
section might be adopted such as is sbewn in dotted lines on
Plate XXI.
Arrangement o.f nwyazines.-A plan of magazines to suit this section might consist of alternate shell and cartridge stores witb serving
rooms between them, from which the lifts would pass to the g un
flooe . Tlie shell stores can be left open to the ammunition passage;
the cart,ridge stores sLonlcl be closed in, and the doorway hung with
a rope mantlet door to reduce the risk of an explosion .
A lamp passage would run along the front of the stores and would
light tl1e ammunition passage through the sheJl stores and serving
rooms.
There should be storage for 100 rounds per guu.
On the gun floor the lifts issue in the middle of the rear piers of
the casemates, which are rather larger than is u sual. If it were
des ired to economize by shortening them the lifts might issue in
the open air. Part of the covering of the magazine would then
lose the protection of the roof of the casemate, but this is not of
much consequence.
Alter,iu,live position of mayazines.-In some cases where there is
plenty of room for the works, it may be found economical not to
place the n.1aga.zines nuder the gun casen1ate8, but to keep them
independeut. In such n- c:.~se tbey are best placed on the flanks of
a battery, where they can be thoroughly well protected ancl whem
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the service of nmmunition can be arranged to be entirely on the
level of tlie gnu floor, thus avoiding the necessity of lifts. Any
n.nangement of the ammunition chambers cau be adopted that appears convenient, cal'e being taken that the service is easy, and that
the men supplying different gnns do not interfere with one another.
For this reason the shell passag-e had better be distinct from the
cartridge passage.
'l'he rule of not allowing more than two guns to depend on one
point of issue for shell or for cartridge should always be observed;
that is to say, if one magazine has to serve three or four guns, a
serving room should be provided "·ith two issue hatches.
Four guns to one magazine should be the maximum allowed.
The app1icn.tion of this arrangement of magazines to a battery
with a large number of guns would cause it to be broken up into
gronps separated by a considerable interval, a disposition which
presents va.rious advantages; the casemates would be more difficult
to hit than if they were all t.ogether, any injury would be isolated,
the superintendence of each of the independent groups of guns
would be easy, and there would be less interference from smoke.
Bringing the guns into a work.-Room must always be left for
bringing the guns iuto the battery. If there is any doubt about
there being enough space, a cardboard template of the gnn emu be
In cases where it cannot be clone in
applied to the plan to test it.
any other way the guns may be introduced through the roof, which
would be completecl over them.
Over the entrances of sea forts, where 38-ton gnus are mounted,
a strong cantilever with hoisting gear is fixed, so that the guns can
be raised from a barge and run into the entrance.
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF BARBE'I'TE BATTERIES.

In speaking here of barbettes, 0 pivot emplacements only """ referred to, as neither A nor D pivot should any longer be constructed.
Iniel'vals UetwPen the yuns.-The first thing to be considered is, at
what distance apart shall the guns be placed ?
In some of our old works, where 9-inch R.1'1.L. guns have been
mounted, the distance is as little a.s 30 feet, fu1tl there a.re no raised
bomiettes to separate one from the other. I lrn,ve not heen in any
one of these batteries while the guns were being fh·ecl, but the effects
of concussion on the detachments of the guns adjacent to the one
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fit·cd 1uust be very uuplea8ant. :M oreover, from the want of traverses,
and from the nearness of the guns to one another, an enemy's projectiles are not likely to fail to produce an effect, wherever tliey may
fall in the battery.
In later constl'uctious the interval between t.110 guns has been
much increased, so that it has risen to from 90 to 100 feet. This
permits of the isolation of tbe guns by large and solid traverses, at
least 30 feet wide at the top, without retaining walls, and formed
with easy slopes, which would exercise some real effect in checking
project.iles, and which would not be blown to pieces by a shell exploding in them.
The separation of the g uns would probably limit any injury to a
single emplacement, and their distance 8JJa1·t would render it necessal'y for the enemy to aim definitely at one in particular and not,
so to speak, to "fire into the brown."
It would be desirable to separate the guns, so that the fragments
of any one shrapnel shell, which, of all projectiles, covers the large.st
area, should not be able to strike the men in two emplacements.
To do this, however, the interval would have to be ll10re than 100
feet, fol' the latel'al dispersion of a 64-pr. shrapnel is 150 feet, and
that of the Jargel' guns is probably greater, bat it is not often that
the conclitions of the site on which a battery bas to be built will
admit of such an extension as this.
If, however, it be possible to do it, the guns may be spaced at 100
yards instcacl of 100 feet.
Enfilade fire will be always very trying to a barbette battel'y of
heavy gun~, on account of t he space the battery mu.st cover, which
makes it easy to strike somewhere within it. No amount of traverses
can wholly remedy this, and barbette batte,·ies shonl<l, whenever it
can be done, be so placed as to be free from the danger ofenfilacle ;
if that be not possible there sboulcl be high traverses, and wide
interva ls between the guns i without these precautions f!o battery
cannot be expected to be long in action without being si lenced.
Communication in 1·ear.-A.1ong the rear of a barbette battery
should run a way sunken about 7 feet below the level of the emplacements, so as to give additional security to the communications
bet,ween one point of tl1e battery and another, and al~o to afford
access to the expense ammunition stores.
Positir)lt of ammunition stores.-Tbesc may be either under the
traverses or nuder the gun emplacements. TLc former poi:;itiun ii:;
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tLc commonest iu old works, as by adopting it the convenience was
gained of serving the ammunition to the guns on tbe level or
nearly so, but without the use of a great deal of concrete, sufficient
protection cannot now be got in this position, except for stores of
srnall dimensions; the floors even of these must be sunk below
tbe level of the emplacements, unless the guns are very widely
spaced, and the traverses consequently very large. It resuHs from
this, that the guns can no longer be served on the level directly
from the ammunition stores.
Being therefore obliged to use either ramps or lifts for bringing
up the ammunition, and masses of concrete being required for the
protection of the stores, it is evident that the concrete par,i.pet which
has to be built round the gun emplacement, and which has to be
carried down some depth to protect the foundations of the drum,
may be utilised to cover the ammunition stores as well, by placing
them behind it and under the level of the emphwement.
It is best not to place the stores immediately under the gnu but
in rear of the drum, as it is then posible to inspect the roofing,
and to keep it waterproof, while if it were under the drum the
asphalte might be cracked by the firing, and could not be mended.
:riioreover, the emplacement and the stores being quite distinct from
one another, can be altered independently; this is a consideration
always to be kept in mind in matters of fortification, since changes
are constantly taking place.
From this position, the ammunition can be hoisted to the emplacement level by means of lifts issuing in rear of the merlons on
each side, points which are convenient for tlie present mode of loading, and will also be well suited to side or rear loading, as tbe
charges will be delivered close to the muzzle of the gun.
If the concrete part of the parapet be 10 feet thick, ancl formed
approximately into a semicircle or horse-shoe shape, it will be
found in the case of a 10-inch R.M.L. gun, that there is room
enough bebincl it to place stores for 101) rounds of cartridge and of
shell, together with small serving rooms, sbjfting accommodation,
and a lamp passage, so that the gun can thus be completely provided with its expense ammunition. Consequently this arrangement
gives a unit both in the matter of storage and of construction;
which is a convenience both in building the battery, and in working
it when completed. The blocks of building forming the stores ancl
emplacements will be entirely independent of one another, and the
traverses betwecu them may be me1·e wu uud;:; uf earth.

J]]:vteriorform of tlie brdfe;•y.-,Vbatever position may be chosen for
the ammunition stores, the exterior shape of the battery will be the
same. The trnvei·ses should rise about 4 feet above the level of the
crest of the emplacements; they should he former! with very easy
slopes, say 2 in 1, and a 11 the intersections of slopes should he rounded
off so as to shew no slrn.rp-cdged shadow8, which n1lgbt assist the
enemy's aim. The illtersectiou of the exterior slope of the traverse
with the superior slope of the parapet may coincide with the extreme line of fire of the gun. The full height of the traverse need
not be continued close up to the emplacement where there may
sometime~ be no room to make it ·wide and solid. It is bctt.cr to
have a central block about 30 feet h_y 30 feet ou the top, of the full
height of 4 feet, and on either side to J.nyc1· it to the height of a foot
or 18 inches. Feather edges of earth are of no use in a coast
battery.
Look-out places.-Thc tL·avcrses ·will afford convenient places for
obserTing the effect of the fire from, and it ,vill be necessary to form
small recesses in the rear slopes, about 5 feet deep 1 fot that purpose.
As a, rule these may be left to be macle when wantecl, being dug
out anrl revetted with gabions, but one or two wou1d be useful for
practice in peace time.
'11he sbape of the traverse where it immediately adjoins the emplacement will in fut11re depend on the exact arrangement adopted
for under-cover loading, but the concrete part of the parapet may,
in any case, be ended about square with the tail of the platform
when central, and two safe col'ners be thus formed, one on either
side of the gun, where the lifts may issuC', or ammunition recesses
be placed . The loading of guns adapted for side loading will be
done here, and may require the concrete to be sloped up for an
additional foot or 18 inches.
COAS1' BA'l'TERIES IN GENERAL.

Flanks of l1eavy gun batteries-Medium gun ar111a1nents.-Tbe
flanks of a heavy gun battery should, as a rule, be provided with one
or two medium guns for flanking the coast and for opposing nny
attempt at a landing, for it would be a waste of power to use
armour-piercing gnus against boats, and, moreover, the rapidity of
tholl' fire is not likely to be sufficiently great for operating against
a nnlllber uf small mlsailauts. 'fhei:;c medium guns may be. mouuteJ
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either en barbe/te or in haxo casemates according to circumstances.
At present the 7-inch R.111.L. of 6½ tons is the best gnn to use, if a
barbette mounting be required, as its 6-foot parapet platform is the
best iu the service. In future works, no doubt, the 6-inch R.B.L. or
some similar guu will be useil, and this will ba,·e the advantage
that at short ranges it is capable of penetrating a considerable
thickness of iron, and will thus add to the power of the battery
even against armoured vessels if they attempt a close attack.
Gorge of' a coast b<ttt,ry.-'l'be gorge of a coast battery may be
made on the same principles as that of a land fort, though, as t.he
garrisons are usually smaller and the amount of casemated cover

requirecl is therefore less, and as coast batteries are seldom liable to
a more serious attack on the gorge than an open assault, the details

are usually much simpler.
Perhaps the best form of gorge enclosure is a gallery from 6 to 10
feet wide, loopho1ed on the outer side, and on the inner or seaward

side solidly covered up so as to be safe from projectiles passing over
the front parapet.
This not only gives security to the defence of the gorge, but also
provides a bombproof for the gun detachments.
It is a form too that can be easily executed in a temporary
manner with timber.
In a small coast battery for 3 or 4 guns, the accomodation
necessary for the garrison may be provided by a gorge built in this
way, with the addition of a small barrack for the permanent
occupation of 6 or 8 men, who would look after the battery in peace
time.

Coast batteries are often closed in rear by a simple wall or palisade,
and so much, at least, should always be provided, or the battery
might be assaulted with success by a few boats' crews landed near.
A wall is, of course, liable to injury from chance shots, but it is
not likely to be so much damaged as to be incapable of affording
material aid to the defence.
STORAGE REQUJREMEN1'S OF A COAST BAT1'ERY.

Cartridge store-Shell store.--Tbere should be cartridge store
aecommoclation for 100 rounds per gun, and shell store accommodation for 100 loaded shell, and there may be a main magazine for
the remainder of the allowance of ammunition for the guns.
0
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RPcesses. -If the pointR of issue from t]10sri stm·eR be far from tl1e
g un to be RCrrcd, sn.y (i() feet or over, recesses sbonld be providccl
el .. se to lhc g un lo bold B rou11ds 01· so cn,cb. ( Sec page ll 8. )
]laze aud tube slwlves.-Fuze and tube shelves should be fixetl in
evel'y shell store n,nd shell recess. (Sec page 104.)
Arrille1·y stol'e;;.-A n artillery general store is required in each
battery, and in open liatteries a side a.rrn store and a small store are
required, each for not more than eight guns. (See Lecture VIL)
LaboYafory .-A labort1tory (see page] 18) for making up cartridges
and filling shell is required in every very large b0,ttery or for a
group of batteries. For a small ba,ttny some place for filliDg shell is
sufficient; the cartridges would be sent to it made up for use.

LECTURE

VII.

1. ARTILLERY STORES.
Tne requirements of the artillery in the matter of storage for the
si1lc-m·rus and small stores of guns are so very varied, that it is practically impossible to fay down definite rules as to how they should
be met. In preparing the design for any particular battery, as soon
as the armament is decided on, the requirements will be at least
npproximf\tely known, and the Artillery should be consulted f\S to
their wishes in this respect. A few general observa,tions on the subjl'ct will, however, be of service.
The artillery stores for the service of gnus permn,ncntly mounted
are four in number:1. General artillery store.
2. Artillery store for small stores.
3. Store for side-arms and tackle.
4. Field forge store.
General artille,·y slore.-1. The general artillery store is intended
to take reserve and unserviceable stores which are not immediately
required for the service of the guns. No particular size or position
in a work can be assigned to it, but it is a necessity in any large
fort or battery. It should be fitted with hooks for tackle, racks
for side-arms, bays or racks for handspikes, and benches and shelves
for small stores. Any arrangement may be adopted that is convenient for storage, as the articles are not appropriated to particular
guns.

A,·tille,·y store for small sto,·es.-2. Artillery stores for small stores
take such articles as sights, elevating arcs, breech-pieces of B.L.
guns, and other removable fittings; also preventer ropes (for such
guns as require them), an anangement adopted t{) suit the drill.
They should be near the guns, so tha,t t,hel'e may be no delay in
getting out. the fittings for the latter, a.nd they should be quite
sep::ira.tc from the side-arm and tackle store, so that the metal work
kept in them may be clean and free from dust.
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'rllf'y Rhnuld be prnviclecl with n, continuous bench with cupboo.rrls,
nncl two shelves on the wall above. If there be sufficient space, the
b,•nch a.nd shelves should be diviclcd off by painted lines into compartments, each devoted to one gun, whose number and calibre
ahoulrl be rnnrk0<l above it.
These compartments may be about 2
or 3 feet long, accor(ling to ci1·cumstances .
The remaininO' fitt.ino-s are hooks to tn.ke tube boxes, one per gun,
hnng by a strap~ hook; to take pelckers; bench for tools and implements; A-nd a cleanin~ bench, with a vice and a shelf above ; also
brackets for preventer ropes, one per gun. No such store should
be fitted for more than eight guns.
Hea,~y guns in casemates require no small store accomm0dation,
because their fittings are left permanently with them; also lli. L.
guns require less than B. L. guns.
Biele-arm ancl tackle store.-3. The stores for side-arms and ~-ackle
are intended to hold the sponges, rammers, handspikes, tackle, and
other appliances of that n;ture intended for working the gnus .
rrhey must be near the guns they are intended to ser\"'e, in order
that there may be no delay in getting ready for action.
The fittings they require are a mck for side-arms, about 14 feet
long, 5 feet wide, and 6 feet high, with cross bara at every 2
feet in height; bays for handspikeR, one per gun, each bay about
1 foot 6 inches wide, and formed by a wooden projection from the
wall, 4 feet above the floor; hnoks for brackets, one per gun ; tackle
brackets, two per gun, in two rows, 3 feet and 6 feet above the ·
floor, respectively, each bracket of round, or half round iron, 12
inches long; and sonie shelves for brushes .
Care should be taken that there is an easy way by which to
remove the long s:icle-arms from the store.
No side-arm store should se1Te more than eight guns.
No i:;ide ·arm store is required for gnns mounted in casemates, as the
side-arms are kept with the guns; except that there must be some
convenient place for keeping the wadhooks, shell extractors, and
brushes, which are allowed at the rate of one fol' three guns.
Side-ar ms for single guns are often kept on hooks on a wal1,
with a pent roof over them, if necessary, to protect them from the
weather.
They may also be conveniently kept on bars, fixecl across a passage
at n. height of from six feet six inches to seven feet from the grouwl,
so that the heails of the sicle-arms may be clear of the heads of
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prrsons pm;sing under, while at the same time they may not be too
high for conveuieuce in taking them dowu.
Some assistance in determining the a.mount of a1·tillery store
accornodation, may be obtained by consulting the ":Manual of Siege
and Garrison Artillery Exercises, 187£)."
Fieldfur!Je stm·e.--J. The field forgo stom is intended t.o hole! the
various articles required for making small repairs to tLeordnance and
carriages. One might be allotted to each large fort, or group of forts.
Jlachine shecl.-In addition to t hese stores, at each station, oi· large
artillery district, will be n"quireJ a mauhine shed for keeping
triangle gyns, sets of heavy tackle, and such articles, used in mo □ nt~
ing or transporting ga,rrison guns.
Nomenclature of stores. Lettering circnlcu·.-Fot· the proper naming
of these and other stores, see the H Nomenclature 0£ Artillery
Magazines and Stores," and the Equipment Regulations, 1881 ;
and for the proper style of painting up their names, see Army
Circulars, Clause 141, September, 1877, on Lettering Empla.coments
and Accessories in Works of Defence. Some slight mocl1ficat,i(J]1R
of these will however appear in Revised Army Regulations, V ul. V.

2. PROVISION TO BE llfADE IN COAST WORKS FOR
SUBMARINE MINING APPARATUS.
Submarine mining apparatus and stores would, as a rule, be kept
separate from forts and coast batteries, so as to run less risk of
injury from projectiles, and so as not to be interfered with by the
smoke of the guns. A certain amount of accomodation is, h oweve1·,
sometimes required for observing stations, test rooms, and clectrlc
light apparatus.
Observing stations.-An observing station should be 16 feet long
by 9 feet wide, exclusive of any stairs to the test room, which
should be close by, and to which the wires should be taken. It
would be a lightly built room, with two observing windows at the
angles of one of the long sides. It may be remarked that a
building of this character should not be ('Xposed to the viffw of the
enemy. lf it cannot be concealed something of the nature of tho
look-out station described in p. 206 might be used instead.
Test room.-The test room should be bombproof; its <limensiou::;
are 20 feet by 16 feet, by at least G feet 6 inches high.

Btinging cablRs into a /ort.-Particnlar en.re must be taken iu
bringing the wires from the mines into a fort that they are n?t
exposed to injury from projectiles. If necessary the channel rn
which they rest must be armour phtted.
Electric light apparat"s.-The electric light, as used to illuminate
a channel, may be produced either by a 9-H.P. vertical engine,
driving" dynamo-electric machine by bands, o,· by a Brotherhood
engine, combined with two dynamo-electric machines, to which the
engine is coupled direct.
In the first case the boiler is 9 feet high, exclusive of the
chimney, and 3 feet 8 inches in diameter, and the whole <1pparatus
can stand in a space 21 feet by 8 feet.
In the second case the boiler is 8 feet high, and 3 feet 8¾ inches
in diameter, and it is separate from the eng ine and electric
machines, whicb 1 alt.ugether are 9 feet 3½ inches long by 2 feet
9 inches wide, and 3 feet 7 inches high, standing on a base 4 feet
9 inches long by 2 feet 9 inches wide.
These machines should be under bombproof cover, and should be
protected against horizontal fire. A coal store will be required.
Tbe position and arrangements of the electric lamp must be
decided locally, but it would probably be placed on the end of a
shaft, and raised and lowered vertically through a bole in the roof
of a casemate. For further particulars see the :Manual of Submarine
Mining, 1880.

3. SPEAKING TUBES.
Speaki11g tubes are extensively used as a means of iotcrcommuuication in coast batteries. They haye the advo ntages of
simplicity, of their working being easily understood, and of being
capable of transmitting verbal messages; in all which poiuts they arc
superiol' to any system of Rignals, whether electric, pneumatic, or by
steel tape; but they have the disadvMtages that th ey can only bo
used for a limited distance, and that an external noise renders the
message difficult to bear. The telephone bas not as yet proved itself
suitable for use in batteries, mainly because this last objection to
speaking tubes is much g reater in the case of telephones.
Oonst,·ucfiun.-The tubes used up to the present in our works ha~e
been made of 1-inch iron gaspiping, and this is satisfactory enough
for short distances, such as from the top to the bottom of a lift; but
feet, words can with difficulty be diswhen the length exceeds

10,
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tinguii-.h . .!cl, even whC"n tho interior of the tube is clean, and, being
iron, iL is lia,blu tu be clogged with ru1,t.
\Vlll'n a long tnbc i~ r~'Luired, one marlo of composition of lea<l
and zinc, nucl l½ inche) in llia.111<"~cr R'.wnl,l bJ nsc1l; the inrrcase in
size mn.kcs n. great difference in the case with which the sound is
hca,rd. This is n.\·n.ilahlc up t0 lcnp;ths of :20J feet in orJinary cases,
n.1-1Ll up to 300 feet in favonrn.blo instances, ·w hore there a.Te few bends
in the tube, aud when the listcnoe is nuclistut'boll.
Fi.1·ing.-Tlw tube may be fixed in any manner that may be convenient, whether in a. _groove in the wall, or suspended on hooks.
It is uot necessary to pack it ot· cover it up, except to protect t,h e
composition from blowe;; and it is desitable to place it so that it can
be easily got at and repaired in case of injury.
There shoul1l be no right angles in its length, and curves should
bu as few and gentle as possible.
The slope of the tube should be continuous, so that condensed
moisture may not lodge in it.
The ends should be fitted with zinc whistles, with tell-tale pins
in them to indicate which whistle ltas been blown. When the tubes
issu e in places where they are accessible to everybody, as in a
barra.ck room, the whistles should be removable, and the ends of the
tubes shonld be closed by sc1·ow plugs, capable of beiug taken out
only by means of a key, like a railway door key. M,rnth pieces,
whistles, and othet· fittings wiil form the subjects of a ViT.O. contract.
The mouthpieces should be of the same interior diameter as the
tubes to which they arc fitted.
'!'hey should be at a height of four feet nine inches above the floor,
and ma.y be inclined upwards, so that they can be easily spoken into.
Care should be taken not to place mouthpieces in corners where
they caunot be ea:3ily got at; nor to put two so near together that
they cannot be used simultaneously.
It may be observed that zinc tubes should not be used, as they
are found to perish uuder the action of the lime in morta1·; a.lso
that wooden whistles soo □ get broken.

4. RANGE AND POSITION FINDERS FOR COAST
BA'l'TERIES.
'l'hc gl'cat cost involved in mounting the heavy armour-piercing
guns of the present day has led to a correspomling rednction in their
numbers. rl'he value of each round is therefore much iuc1·et1,:,ed,
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nnd with it the import,;nce of not throwing away a single shot,
particularly when such a shot may effect so n1uch. :Aioreover, projectiles retain considerable armour-piercing power at ranges much
beyond those at which they would at present be used; the reason for
not using them at these long rauges being the uncertainty of their
striking the mark.
In order that ammunition may not be wasted through inaccuracy
of fire, experiments have been made with a view to obtaining a
system of range or position finrling, which will render the shooting
more or less independent of the judgement of the No. 1 of the gun.
Range jiu cl er. -A range finder is an instrur.ient which will
measure the rnnge only.
Position finder.-A position finder is an instrument, or set of
instruments, which will identify the actual position of the object.
observed. Thus while, with a range finder, the No. 1 has to point
the gun, the information furnished him merely enabling him to
give the right elevation, ou the other hand with a position finder,
no one need look over the sights at all; the elevation and lateral
training to be giveu to the gun, in order that the shot may sti-ike the
object, is communicated to the detachment, and they merely place the
gun in accordance with these instructions and fire when they are
ready.
A position finding Rystem has many advantages over a simple
range finder; it enables the gun to be fired with accuracy when the
view from tbe battery is obscured by smoke; it gives a ready means
of concentrating several guns on one ship; it does not require such
skilled men for N os. 1 of the guns as the service method does; the
guns arc directed by 111en in a secure place, and awa.y from the bustle
of the battery, and who are therefore likely to direct them with
judgement.
A range finder is, however, simpler than a position finder, and
can be used in any suitable place without the preparations and
surveys that are necesssary with the latter.
Ra,nge finclers for coast batteries.-Depression range .finclers.-Thcrc
is only one range finder for coast batteries in the service at present,
uamely, Captain Watki11's depression range finder, which is superseding the same officer's range finder for elevated batteries which
used to be issnerl.
Both of these instrnments start from the s,;me principle of
mensuring the distance to a ship by determi11iog the angle of
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dcp,·essiou of the line of sight directed npou its water line,
the height of the point of observation being known, But the
range finder for elevated batteries was merely a bent glass tube
partly filled with liq nid, the range being determined with the aid of
certain boxwood scales, by observing the point at which the surface
of the liquid rested when the telescope on the top of the iust.rument
was directed on the object. On the other hand the new depression
range finder is a carefully constructed irn;;trument of metal, somewhat resembling a theodolite, with a small horizontal plate, and
with a graduated bar having a sliding support nuder the telescope,
by which it is adjusted, so that it can be set for the height at which
the instrument stands above the surface of the water ; it also
has a cylinder with a spiral line on it graduated in yards, by
rot11ting which the telescope is elevated or depressed, and off
which the range is read, when the telescope is directed on the
water-1ine of a vessel.
This range finder may be used for a height of as little as 60
feet aho,e the water level. For heights less than this there is
as yet no r:mge finder in the service. Instruments of that class
which contains its own base would be suitable for this situation
if they were not _either inaccurate or cumbersome. The Berdan
range finder, which is said to be one of the best, would require
as much room as a 64-pounder gun, and would he very liable
to injury.
Position .fincling.-One position finding system has been tried at
Plymouth and elsewhere, and another is about to be finally testecl at
the same place; both are approved, and it is probable that both will
be adopted into the service, for use in suitable localities.
They are both the invention of Capt.ain Watkin, R.A.
Electric position finder-One of these, namely the electric position
finder, works by the measurement of horizontal angles from the
ends of a long base. It is arranged in the following manner : at
each end of the base is a telescope, which is electrically connected
with an arm moving over a chart placed in a room in the fort, in
such a manner that, when in proper adjustment, each telescope and
its corresponding arm are always parallel to each other. The arms
are pivoted at those points on the chart which represent the stations
containing the telescopes, so that when the telescopes at the ends of
the base are directed to any point the iuten1ed.iou of tl1e ,:n·rns
gives the position of that point on the chart.
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In order to identify at once the position of the inte,·sect.ion 0£ the
arms, the chart is divided into large squares, which are numbered,
and each of these again into twcnty.fh·c 8maller squares, which arc
lettered, A, B, C, etc. ; these small squares 1·cprcscnt au area of 40
yards by 40 yanls.
When a ship is being followed by the observers at the telescopes,
the number mid letter of each square it passe~ into, as denoted by
the intersection of tbe arms on the chart, is read off.
This information is immediately transmitted to the gnu detachments, by an
electrical mechanism, by which the number and letter are shown on
a small instl'ument, called a range dial, fixed between the guns, or
in any convenient place where it can be easily seen and is secure
from injury.
In order that this information may be of use for the guns, it must
be readily translated iuto degrees of training and elevation; and for
this purpose each gun or group of guns is provi<lecl with a table,
drawn out on a large sheet of cardboard, and cal1ed a range card,
and made up into some convenient form ; on it is shown each square
with its number and letter, and with the range and the angle
of elevation, and angle of lateral training, which will direct the
projectile from that particular gun or gnus into the centre of that
square.
A man is stationed opposite the range dial with tb.is card; as tLe
numbers and letters appear, be reads out the corresponding angles
of elevation and training, and the gun -is moved in accorclance with
them by the cletachment.
The lateral training is given by means of the graduated arc, fixed
in the floor, and the elevation, by meaus of a graduated arc and
pointer attached to the carriage.
It is the time taken in this operation that determines tLe
size of the squares into which the chart is divided.
With
the 40 yards squares the man with the range card is continuously reading out a.ngles. when the ship that is being
observed is moving with a speed of about eight knots per
hour.
W hen the guns are at long intervals) each must have its own rauge
card, but in casematcd battc1·ics with the guns close together, as
many as four may bo grouped, and use the sarue rauge cal'Cl, without intt'Oducing too much error in the laying. A group shoulJ uut
be more than 120 feet loug,
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The zero line of the grachrnted arcs in the case of barbette guns
bas been, up to the present time, the right hand line of fire of the
gun, the arc for each gun being graduated independently.
For case1nated guns at shol't intervals it is the right hand line of
fire of the battery, the grruluations being continnous throughout.
'l'liis allows of the guns lieiug grouped in any way that may meet
the requirements of the work. It bas recently been decided that
continuous graduation sh:1.11 be adopted for all future batteries,
whcther casematc or barbette ; and the zero line is to be the
direction of the true north.
Position of observing stations.-'fhe observers, in this system,
arc placed in small concealed buildings, outside the battery,
so as to get a long base of some thousand yards or so,
and to be clear of the smoke, the noise, and the enemy's
projectiles.
Position ofplotlingroom.-Tbeplotting room in which is tho chart
with the electrically moved arms, should be in r-ome secure place in
the fort, where the officer commanding can have easy access to it.
From this room the information obtained is sent down to the different range dia1s at the guns.
Telegra11hio comnzwiicaHons,-There must be telegraphic communication between the plotting room and each of the observing
stations, and also telegraphic or speaking tube communication
between the plotting room and the commanding officer's look-out
station, for which some point in the fort must be chosen, and about
which more is said in a later paragraph.
WireF.-4-coro cables should be Jaid between the observing
stations and the plotting room. Two wires are reqnirnd for the
position finding instruments, one for telegraphic communicatiou
with the commanding officer's look-out station, and another for
communication with the plotting room.
A range dial requires 5 wires from the plott.ing room, but several
can be in continuous circuit if wished.
In the case of a battery
with a straight £ace, ·where all the guns can see the same object, and
where there is only one position finding instrument, there is no
objection to all the rauge dials being in continuous circuit, but,
otherwise, it is best to keep those of different groups incleponclent, so
that each group may have the iHformation that is useful to it, and
that tho others may not be troubled to watch the dials to no
purpose.
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Size of observing stations.-Th e detached observing stations have
each to contain an observer and a telegraphist with their instruments. The rooms may be 8 feet by 5 feet, or 8 feet by 8 feet, if
convenient, and as much concealed as possible, consistently with the
observer having a clear field of view from a long horizontal loophole.
Size of plotting romn.-The plotting room has to contain a table
with the chart, about 4 feet G inches by 3 feet 3 inches; a Morse
telegraphic instrument; and instruments in connection with the
range d-ials. Also three men ; one of whon1 reads off the number
and letter of the square indicated on the chart; another sends it
down to the batteries; the third attends to thP, telegraphic instruments. A clear space is requirecl arouncl the table. A room about
1-5 feet square is large enough.
The commanding officer's look-out station had best be described
after the other form of position finder, as it would be provided with
one of the fatter.
Dep1·ession positirm _;finde1·.-The other form of position finder is
the depression position finder, which is, in principle, merely the
depression range finder with an added contrivance for indicating
ou the chart the position of the object observed. This consists of
an arm which traverses with the instrument, and an ingenious
arrangement with a cord, actuated by the turning of the cylinder by
which, as in the range finder, the te]escope is rai!md ancl depressed,
the cord causing a button to travel along the arm just mentioned,
and to indicate on the chart the point on the water at which the
telescope may be directed.
Advantage of clep1•e,;sion 01:er electric .<:ystem.-From this description
the chief point iu which the depression system is superior to the
electric is evident, namely, that each instrument is complete in
itself, and gives the position on the chart, without the intervention
of any plotting station. This removes a great cause of trouble and
of error, as there is no necessity for explaining to two distant
observers what object they are to direct on. With the depression
system the observer cannot be altogether wrong if he follows an
enemy's ship, although it may not be the one which the commanding officer wishes to fire at, but with the electric system unless the
two observers follow the same vessel the indications on the chart
are absolutely misleading.
Range charts ancl range dials.-Tbe motle of communicating
info1·mation to the guns by means of a chart divided into squares,
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by range Oin.ls and by range cards, is the same in the clcp1'C'RF1ion
system as in the electric; but the numbers and letters "'re sent to
the rn.uge dials direct from the detached observing stations, without
passing through any ploUing room.
A range dial in connection with those at the guns should be placed
in tlie commanding officer's look-out station, so that ho may know
"·hat informntiou is being sent in; and he would of course be in
telegraphic communication with the detached station.
There should be at least two detached observing stations, so as to
guard against the chance of one being obscured by smoke, and each
should be capable of communicating with the whole battery, but if
they were both clear they would observe on different ships and
send positions to different groups of guns.
I'o,ition nf rlefachecl observ,';,g sfations.-The detached stations may
ho in any convenient positions, not less than 80 feet above the.water,
though they should be higher if possible; and it is desirable, though
not a necessity, that they should have a secure communication with
the battery.
The detached station should be 0,bout eight feet by eight feet. rt
bas to contain the position finder and chart, the instruments connected with the range dials, and a Morse instrument; also three men,
an ob~erver, a telegraphist, and a man to read the positions from
the chart.
The arrangements a,·e not settled yet in detail, but the instrument
will certainly be worked by the observer through a hole in the roof,
t hus enabling the whole building to be sunk in the ground.
Wires.-As a rule a 7-core cable will be required from each
transmitter in an observing station to each look-out station; viz : 4 wires to work the range dial, and 1 to set it to zero, a wire for a
telegraph instrument, and one wire spare.
Oomrnnnding ,.fffo. r's look-out station.-The commanding officer's
look-out station is an adjunct to a casemated battery, the importance
of which bas up to the present only received partial recognition,
but which will have to be provided in a complete form in connection
with position finding appliances. '!.'he commanding officer should
be in a position to observe, in security if possible, all the water
commanded by his battery; he should be able to give rapid and
clear instructions to the observers in any position finding system that
may be adopted, so as to be able to direct the fire with certainty on
any vessel that he '.f.llay think fit; and he must know what information
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they are sending in; he must a.lso be iu easy communication with
the gun floor, and must bo able to visit it at once if his presence be
1·oqull'cd.
He must have a proper attendance of at least one officer and one
orderly.
These considerations have led to the preparation of a design for
a commanding officer's look-out station, which is at present being
executed with a view to a practical trial.
It consists of a room 1.5 feet long by 7 feet wide, placed on top of
a casemated battery, partly sunk in the roof, protected in front and
at the sides by a concrete slope, and with the roof formed of a
3 inch armom plate laid nearly fht. Tlie rea,r is filled with wood
framing and glass like a casernate front.
The commanding officer will stand in a recess in the front wall,
making the room more than 7 feet wide at that point, and will look
out through an opening in the roof, so that he need only be exposed
from his eyes upwards ; at the same opening would be worked a
depression position finder, having its range chart iu the room.
This instrument would be used here whether the depression or the
electric system were adopted for the detached observing stations, and
under these cirnumstances may be employed even if it be as little as
40 feet above the water. This instrument gives the officer corn.
mantling the power of determining at once with cousiclerable
accuracy the square in which any vessel may be that he wishes to
direct the observers to follow, and conversely it enables him
to determine what vessels they are following.
It may also
be used for directing the fire of the guns, if not blocked by
smoke.
Jn addition the room will contain range dials in connection with
the detached observing stations, transmitting instruments for sig•
nalling the squares either to the detached observing stations or to
the guns, :Mol'se instrllments for telegraphing to the former, speak.
lng tubes communicating with the gun floor, and men for w01·king
all these appliances; thn.t is, a man at the speaking tubes, a telc.
graphist and transmitter, a man to read tbe chart, au observer, the
officer commanding, his orderly officer, and orderly.
Sumc of the details of llte sysfems.-It is prem1.tnre t,o give any
detailed description of tho fittings of any of those stations, as they
arc by no means finally settled yet. Still a few points may be
mentioned. The detached observing stations must be concealed as
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fn.r n.c; po~sihlc hy rnrtking up tho exterior on the sea side to resemble
~omc of the features of the Rturouutling country; at the same timo

plc11ty of light must he admitted at the hack.
The electric wires must be buried several feet deep during war
time, so as not to be injured by a chance shot. In the fort they
should, if possible, be at once secure, and easy to be got at; the latter
condition being the most important.
Tbc range chart will be mounted on a slate slab, but it is not

decided whether this will be horizontal or inclined against the
wall.
'rhe opening for the observer with the depression instrument
should be of an approximately oval shape in plan, about four feet
six inches long by three feet wide.
The various instruments will each take up about as much room
as a Morse recorder.

1~

In both the electric and depression systems, there should be some
distinct point or points at known distances and bearings, by observing which the instruments can be checked and acljus ted.
With the depression instrument, if there be any rise and fall of
tide, there must be some meaus of continually adjusting the instrument to the correct height above the water level.
The best way of effecting this is to measure the exact, distance to
some object, such as a pile or the encl of a pier, where the waterline is distinct. By observing this water-line with the instrument
set to the range the proper adjustment for the height may be
determined.
Survey Jo,· the range chart.-It remains to say a few words about
the preparation of the range chart. This requires an extremely
accurate survey, embracing the following points-the sites of the
various position finding instruments at the observing stations, the
pivots of the guns, their graduated arcs, and certain objects by
which the instruments m,;y be tested and adjusted.
The chart should be plotted ou the scale of 12 inches to one mile;
and it m:,,y be fouml advis,;ble to survey the gun pivots on the scale
of 10 feet to one inch, and then to reduce the plan to the smaller scale.
Tbc plotting must be done with very great care on paper mounted
on a slate slab, and tbo chart for each instrument should be
separately plotted without any tracing or transferring. When this has
been done, and the squares of 40 yarUs side, ali before mentioned,
ruled in on any convenient meridian, and numbered and lettered,
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t.hc range from each gun to tho centre of each square visible to it
has to be measured off, and the corresponding angle of elevation
calculated, allowance being made for the height of the gun above
the water level. Also the rea,Engs of the graduated arcs that
will direct the guns they belong to on to the centre of each square
must be determined.
This information is then made up into range cards for each gnn.
The preparation of the rn,nge cards will probably fall to the lot
of the Artillery ; the surveys, of course, will be done by the
EagineerR.
It will be necessary to take every precaution to ensure accuracy
in this survey; a small error would permanently misdirect the guns,
and render the whole position finding system absolutely misleading.
An error of a little more than ¼0 will throw a gun off a square at
4,000 yards range.
The position finding systems just described are only applicable to
important places, from the expenditure they involve, and the staff
requirecl to keep them up.
It is, however, to be hoped that some modification, either of the
depression system or of the electric, may be devised, which, though
not so complete as these, may be serviceable enough for the smaller
places.
P1·Bois on" Range and Position Finrling."-A short account of the
various systems of Range and Position Finding for coast batteries,
in the forms in which they were tried, was issued to all stations in
84

tbe spring of 1882, with ~. for general information.

I would
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recommend any one taking au interest in the subject to read it, and
also Captain Watkin's paper on "Range and Position FindingPast and Present," delivered at the Royal United Service Institution, on June 17th 1881.

5. EFFECT OF BLAST.

E.tJect of blast.-The blast from a heavy gun can produce a very
considerable effect on snrrouncli ng constructions if circumstances
hnppen to be favourable to it, and sometimes they aro unintentionally
arrauged to be so.
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Curiously enough, the blow given by the rush of the gases out of
the gun does not seem to do much dfrectly. It certainly necessitates
a layer of stone or concrete under the muzzle of the gun, which
should be at least three feet thick for a 38-ton gun, and may be less
for smaller ones, and with a well finished smooth surface, not
.A 38-ton gun
rendered ; but its effects do not extend far.
has been proved not to injure a counter-scarp gallery in front
of it, although the ditch was narrow and shallow, and the
counter-scarp therefore not far from the gun. I am not aware
though that any one has been in the galJery when the gun was
fired.
Wlrnt does produce an effect is the partial vacuum, caused by the
forward rush of the gases of the charge, and the consequent
in-draught of air from all sides to fill it. The doors of recesses
and stores are burst open, windows broken, even the walls of light
buildings moved, by the attempt of the enclosed air to expand, when
the exterior pressure is thus diminished.
That it is expansion from the inside, and not pressure from the
exterior, that causes the injury, is shewn by the fact that the fastenings alJ give way outwards.
I have known the iron bars securing the doors of shell recesses,
which are 2! inches wirle, and ½inch thick, bent from the effect of
firing a 9-inch R.JH.L. gun. This is an instance of what the blast
may do, and shews that it is necessary to minimize its effects as
much as possible. The way to do this may be best illustrated by
two examples. In a certain iron-fronted brlttery the1•e were two
embrasures not yet fitted with shields, and therefore forming large
openings into the casemates ; 9-iuch guns were mounted to
fire through these embrasures, the rest of the battery being armed
with 10-inch guns, firing through proper ports cut in armour.
Practice witb the latter guns was attended with no inconvenience
whatever, but on firing the 9-inch guns out of tbe large embrasures,
the doors of the lifts and other pieces of woodwork in the casemates
were wrecked, ancl the men working the guns felt the shock most
unpleasantly.
In this case the air could rush freely out of the large opening to
fill the v:icuum caused by firing the gun, while with the 10-inch
guns mounted behind small ports, the movement of the air in the
ClHwmates was checked by having to pass through a restricted
aperture. Therefore, one way of preventing injury from blast is to
p
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place some sm·een between the muzzle of the gun and any object
that is likely to be injured.
This however can only be done with a casemate; a shield without ov~r-head c~ver is not enough, as was proved by the case of a
9-inch gun behind an open battery shield, the. firing of which broke
open the door of a shell recess close by, and bent the iron fastening.
This was remedied in the following manne1·-the recess was in
the side of a long traverse, and through this traverse a passage was
cut, opening close to the recesR. This allowed air to come through
the passage to fill up the partial vacuum formed in front of the
recess when the gun was fired, and thus reduced the difference
between the pressures of the air inside and outside the door, so !,hat
the latter was capable of resisting it.
The other way of preventing injury from blast is therefore to provide a free passage for air to supply the vacunm causeu by the
firing in that part of the work where injury is likely to be caused.
Casemates therefore should have small ports but some large openings in rear; doors should never be put in corners at a distance
from these openings where there is uo free passage of air past them;
their fastenings should be strong, for there will always be some
tendency for them to burst open.
If it be impossible to arrange the battery properly in this respect,
an open grating in a door will sometimes be enough to save it.

6. SAFETY OF CARTRIDGES.
Firi;ng at cart1·idges.-In the cour.se of a competition between the
Hotchkiss and N ordenfelt machine guns, carried ont by the Admiralty in 1880, it was determined to fire at some cat'tridges of P powder,
in order to see whether the 1 ·42-inch shell of the Hotchkiss would
explode them more readily than the 1-inch solid shot of the Nordenfelt, and it was supposed that the shell would have the advantage.
But the case proved to be different, for whenever a projectile struck
with sufficient velocity it exploded the powder, ,,. bet.her it were a
shell or not. 'rhe only cartridges which were struck and not exploded were some where the velocity of the bullets had not been
sufficient to carry them through the charge, and they were found
sticking in the powder. The cartridges fired at were some in zinc
cylinders, some in Clarkson cases such as are used on boa1·d ship,
and some without any cases, and always with the same results.
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Further trials have shown that shrapnel bullets will also explode
cartridges, and other trials with the Martini-Henry rifle appear to indicate that P 2and prismatic powder ignite more easilythan R.L. G. or L. G.
These experiments, coupled with the fact that war ships of all
nations now carry large machine guns of some sort, shewed that the
chance of the explosion of a cartridge on the gun floor of a fort was
much greater than had been previously assumed to be the case, and
experiments were consequently c:irried out to discover the probable
results of such an explosion, and how to minimise its effects.
E_f!ect of explocling P and P 2 powcler.-A number of cartridges of
P :tnd P 2 powder were fired under different circumstances, and the
general results were as follows:The explosion of P powder in the opsn is much more violent than
that of P 2 (P powder consists of 1-inch cubes, and P 2 of l½-inch
cubes). Indeed P' could hardly be said to explode at all, but to
flame rapidly away. Neither would do much harm to the materiel
of a battery, but would burn the meu terribly. Burning pellets
were projected to a distance of about 12 yards.
Tiu; com,1minication of an e:vplosion.-It proved very difficult to
ignite a cartridge when in its zinc cylinder by the explosion of
another P 2 charge near it; they might be put as close as six feet
without any other result than that the une:s:ploded cartridge would
be knocked down, and the case made hot enough to blister the paint.
This shewed that provided the cartridges in a heavy gun battery
are not allowed to get near one another the explosion of one is not
likely to be communicated to the rest; this is a chee,·ing result to
have arrived at, for the amount of gunpowder used by the heavy
guns is considerable. At Spitbank fort for instance, mounting nine
3B-ton, and six 7-ton guns, with two charges per gun sent up from
below, there would be nearly l½ tons of puwder on the gun floor.
Steps to be taken to sec1<>"e the cm·tridge stores.-The next step was
to determine what was necessary to be done to secure the cartridge
stores from the effect of an explosion passing down the lift. Some
old casemates at Eastbourne wel'e altered to resembld magazines
with lifts, lamp recesses, doors, &c., and various experiments took
place, the results of which may be summed up as follows:160 lbs. P', the charge for a 38 ton gun, hung up in the top of a
lift a11d fired would explode a cartridge in its zinc cylinder standing
in the bottom of the lift; but it would not explode it, only heat it
and knock it clown, if standing 18 inches in front of the lift below,
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T,•ial ~fa tmp-rloo1'.-The lift was then pm,·ided with an iro,,
trap-door in two halves with the necessary opcuings for the ropes
to go through for hoisting the cartridges, ancl this was fixed o~e
foot below the gun floor. With this protection, 160 lbs. P' fired m
the top of the lift dicl no t explode a charge in the bottom of tbe lift
The trap-door was a little bent, but it might have been made a little
stronger without any inconvenience.
This sh ewed that the provision of on e trap-door in a lift is sufficient to prevent an explosiou passing down it, for although tb e trap
door will be open when the charge is going up. yet at that precise
time no charge can be in the top of the lift, an<l. an explosion taking
place not in, but only near, the lift will not pass down it with sufficient violence to do harm.
For a description of the safety-trap propose,! to be used in consequence of this experiment, see Lecture TIL, p. 115 .
.Effect of an e.aplosion on the lamps.-Auother point to be determined, was bow the lamps were affected by the explosions. It was
found that an overhead lamp inserted into a shaft from the gnu
floor was invariably put out ; therefore no lamp recesses should be
in direct communication with the gun floor.

'1.1he wa11 lamps below

were unaffected by the explosions above until 160 lbs. p2 was fired
in the top of the lift with the trap up. The explosion broke the
glass of the recess of a wall hmp immediately opposite the bottom
of the lift, and knocked down the lamp without injuring it; the
otbe1• lamps in the lamp pass:tge were quite unaffected.

The explosion of 80 lbs. P2 in the magazine passage put out the
other wall lamps in the lamp passage without breaking the glasses
separating theni from the magazine chambers, and it broke the
overhead lamp in the magazine passage. It therefore appears aclvisa.Ule not to put a lamp recess exactly opposite the opening of a
lift, but a little to one side; otherwise, the recesses are no sonrci:,

of danger.
Dooni-ays to cartridge sion•s.-During the experiments, two doorways representing the entrances to roagn..zines were closed, one by
a wooden door, the other by a hinged rope mautlet; these werr. left
~jar and were always shut by the ncHon of the explo:-1ions 1 nncl ·were
thus effectual in keeping out n. good deal of the smoke, and most
probably of the flame also. The effect was cerfo_.inl:r sufficient to ha,e
mn.cle the difference of the livt'R of any men in thl' ~ngazine ch[lmbers.
It t.berefore appears advisable to insert swi nging mantlets at cartridge
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store dool'S an11 nt various points in magazine passages, so as to cut off

and liu,it the effects of any explosion that may pass down the lifts.
The mantkts would ho stiffened with galvanised iron bars, and
would be fitt ed with n, "·eight or a spring to close them. See Lecture
III. page 98 .
'l'he ,rnodon door used in the experiment was broken by being
violently slammed to, n,lt.hough it was strongly made.
Woodwork ab,mt l(trs to be avoidecl.-1t was foun d that tbo great
blast of fbuie coming from the cartri,lges burnt in the open air set
fire to the 1\·oodwork that -it came in contact with; the action is so
rapid that it seemed probahle that a th ick coat of whitewash ,rnuld
be enough for safety, Lut this canuot be counted on, and it is advisable to Lave as little woodwork about a oartrirlge lift as possible.
Doors are often a necessity, hut they can be ,,·hitewashed, and are
well in v jew, so tl1nt any smouldeTing can be easily exti □ gL1isbed,

but the use of battens inside the lilts should be entirely abandoned.

7. LAND WORKS.

TEMPORARY WORKS OF THE
DEFENCE.

Tl,e teniz,orary tl'orks of the clefenoe.-It is clesirable to say a
few worcls on the temporary works that have to be exccutccl by tbe
garrison of a besieged place, and which play such a large part in
the clefence. They will be of t he chamcter of siege works, but may
be more solidly constructed, as when once made tbey will selclom be
abandoned for others, but will rcma.in in use during the whole siege.
Ya rio1ts classes of tl'orks.-They will consist of redoubts, trenches,
ancl batteries.
Redm,bls.-The reclon bts will have to be macle with very solid
parapets and numerous traverses, as they will not be retired from
the front , but will be up in the fighting line with tbe forts.
They may contain some ]j ght guns, but should not use them
against the enemy's siege works if it can be helped, or they will
draw his fire. Th ey will be rec1uired at the last periocl of the siege.
Tbey shoukl be dcpeudent eitlwr on t.lie forts or on works constructed
in l'l'llT to bupport them. '~Pho eucmy s hould not be :i.blc to gain a
firm footing in the line of defence by capturing one.
They must contain bombprnofs for the garrison, n.nd some
magazines, but tLe nH1iin lllngaziue accomotlation will be in the fort~.
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The main redoubts for all fortresses should be designed during
peace time, and all the necessary calculations made of the men, time
and materiel required to construct them, the designs being revised
periodically to ensure tbeir being in accordance with the latest ideas.
The works should in addition be la.id out on the ground, profiles
being set up for a short time, so that their exact position may be
fixed and a setting-out plan prepared. This should be connected with
well defined nat,ural marks on the ground, such as trees or rocks, or
if necessary with stones set in convenient positions. Bench marks
should also be made to which the heights of the proposed works
should be referred.
If these precautions be taken, it would be possible to begin the
earth work of the redoubts a few hours after receiving the order to
put the place in a state of defence.
Trenches.-The trenches would be partly communications, partly
shooting lines; a few bombproofs might be coustructed in the latter.
The communications woulJ, if possible, be the existing roads,
sheltered from view by earthworks. This it is very desirable to do
in peace time, if money can be spared for it. All new roads that
may be constrncted for the service of the works should be laid out
so as to be covered from view as far as possible by the ground, and
the possible necessity of still fu,·ther protecting them at some future
time should be kept iu mind, so that they may not be placed, for
instance, on the side of a steep hill sloping towards the euemy,
where it would be impossible to make a covering parapet.
Butlei-ies.-The b«tteries will be of a siege type, and will mount
guns either ou travelling carriages, traversing platform;;;, standing
carriages or H.P. siege carriages, or will mount mortars or rifled
howitzers, according to the amount of their exposure to fire, and
the work they have to clo. The batteries containing the guns for
firing on the enemy's first artillery position may be almost or
altogether hidden from view by being placed ou the reverse slopes
of hills, the fire being directed by pickets; but, as a rule, the batteries
of the <lefence will be less able to take advantaoe of this mode of
protect,ion than those of the attack, because th~ir objects are not
equally well defined, and are more subject to variation.
Occasionally the guns might be blinded with advantage; if, for
instance, they were mount.ed in the interior of a fort to give curved
fire, since in this position they would be liable to injury from shrapuel
and such projectiles as would be fired at the fort.
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1t will sel,lom be possible to construct many of the batteries of
the defence beforehand, as their positions and objects depend on
the nature of the attack. Nevertheless, by a careful inspection of
the country round a fortress, the most advantageous sites for the
works of an attack may be discovered and noted, and if baLteries be
thrown up to command these points it is pretty certain that the
labour will not be thrown away.
Position of the tempo1·ury ,corks.-The question may be now asked
whether these temporary wo,·ks should be in line with the permanent
forts, or behind, or before them.
Looking to the fact that one object of constructing these works is
to prevent the enemy's fire from being directed exclusively on the
forts, it appears advisable in the beginning of a siege to build some
of them in advance.
This position has also the great advantage of either forcing the
enemy to begin his approaches a.t a greater distance than be would
otherwise do, or of enabling a heavier fire to be directed on him, if
the character of the ground be such as to fix the point at which he
will open his trenches,
Next comes the point of deciding at what distance from the forts
these temporary works should be placed.
This may be best settled by a consideration, in the first place, of
the advantages gained by permanently fortifying a place, as these
advantages should of course, if possible, be retained, otherwise the
They are,-a powerful
enemy may be met on inferior terms.
artillery, secure magazines, safe bombproof accommodation, and
security from assault.
The magazines and bomb proofs are in the forts, and the temporary
works should not be far from them. The forts should be secure
from assault, and the advanced works will be well guarded if they
are seen into at a short range. The most powerful gnus must be
at first in the forts, and could at no time be moved far from them,
as the way in which the defence can gain a superiority in artillery
is that it can use weapons which need not be so mobile as those of
the attack, and consequently may be heavier.
For these reasons it may be concluded that some of the tempora.ry
works may be in advance but should not as a rule be more than
about 300 yarcls from the line of the forts.
This will enable the be.,vy guns of the perm0,nent works to fire
with effect over the advanced works, aucl the distance will be such
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as to permit oft.be easy bringing up of men, ammunition, ancl guns,
and of withdrawing them if necessary; the batteries will also be
within close musketry range, and will thus be well supported.
It must be remembered that the pickets will be in advance of
these batteries, and that thus a strip of about half-a-mile wide
may be added to the area of the fortress, which will be so much
more for the garrison to defend.
As the attack progresses, the guns and men may be withdrawn
from the advanced batteries to others, whicb will, in the meantime,
have been constructed further back, either between tbe forts or a
little in rear of them, according tn the ground, for the forts tbeinselves must bear the bl'Llnt of the attack in its last stages. The
first batteries, however, will by that time have doue their work, in
causing delay to the enemy. Care must be taken that their remains
do 1rnt asslst tlie enemy's trenches.
The position for the temporary works just arrived at is, of course,
subject to modification, according to the nature of the ground;
indeed this is, in practice, the principal factor in the determination
of the problem, and the distance named of 300 yards can only bold
goocl in very open and level country.
The reasons for adopting it should, however, always he kept in
miud, and the temptation to go to the splendid position which somehow always seems to exist in front of a line of works should be
stern ly resisted. If yielded to, it is likely to lead one into building
another line of forts in front of these already existing, which is
hardly the way to make the best use of the latter.
There is one case though in which this limit may be exceeded; it
is when, from the broken nature of the country, it is impossible to
place the forts so that they sha,JJ command the ground at all nearly
up to the limit of the effective range of their guns. In this case
it may be possible, by constructing works on a ridge in advance, to
force the enemy to open his trenches at a much greater distance
than he would otherwise do.
There must, however, be a strong
garrison to venture on doing this nncl, properly, such a case should
have been met beforehand, bytbe construction of permanent works on
the ridge iu advance of tha.t actually occupied, as well as on the latter.

8. CALCULATION OF GARRISONS.

It is necessary to calculate the garrisons of works, in order to be
able to arrange for the proper amount of accouuuoclati011 and storage,

·
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and also, if the number of men available be limited, to sec that the
works are not designed on such an extensive sea.le as absolutely to
require larger garrisons than can be allotted to them.
Gan·ison for a single furt.-The calculation for a single work is
made as follows ; Take the nuIQber of men reqnired to work the maximum number

of guns in the fort that can be in action at once, and the guards
required for the entrances, for the parapet, for the flanks or caponniers, nncl for the covered way, if any, and multiply by three for
relids. To these add cooks and cooks' mates, storekeepers, permanent magazine men, orderlies, telegraphists, officers' servants, a.nd

officers. The sum of these gives the full garrison required for a
fort exposed to a regular siege.
Numbers required to man the 1mrapet.-No special addition is
necessary for manning the parapet, unless the work is unusually
large, or unless it he a continuous line. In the 1atter case Sir John
Jones's formula, as applied to the Lines of Torres Verdras, may be
taken as a guide. It was, "two men per yard running for all front
lines, and one man per yard for all rear lines, deducting for the spaces
occupied by the artillery ; an addition to, or deduction from these
numbers being made by the commanding engineer in all cases,
This gave enough
where deemed expe<lient from local causes."
men to man the parapet thoroughly, and to have a reserve
to replace casualties and to strengthen the defence when needed.
This was for strongly made field works. For permanent works
and with modern weapons one man per yarcl would probably be
enough in all cases, with the addition 01· deduction made as
suggesoed by Sir John Jones.
Wl,ole gurrison not to be always in a furt.-It does not follow that
the number of men calculated as required for a fort should always be
There shou]cl be a permanent garrison for the work, who
in it.
should always be there, who would know the way about, and take
charge of the stores, but the reliefs for working tbe guns had much
better be out of the fort when they are not actually wanted, and
with a fort which is one of a line, this can be arranged. In isolated
works of course the full garrison must be kept.
Niirnber of men /01· o gw1.-In calculating a garrison, refere11ce
can be made to the Manual of Artillery Exc1·ciscs, for the number
of men rcq aired for the various natures of gnus that may be
mounted. l<'nr a medium gun such as the 64-pr. R.ll:I.L., the detach-
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meut consists of nine men, of whom two are magazine men, who
may not be required for every gun in a work.
Fieldjo1'ce.-In addition to the garrisons of the forts, a field force
is required for many duties; firstly to watch, and secondly to guard
the intervals between the forts; thirdly to make sorties, and fourthly
counter-approaches. It would also, fifthly, strengthen its position
by throwing up field redoubts and shelter trenches, and would,
sixthly, work some of tbe guns of the batteries intermediate to the
forts in which the artillery of the defence would be mainly placed
during the second period of the siege. While the guns of the forts
were silent, part of their garrisons would be available for use
outside them, and they would be told off to some of the intermediate batteries, the remainder being worked by men of the field
force.

Calculatio11 of the field jol'ce.-(hards and pickets.-The field force
is calculated, firstly, by allowing sufficient men to form a ring of
guards and pickets all round the fortress. This can only be done
accurately on the actual ground, but for a uniform site, 33 men
would be required for every 100 yards in order to provide main
guards, with pickets at 300 yards intervals, and with double sentries
detached to the front.
Movable force.-Secondly, by adding a sufficient force to resist
any attempt of the enemy to penetrate between the forts; an
attempt which it is evident might be made, .though I am not aware
of such ever having been done.
The amount of the necessary force will depend on a variety of
circumstances, and it can be arrived at only by answering in each
particular case, the question "What has the enemy to get by pene!,rating between the works, and with what force might he try to clo
it?"
Chance of an open attack agaim.st a fortreRs in good condition.-

Against a carefully designed fortress in good repair) with an interior
enceinte enclosing the vital parts, and outlying forts occupying all
the important positions, nothing could be clone by an attempt at an
operation of this description; without the possibility of taking up
any good tactical position, and almost always exposed to fire from
works which cannot be captured, the attacking force would be able
to achieve nothing decisive, and must suffer great loss.
Small field force only 'teq_1£ired.-In this case therefore no ad~
dition need be macle to the pickets to enable them to resist a
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powerful attack, though there must be some troops to keep
off small bodies of the enemy, who might try to slip in and do
mischief.
Possibly the pickets and main guards will he enough for this ; at
any rate, troops will have to be added for other purposes who could
undertake this duty.
It may be said that the forts might be so knocked about in the
course of a siege, as to be no longer capable of oppoRing the
enemy's advance ; this, however, is not likely to be the case. They
should he so built that to injure them seriously, it should be necessary for the enemy to establish regular breaching and counterhatteries, and it will be a sufficiently extensive operation for him
to do this on the principal front of attack. But when the attack
has been once localised in this manner, defences against it can be
increased by mounting guns and constructing field works, and by
bringing men from other parts of the fortress, so that an attack in
force should become a desperate undertaking. The forts here
might have their artillery silenced, but their musketry can never be
quite subdued, and they still hold the principal points of the position,
needing to be carried by storm before the enemy can make good his
footing.

Open attacl, against an impeifect forfress.-The case in which the
enemy is most likely to make an attempt to penetrate between the
forts is when the grouud is such that it can be easily moved over;
when the forts are far apart, without muah flanking fire, and so
situated that they command the ground in rear fur a short distance
only ; and when there is no interior enceinte, supporting work, or
citadel. In such a case the forts have become merely batteries tbat
cannot be easily silenced or taken, but they can have very little
influence on the general defence, and the ground would have to be
occupied nearly as strongly as if it were an open battle-field. A
carefully prepared one, no doubt, and one in which the defenders have
the advantage of powerful artillery, and cannot be outflanked, but still
really an open battle.field.
Large field force reguired.-It would probably be necessary to allow
three men per yard over the whole portion that can be attacked at
once, w.hich might be, say, half the fortress. The total number of
men that this wou]d necei::sitate, would, of cou1·Re, depend on tl1e
possible extent of the attack, and on the facilities that might
exist for moving the reserves from one pai·t to another.
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It will probably be thought that a place which requires to be
defended by an army can hardly be called a fortress at all. The
description just given, however, applies fairly to some of the new
German fortresses, except tlu,t they usually have a nucleus of old
works, and I believe stand in open country. The Germans, however,
can start with the assumption that there are plenty of troops available,
and consequently have probably not troubled much to do ,i,way with
the necessity for using them. They bave ouly had to make the
poSitious strong against a frontal attack, in which they have, no
doubt, succeeded. It is fo,r otherwise with us, and we must not
copy their example, but endeavour to make our works serve the
place of men as far as is possible.
It is evident that the proportion of the field force required to
guard the intervals between the forts, cannot be laid down in a
general manner applicable to all fortresses ; it must be determined
specially for each case; and the determination requires a good
knowledge of the ground, and of t,he capabilities of the works of
defence. The importance of a careful preparation of the design of
the works is, however, impressed on one by the consideration that
according as they are well or ill arranged, there may be
made a difference of perhaps 25,000 men in the garrison necessary
for the security of a large inland fortress.
Sorlies.-But a field force is also required to make sorties, aucl
sometimes to construct counter-approaches against the enemy. It
is not possible to base any calculation as to numbers ou these requirements, but the necessity of having men available for them,
especially for the sorties, furnishes another reason for providing a
force additional to the pickets.
For the sorties, a small body of cavalry and of horse artillery is
required .
Nwmbers necessary for th1·owing up intennecliate works.-The number necessary £01· throwing up works intermediate to the forts is
also difficult to calculate.
Probably an assumption sufficiently near the trnth would be to
take it at two men per yard over the front liable to be attacked;
that iR, in most cases, the front coyerecl by three forts. 'l1his number is arrived o.t through the following considerations.
1st. That a man per yard on au average, wou1d give n. snfficicnt1y largo number £or ono rclit:f on the various works required.
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f:.omc of the work won ld he batteries requiring more tban n. man a

yard to execute them; some trenches requil'ing abo11t that number,
some 8bclter trenches not requiring so much, but that would seem
to give a fair average; a little o,;-cr the mark, if anything.
2nd. That men enough for two reliefs per day will be sufficient,

as most of the work will be done once for all, and contin11ous bbour
will not be required, as in the case of tbe besieging troops.
For the construction of w0rks in a second line, and in the front
line befm·e the in vestment, the assistance of the civilian population

of the place can be counte,l on.
Number of men 1·eguirecl f,J work the guns in the intennediate baiteties.
-For the sixth requirement, men to work the guns, and to guard
the batteries intermediate to the fortn, as well as to guard any
redoubts that ma,y have been thrown up, the ealculution depends on
the number of guns to be used, and on the character of the works,
which again depends on local circumstances.

It would, however, seem a fair assumption to allow a man per yard
to the fronts liable to be attacked, which added to the working
parties just calculated will bring up the number to 1,hree
me11 per yard for the fronts liable to be attacked. The men
for these duties may be fairly called on to do the sorties and
counter approaches.
Amount of movable force.-Tbis number is that which, as we have
seen before, it is necessary to allow for fronts liable to an open

attack.
We have therefore arrived at this conclusion, that in addition to

the garrisons of the forts and to the pickets, a force calculateJ at
the rate of three men per yard is required for tbe whole number
of fronts that may be liable to a simultaneous at.tack, whatever the
nntnre of tha,t attack 11wy be, whether an open one, or carried on by
siege works.

Orclerlies.-The sicl.·.--An "dditio □ must be made to the numbers
of any force thus found to be requisite to allow for orderlies and
men on such duties, and for the sick.
.A.dclitions tn be niade fur the above.-For the besieging force this
arlclition would be taken at T'0 ths of the whole; for the besieged we
might reduce it to 1\Jth; for they will be stationn.ry, an~ will be
able to avail themselves of the services of the civil populnt10n of the
fortress for many things which the besiegers will hn.ve to tlo for
themselves.
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Smnmary ~f calculations f01· a ga,-rison.-To sum up shortly tho
calculations for tLc ganison of a large forti·~ss we have:
Fo,- thefortz.-To take the number of men required for guards and
for workiug tbe guns, and to multiply it by three; to this to add
the numbers required for miscellaneous duties, and where there is an
unusual extent of musketry parapet to be manned, to allow for it at
about the rate of a man per yard.
For the field force.-To allow for pickets at the rate of 33 men
per 100 yards of outpost lines all round the place ; for the main
body, at the rate of three men per yard over the fronts liable to
be attacked either openly or with siege works. To these to add a
small proportion of cavalry and field artillery dependent on the nature
of tbe country and on the possibilities of making sorties, and to the
whole field force to add >'oth, that is ttb of the number just
arrived at, to allow for sick and for men on various miscellaneous
duties.
Case of a fidl garrison not being obtainable.-In the foregoing
pages I have endeavoured to arrive at a mode of calculating the
garrison of a fortress according to what appears to be its real requirements; but in the English service it is very doubtful if a full
garrison for a fortress could ever be obtained, and therefore the
consideration of what men we can do without, is an important pa.rt
of our enquiries.
Cluvnge of duties.-Economy of men must be obtained by shifting
them about from one duty to another according to the exigencies
of the situation.
Before the investment.-Before the place is invested small numbers
only need be kept in the forts; all the remainder, with tbe exception of the guards and pickets, being employed in clearing the ground
to the front, and in constrncting trenches and field redoubts where
they may be required in the intervals between the permanent works.
At this period, civilian labour should be employed. The men in the
forts should prepare them for the siege by constructing blindages
and covered communications, and by mounting guns in them; for at
the beginning of a siege the for~s should be able to speak decidedly ;
later on many of these guns would be taken out of them.
Ajtc1· the investment.-When the p1ace is invested, all the forts
should be pretty strongly garrisoned, as they constitute the mainstay of the defence at this period. The remainder of the troops
forming the field force, would probably be kept in hand in such
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pnsitions as would give tl,em freedom of movement towards any
tb1·eatened point.
During a regiLlm· attack.-As the attack develops, the garrisons of
the forts and batteries against which it is more particularly chrected
must be reinforced up to their foll strength, if it be possible, as the
men will have plenty of work to do. The field force will now throw
up counter batteries, and some of the guns of the forts will be
removed to them. So that first, the working parties must be at
their greatest strength, afterwards the gar,·isons of the forts generally, and finally the troops employed about the point of attack.
In the R.E. Professonal Papers, Occasional Papers Series, Vol. T.
1877, will be found a paper by me on the subject of the "Garrisons
required for J\Iodern Fortresses," treating of it in some respects
more fully than here. A garrison, however, calculated according to
the rules laid down in that paper, will be smaller than if calculated
according to what has been written above. The difference arises
from the different points of view from which the subject bas been
regarded. It is here looked at in a more abstract manner than in
the paper written in 1877, when the actual numbers likely to be
available for our garrisons were more particularly present to my
mind.
9. EFFECT OF THE NATURE OF EARTH OR ROCK
ON DESIGN.
Effect of the nature of earth or rock on design.-The details of the
design for a fort should be influenced by the nature of the ground
on which it is to. be built, and it is necessary to inspect the site
carefully before beginning the plans. Every different earth or rock
has its own advantages and disadvantages-except the clay called
blue slipper, which bas no advantages that I am aware of-and
each requires its own treatment; it is plain, for instance, that a hill
of earth can be cut about much more easily than a hill of hard
rock, and therefore in the latter case, one must be much more
guided by the accidents of the ground than in t.be former.
Rocky sites.-If the site be rocky, the first thing to do is to see
buw near tbe rock comes to the surface, as it is usually covered with
soil of more or less depth. It will be aclvisable to remove this soil
and to put it where -it will not be disturbed during the progress of
the works so that it may be used for covering the parapets aucl
gJacis, with a view to encourage vegetation and to prevent the
splinters flying when struck by shot or shell:
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The l'Ock should be carefully examined, 1tncl the opinions of
people who know the local stone taken, as to whether it is fit for
ashlar, rubble, or concrete, or whether it is useless for all these
purposes, as it would be for instance if it were very light and
shaley.
Ashlar.-Then, if the stone is fit for ashlar, one will he ahle to
make use of cut stone about the casemate fr0nts, enti·ancm:, and
bombproofs, and in the lower parts of the d isappearing gun pits;
,we! the opportunity may be taken to give the work a little morn
finish than is usual.
Rubble.-If it must be used as rubble a different style must of
course he adopted. Rubble masonry looks very well in a fort; it
appears to harmonize w-ith the character of the work more than any
other style of construction, and there is of course economy in using
the stone just as it comes from the quarry, so that I should pl'efer
using stone as rubble for the greater pa1·t of the work even if it
were capable of being dressed as ashlar.
A certain amount of brick or ashlar will be required for use where
fine work is necessary.
Concrele.-Ooncrete is perhaps the most generally serviceable
material for use in fortification. Its quality can he varied to suit
different cii·cumstauces, and if carefully mixed it can be applied to
almost any purpose, e.-en in places which will get such hard wear
as steps. Tt is not however advisable to try any but simple forms
with it, or the expense of the moulds becomes too great to make it
worth while. It is difficult to give buildings made of it a good
appearance, but a solid and simple style of construction is the
best.
Pool' rock.-If the rock is useless for building purposes it yet
may save some trouble in the way of revetments, as, for instance, in
the case of chalk, where the escarps only want facing to secure them
from the effects of weather. Here the casemates, etc., must be made
of the local building material whatever that may be, if it is sufficiently suitable.
Siles on earth.-Earth may be either gravelly, sandy, or clayey.
Gmrel.-If gravelly it will pro,ide one with material for concrete ; it will be well to cover the parapet with loam to prevent
stones flying.
Baud w1d cfoy .-Sancl and clay are of course useless for building
purposes unless the !11tter is of a quality which will admit of burning
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into brick. As these materials will not stand permanently at a
steep a11gle, easy slopes shoulcl be used in the work .
.1','.(t"cct of the soil 011 Ilic de.<ign. Besides affecting the details of
construction, the n,ture of the ground will affect the design of tbe
work. For instanc,,, in a bard rock it is best to get all the material
if possible out of the ditch; it will cost very lit.tie more than quarrying elsewhere on the site and the strength of the work will be added
to. On an earth site every increase to the depth of the ditch involves an increase in the thickness of the escarp and counterscarp
walls if such be nsed, and more earth moved iu order to get them
in, even if they be uot actually increasecl in height. In snch a case
therefore it is best to settle on a good form of ditch, and to get from
another place any earth that may be required to complete the
parapets.
In a rocky site where mining is not likely to be used by the
enemy, eounterscarp gallel'ies may be used to flank the ditches.
On au earth site caponniers are somewhat preferable if the fort be
liable to a close attack.
It is not necessary to take such pains to conceal a natural rock
escarp as a built oue.
A work on a rocky site where the interior slopes can be revetted,
and where the stuff will stand at a steep angle, need not cover quite
so much ground as one on a sandy or clayey soil.
When a fort stands on a soft rock which cau be easily cut and
yet will stand of itself, it is easy to cut underground galleries of
communication.

10. HINTS ON DESIGN.
The following pages contain some hints on l1ow to set about
designing a fort. They musb necessarily be rather desultory, as of
course there are all sorts of variations in the circumstances under
which the work is done, and moreover nearly every one l1as his own
way of setting to work aud will not follow mir,.e. Still a few
remarks may be useful even if they only serve to call to mind the
things that have to be attended to.
Nat11reofmap available.-It may be assumed that you arc possessed
of a; general map of the country like the one inch to a mile ordnance
survcy:sheets, but of more doubtful n,nthot·ity. Out of England
such will be yom· usual lJa1>iR.
Q
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Oharts.-For a coast fortress, such as ours invariably are, a chart
must of course be used in order to lay out the coast defence, and it
may also be useful for the land works, but the hill shading on an
Admiralty chart must never be trusted; it does not aim at giving
an exact representation of the ground but only at indicating its
appearance from the sea.
The views on Admll'alty charts are however al ways correct as
far as I have been able to judge.
Study of the map. -After walking, riding, or driving about the
country till you have learnt its features you will know the qualities
of your map and how far it is to be depended on, whether its roads
art.. right, whether there are any peculiarit,ies in its hill shading that
have to be remembered in order to understand what sort of ground
is signified by it, whether its coast line is right, and so on; also
whether many changes have been made since it was printed. In
short you must learn to read the map and to know where it is incorrect or wanting, for, without it, it would be almost impossible
to assign the proper relative value to the various works and parts
of works. The attack and defence cover such large areas nowadays that it is only with the aid of a map, on not too large a scale,
that you can bring before your mind simultaneously all the points
bearing on the selection of the sites for your works.
Ohoice of sites.-Having chosen the positions for the works on
the map, go out on to the ground again and examine these points
with more minuteness, so as to decide the sites as far as you can at
S01netim.Ps it is necessary to wait for a more exact
this stage.
survey before it is possible lo settle the claims of two or three rival
hill tops, but usually most of the sites will reveal themseJ,.es at this
stage of the proceedings, and their relative importance and the
general qualities of the works to be built will also have become
apparent, being decided by tactical considerations.
Nat·t<re ~fworks.-You will be able to decide whether a fort must
be self contained and able to resist the enemy without much help
from collateral works, or whether it shall be a mere satellite to
some dominating posltion; whether it shail be most powerful for
front or flank fire, whether it is likely to have an attack carried on
against it through all its stages, or whether it will be only shelled
from a distance.
In fact you will be able roughly to design the works in your own
mind, and to know approximately their sizes and positions.
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Survey of sites.-This is a necessary prelude to the next step,
which is to get the sites su rveycd 1
Scale ~f wrvey.-40 Jeri lu 1 i11ch.-Now as to the scale on which
this is to be done, I have found practically that a scale of 40 feet to
1 inch is the most con\·cnient for the general design of a wol'k, a,nd
the one to which tl,c plan of all the ground likely to be covered by
the fort and its glacis should be made.
It is sufficiently large to get accm·acy for such things as casemates
and gun emplacements, and the slopes of parapets, while it is not
large enougli to drive one into shewing details which are not wanted
in the first stages of a dvsign. It is of importance not to use too
small a scale, or one is liable to be led into difficulties at a later
stage of affairs. Two or three little details-slopes, flights of steps,
or something of tbat sort, which seemed to fit in very nicely on the
small scale, will often prove to be much larger than was expected
when expanded to a size sufficient to show the full dimensions of all
their component parts, so that they will not fit into the space
originally allotted to them, but make a fresh arrangement necessary. And it is surprising how small an alteration will sometimes
affect the desigu of a whole fort; widening a passage for instance
may shift a set of casemates, which may affect the magazine service,
aucl so modify the parapet, and possibly, at last, even the outline of
the fort.
Scales for details.-Anotber advantage of the scale of 40 feet to
1 inch, is that it is easy to reduce to it details drawn on the scales
of 10 feet to 1 inch, or 4 feet to 1 inch.
Scctle of general survey TT'oo,-Besides the 40 feet to 1 inch scale of
the immediate site of tile WOl'k, this and bU!lle of the ground around
should be done to the scale of , ,'0 0 • A plan on this acale is the
best for making the first rough sketch of the design on. It should
include the ground between the works and for some little distance
in front and in rear of them, so as to embrace the positions for the
auxiliary batteries of tbe defence and the near approaches of the
enemy. It is a convenient scale for i:ihewing the works in their
relation to one another.
These scales of •;;;-loo and 40 foot to l inch, are sufficient fol' the
design, for although of course it will be found necessary to draw
some details on a larger scale, in order to get exact dimensions, yet
40 feet to 1 iucb gives a plan sufficiently large for deciding on the
merits of the project,
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Scale for azip,.ovec! designs.-10 feet lo l incli.-As soon as the design has been approved and is to be carried out, drawings on a large

scale become necessary-10 feet to 1 inch for general plans, and 4
feet to 1 inch for details, will be found convenient. It is well worth
while drawing the whole fort, as it is laid out, on the scale of 10
feet to 1 inch, for every intersection of slopes, every turn in the whole

plan, can be shewn on that scale, ancl the plan forms a capital check
on all subsequent work.
In fact the fort should be laid out on tbe ground, and on the plan
of 10 feet to 1 inch, at the same time; you can then be sure that as
the drawing is finished, so the fort can be.
Pe,-manent marks for laying 01't.-This plan will also enable you
to see where you can fix permanent marks, showing your main
laying out lines, so that they shall not be lost, ancl so that you can
refer to them in the progress of the work, ancl in making the record
drawings.
Study of the g1"01tnd d1'riny the snrvey.-While the survey is going
on, you will have an opportunity of examining the ground, so as to

know its form thoroughly, and also of finding out the quality of the
soil, whether clay, sand, or anything else, the depth to the rock if
there be any, its quality and so on, so that the design of the new
fort may be properly suited to the character of the material with
which it will be built. Also of finding out what classes of workmen
are obtainable, unskilled or skilled, and of the latter, whether many,
and in what trades; also whether it will pay to employ machinery,
as all this has an influence on the design.

You will also be able to find out whether, before beginning work,
any special arrangements will have to be made for water supply,
for repair of roads, for the supply of materials, for sheltering tho
workmen, for an office, and numerous other points which will insist
on being attended to.
Some time during the progress of these preliminary operations it
will be necessary to make arrangements for the purchase of the land
required.
I need say no more about that, thau that you must have some idea
of the sort of work you are going to erect, in order that you may
include enough land to contain it, with its glacis and approaches.
If land is cheap-if laud ever is cheap that is sold to the Government-it is advisable to hold a good deal round the work, in order
to prevent its being blocked up by buildings.
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Actual design of the work.-The actu:.1 desiguing of the work is
partly a matter of trial and error; several rough sketches will have
to be made before tbe fort gets into shape, and indeed it may be
necessa.ry to make drawings to scale, in order to sett.le various
points about the dimensions. Do not be afraid of makiug plenty of
drawings; it is easier and better to alter plans than to alter a fort
once built.
Oomniencing the design of a land work.- Position of crest line.-In
sketching out a land work it will be found that the first thing to do
is to fix approximately the position of the crest line of the parapet,
so that the near slopes of the hill may be conveniently swept. 'l'his
crest-line should be from 15 to 25 feet above the level of the
interior of the fort,, the height depending on the nature of the
rampart, whether solid or casemated. A crest line sketched
round the hill can be converted into the proper polygonal form
afterwards.
It may be that the position of the crest-line determined thus, will
indicate that the ground should be in whole or in part taken up with
a continuous line. This is tbe case in I\'Ialta, where it is necessary
to occupy Dueira HilJ with a continuous line nearly a mile long, there
being no single position on the hill from which the whole of the
slopes can be seen.
Inclination of superior slope.-The inclination of the superior
slope, and of the glacis, will partly depend on the form of the
grouncl, but it should not be steeper than t if it can be avoided.
liirection of faces.-The next thing is to lay out the front faces of
the work, that is, those that are not exposed to enfilade fire; there
is ustmlly not much choice about this; and then to decide in what
direction the Haxos or other casernates may safely look.
A.r-rangB1nent of the guns.-Then settle the arrangement and
number of the guns. Tbey are the chief things in tbe fort, and
the plan must be made to suit their arcs of fire, their service and
their security.
'!'he guns in a fort may not be often used, but when they are
used almost everything depends on them; at the beginniag df a
siege nothing besides artillery fire can touch the enemy, and there
will be no other gnns mounted but those in the forts ; at the end
of a siege the enemy's approaches can hardly be stopped hy any.
thing but artillery, and the guns in the fort attacked must be
worked.
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Filling i11 details.-Having settled the position of the gans, the
nature of the fort is approximately determined, and then comes
the business of fitting in the casemn.tes, the communications, the
maCl'azines the ammunition service, anrl the flanks to the ditches ;
with rega;d t.o which I can give no hints; it is a matter of packing
and arranging; a good many alterat.ions are certain to be required.
After this the glacis should be drawn.
Design of a coast batlery.-With a coa~t work the mounting of
the guns is the raison d'eirn of the whole matter, and their lines of
fire must be carefully considered.
Not too much consideration to be given to the gronnd.-Aud in this
case it is well not to be too much influenced by the conformation of
the ground in deciding on the positions and lines of fire of the
guns.
Some consideration must of course be given to it, so that, for
instance, tbe fort proposed may not be too large for the site which
it is to occupy; but while bearing in mind the general nature of
the position, the number o.f guns available, and the most suitable
mode of mounting, still the best way of beginning the design is to lay
down on the cha,rt the arcs of fire which it would be most
adva,ntageous to get; then sketch out the sort of battery that
would be required, and then s,,e if it can be applied to the site.
If it cannot, it may be possible by throwing one part back, or
another forward, by altering the intervals between the guns, or by
changing the mode of mounting, to attain the desired result.
Arrangenient of the various parts. -Working out the design of a,
coast battery is to a great extent a matter of packing, owing to
there being so many fixed dimensions about the emplacements ;
tho chief things to attend to al'e, the avoidance of exposure to
enfilade or reverse fire, and convenience of ammunition service.
It is difficult to protect a barbette battery from enfilade or reverse
fire; all that can be done is to intl'Oduce large traverses and parados.
Casemates can either be protected by parados or can have f1rches
built against the backs of the casemates ; if the latter, care must
be taken not to exclude the light too much, and not to impede the
movement of air, or the blast of the guns may cause injury to the
casemate fittings.
If it can be managed, casemates should not be so arranged
that a shot entering one of the ports could enfilade a line of
guns.
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'l'he chance of its happening is perhaps not great, and it is nol
always possible to guard against it; luckily, the guns make good
traverses themselves.
In a large battery the best way would be to arrange tbe guns in
groups, with large masses of eart,h and masonry separating them,
thus obtaining another advantage from this disposition, besides those
before pointed out in Lecture VJ., p. 189.
Am.1nu,nitio,i service.-Iu arranging the ammunition service the
best plan is to mark positions for the lifts or issue batches where
they would be most convenient for the service of the guns, and then
tu endeavour to arrange the magazines so as to get them in these
positions, or as near to them as possible.
In the ammunition stores the lifts should be situated conveniently
for access, and not far from the store from which the ammunition is
The winch should be placed on that side which is away
drawn.
from the direction of the service, so that the men working it may
not be in the way of those bringing up the ammunition; aud the
lighting should he so arranged that the meu may not stand in theil'
own light when adjusting the sheli clip to the shell, or putting the
cartridge into the cage at the foot of the lift.
Drawing the plu.ns of a. curist battery.-In making the drawings for
a coast battery it will be found best to begin by laying down the
pivots of the guns, and to refer all points on the gun floor to them.
The11, having obtained the exact positions of the lifts, make them
your points of reference for the ammunition storPs in the base•
ment. This will ensure the agreement of the upper and under
plans.
In drawing the sections the top surface of the racer is the datum
to which all the heights are referred.
Landworks.-Returning to land ·.vorks, the last thinga to do, which
should never be omitted, 1>re to oalcul~te the deblai and remblai
and to make an approximate est,imate of the cost.
With a little practice both these c.m be done in a day's work, but
this is not likely to be the case at the first attempt.
D ebl1d a.ucl rem.blai. -The balancing of the deblai anJ remblai
should be done approximately as the design progresses by adjusting
the height of the crest above the natural ground. This is a matter of
judgement, hut at the best can hardly be quite right exeept by
accident. A calculatiou must be fina1ly made; it need not be very
minute as there are many disturbing causes in practice, bnt. it will
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require rrpcn.ting once or twice with n.ltcrcd levc>ls till the correct
one is found.
It must be remembered that an increase 0£ size takes place :in disturbed soil, varying from ls in sttnd to½ in bard rock, aucl the proper
allowance to be made must be ascertained before calculating the
deblai aud remblai for any pal'ticular work.
Approximate estimate.-The approximate estimate, which may be
made by cubing out the earthwoL·ks, excavations, bnildings, etc., and
allowing sums for tanks, en1rauces, roads of n.pproach, preparing the
gronnd, etc., is also very necessary.
·without being absolutely accurate it should give an idea of the
cost of the work, so that it may be seen if it is in proportion to the
value of the position in which it is to be placed, ancl it will also
reveal any extravagancies in the design, or injudicious modes of construction, so that they may be amended.
This is the finish of making a Llcsign £or a work; the next step
after its approval is the practical constmction.
Ooustnwtion of the work.-No lw,np-sum, coutract.-And with regard
to that, one or two points ma,y he mentioned specially appertaining
to fortification. One is, never make a lamp-sum contract if you can
belp it. The a.rt of fortification will be advancing while the work
is being built, and it is not good to be hindered by a lump-sum
conh-act from making improvements.
Wciy for b,·ingi11,q in the guns.-'fbe other refers more especially to
coast batt.eries, ancl is that a way shotlld be loft for bringing the
heavy guns iuto the fort ;-it is usua1ly convenient to leave a, cut in
the parapet, and part of the ditch unexcavatecl till the guns are
insitle. It would of course be convenient to get the guns in before
the work is finished, but thi:-; cau ral'ely be mn.nagcd. It is best t.o
arrange on the supposition that the guns will not come till the ·work
is practically finished.

ll. WHAT FOREIGN NATIONS ARE DOING.
A few words on what other nations besides ourselves are doing
in Permanent Fortification will be of interest.
FRANCE.

Coast wo,·ks.-The :French were doing absolutely nothing in the
way of coast batteries when these lectures were comenceu. Tbey
had guns mounted at points on tbe coast, but not of large calib1·e,
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and in old fashioned batteries without traverses or iron pt·otcction.
They have now tftken up this part of their defences, but I do not
know the nature of their works, beyond the fact that they employ
Grnson's cast.iron armour, concerning which, seep. 235.
Land defonces.-On bnd it is different; there they have constructed vast works ou their eastern frontier and round Paris.
There it was of the first importance to them after the War of
1870-1, that they should he at once provided, not with fresh forts
only but with fresh fortresses, and those on the largest scale. This
necessity ruled the designs of the works which were put in hand, and
which were arranged to be in fighting order in as short a time as
possible, and completed in a permanent manner afterwards. To this
end a section was chosen, wbich is especially adapted to rapid
construction, viz., a broad ditch with a sloping counterscarp and
detached escarp, a low front parapet, and a high interior cavalier
under which are the casemates for the garrison.
This arrangement permits of the low exterior parapet being completed first, when the work is at once defensible as a strong fieldwork. Building the casemates, excavating the ditch to its full
depth, and heaping up the cavalier battery can then be proceeded
with at leisure.
The French in the first instance constructed their casemates
and caponniers of wood, and erected a palisade fence for the
detached escarp ; they are now replacing this woodwork by
mai;:;onry.

The arrangement that they were forced by circumstances to adopt
does not seem altogether the best in the abstract, and very likely
they would admit as much.
The high cavalier standing up in the middle of the work is much
exposed to fire, and could hardly be expected to retain its guns uninjured for long. Moreover, it would catch shells intended for the
lower battery, and cause them to burst back on the latter. On the
other hand it is entirely independent of the ditch, so that it is less
likely to be breached.
They appear as a rule to have no special positions for delivering
curved fire from, unless it be from outside the forts, except that in
some cases they have interior gun C'asemates, hidden from the
outside.
The broad ditches with sloping counterscarps must expose the
escarps and caponniers to be struck by curved fire, but this is now
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unavoidable; it necessitn.tes, however, special care being given to
the construction of the caponniers .
.As 1·egards the details of the works, the most noticeable feature
is the way in which the guus are protected by traverses. There are
never more than two guns together, and usually each one is by itself
in a regular pit, with high traverses on each side. The guns
are mounted, I believe, on high traversing platforms and carriages.
The main magazines are often outside the works in rear. Pro·
bably this disposition was adopted to allow of rapid execution.
The French are careful to clear the ground round their works of
anything that might interfere with their fire.
For flanking the ditches they have adopted a novelty, in the shape
of the Hotchkiss revolving cannon.
This is a machine gun of 1½ inches calibre with 6 barrels revolving on a central spindle. The gun fires through an embrasure in a
casemate wall which is only just large enough to admit the barrels
without giving any room to traverse or elevate. For firing down
ditches at a comparatively short range the necessary elevation can
be given once for all when the gun is fixed, as well as the general
direction. The necessary dispersion is given in the following manner. Each of the 6 barrels is rifled to a different twist, so that the
projectiles, which are little case shot, arc rotated with different
degrees of rapidity on being fired. The effect of this is that the
cones of dispersion of the bullets of the case fired from each barrel
are different, and a!'e so arranged that while one barrel spreads its
mis:,:;iles out at a sharp angle immediately on leaving the muzzle,
another makes them keep nearly together up to the end of the ditch,
the other barrels giving intermediate amounts of dispersion Therefore on operating the mechanism of the gun, the ditch is immediately
automatically swept with case shot. The gun will fire about 30
shots per minute.
This appeal's to me too mechanical an arrangement to trust to in
war; there is no adaptability about it, and it would be at once
thrown out by any accident, such as a partial filling up of the ditch,
or a little derangement of direction from a pro,iectile striking the
caponnier wall. The b;illets too, from an 1~ inch case shot are
small (1 ½oz.) and cannot have much penetrating power. Moreover,
the guns are expensive. and require more care and attention than
caponnier guns, as a rule, get.
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I much prefer the S.B. B.L. gun which has been introduced into
our service, see Lecture II., p. 59 ; it is strong, manageable, and
cheap, and it fires much heavier balls than the Hotchkiss.
GERMANY.

Goast works.-The Germans have erected considerable coast
defences along the shores of the Baltic an<l North Seas.
Gruson's c11st fron armow·.-Case1nates.-They have made an ex ..
tensive use of Gruson's cast-iron armour, both in the form of casemates and turrets. This armour is formed of large masses of iron
very carefully cast and chilled on the face. The surfaces are all
curved in order that a shot may glance on striking. 'l.'he edges are
planed so as to fit closely together, and contain a groove which is
run with lead. The masses of metal are very large, some being 3
feet thick in the thickest parts, and 8 feet high by 8 feet wide ;
they weigh about 38 tons each. The roofs of the casemates are
formed of cast iron beams, about 19 feet long and 5 feet wide.
This arruour depends for its strength partly on its curved form
and hard surface, which would cause shot to glance, and also on its
thickness and massiveness which would prevent it falling in pieces,
even if badly cracked. The cost is about the same as wrought iron
a1·mour of the same calculated strength.
I am not able to give any information as to the actual resisting
power of this armour against heavy guns, as }L G1·uson has not sent
any to England for experiment No doubt it would prove to be
strong, for great care is taken with its manufacture, but I cannot
think it woulcl be found superior to our own wrought iron plates.
The latter will take a great deal of hammering without being much
the worse for it, while the cast iron must get shattered in a few
rounds; it will, though, resist a large number of rounds from guns
which are not of great power. A Gruson battery is, however, a
very workmanlike 1ooking affair.
Tu.rreis.-The Gruson turrets are dome-shaped, containing one or
two guns each. They have no actual pivot, but have a large hole
left underneath to allow of a fresh gun being mounted in case the
one in the turret be disabled.
A fort on the Weser in which a row of turrets is placed, has a
eloping oscarp faced with granite, which is a very strong construction against shot.
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Some of the German coast guns are mounted on A pivot racers,
:1nd fire en barbette. The guns are closer together than we should
put them at the present day.
Lancl works.-The German type of fort differs materially from the
French.and from ours. It is shallow, with short flanks, and without " cavalier battery. It appears to be constructed more as a
position for artillery for firing on the enemy's approaches, than as
a work int,ended to bold a position.
Probably tbe Germans consider tbat with the large number of
men they can always dispose of, they can count on having strong
garrisons in their fortresses, and that there is consequently no chance
of an enemy trying to penetrate between the forts. It therefore
becomes unnecessary to provide for a heavy flanking fire from the
forts, and they become only a means of providing bomb-proof cover
and storage, and of gjving a place for mounting heavier guns than can
be used by a field army.
The forts are provided with detached escarp walls covered from
project,iles falling with a drop of 18°.
The ditches arc flanked by caponniers.
The works usually have a large traverse on the capital reaching
across the fort.
In some of the works at Metz turrets are mounted, probably of
Gruson cast iron.
BELGIUM.

The energies of Belgium are centred at Antwerp, which has
been made into one of the strongest fortresses in Europe.
Coast works.-The river Scheidt is defended about four miles
below Antwerp by t1vo works, Fort Ste. Marie, and Fort Philippe.
Fort Ste. Marie contains several cast iron casemates on Gruson's
system, tbe gnus in which fire down the river. On the other bank,
at a bend, is Fort Philippe, with th,·ee turrets in a row.
La.ncl works-The land defences of Antwerp have been often
described; they consist of au inner continuous enceinte, with a
citadel and au outer ring of forts.
The chief features arn the broad wet ditches, the massive and
commanding ramparts, and the powerful flanks.
The caponniers are long rows of casemates well covered with
earth externally, and with embrasures intended to be shielded .
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There are two particularly good points about tbem, which, however,
require a good deal of room in execution; one is the massive head
of earth which the caponnicrs have; the other is the internal parados
of earth which would prevent a shot which might have entered an
embrasure injuring any of the guns which look in the opposite
direction.
The forts are funushed with large masonry keeps, which can no
longer be so secure as they were against curved artillery fire. 'l.'he
low gorge batteries are well covered from the front, and woulcl be
useful for delivering indirect fire from, ancl for preventing any attempt to pass between the forts.
Casematecl traverses and expense ammunition stores are built on
the terrepleins.
The enceinte of Antwerp contains an arsenal, and also steam mil1s
ancl other such appliances, so that there are all the means of making a
long defence.
The detached forts at Antwerp are about 5,000 yards in advance
of the enceinte; t,his is considered insufficient, aud projects have
been for a long time in hand for an extended line of works on tbe
Nethe and the Duppel, which will carry the defence out about
twice as far.
TURKEY.

The Turks have a number of batteries on the Bosphorns and
Darclanelles, but they were, and, I believe, still are, merely earthen
batteries with the guns firing en barbette.
'l'heir land forts are mere field works ; Kars, which was supposed
to be a permanent fortress, was not even so strong as Plevna.
Some of the works had no ditches.
On the Tcheckmedje Lines, they are said to have thrown up a
set of circular and elliptical works ; the shape is not a bad one, if
all idea, of flanking the ditches he given up.
RUSSIA.

The Russian works I do not know much about; they have
invested in Gruson's cast iron armour; it is said that some of
it is to go to Batoum. At Kronstadt they have a novelty in the
shape of a 40-ton gun mounted on the disappearing principle something like the barbette guns of H.M.S. "'l'emeraire." It is a B.L: gun,
and as it only just comes below the crest of the parapet there 1s not
much protection gained.

(,
I
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A very large and powerful work has recently been constructed at
Kertch to close the entrance into the Sea of Azov, but I believe it
presents no novelties, although well organized and arranged.
ITALY,

The Italians have not as yet spent much money on fortifications.
They have however constructed works round Rome and at their
great naval arsenal at Spezzia.
The forts round Rome are placed only on the main lines of approach,
so as to check the advance of an investing army. They depend for
security against assault on the walls of Aurelian.
At Spezzia they have constructed some groups of land works in
an excessively rugged country running up as high as 1400 feet.
For the sea defences they have mounted one 100-ton gun and
purpose putting up more.
The one already there is mounted en ba,·bette in a pit with circular
racers. Probably the rest will be made more secure.
AUSTRIA.

The Austrians propose getting some Gruson turrets, for coast
works, but have not now much in hand.
CmNA.

The Chinese are building some heavy masonry works on the
Canton river, but I do not know their details.
AMERICA.

The Americans are converting their cast iron S.B. guns into
rifled, on Palliser's system, and are mounting them on their
coast works, but these must be in much the same state as they were
at the end of the Civil War.
AUSTRALIA.

The Australian Colonies are mounting long R.M.L. guns on
a side loading system devised by Sir W. Armstrong's firm. See
Lecture VI. page 18~. It gives a good deal of security if the
battery be not exposed to enfilade, but covers a good deal of ground,
is difficult to make thoroughly safe except at a rather large cost,
and it appears too liable to get out of order.
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TABLE OF COST OF R.M.L. GUNS.
I.

II.

Nature of
Gun.

III.

IV.

V.

Cost of Gnn with Platform Carriage e.nd Stores, and wilb 10 Cost of 100
Cost of Gun. per cent. added to cover the rounda of
Ammunition.
cost of mounting, &c.

38-ton

£3,328

25-ton

£2,110

Casemate

£4,726
£l,782
£3,031
£3,101
£2,174
£2,263
£1,525
£1,586

Dwarf

Cru~emate
Dwarf

18-ton

£1,330

12-ton

£910

80-pr.

£176

f'a scmate
Dwa.rf
Casemri.te
D,varf
Dwarf

64-pr.

£160

Dwarf

£860
£666
£4'0
£292

Totals of Ill.
and IV.

£5,576
£5,632
£::J,506
£3,666
£2-,614

£2,703
£1,817
£1,l:178

£308'

£112

~420

£198•

£95

£293

• Wooden carriage and platform,

VI.
Nature
of
Gun.

VII.
Authd. proportion o

Rounds at Home.
Number.

Rounds Abroad.

of

III. and VII.

Cost.

-- ---

IX.
Authd. proportion o

VIII,
Totals

f

38-ton

100

£850

25-ton

100

£565 {

Casemnte

18-tc

150

£661 {

12-ton

150

,e139 {

80-pr.

100

£112

Dwarf
C1tsemate
Dwarf
Casemate
Dwarf
Cnsemate
Dwarf
Dwarf

M-pr.

00

£95

Dwarf

Number.

Cost.

x.
Totals
of

III, and IX.

£5,576
£5,632
£3,596
£3,666
£2,835
£2,92-l,
£1,963
£2,024
£420

300

£376{

250

£280

Casemate
Dwarf
Casemnto
Dwarf
Cnsemate
Dwarf
Cnsemato
Dwarf
Dwarf

£293

260

£238

Dwarf

250

£2,126{

250

£1,.1,12{

300

£1,322{

£6,851
£6,fl07
£.~,413
£J,513
£3,496
£3,fiS.5
£2,401
£2,462
£688
£!36

NoTs.-Long R. B. L. guns will cost very little more tba.n R. M.L. guns of the same
weight, but the ca.rriages and ammunition will be more expensive.
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PAPER II.

NOTES ON ARMOURED DEFENCES.
By

COLONEL INGLIS,

0.B., R.E.

THE subject of the following Paper appeared in the 'Proceedings of
the Royal Artillery Institution,' Volume XI., No. 5, 1881, and was
intended as a sketch of an hour's lecture delivered at Woolwich
early in 1880.
The audience on that occasion was oue upon which I could not
think of inflicting much engineering detail, and as, besides, a considerable time has now elapsed since the lecture was first prepared,
I have some misgivings as to its fitness to appear in our Corps
volume, more especially as much of it is in substance a mere repetition
of what I have written in previous Papers.
However, with the object of making it serve at least as an index
to former contributions on the subject of Iron Fortifications, and to
other sources of information connected therewith, I now add such
references on each page as I think will help any officer who may wish
to become more acquainted with particular parts of the subject, and in
rder to complete some of the information to a more 1 ecent date I
have added a few observations in the form of a postscript. The
riginal text bas been but slightly altered, and two plates have been
added.
NECESSITY

FOR USE OF ARMOUR.

Long before the general adoption of rifled cannon, it was a well
recognised fact that tbe mat,eria1s then iu mie for works of fort.i-6.cation

were not a match for the guns which ships could carry.
Accordingly, we find that early in this century expei~ments were
toade with iron.cased walls at Woolwich, not to mention others made
in much more remote times.•
·

*

R. E. P.rofessional Papers (Second Series), vol. ::x.i., p. 189; and Flrst Rtport of

Special Committee on Iron, 1862, App.
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In 1853, extensive trials were made in the United States with
smooth.bore guns against masonry structures having in them embrasures strengthened with iron and other materials.•
In 1855, the l<'rench employed three iron-cased floating batteries in
the allied attack upon Kinbnrn, and, before peace was made with
Russia, England also had iron-clad batteries afloat.
In 1856, iron plJttes were tried, both in this country and in France,
against smooth-bore guns, and, in 1859, a shield for an embrasure,
composed of massive iron bars, was tested at Portsmouth for Sir J.
Burgoyne, by the fire of 68-pr. service guns; and besides many other
trials of smooth-bores against iron about that time, in 1858, two
armoured floating batteries were experimented upon at Portsmouth,
by 62-prs. and 68-prs. t
The fact is, that it was nothing but the vagueness of the fire, and
the rapid loss of velocity in the projectiles, of smooth-bore guns, that
allowed our works and ships to escape as well as they did in former
times. And this applies at least as much to the defences of other
countries as to our own.
In this view, therefore, it is not surprising that, when guns of good
range and precision came to be introduced, some great r.hange in the
mode of defence should have taken place.
But it bas been urged that the mere fact of the old walls of our
works having been found insufficient for the altered fire of artillery
should not have condemned the mat.erial of which they were composed.
If walls of 5 ft. or 10 ft. thickness were not strong enough, they could
have been made 20 or '30 ft. thick, or more if necessary; and if
masonry would not do, earth or concrete, or something else in large
quantities, might have been used.
Well, to a great extent, this is really what has been done generally
in works of fortification; but in forts for canst and river defence,
which are the only works liable to the fire of the heaviest ordnance,
a large addition of mass is altogether impracticable.
In any case, the formation of an efficient em bra sure in a very thick
parapet involves great difficulties; but iu a work exposed to the fire
of heavy ships' guns, the strengthPn-in«, which becomes necessary in
the neighbourhood of the embrasure, involves a treatment which altogether alters the character of the work. The main reason, however,
why the necessary strength cannot be gained in coast batteries by
multiplying the thickness of the parapets, is that in the great majority
• fl. E. Professional Papers (Second Series), vol. viii,, Pa.per i.; And vol. xi., p. 190
Ibid., vol. ,i., pp. 191-3.

t
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of tliese works the character of the site practically precludes it. For
instance, in the case of a fort at sea, it would be obviously out of the
question to bring up foundations for an earthwork, or for a work
having very thick parapets of other materials; and this difficulty
holds good, with a difference only of degree, in most of the sites
selected for our coast defence works.
SCOPE OF SUBJECT DEALT WITH.

The question of strengthening inland defences by means of a
partial use of armour is one that deserves great consideration, and,
for my paxt, I believe that almost any fortress could be rendered
practically impregnable, by the judicious use of iron or steel, at no
very great additional expense; but I shoulcl be attempting too much
if I were to introduce these topics into this Paper. I therefore propose
to confine myself on this occasion entirely to works of coast defence,
which are adapted to heavy guns firing through iron embrasures, or
ports as they are now called-that is to say, to protected guns
mounted on carriages and platforms of the ordinary type.
The general character of these works has been, from time to time,
determined by the highest authorities, and therefore it becomes
obviously my part, as it certainly is my wish, to avoid entering into
any discussion as to the merits of the principle on which the guns
have been mounted as compared with other methods which have been
advocated.
I propose, broadly, to divide tbe subject under three heads; tbatislst. To trace, briefly, the experimental stages through which the
question of' iron defences bas passed.
2nd. To give some account of the materials used in these defences, and of their manufacta.re.
3rd. To describe, as far as time will aJlow, some of the principal iron
works which we have set up for the defence of our naval
arsenals and ports at home, and of our fortresses abroad.

I.-THE EXPERIMENTAL STAGES.
And I may say at once that the few early experiments to which I
shall refer possess something more than a mere historical interest,
because in them is to be found a warrant for every step we have taken
in working out a system of iron fortification. Every point, down to
those of the nicest detail, has been based on experimental results.
I am sure those officers who have watched the experiments at Shoehuryness and elsewhere, will hear me out in saying that in no subject
A2
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In 1853, extensive trials were made in the United States with
smooth-bore guns against masonry structures having in them embrasures strengthened with irou and other materials.•
In 1855, the [i'rencb employed three iron-cased floating batteries in
the allied attack upon Kinbnrn, and, before peace was made with
Rnssia, England also had iron-clad batteries afloat.
In 1856, iron p\jttes were tried, both in this country and in France,
against smooth-bore guns, and, in 1859, a shield for an embrasure,
composed of massive iron bars, was tested at Portsmouth for Sir J.
Burgoyne, by the fire of 68-pr. service guns; and besides many other
trials of smooth-bores against iron about that time, in 1858, two
armoured floating batteries were experimented upon at Portsmonth,
by 62-prs. and 68-prs.t
The fact is, that it was nothing but the vagueness of the fire, and
the rapid loss of velocity in the projectiles, of smooth-bore guns, that
allowed our works and ships to escape as well as they did in former
times. And this applies at least as much to the defences of other
countries as to our own.
In this view, therefore, it is not surprising that, when guns of good
range and precision came to be introducecl, some great nhange in the
mode of defence should have taken place.
But it has been urged that the mere fact of the old walls of our
works having been fouud insufficient for the altered fire of artillery
should not have condemned the mat,erial of which they were composed.
If walls of 5 ft. or 10 ft. thickness were 11ot strong enough, they could
have been made 20 or :30 ft. thick, or more if necessary; n,nd if'
masonry wonld not do, earth or concrete, or something else in large
quantities, might have been used.
Well, to a great extent, this is really what has been done generally
in works of fortification i but in forts for coast and river defence,
which are the only works liable to the fire of the heaviest ordnance,
a large addition of mass is altogether impracticable.
In any case, the format.ion of an efficient cm brasure in a very thick
parapet involves great difficulties; hut iu a work exposed to the fire
of heavy ships' guns, the strengthening-, which becomes necessa.ry in
the neighbourhood of the embrasure, involves a treatment which altogether alters the character of the work. The main reason, however,
why the necessary strength cannot he gained in coast batteries by
multiplying the thickness of the parapets, is that in the great majority
• R. E. Professional Papers (Second Series), vol. viii., Paper i.: aad vol. :x:i., p. 190
IIJid., vol. xi., pp. 191-3.

t
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or these works the character of the site practically precludes it. For
instance, in the case of a fort at sea, it would be obvious!y out of the
question to bring up foundations for an earthwork, or for a work
having very thick parapets of other materials ; and this difficulty
holds good, with a difference only of degree, in most of the sites
selected for our coast defence works.
ScoPE OF SuBJECT DEALT WITH.

The question of strengthening inland defences by means of a
partial use of armour is one that deserves great consideration, and,
for my part, I believe that almost any fortress could be rendered
practically impregnable, by the judicious use of iron or steel, at no
very great additional expense; but I should be attempting too much
if I were to introduce these topics into this Paper. I therefore propose
to confine myself on this occasion entirely to works of coast defence,
which are adapted to heavy guns firing through iron embrasures, or
ports as they are now called-that is to say, to protected guns
mounted on carriages and platforms of the ordinary type.
The general character of these works has been, from time to time,
determined by the highest authorities, and therefore it becomes
obviously my part, as it certainly is my wish, to avoid entering into
any discussion as to the merits of the principle on which the guns
have been mounted as compared with other methods which have been
advocated.
I propose, broadly, to divide the subject under three heads; that islst. To trace, briefly, the experimental stages through which the
question of iron defences has passed.
2ml. To give some account of the materials nsed in these defences, and of their manufacture.
3rd. To describe, as far as time will allow, some of the principal iron
works which we have set up for the defence of our naval
arsenals and ports at home, and of our fortresses abroad.
I.-THE EXPERIMENTAL STAGES.
And I may say at once that the few early experiments to which I
shall refer possess something more than a mere historical interest,
because in them is to be found a wa1Tant for every step we have taken
in working out a system of iron fortification. Every point, down to
those of the nicest detail, has been based on experimental results.
I am sure those officers who have watched the experiments at Shoehuryncss and elsewhere, will bear me out in saying that in no subject
•2
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that has ever been raised has mere opinion, nnsupp01•ted by pr:wtical
experience, proved so worthless as in this.
EARLY ExPERHIENTS WITH LAND SERVrcE AND Sa1PS 1 TARGETS,*

Starting then with events of rather more than twenty-one years ago,
I m1ty say that the first experiment in which rifled ordnance was used
in this, or perhaps any, country against a.rmour, took place at Portsmouth, in the latter part of 1858, when a 'Whitworth 68-pr., of
5 to 5}-in. hexagonal bore, was fired at 4-in. plates attached to the
side of H.1\1.S. 'Alfred,' and cast-iron shot 12·7 in. long, at 400 yds.,
indented the plates a little more than an inch deep ; a wrought-iron
shot ll·7 in. long, at 450 yds., passed through both plate and the
ship's side. t
The first time that a rifled gun was fired at armour for land works,
was in 1860, when an 80-pr. Armstrong gun fired wrought-iron flat.
headed shot, and a 40-pr. fired cast-iron shot, at two iron embrasures
(8 iu. and 10 in. thick) fixed in a masonry work at Shoeburyness.
This trial brought out the advantages arising from the use of iron for
strengthening works, and the disadvantage of having splayed sides in
an iron embrasure.;
From that time experiments against armour folJowed each other
rapidly.
In 1861, comparative trials were made between wrought-iron
armour plates backed with rigid materials, such as cast iron and
granite, and similar plates backed with timber, cork, indiarubber,
layers of wire, and other substances. From these it was gathered that
while the hard materials improved the resisting power of the arm.our,
they led to its being morn injured by cracking and to the giving way
of fastenings.§
Other trials were made with wrought-iron plates inclined to the
horizon at various angles, from which it was concluded that a mass
of armour placed upright will offer as much resistance as the same

*

For the bulk of the early expflriments up to (say) the end of year 1860, see First

Report of Special Committee on I,wi, 1862; and R . E. Pl'ofessional Papers, vol. xi.,
Paper xiii., pp. 184-97; also early part of Notes of Lectures on lron Fortificatio11s,
Chatham, 1875.
t First Report of Special Committee on Iron, 1862, App. 9, p. 169.
t R. E. Professional Papers, vol. :xi ., pp. 195-7; Report of O,·dnanre Select Committee, quoted in First Report of Special Committee on Jro1i, 1862, App. 26; see also
App. 43.
~ First Report of Special Committee on Iron, 1862, p. xxi.; App. 33, p. 22(1;
}.?. E. F'rofesaioual Papti'll 1 vol. xi., p. 201.
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mass disposed at any inclination so as to cover the same vertical
area.•
Even wool was experimented upon as to its power of resisting
cannon shot, and I need scarcely say that it failed signally.t
Next, some shields, 6 in. and 10 in. thick, composed mainly of
boiler plates g in. thick, riveted and screwed together, gave very :indifferent results; t and two other heavier casemate shields, of very
opposite construction, made of massive slabs of rolled iron, laid one in
front of the other, and crossing at right angles, with lead between
them, were tried in 1862-3, with good results.§
Of targets representing portions of ships' sides, I find I cannot
omit all mention, because so much of the experience gained from them
has been nsefa.l to our service.
In the ' Warrior ' target, composed of 4½ in. of rolled iron plates
on 17 in. of woocl, backed by a thin iron skin, we saw the advantage
of timber backing, the weakness of joints in armour, and the disad vantage of joining armour plates to each other by means of tongues
and grooves on their edges. In other of these ships' targets the
question of providing a compound backing of wood and iron instead
of wood alone was practically solved in favour of the former, and the
disadvantage of doing away with all wood in the backing was also
proved.ff
During the periocl of which I have now been speaking-that is up
to 1863-tbe heaviest gun used in experiment was a 10½-in. rifled gun,
throwing a cylindrical shot of about 300 lbs., with a muzzle velocity of
about 1,320 f.s.~ There was also a 7-in. Whitworth (130-pr.) and a
But shortly afterwards a
large 13-in. smooth-bore Horsfall gun.

* Fir;-;t Report of Special Oomrnittee on Iron, 1862, p. xvi., and App. 37, p. 236;
R. E. Professional Papers, YOl. xi., p. 199.
t Fourth Report of Special Committee on lron, 1864, App. 19, p. 90.
t First Report of Speeial Committee on lron, 1862, p. xx., and App. 4!, !5.
§ Second Report qf Special Committee on lr011,, 1862, pp. viii. and ix., and App.
33. and 34; Third Report of Special Committee on Iro11, 1863, p. xii., App. 203; R. E.
Professional Papers, vol. xii p. 202; and ..-ol. xii., pp. 132-6.
)I For ad·rnntage of timber backing, see First Report of Special Committee ot1, lr011,,
1862, par. 53 and App. 41; and Second Report, pars. 14-16 and App. 26, 28, and
31. For weakness of joints, see First Report of same Committee, par. 32. For
disadvantage of tongues and groons, see First Report of same Committee, pars. 38
and 50. For the ad..-antage of compound backing, see Third Report of same Committee, pars. 16 and 18.
11J In 1803 the Special Committee on Iron considered that, for the successful attack
of armour, ohot should have a striking Yelocity of at least 1,000 feet per second,
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23-ton gun of 13·3-in. calibre, ca.1Jable of piercing a ship1 s side, strong·or

than that of the 'Warrior,' at 2 miles range, with a shot of 600 lbs.,
called for a corresponding advance in the strength of armoured
structures.

Consequently H.M.S. 'Hercules' was protected with 9-in. armour at
her water-line; and a target representing her at this part, with a very
massive backing of teak and iron stringers, ribs, and skin, afforded
effective resistance to the gun I have referred to at 700 yds. range,
and would have done so at much shorter ranges. This trial showed
the advantage of giving depth or thickness to shot-resisting structures.•
A method of holding on armour plates by continuous irons turned
over their edges instead of by bolts was also tried, but there were
objections to it. t
Turning again more particularly to tbe protection of land works,
the following experience was gained about this time-that is, in 1865.
Two complete masonry casemates with ports in iron shields were
built at Shoeburyness. The masonry was 14 ft. thick, consisting,
generally, of a face of 6 to 8 ft. of stone with brickwork behind it, and
the side walls and vaulting of the caBemates were of brick. The shield
of one was a compound structure 12 ft. long1 8 ft. high, and, altogether,
21 in. thick (including 7 in. of wood); that of the other was made
out of a solid rolled iron plate, 7 ft. high, 6 ft. wide, and 13½ in. thick.
After the mounting, working, and firing of a 23-ton and a 12-ton gun
in the casemates, as well as on the roofs, had proved the work to be
suitable in arrangement for such guns, the front of the work was
attacked by a battery of 7-in., 8-in., 9·2~-in., and 10-in. guns, at
ranges of 600 and 1,000 yds., firing steel and cast-iron shot, some with
hemispherical, and some with elliptical heads.
The general result of this trial was that after 33 hits the work
began to become untenable, after 54 hits its fire would have been
virtually silenced, and after 86 hit.s, of which 22 were on iron, the
masonry front was destroyecl, but the shields still afforded a fair
amount of protection.

The aggregate of all the blows delivered came to 200,000 ft. tons,
of which 52,000 were on iron.
The issue of this experiment was of the utmosL importance to the
service, because on it was based the decisions (1) that our most
advanced and important sea forts should be protected by walls con-

* For the

trials of 'Hercules' target, see R. E. Professional Papers, rnl. xiv.,

p. 164, and vol. x vi. , p. 1G5.

t Second Report of Special Committee ou lrott,

par. 10 , u.nd App. 3 1.
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sisting wholly of iron, nnd (2) that for other coast batteries masonry
might be used, bot tliat every gun cascmate of these should have a
shield affording protection against fire equal, at least, to that of its
own gnn.•
CHILLED CAST-IRON PROJECTILES ADOPTED.

Amongst many other trials that took place about this time were
those which brought out the excellent qualities of chilled cast iron for
battering projectiles, as proposed by Capt,. (afterwards Sir W.)
Palliser, and also the advantages of the pointed (ogival) over the blunt
(hemispherical) head. For these experiments iron armour, placed both
directly and obliquely to the line of fire, was used. Chilled ircn, in
consequence of these results, almost entirely superseded steel for
battering projectiles, for a time at least. As this question, however,
bas been recently reopened, it will be briefly noticed later on in this
Paper.t
EARLY TRIALS OF STEEL AND COMPOUND PLATES.

Next in order came a series of trials of plates of steel, and of steel
and iron combined; some were of thin layers of steel and iron welded
together, others of sandwiches of steel between rolled iron, others of
faceH of steel welded to iron, and others of steel and iron in reverse
order to this; but none of these competed successfully with a simple
soft rolled iron plate in resisting chilled iron shot; some plates made
entirely of steel were tried about this time, as they had been also
years before, but none of them stood at all well. The difficulty of
treating steel in large masses, and especially of welding these masses
of steel and iron together, bad evidently not been mastered up to
this time.:::
EVIDENCE OF THICKLY ARMOURED WALLS BEING NECESSARY,

In consequence of the growing powers of battering ordnance it now
became evident that our land works would require walls of consider-

* R. E. Proje&;ional Papers, vol. x,·iii., pp. 177-D0.
-t For experiments leading to the introduction of chilled cast-iron projectiles, see
particula1·ly R.j E. Professional PapcrB, ml. xiii., P:iper xvi.; vol. xi'\"., Paper xi.;
and '\"Ol. xvi., Paper xii. In the summer of 1866, iron shot cast in chill were intro•
duced into the ser.ice, and the manufacturo of steel projectiles ceased.
t For the particular trials in 1867, here referred to, see R. E. Professio11al Popets,
vol. ::n·i., pp. 138-40; but very much earlier corn Li nations of steel and wrought iron
were tried u.t Shoeburyness-see First Report of' Special Committee 01' lron, 1862,
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a.ble thickuesscs of armour; but there were two main reasons why Vcl'y
thick armour plates should not be used in them. In tbe first place,
the manufacture of a very thick plate is not so complete as that of one
of moderate thickness, or at least to make it as complete would involve an enormous increase of cost in plant and manufactm·e ; and,
next, the thicker the plates the deeper the joints must be, and
therefore the more points of undue weakness will the armour present.
It Lhereforc became important to sec whether the required protection could not be gained without the usc of very thick plates .
.Against doing this was the prevailing opinion, based chiefly on
theoretical considerations, that a single plate of given thickness would
offer something like twice the combined resistance of two plates each
of half that thickness, or about three times the resistance of three
plates making np the same tot-al thickness, and so 011.
This view was entirely disputed by those who had to deal with
these questions officially, but it became our business to prove its
fallacy.
This was done under the following circumstances:
PLATE-UPON-PLA'l'E SYS'l'EM INTRODUCED,

In 1867, a total thickness of 7 in. of iron disposed in one solid

plate, in two plates of 31· in., and in three equal thicknesses, instead
of giving resistances of about 100, 50, and 33, gave effects more nearly
as 100, 95, and 88, respectively.*
Next, a 10-in. plate failed to stop a shot which was stopped by two
5-in. plates, and another 10-in. plat,e bore out this result.t
Again, in a comparison between a solid 15-in. plate and a wall
made up of three 5-in. plates, the result was that, although the solid
plate gave a somewhat better resistance to a single blow, the threeplate structure stood repeated blows better than the other.;
Also, in 1871, two targets representing portions of the walls of ships'
turrets were tried at Shoebnryness. The one was protected by single
14-in. plates, the other by two thicknesses of armour, 8 in. and 6 in.
respectively, with 9 in. of timber between them. In other respects
the targets were similar. After receiving the same amount of batter,ug, the armour of both was taken off, and the effect upon the inner
skin of the two-plate target was unmistakably less than that on the
single-plate structure.§

*

ll. E, Profi•~.~ional Paper.,;, vol. xvi., pp, 140-42. ! Ibid., vol. x,·ii., pp. 190-20:l,
§ Ibid., ,·ol. :s::x., pp. 49-6:?.
Ibid., vol. xvii., pp. i03-6.
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It may also bo montfoned thctt, mot·e recently still, a structure
composed of three tbickucsses of 6½ in. of iron proved rather superior
to a solid 161-in. plate in stopping the 818-lb. shot of the service
38-ton gun, striking with a velocity of about 1,415 f.s.*
In thus dealing with this subject it must not be supposed that the
formation of iron walls made up of a number of thin plates was
ever advocated by us. The trial of the boiler-plate targets, already
mentioned, for ever disposed of tbat k-ind of construction.t
SURFACE S 0>' PLATES SHOULD NOT BE IN CONTACT,

Also, it should be mentioned that tbe above trials of the plate-uponplate system showed plainly that the most satisfactory results were not
obtained when the surfaces of the armour were in contact, but that,
on the contrary, some thickness of a softer and more elastic material
between the plates was necessary to prevent their breaking under
heavy blows.
BEST SPACING BE1'WEEN PLA'I'ES,

To settle tbe best proportions, quantity, and best nature of material
to be interposed between armour plates, a series of careful experiments
was set on foot, and the result was that an uniform spacing of about
5in. (to be slightly modified under certain circumstances) between the
different plates in all structures was decided upon; and also, although
an iron concrete, made by working up together cast-iron borings,
ssphalte, bitumen, and pitcb, gave tbe best result, mainly on account
of its great weight, yet brickwork in asphalte, Portland cement concrete, and hard wood, proved so satisfactory tbat these materials have
been acloptecl, as circumstances required, in a1l our armoured walls.:t
It may be well to mention here a very remarkable result that
was obtained in the course of t,h e early trials with plate-upon-plate
structures.

Vorn SPACES BETWEEN ARuouR PLATES,
When void spaces were left between the plates of these structures,
it was fonud that the heads of the Palliser shells collapsed completely
under the work they had to do iu penetrating them, and, naturally,
the effect produced upon the target was thereby very mnch reduced.
"' R. E. Pr<lfcssional Papers, Yol. i. (Occasional Series), pp . 3-5, and 222-5.
&e also pp. 73-5 of same ml.
t See p. 25 7 a.LoYe.
t R. E. Professional Papers, vol. x,•iii., pp. 265-8, and 268-73. Targets compo~ed
of two 5•in. armour plates with i,;olid leacl about 5 in. thick betw :en them were
tritid a,t Shorburyness in 1871 with very promising rcbult:;.
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In one case a chilled shot from tbe 38-ton gun which was capable
of piercing 19½ in. of armour, was found sticking in a finely divided
state against a 10-in. plate, after having passed through only a 4-in.
plate a few feet in front of it; and on another occasion, a 4½-in. plate,
set up 18 in. in front of a masonry wall, with a void space between
them, so far reduced the effect of a chilled cast-iron projectile from
the 38-ton gnn, at W yds., that it broke up on first striking the granite,
and was afterwards dug out in pieces at a depth of only about 3 ft.
6 in. from the original front of the masonry.
Repeated and well-pronounced instances of this utter destruction of
chilled projectiles from this cause have been gained and carefully
investigated, with a view to t-urning the principle to some account
in defence works; but partly on account of certain difficulties of detail,
and mainly on account of the action not being produced on steel
projectiles, the idea of using void spacing in practice bas been nearly
given up.*
PERFORATION OF A PLATE-UPON-PLATE

STRUCTURE

COMPARED

WITH

THAT OF A SOLID PLATE,

'ro explain, to some extent, the way in which a well.constructed
plate-upon-plate wall offers resistance to a shot, I have had a diagram
(Plate I.) prepared, from which it will be seen that each plate does not
act independently of the other, but that by the back moulds of each
one being forced against that next behind it a continuous resistance is
offered to the shot during the whole of its passage through the mass.
Of course, to get the full effect, the several plates must be well held
together. 'fo help comparison, the diagram shows also a shot in the
act of piercing a siugle plate.
It may be well here to mention that our plate-upon-plate construe.
tion is, perhaps, more than any other, proof against what is called
' racking action '-that is, the effect of heavy shot striking at comparatively low velocities.
The next trials on a large scale, which influenced our proceedings
to an important extent, were those of 1868, at Shoeburyness.
EXPERIMEN 'l'AL CASEMATE REPHESENTING PLYMOUTH BREAKWATER FORT.

In these, a casemate, having a front of 22 ft. x 14 ft., representing
a portion of the iron fort which was then in course of construction for

* R. E. ProfeS1Jional Papers, vol. xix., pp. 106 and 107; yol, i. (Occasional Series),
pp. 5, 76, and 225; and 't"Ol. ii. (Occasional Series), pp. 1!)6-8, in which latter
obser-re thn.t steel projectiles successfully attacked void spaced targets of iron armour
e,·en when tht> front pla.tes were inclined at .1,, considerable angle to the line uf fire,

I -
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the position behind Plymouth Breakwater l<'ort, stood 37 rounds from
the 12-in. gnu of :.\5 tons, chargo 76 lbs. pellet powder; the 10-in.
gun of 18 tons, charge 60 lbs. R.L.G.; and the 15-in. Rodman gun of
19 tons, charge 100 lbs. American (equivalent to 83¼ lbs. English)
powder, at 200 ,vds. range; and, although it was of course considerably
damaged by this fire, it was, at the encl of it, pronounced to be
defensible. This trial led to some important aclditious bein~ made to
tho front wall of the fort itself, as it went on.
The roof also of this casemate was tested by the fire of 13-in.
mortars, at 1,000 yds., but they proved quite powerless against it.
Only a few shell, however, struck it out of nearly 300 rounds.*
0ELLULA!t lRON-FRON1'ED 0ASEMA1'E .

.Adjoining this casemate was another, embodying several kinds of
cellular construction in its iron front, with the object of comparing
the resistance of moderately thick solid plates with that of thinner
front plates supported b_y cellular compound backing ;" but in no
instance did the latter construction prove itself superior to the other.
This result was borne out by the trial of another shield in 1868. The
fmpport given to armour by massive piers of masonry and concrete,
cased in thick boiler-plate, proved very satisfactory.t
ARMOUR BOLTS.

It may be well here to notice briefly the matter of holding on
armour p1a.tes, on which so much of course depends, and I may begin
by saying that of the innumerable contrivances for this object, nothing
has been found equal to that of a simple screwed wrought.iron bolt
fitted with nuts.
The steps by which the present pattern of armour bolt for fortifications has been arrived at may be thus described:
At first, a bolt with a V-shaped screw thread was used, but, in
tbe early stages of our trials, a shallow round-cut thread was substituted for this with great advantage. Also a gradual and slight cone
was adopted in lieu of the abrupt and spreading cone used at first in
the heads of these bolts.t
Next, Sir W. Palliscr's valuable suggestion that part of the shank

* Extracts from Reports of 0. S. C., 1868, vol. vi., part 3, pp. 292-310, and
3t3-17. R. E. Professional Papers, vol. x,,ili,, pp. 201-31.
t Extracts from Reports of 0. S. C., 1868, '\"Ol. Yi., part 3, pp. 322-38. R. E.
Professional Papers, vol. xviii., pp. 232-5 1.
t For early trials Bee Reports of Special Committee 011 iron, and R. E. Profes~ional Paper~, vol. xiii., p. 135.
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ot· stem of an armour bolt should be reduced Lo the lesser diameter of
the thread, led to an immense improvement, and this has been since
extended to the whole length of the stem, leaving the thread a plus or
raised thread, thus facilitating tbe extension of the material of the bolt
throughout its whole length instead of locally in short lengths."
Then Captain }]nglish proposed, first, the roundi<1g of the bearing
surface of a common hexagon nut, and, afterwards, the use of a
spherical nut seated in a cup-shaped hole in the armour, or in a special
cupped washer; with these improvements, and that of the enlargement
of the holes through which the bolt has to pass ( all of which have for
their object the relief of the bolt from cross strains, and the insertion
of a due proportion of elastic material to be squeezed when the bolt is
put under tension), all difficulties with bolts h,we disappeared, and
instead of their being sources of weakness, they really, in most cases,
give assistance to the ru.-mour.

We have had 3-in. armour bolts of our present pattern, and of
moderate lebgth, which only broke at the 7th blow from a ton monkey
falling 30 ft., the diameter of the fractured part showing a reduction of
50 per cent., and the greatest extension of any part being from 1 in. to
2 in.; while the bolts made for our early trials would not stand one of
these blows, and broke off quite short, notwithstanding that the iron,
in a test machine, had proved ductile and strong. I may say that,
with these excellent results, we have been contented with wroughtiron bolts, and have not run the risk of failure with steel bolts.
The special washers are of the following make :

Co1L WASHER DESCRIBED.
First, a circular washer is made by coiling and welding a bar 1¼ in.
by½ in., and this is cupped to suit the spherical nut of the bolt. To
strengthen this part, an outer coil of unwelded bar of about the same
section is screwed round it: as this outer coil has to expand after the
inner coil may have given way, and, as in doing so, it would naturally
unwind itself and open out, this tendency to separation has been met
by making the thread, by which this outer coil is screwed on to the

* :For later trials see R. E. Profc~ioual Papers, vol. x,·i., p. 135; and the experiments resulting from the trial of the Gibraltar shield in R. E. Prqfessional Paper,;,
\"ol. xviii., pp. 191-2~0; and various other experiments in R. E. Pr(!(essional Paper$,
vol. xvii., Paper xv.; vol. xviii., Paper xiii.; vol. xix., Paper xii. Also Lieut. (now
Capt.) English's' Calculations of the Pressure produced by a Falling ,veight in our
Armour Bolt-testing Apparatus,' see R. E. Professional Papcri:, 'f"ol. xvi ii., Paper x.;
and see also brief mention of this subject. at pp. 3 and 4, Kote,,;; cif Lectures on Iron
Fortiji'<:atiom,, Chatham, 1875.
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inner, of quicker pitch than that of its own coils, and thus, as it unwinds, it actually becomes more and more tightly squeezed together.*
A diagram (Plate II.) ofa bolt, completely equipped, is given.
fuMMERE D PLATES GIVEN UP.

I must just mention here that, in 1868, a thick wrought-iron plate
made by forging under the hammer, proved much inferior to a plate
made by rolling, and as there were other disadvantages in the former
method of manufacl,ure, it has been entirely superseded by rolling.t
0ASEMATE

SHIELD

OF

1870.

All other trials of this period t may now be passed over until we
come to that of the casemate shield, set up at Shoeburyness in 1870,
which embodied all the experience that we had gained from the
previous 12 years of experiment.
The guns used were the 12-in. of 25 tons, the 10-in. of 18 tons, the
9-in. Whitworth gun of 14,½ tons, and the 15-in. Rodman of 19
tons, at 200 yds.; some rounds were fired obliquely, but most of them
were fired direct at the face of the shield.
The shield, which presented a front of 12 ft. by 8 ft., received 17
blows, equivalent to 90,000 ft. tons, and, except in one or two matters
of detail, which were susceptible of easy improvement, it stood the trial
remarkably well, and proved that it possessed a great margin of
strength for these, and even more powerful, guns.§
35-TON GUN AT PLATE• UPON-PLATE TARGET.

In 18i2, a plate-upon-plate target, representing 17 in. of armour
altogether, stopped a Palliser shot fired direct at it from the 35-ton
12-in. gun with 110 lbs. of P. powder, and a similar target with 13 in.
of armour stopped a shot from the same gun, striking it at an angle of
60° with its face. II

* For a somewhat more full description of the construction of a coil washer, see
R. E. Pro.fessi<mal Papers, vol. x,iii., pp. 268 and 269, or p. 10 of Notes of L ectm·es on
Iron Fortifications, Chatham, 1875.
t See Extractf from Reports of Ordnatice Select Committee, vol. vi., part iii.,
pp. 297 and 306; R. E. Prqfessional Papers, vol. x-r-ii., p. 205; and p. 7 of Notes of
Lectures on Iron Fortifications, Chatham, 1875.
t For experiments in 1869, see R. E. Professional Papers, vol. xvi ii., pp.265-79.
§ R. E. Professio11al Papers, vol. xix., pp. 93-106; Extracts from Reports of
Dept. of Dir. of Art., ,·ol. viii., part. i., pp. 47-52; and Notes of Lectures on Iron
Fortificatious, Chatham, 1875, pp. 12 and 13.
II R. E. Professional Papers, vol. xxi. 1 pp. 130-32; a.nd E.rtracts from Reports of
Dept. of Dir. of Art., vol. x., part. iii., pp. 173-75.
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TURRET TRIALS.

As the turret is now an important feature in all projects for coast
defence, and will, I venture to say, maintain its prominence, I cannot
omit it altogether in this summary of trials.
In 1861, the cupola of the 'Trusty' was tried off Sheerness. It
was in the form of a truncated cone, covered with 4¼ in. of armour,
and resisted fairly well the guns of those days. Th; cupola, was not
damaged in its machinery throughout the trial.•
Next, in 1866, one of the turrets of the 'Royal Sovereign,' carrying
armour in thickness from 5½ to 10 in., was tried at Spithead, with
the 12½-ton guns of H.M.S. 'Bellerophon.' The turret was a good deal
injured, but the turning machinery remained in working order.t
In 1872, the turret of the ' Glatton ' was tried, at Portland, with
the fire of a 12-in. 25-ton gun of H.M.S. 'Hotspur,' at 200 yds. range.
The armour was 14 in. thick, and it received two Palliser shot, fired
with 85-lh. charges, one of which grazed first on the glacis. There
was some damage done inside tbe turret, but the goat., rabbit, and
fowl, which had been placed inside, were unhn.rmed, and the t,m•ret
turned freely after the t,rial.:j:
SHIPS' DECKS.

In 1870-1-2, some lengthened trials were made with shot and
shell impinging upon ships' decks, which gave some decided results,
namely, that a 13-in. mortar shell, at 4,200 yds. range, would go easily
through a strong ship's deck covered with l~-in. plating and 4½-in.
wood planking, and that at 2,800 yds. it would go throngL it if
covered with 1-in. plating; that 9-in. live shell from the 12-ton gun
striking at an angle of 8° is too much for a similar deck covered with
l ½-in. plating at short range, but the same deck will just turn a 9-in.
shot at the same angle. Also, that a strong deck covered with 3-in.
plating and 4 in. of oak, was only just proof against 10-in. shells fired
with battering charges from the 18-ton gun, and striking at an angle
of 10°.§

* First Rrp&t of Special Committee 011 Iron, 1862, p. 185; R. E. Professional
Papers, vol. xi., p. 200.
t R . E. Professional Papers, Yol. x::s:i., p. 133.
t ]bid., vol. xxi ., pp. 134-37; Journal of Royal United Service Institution, 1873,
vol. x\'li., No. lxxi i., p. 294.
§ R. E. Professional Papers, vol. xix., pp. 107 ,ind 108; vol. xx., pp. 46 and 47,
vol. x.x.i., pp. 125-9. Also &tracts from Prnceedi11gs of DeiJartml'11t nf l>irecto-r of
Artiffery, vol. t"iii., pp. 123 and 209.
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I venture to suggest that more information is required under this
head, as regards the effect of later and heavier guns.•
A space must now be devoted to the experimental results of the
more recent times.
LATER EXPER!ENCE AS TO •rHE PERFORATING POWERS OF GUNS.

Without wishing to promote fiRld gnns into the ranks of armour.
piercing ordua{we, I may just mention here that the new 13-pr.
M.L. gun has, quite btely, proved itself capable of piercing a 4½-in.
iron plate with a special solid chilled iron shot, firing its service charge
at short range-say, 100 yds. t
The rule, that roughly held good a few years back, that battering
guns could not, at the shortest range, do more than pierce iron armonr
plates equa1 in thickness to their own calibre, has been quite upset in
the last year or two by practice from the new long guns with bores of
23 aod more calibres in length. Thus, a 6-in. gun of less than 4 tons
weight, and an 8-in. gnu of less than 12 tons, have pierced w:ithin an
inch of double their calibre in thickness of solid iron plate ; and
calculations tend to show that the projectecl long B.L. guns of
9·2 in. of 18 tons, the 10·4-in. of 26 tons, and the 12-in. of 43 tons
weight, will achieve fully· as much as this, if they are successful in
other respects.
Speaking generally, the service guns were always capable of doing
somewhat more than is indicated by the old rule above mentioned, and
if, with the improved powders of the present ds,y, their charges can
with safety be increased to the extent which, I believe, has been proposed for them--as, for instance, 90 lbs. P 2 for the 10-in. 18-ton gun,
llO lbs. P 2 for the 11-iu. 25-ton gun, and 160 lbs. P 2 for the i2I-in.
38-ton gun-then these guns will be nearly, if not quite, able to
pierce, at short range, a thickness of solid iron equal to 1-} times their
calibre.:t
While upon this subject, I may say that no attempt has been made
in late years to determine the law of the resistance of armour, nor do

* After a long interval, these experiments were reopeued by t.he Admiralty at
Eastney, i11 September 1881, witb 9-in. a.nd 10-in. R.l\I.L. guns, against decks co,ered
with steel plates, steel-faced plates, and wrought-iron plates. The experiments a.re
still being proceeded with, and it would therefore be useless to gin any results.
t See Re-port, June 22, 1880, Sith-Committee on Plates and Projectiles, pp. 15, 41,
42, 98, 168, and 173, a.nd Plate I.; R. E. Professional Papers (Occasional Series),
vol. iY., p. 172.
t CertH.in of the 12}-in. 38-ton guns have now been chambered, and with a charge
of 210 lbs. of prismatic powder the service shot will hai·e a muzzle -relocity of about
1,54:0 feet per second, and will pierce 19 inches of wrought iron at the muzzle.
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I think that, for pmctical purposes-whatever may be the case from a
scientific point, of view-much good will come of purely mathematical
inquiry in this matter.* The conditions and effects are altogether too
variable and uncertain for the construction of mathcmaticnJ formula,.
For instance, in recent practice, under apparently similar conditions
of projectiles and plates, there has been an unaccounted-for variation
of effect of something like 5 per cent. plus or minus. j3ut we have, in
the course of experiment, observed certain general principles that rule
the behaviour of shot and armour under varying circumstances, and
thus we have been enabled to compute penetrations approximately for
all shot at all velocities, or, in other words, at all ranges.t
I will not, however, go further into this matter 110w than to
mention one or two approximate rules which may be easily borne in
t,he memory. Thus, with the average service conditions of weight and
length of battering projectiles, a shell of good quality, with a velocity
between 1,0,50 to 1,150 f.s., will pierce solid iron equal in thickness to
its own calibre; with a velocity between 1,500 and 1,650 it will pierce
iron of a thickness equal to one and a half times its calibre; and with
a velocit,y between 2.000 and 2,200 it will pierce solid iron equal in
thic1."Iless to double its calibre. The h,tter velocities can only be
obtained in the long guns of the latest type with large charges of slow
burning powder .t
I have already had occasion to mention that a target composed of
three thicknesses of 6½-in. rolled iron plates, with layers of 5 in. of
teak between them, was used against the 38-ton gun.

* For early in\""estigations see those referred to in Notes of Lectures on Iron J!'ortifications, Chatham, 1875, p. 5.; espeeially Sir ,v. Fairbairn's, in Reports of tile Special
Committee on Iron, 1862-4; Lieut. (now C,tpt.) English ·s Paper in R. E'. Professional
Pa1Jers, vol. xix., p. 55; and published Report by Capt. (now Lt.-Col.) ,v. H. Noble,
RA., on The Penetration of Iron Annom· Plates by Steel SlvJt, 1866. See also R. E.
Professional Papen, vol. xvi., p. 128.
For more recent tren,tmf'nt of the subject by Lt.-Col. Noble, R.A., Col. Inglis,
R.E., and Col. Maitlaud, R.A., ::i.nd others, see 11femora11dwn on tlte s1,l!J°ect qf tlie
Perforation of 8olid Uubacked Wrou_qlit-Iron Plates, g'·c., printed in Experimental
Branch of Department of Dir. of Art., R. Arsenal, Feb. 25, 1881. See ;i,Jso Capt.
English's Paper' On Impact,' in R. E. Professional Papers, vol. .xxiii.
+ Capt. C. Orde Browne, late RA., has, in a lecture cle:livered at the R.A. Institution since my lecture, and subsequently at the Royal United Service Institution
(see vol. :x:xvi., No. cxiv,), reduced my rough rule into the formula, 'One cA.libre

t

thickness of armour for every thousand feet velocity.'

If the proportion

Ji

were

universal for all battering projectiles. this rule might hold good exactly; but as this
is not the case, some latitude, as in my rulf>, appears necessary. However, Capt.
Ortle Browne's exp1·ession is easily remembered 1 and it ('ertainly is not far from Leing
true in ordinary practice.
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This gem just perforated this target when firing its service Palliser
shot with 130 lbs. of P 2 powder, at 70 ycls. range, striking velocity of·
shot 1,420 f.s., ft. tons = 11,400; but when a fourth 6½-in. plate was
rtddcd to the target, it was a goocl dc11l more than a match for the
same gun after it had been chambered, when it fired 200 lbs. P'
powder, striking velocity of shot 1,525 f.s., ft. tons= 13,000. *
.A. solid 16}-in. iron plate resisted the 38-ton gun nearly as well as
the three G½-in. plates did, and it was also nearly pierced by a shot
from the long 8-in. gun (.Armstrong) already spoken of, firing an
exceptional charge of 111 lbs. P. powder, at short range.t
.A. Palliser shot, fired from this (38-ton) gun with 130 lbs. P.
powder, went through a wall composed of 5 ft. 6 in. of granite ancl 6 ft.
of brickwork, but the wall had been shaken by previous practice.t
.A.t Gt.vre, in 1876, a Whitworth 35-ton gun of 12-in. (maximum)
calibre, fired with 120 lbs. P. powder, is reported to have sent a flat.
headed steel shell of 808 lbs. through two 8-in. plates ; but our
experience with flat-heads would not lead us to expect so much effect
upon a well-constructed two-plate target of this thickness.
I may say at once, that neither with direct nor oblique fire have
flat-headed shot proved themselves, in our trials, at all equal to pointed
shot in piercing armour.§
In 1877, a target composed of four 8-in. rolled iron plates, with
layers of 5 in. of teak between them, was set up, at Shoeburyness, for
the trial of the 80-ton gun of the pattern made for H.:M.S. ' Inflexible,'
n.ncl for the turret on Dover Pier. Two rounds were fired-one
before, and one after the gun had been chambered. The Palliser projectiles weighed 1,700 lbs. The range was 120 yds. In the one case
the shot was fired with 370 lbs. P 2 powder, and struck with a velocity
of 1,495 f.s., and total energy of 26,400 ft. tons; in the other, 425 lbs.
P 2 powder gave a sbriking velocity of 1,585 f.s., and an energy of
nearly 30,000 ft. tons. II
In neither case was the target perforated, though, as the shot bad
got their noses an inch or two into the back plate, ib was a good deal
cracked and bulged behind. Had the plates beeu 7 in., instead
of 8 in., thick, probably the last shot, at any rate, would have got
through.

* R. E. Professional Papers (Occasional Series), rnl. i., pp. 4 and 73.
t Ibid., yol. i., p. 222, and vol. i .... , p. 172; and Report ofSub-Com1nitteeo1i Platc8
ancl Projectiles, June 22, 1880, pp. 93 and 161.
t R. E. Profes;J'lonal Papers (Occasional Series), vol. i ., p. 72.
§ Report of Sub-Committee on Plates and ProJcctiles, June 22, 1880, pp. 9-12.
IJ R. E. Professional Papers (Occasional Series), TOI. i. , pp. 1, 6, an,J 77
1l
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I abstain from noticing, in much detail, the trial of an armoured
'target at Meppen, last year, for the same reason that I have excluded
many of our own experiments-namely, becnuse the results were, from
various causes, of an inconclusive character.
The target in this trial consisted of two wrought.iron plates,
thusFront plate, 12 in. thick, 16 ft. ,J, in. Jong, 3 ft. 6 in. wide,
Rear
,.
8 in. ,,
18 ft. Jong,
5 ft. 4 in.
with an interval of 3 in. between them, lightly filled with wood (fir, I
believe).
The gun was Krupp's long 24,m gnn; the projectiles were of steel;
the charges and velocities were as follow :
Pr~joctile,

Powder,
Prismatic (1 hole).
lbs.

Velocity,
Dtriking.

Striking
energy.

f.t.
8,508
346·5
8,244
The front plate proved to be very brittle, aml the rear plate was
much underwelded.
In each case the shot went clean through and some 2,000 or 3,0(JIJ
yds. beyond the target.
This easy victory by the shot may he accounted for, partly by the
inferior quality of the plates, and partly hy the ball arrangement of
tho target, which was not bolted together, I belie,·e, and which certainly had too small an interval between the plate•.
The gun nsed in this trial is only equal t,, perforating an 1-~-ill
solill wrought-iron plate at its muzzle, allll tlJC•reforc shoul<l ho only
just capable of getting its shot through a well-constructed target of
two plates making np together 20 in.
It will be observeil that I have hitherto been dealing mainly w.ilh
cxporim.onts on wrought-iron armour. I wish now to Day a fow wo:-ds
on other l,,-inds 0£ armour.
And first, with regard to cast-iron :
Iba .

348·3

165·3

f.s.

1,87/l
l,R52

Cmr,Li:n CA 'T-11!0!< AR.\IOt'J:.

AR cn.rly as 1867, we tril'd, nt 8hol~buryncss, some• fron block c-i t

in chill. In these the extreme hardness of the l'L,;Jcd wrfaeo wa
w,,U illnstmtcd, hut the brittleness wns so mnrke<l that we hesitated to
go further with this kind of protcction.t
Ilnt it wnR taken up iu Prm,sin, and in l~t~fl a chilli 1 ea. t-iron
• R. f.'. Profeuumal Puptra tn~l'asional ~cries\ T·•l. 1v p. 181.

+ Ibid. {~"Coa,l ~rriea), TOI. in,., p. ~06,
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casemate front, egg-shaped (thickness of metal about the port, 27 in.),
mulerwent a considerable trial, at Tegel, with 72-prs. and 96-prs., and
it stood fairly well. The indents were very slight, but the material, as
usual, was extremely brittle, and to adopt the expressive language of a
report quoted in the ' Professional Papers of the Corps of Engineers,
U.S. Army,' it was 'pretty well cracked up.'
'rhe next trial of chilled cast.iron armour was at Magdeburg, in
1874, against a very massive rounded target made by Griison, and,
although both from the form of the structure and the hardness of the
material, individual shot were very effectually turned off it, yet
rcpeatecl blows caused serious injury.
Still, the Germans and Belgians have adopted this mode of construction for both shields and turrets-especially for a number of
21 cm and 28•'" breech-loading muzzle-pivoting guns for the defence of
the mouths of rivers. Some of the other European powers also are
using it, to a greater or less extent, for both inland and coast fortresses.
The chief advantage of this material is that it can he made of any
shape, and therefore rounded and sloping surfaces can be presented to
the shot; and it affords also a certain facility for varying at will the
thickness of the metal in the different parts of a wall.
The problem is whether for a given sum of money greater efficiency
and more complete protection can be obtained by means of cast iron
than with wrought i,·on, and nothing but a fair trial between two
structures under heavy fire can, in my opinion, solve this.
I must not omit altogether to mention that a chilled cast-iron block
was usecl last year in the Meppen trials, but I am afraid it did not
afford much reliable information.
It must he borne in mind that the guns protected by cast-iron walls
must be muzzle-pivoted, ancl also, almost of necessity, breech-loaded.•
STEEL AND COMPOUND ARMOUR AGAm TRIED.

Next, as to experiments with steel, and compound steel and iron,
armour.

Even as early as iu 1859 armour plates of mild steel and steely iron,
and iron and steel combined, and various kinds of steel plates tempered in oil and water ha<l. been tried, and all failed in a greater or less
degree when they c<1me to stand the test of shot blows.
I have already said that when the employment of steel for armour

* Herr Griiscn has publishcll ,Pry full pln.tea :ind photographs of his varic,11s constructions in chilled cast iron, which are worthy of examination.
B 2
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was taken up again in this country in 1867, the steel was beaten by
simple wrought-iron plates .
.A.nd so the matter of steel armour rested until the Italians, in 1876,
boldly reopened the question by setting up two armour plates (made
by M. Schneider, of Creusot) of soft forgec1 steel 21¾ in. thick, for
trial at Spezia. 'l'he plates were about 11 ft. long and 4 ft. 7 in. wicle,
and they were backed with massive oak 1 covering a strong iron skin
well supported in rear.*
For comparison with these, three iron plates of nearly the same
dimensions as the steel plates, and similarly suppo1·ted, were tried at
the same time, as well as two plate-upon.plate targets, each consisting
of iron plates 11·8 in. and 9·8 in. thick, with 12 in. of wood between
them, and hacking of timber and iron behind them.. I must also
mention two targets composed of 8-in. wrought-iron plates backed by
blocks of chilled cast iron of 'Gregorini' metal, 14 in. thick. In one
of these the chilled blocks touchec1 the front armour, in the other
12 in. of wood were interposed.
In all the targets there was the same total thickcess of 4 ft. 4 in.,
made up of about 2~ in. of armour and 30 in. of timber and skin.
The general result of the trial was this :
One steel plate was a good deal cracked, and had its end knocked
away by two blows from a 10-in. and one from an 11-in. gun throwing
chilled cast-iron projectiles, and the fourth round from the 100.ton
g1m with a 2,000-lb. chilled cast-iron projectile striking with a velocity
of 1,500 f.s., ancl a muzzle energy of 31,000 ft. tons, dashed the plate to
pieces, though it apparently could not quite perforate it. The other
thick steel plate was completely demolished by a single round from the
sitme 100-ton gnn.
The thick wrought.iron plate made in England was much less
injured generally by the lighter guns than was the steel plate, though
the indents in it were deeper, but the 100-ton gun sent its shot through
all the iron plates, and also broke them in two.
The 'plate-upon-plate' targets did not do so well as the solid
plates, and the targets with the chilled iron backings entirelv sue.
cumbed to a single blow on each from the 100-ton gnu.
•
The results of the trial were seriously invalidated by the narrowness
of the plates used; a width of 4 ft. 7 in. being altogether too lit.tle for
a plate which is to receive a 17-in. shot, and, on this account, these

* R. E. Professional Papers (Occasional Series), vol. i., p. 70, and rnl. ii., p. 1;
Report of Col. (now:Lient.-Gen., retired) Younghusband, R.A., F.R.S .. Supt. of Royal
Gun Factorics,~on -risit to SpC'zia, in October, 1876.
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costly and elaborate trials at Spezia have afforded much less useful
information than they ought to have given.
The brittleness of the steel, and its consequent incapacity for resistance to repeated blows, is a striking feature of these trials ; the failure
of the plate-upon-plate targets, through their being a bad imitation of
our construction, is another ; the utter collapse of the target with the
chilled iron blocks is a third ; and the defective plan of holding armour
by simply screwing bolts into the backs of plates is a fourth.
It is to be regretted, also, that these trials did not give us a more
exact measure of the armour-piercing power of the 100-ton gun, which
was a counterpart of the four which we are to mount at Gibraltar and
Malta.
In 1879 th~ Italians again experimented at Spezia npon thick steel
plates.*
This time the plates were nearly 28 in. thick, and were entirely
cased in 1-in. plate boxes, which dispensed with bolting. They were
narrow plates, as before (4 ft. 7 in. wide and 9 ft. long), weight about
20 tons each; but these plates were so utterly destroyed by a single
round each, from chilled iron or steel projectiles from the 100-ton gun
firing 550 lbs. of Fossano powder, that the trials hacl to be discontinued
without telling much more than was known before. The forged steel
projectile made by Whitworth seems to have penetrated the deepest
(21·65 in.), and remained entire, but it was somewhat set up.
lt is understood that the Italians will continue these trials of
armour plates shortly.t
With the earlier collapse of simple steel armour before us, our
English manufacturers were set to work, in 1877, to see if they could
not produce something which, while it should have the resisting qualities of steel, should be free from the serious defect of breaking up
under almost a single heavy blow. Iu the course of that year and the
following, therefore, we tried every possible kind of armour that could
be produced in Sheffield for this purpose. I think more than fifty
methods were subjected to trial.:j:

* R. E. Professional Papers (Occasional Series), vol. iv p. l 79.
t I have no reports of any subsequent trials in Italy, but I belie'\"'e the Itttlian
Government propose, in the course of the present year {lb82), to compare the resistance of thick ( 48 cm.) compound armour plates of English manufacture with
steel plates made by M. Schneider, of Creusot, using the 17·72-in. gun of 100 tons
and chilled cast-iron projectiles.
t R. E. Professional Papers (Occasional Series), Yol. i., pp. 228-33; Report of
Suh-Committee on Plates aml Projectiles, June 22, 1880, particularly pp. 11-17 :tml
tables in Appendh: 3; Pi'oceedings of R. A. Institution, Sept, 1881, -rol. :i:i., No. 7,
p. 4 77; Noles, g·c., by Capt. J. P. Cundill, R.A.
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Somo woro utter failures, some promised well at one time and failed
at another, hut the result of the whole has been that compound plates,
in which a steel faco ( about one-third the thickness of the entire plate)
has been perfectly welded to a wrought.iron back, without injuring
the two materials, have met with most success.
The object of this kind of armour is, that while the face shall be
sufficiently hard to break up, or to take a greftt deal of work out of,
the shot, the soft wrought-iron back shall hold the mass together, in
spite of the cracking of the steel face.
One of the principal points, of course, has been to determine the
best degree of hardness, or, in other words, the best proportion of
carbon that should be given to the steel for these purposes.
.As this matter is still under consideration, I cannot say more about
it on the present occasion than that the manufacture of these compound plates can scarcely yet be said to be uniformly successful, but
that when they are good they seem to offer, for a few moderately severe
rounds at least, resistance compared with that of plain wrought-iron
plates as 4 to 3; that is to say, a 9-in. compound plate will be abouil
equal to a 12-in. iron plate, and, with oblique fire, they certainly are
very successful in turning and breaking np shot of all kinds of form
and material.*
The trials have been made principally with 7-in. and 9-in. guns,
with both direct and oblique fire, and with all kinds and forms of projectiles, and these are shortly to be continued for the Admiralty at
Shoeburyness, with much greater thicknesses of armour, for which the
38-ton gun is to be used.t
Within the last few days the French have carried on important
trials ::i,t G&vre, when some steel plates, averaging 18 in. in thickness,
, _ R. E. Professional Papers (Occasional Series), vol. ii., pp. 185-96, and vol. iv.,
pp. 173-8.
t Ibid., vol. iv., pp. 191-3; Final Report of Sub-Committee 01i Plates and Projectiles, March 31, 1881, pp. 5-7, and Appendh, pp. 10-12. Among recent successes
with compound armour plates may ho mentioned that attending the trial of an 11-in.
plate, 10 ft. by 5 ft. 6 in., weight 10 tons 16 cwt, 20 lbs., made by Messrs. J, Brown
& Co., of Sheffield, and tried nt Sbooburyness late in 18S1. This plate was backed
by 2 ft. of English oak, and received 4 rounds from the 9-in. M.L. gun of 12 tons, of
which one was with a cast-steel shell, and two from the 12·5-in. JU.L. 38-ton gun, both
of which were of steel. Though not capable of resisting the 12·5-in. projectiles, it
stood, on the whole, remarka.bly well, especially wher8 the four 9-in. shells struck
within a small compass. Some remarkable effects were flxhibited on this plato after
tho trial, due to the steel face haring broken in cooed fractures at each ::ihot mark
from the 9-in. gun, as is not unusual; but in this case a largo smface of the plate was
brought away, leaving a succession of conical mounds of steel standing out, each with
a dent formed by the point of the shot on its summit.
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produced by foreign makers, and a foreign-made wrou<>ht-iron plate
with a hard face, and a compound plate made by Messr; Oammell, of
Sheffield, were fired at by a 32cm steel B.L. gun with 760-lb. projectiles
and 210 lbs. charge of powder, and so far as my information goes, the
English compound plate behaved the best of all. The steel plates
broke up very freely, as usual.
Until further experience has been gained with heavy blows from
largo projectiles of hard material, it would not be wise to speak confidently as to the ultimate success of this kind of m·mour.*
In the meantime the Admiralty have adopted 9-in. compound plates
for the turrets of H.M.S. ' Inflexible.' The French, I hear, are
seriously taking it up for their ships, but we have not yet decided to
use any of this kind of armour in land works.
The use of these compound plates will involve a new mode of
fastening them, because bolt-holes passing through the steel would be
inadmissible; but we hope we have got over all difficulty in this
respect by screwing into the wrought-iron back a seat for a spherical
nut to hold the armour bolt without confining it laterally.t
A plate, on a novel principle, made by Sir J. Whitworth, deserves
notice, notwithstanding that it -did not succeed very well. It was
composed of a mass of fluid-compressecl steel, pierced all over, at
regular intervals, by screwed plugs of an extremely hard steel, so
arranged that, wherever a shot might strike, it woulcl have to cut into
one of the bard plugs.:!:
BEHAVIOUR OF BATTERING PROJECTILES OF VARIOUS KINDS,

Perhaps I shall now be expected to say a few words as to tbe effect
of the different kinds of armour upon battering projectiles of various
makes and forms.

* A 8erie:ii of experiments with the 12-in. B,L. gun of 43 tons against 18-in. steelfaced plates is arranged to come off at Shoeburyness in the course of the present year
(1882). The primary object of the trials is to guide the manufacture of hard-steel
projectiles for the attack of steel plates, but no doubt valuable information will
Le gained in the matter of the resistance of compound armour under hca\')' blows
delivered at high Yelocities.
t This system gave admirable results in the case of No. 43 target, experimented
11pon by Sub-Committee on Plates and Projectiles. See Report, June 22, 1880. 'l'be
target consisted of a 10-in. compound plate, 8 ft. long and 6 ft. wide, held by six
3-in. bolts to timber supports. Tbe plate received six oblique rounds from tho
9-in. 12-ton gun, and was at last completely broken up; but not one of the armour
bolts was broken, though they were bent .in some instances almost at right angles.
For a somewhat fuller description of this method of bolting, see R. E. Pr()fcsBional Papers (Occasional Series), vol. iv., p. 1iS.
+ R. E. Professional PClpcrs (Occasional Series), vol. ii., p. 187.
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First, then, it may be said that although chilled cast-iron shell
nearly always break up on striking wrought-iron armour directly at
high velocities, yet in doing so they seem to lose very little of thcie
useful energy, and in both direct and oblique fire against this armour
chilled cast-iron shells hold their own fairly well against other kinds
of projectile,
The only instance in which I have seen any kind of projectile
strike thick iron armour obliquely (angle from normal 30°) at a
velocity of over 1,500 ft. per second, and remain entire, was that of a
9-in. forged steel shell made by Whitworth.*
The following are the most noticeable instances of chilled cast-iron
projectiles remaining entire after doing good work upon wrought-iron
armour hitting directly:
Round.

Weight.
lb;;. ozs.

Calibre.

2,332 ......... 3 in . ........ .

2,165 """"' 6
2,240 """'" 8 ,,
2,260 """"' 8 ,,

10

80
""""' 182
182
....... ..

4 .........

Plate.

4}

0
8 ......... 8
8
10

Striki.11g'relocity.

in . ........ . 1,099 f.s.
1,026
,, """"' 1,108 ,,
,,
1,337 ,,

Both forged and cast-steel shell, well tempered, have been passed
through great thicknesses of wrought iron in direct hitting without
being injured (Rds. 2,192, 2,195); the same 9-in. forged shell of Whitworth fluid-pressecl steel bas been passed three times through 12-in.
wrought-iron armour plates without breal..-ing up (Rds. 2,126, 2,140,
2,lGD) ; and a forged steel shell, hardened in oil, from the 8-in. long
gun (Rd. 2,284), remained entire and very slightly altered inform in a
16½-in, iron plate, which it strnck with a yelocity of over 2,200 ft. per
seconcl.t
The chief advantage to be gained by the use of these very costly
steel projectiles over the simple chilled cast-iron projectiles appears to
lie in the possibility of tl1eir beiug used for carrying a bursting charge
of gun-cotton, or some snch violent explosive, throngh thick iron
armour before explosion. This the ordinary chilled iron shell can
never do.
As to the effect of chilled cast-iron armour upon projectiles, there
is not sufficient known at present to admit of much being said about it.
On steel-faced armour the best effect has been obtained with cast• R(port of ,','ub-Oommittt ou Plafrs a11d Projectiles, June 22, 1882, TaL1u 10,
:p. 7-1-, rnund 21213. In another rounLl (2,2!)2) in the smno taLle a similar .-;hell was
crnckod only.
t All these rounds ore <lescriLcd in Report '!,f S11b-Com111itfrc on Plate11 a,iJ Projectiles, June 22, l 882.
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steel shell in direct fire, and perhaps rather the best effect with forged
steel shell in oblique hitting, but in this latter mode ofattack on steel,
all steel projectiles that have been yet tried have gone to pieces.
Steel-faced armour completely baffles chilled cast-iron projectiles.
For direct fire, the longer the head of the projectile the greater
will be the effect on iron armour, but in oblique fire the best effect has
been produced with heads struck to a radius of two diameters of the
shot's body. As I have already said, flat heads are much inferior to
pointed heads in both direct and oblique fire.*

II.-ACCOUNT OF THE MATERIALS USED FOR ARMOUR
AND THEIR MANUFACTURE.
IIIANu>•ac-ruRE o;• WROUGHT-IRON An11oua PLATES.

Beginning with wrought-iron armour :-For this, as made at
Sheffield, the best cold-blast pig with a proportion of Camberland
hrematite is generally used. Roughly speaking, it takes 2½ tons of
pig, or 2 tons of ball furnaced iron-that is, of puddle ball-to make
l ton of finished armour plate, and in the last heating of all, when the
iron is in a very costly state, there is a loss by the actual burning
<1way of the iron of abut 10 per cent. It takes also about 6½ tons of
coal to make a ton of armour.
Perhaps the shortest way of giving an account of the manufacture
of rolled iron armour will be to say how some one plate in particular
has been made, and I will select for this purpose one of the heaviest
ever produced.
This was one of the 8-in. plates made for the target to test the
SO-ton gun at Shoeburyness. Its finished dimensions were-length
lG ft., widt,h 10 ft., and its weight 2J tons.
For its manufacture, 1,170 slabs 30 i~. long, 12 in. wide, and 1 in.
thick, were made from the puddled ball and bar. These were piled,
furnaced, and rolled into 65 plates about 5 ft. square and from 1 in.
to 1-\ in. thick, called small moulds. These, again, were piled and
rolled into quarter-moulds, and the quarter-moulds into armour-plate
moulds, and the pile for the last rolling was made up of three moulds
about 10 ft. square, two of 7-in. and one of 3-in. thickness. As they
entered the furnace for the last heating they weighed about 35 tons ;
as they came ont after about 12 hours they weighed 31½ tons.
They were rollecl down in the last rolling from 17 in. to 8 in.; so

* Report of SuO-Commitlcc on Platesmul l'roJcctilcs, June 22, 1880, p. 12.
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that, in a certain sense, this plate may be said to liavc been made by
rolling a column of iron nearly 100 ft. high down to one only 8 in.
bigb. The fibrous character of a plate depends largely upon the
,i,mount of reduction in the last rolling.
The rolls are plain cast cylinders; those used in the present case
are about 3 ft. in diameter, 12 ft. long, and each one of the pair weighs
nearly 20 tons. They are driven by very powerful steam machinery,
and made to reverse their running, so that the plates are sent through
one way and then back again, and so on, the rolls being brought
nearer together each time, until the plate is brought down to the
required thickness.
The specific gravi,y of a good iron armour plate is about 7·625.
Armour plate fron is not made for high tensile strength, but it is
essential that it should draw out well, and reduce in cross section some
20 or 30 per cent. before breaking.
It has been our practice to prove a very large proportion of the
plates made for iron fortifications by shot capable of nearly perforating
them. Pieces of those which could not be thus pro,ed have been
broken under hydraulic presses, and otherwise treated.
Armour bolt-iron is similar to armour plate-iron, but we require a
reduction of area of fracture of at least 40 per cent. when broken by a
falling weight test, and we generally get a larger reduction than this.
As forged (hammered) iron armour plates are obsolete, I need not
describe their manufacture.
MANUFACTURE OF CHILLED CAST-IRON ARMOUR.

As regards chilled cast iron there is not much to be said, further
than that Herr Griison, of Magdeburg, the principal manufacturer of
it, runs his blocks, for fortifications, direct from cupolas into sand
moulds, chilling the faces which are to form the fronts of the blocks
against masses of cast iron. Some of the chills are twice the weight
of the casting itsel£; the chilling action generally extends two or three
inches into the metal. Single blocks have been used as heavy as 50 tons.
The cost of these blocks may be taken as rathet· more than half the
cost of wrought-iron armour plates per ton, but then the cast iron has
to be used in masses more than twice the thickness of the wrought iron
which would give the same protection.
MANU>'ACTURE OF C011P01JND PLATES.

1Vith regard to compouncl plates there is more to be said, but I
must condense it into a few words.
All the most successful compound plates liave been made of ordinary
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armour plate iron faced with Bessemer steel. Of course an eqnally
good, or even better, face might be given by using crucible steel, but
the cost and difficulty attending the use of this kind of st,eel would be
enormous. In fact, I think it may be said that but for the Bessemer
and Martin.Siemens processes it would have been practically out of
the question to make compound plates at all.
'I'he most simple and effective process of manufacture of these
plates is as follows :
First, a rolled iron armour plate of the usual quality is made, and
on it is laid round its edges a wrought-iron frame, the thickness of the
armour plate and the depth of the frame depending upon the thickness
required in the finished plate.
The plate and frame are then placed in an ordinary plate.heating
furnace, and when at a welding heat they are brought out, and molten
steel made by the Bessemer process is poured out of large ladles on to
the suface of the plate up to the brim of the frame. The mass is then
allowed to cool, and is afterwards re-heated and rolled down into an
armour plate of the desired thickness. The edge of wrought iron is
afterwards planed off.*
Instead of having a simple frame round the edges of tfie plate it
has been proposed to subdivide the surface into squares, as those of a
chess board, in order that, by breaking the continuity of the steel, the
cracks caused by shot blows may be stopped short, and with the same
object an officer of Royal .Artillery has proposed to subdivide the steel
by firm cuts across its face; but we have not yet seen the effect of these
expedients in actual trial. t
The successful union of the steel and iron masses in these plates
is very marked. .A complete fusion seems to take place, and the
natures of the two metals so far intermingle that it is sometimeR hard
to fix upon an exact line where the steel ends and the iron begins.
The degree of hardness most suitable for the steel in these plates is
supposed to be obtained with about 0·6 per cent. of carbon.:/:

*

Since this account was written the process of maklng thcso compound plates :it
Sheffielu has been somewhat changed. The wrought-iron armour plate is now placed
,,ertically in a mould to recei"\'e the steel from either a Siemens furnace or from a,
Ilcssemer la<lle. One of the firms does away with the wrought-iron framt' round tha
wrought-iron pfato, by using a cast-iron mould of the prope1· size for the required'
plate. The other uses a hard stcol face plate, between which and t!:J.o wrought-iron
back the molten steel is poured. They have no difficulty now in making these compound plates 18 in. in thickness and 30 tons in weight, but they are -very expensi-.e.
t I ha-re not beard that these proposals baye ever been practically dealt with.
t As much as 0·76 per cent. of carbon has been used in the steel of recent compotmU platcR, whirh hns·c given good result~.
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It is thought that the thickness of steel in a compound plate should
be between ¾th and 5rd of its entire thickness.

III.-DESCRIPTION OF THE PRINCIPAL A.RlfOURED
DEFENCES SET UP.
I now come to the third and last part of the subject, which comprises a brief description of tlie principal armoured works erected
by us.
The following tables give the number and nature of the guns for
which protection has been provided, up to the present time, iu each
fort or battery at home and abroad, as well as a short description of
the iron protection itself.
From these it will be seen that at home 434 guns, ranging between
the 7-ton and 80-ton, have been provided for, and abroad 91 guns
between tho 12-ton and 38-ton, making altogether a total of 5~5
battering guns behind armoured walls.
Nature of Iron Protection

Home Stations :
8hiclds in masonry work ........ ,

No. of Guns

I

1

;

!J ,,

113
4j

:rn

10 ••
11 ,,
12~.,
10"

IS

.'i4

10 .,

I:!!.,

18
38

16 .,

80

8,j

Turret ............................ .

'1.1otal. ..

;-in., 7 tons.

110

Do., do., with guns on turntablus

Ir\111 batteries

Dcscri1,tinn of Guru

12
18
2.)
3S

,,

.

411

Foni911 Stations:
28
Shields in masonry work ........ .

{

::l:J

n .,

12

lo .,

I~

.,

11 ,.
12),,

::!,)

.,

as ,.

lli>,, 1l,,., with guns on turntnLlc:s
hun Lnttt-ries
Tutnl ........... .
General total ........... .

01

]'.).,

1:-S

12~..

~8
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HOME STATIONS.

I

Description of Guns

~rune of Station and Battery

Nature of Iron Protcctton

7 in, 9 in. 10 in. 11 in. 12; in. I Gin.

- - - - - - - - - l - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 7 tn.

!~~:j

1

1

j

Sh~f!'f!;, n~~r;:a~~niPi½~~~~ two_ S-iu: }.

.{

Gilkicke, Batte,y

Hor;ie Sit.nd Fort anrl
No Man's Land Fort

lttn. lStn. '25tn. _as_t_n.

J

Iron front. Two.5-in.a.ndone7-in. plate

1 ~~:i~~· bt!~ei2tti~t:~~ P~:~here'.

Spit Bank !•'on

• { lr1~/~~i~h ~~;;: L:in. p'.ates '. pre~ar~

St. Helen's Fort
do.
Do.
Hurst Castle ,

0
, { C~~~e
,
.
Straight front. Thre<i 8-in. plates.
• { Shif~i~i aJJ1~~l'~~~:1a~s, nnd frames

l

10

:.

} ..

~~t,}dJ:.rci!~ ~ll~:ta~fe~ }·

Isle of Wight, Sandown Fort • { Sh{~~d½~i

} ..

5

10

23

a!tree• .'l-in. plates, and frnme } .

rort- { Portlancl Breakwater} Iron front. Three G!-in. plates •
.
.
.
Fort
land
d~ree_ 5-in, plates, and frame } ..
,{
•
Notbe Fort

r1rmoulb

l

do.
do.
Do.
Bo<i"nd Battccy .
front. Outer thickness 5-in. plates,
Plymouth Break-f Iron
second a.nd thirddo. ,5-in. ban, backing,
·
water Fort .
bars 12" deep; extra 5-in. plateatports
Double tier shields. No. li) with three
Picklecombe Battery {
Ii-in. plates, and No. 4 with two 5-in.
.
plates; prepared for third plate .
Shields. No. 2 with three 5-in. plates,
nnriNo. 7witb two8-in. plates; frames
Drake's Island Batt. {
11 7f'deep •

1

. { Sht~t; d~~ree. 5-in.

ir~~; }Hack Rock Fort
Admiralty Pier .

Dover.

Turret.

plates,

::ma

frnmes

I

Cliffel'o,t.

.
•
.
.
.
.
.
deep
Shields. No. 6 with three 5-in. plates,
and No. 2 with two 5-in, plate;i: pro11
1
vide<! for third plate. Fmmcs!! 1 deC'p
Shield~. Two 5-in, plates; pro\·idcd for
.
•
•
.
.
third plate .
Sbi('lds. Two 5-in, pla.te;i.: provided for
tbirdplnte; 1'7i11 and2 1 111 deep
do.
<lo.
Do.

.

Shornmend Fort

TilburyFort •
New Tavern Fort

Double tier shield,;. No. 3 with tbrec
10-in. plat-es on lower tier. and two
9-in, plates on upper tier; No. 34 with
three 0-in. plates, and No. 4. with two
J-in. plates: proT"icled for third plate .
Slifr•lds. No, 4. with two 8-in. plaks, and
No. 7 with one 8-in . plate; provided
.f
.
.
•
.
.
for third plate
Shields. No. Gwith two 8-in. plates, and
No. fi with ooe 8-in. plate; provided
.{
for second plate.

(Garnson Point Fort {

\(P<lwarJ
an<l

stu..,r

\ lloo Fort

1

DC,;.3

LDarnet Fort
Landgunrd Fort

lfarwich.

l

CarlbleFort

Cork .

(;.'\mclen Fort

•

.

14

..

}4 HI

I<
19

l·
f ..

JG

}· · ..
Sldelris. No. l::J with three 5-in. plaki:,;,
nnd No. 4 with two {i-io. 11latcs; J•rci.
vided for third plate. Frames 21 1"

(Conlhouse Fort.

l

9

}··

Three 7-i.n, and two 2-in . plates

Mersey. Seaforth Battery

Thames

14

8bf;1;1~i

l··
l··
}-

Sbi('ld~. No. 3 with two 8-in. plates, and
No. 2 with three 5-in. plates, frames
.
.
,
.
.
1'7½11 cleep .
~-in. plates, and frames
• { Sbir~1~i

a'!;o

11

}-·

l

r"
l
l,

_{ Shii~;~·, a~~r?1,~-~~Jlo.t~, and fro.mes } . _

.l

13

l·.

} ,.

11

10

-~Otn.
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FORETGN STAS'IONS.
De,;cription of Guns

Nature of Iron Protection

Nome of Stn.tinn and Battrry

7 ill. [l in. lOin. 11 in. I!!½ in
7 tu. l2tn. l8tn. 25 in· 38 tn.

-

-1-------:-r~::--;;; ~;-;::--:=~=::-i-;Abercrombie's Bastion • { 811f~½,i d~~ree. fi-in: pla~;,, a~1l rr_ame~ } .
, { Shields. One 4-in .. one 5½-in., one 6-in.,

do,

Do.

1,a~~~

Jt.~~- r.:t~1aics,

1

do.
do.
Do.
St. Lazarus B.1!lt.
Vn- { St. Sebastian do. { Sh~i!~~s O~e li½-in., one 5-in ., one I!-in.
do.
do.
Do.
Jetta English Cttrtain.
, { Shield11. Three /'i-in. plnte.~. and framrS.E. Face •

I

I .,!gtn. ,.
.u

11 71/'deei,

{ N.E. Fl'Ont

"

N.B. Face •

ll.'l.lta~

st.

.

Sh~~l~.oni~t~~i:.I
}·
.{
a0d &am~
SJ~~i1:ne
. }
.
.
.
,
Do. Bastion . {
1, 7!,, de<>p .
st. Gregory's Bn. { Sh~;~c}; u!~ro-, 5-in. plates, anrl frames } . •

( Ball's Uurtnin

ET!o

o½-in.," one ·5-in.:

---

}

.

•

.

.

.

•

, { Shields. One 4-in., one 5!-in., one 5-in.,
.
,
.
and one l~-in. plat.es .
d~l~ree d-iu. plates, and frame
.{

s11~1;~~

Angelo. No. 2 Batt. { Sh!½l-~~-.

p~~!s ..,_!-in., one

5-in., and one

Three U-in, plate;,., an•l frame
. { Shi<'ld.
•
.
•
21 l'',kep
.
.
•
Do., do,, <lo., 11 7~11 deep •
•
Ricn- { No. 2 do.
1 Jne 4-in., OM .'>½-in., one 5-in ..
:-;bielrls.
{
•
No. 3 do.
i;oli
.
.
.
:mrl one 1!-,in. plates •
fraDJe
and
plate11,
5-in.
Thrc<:
Shiclrls.
No. t, RD Cu'dn. {
21 l"d!'.'Cp

No. 1 Bostion

} ..

f ..
f ..

f ..
f ..
f ....
f ..

f ..

('urn·<l frunt. Three /i-iu. plate~. nn,l I
Rlif>- { SHema rut. Bnt. {
frnme l' 4. 11 d,·e11. Ouni nn turntnhh s f"
Three U-in. plates, nwl fr:,me I
{ Sbicl•k
Do.
r&~t
11 7¼" deep .

..

,....

St. Ludt·n Fort

. { Sh;;i;\'!i t1'!~re~• 5-in. plateii, nml frame

}.

Th•llmara Fort •

. { Sh1i%i; ,l~;~ ;~~~:ut~:1~i th~~ l~r~l:~

}·

. { Sl~~~~ne~i~i~~i;i;;;t G!-in .. one Ii-in.,
t1o.'
,lo.
Do.
do.
,In.
Do.
do,
dn,
Do.
rlo,
Jo.
Do.
tl-:..~tjf•. G-in.' pla_t<>s, ~wl ~ram~

} ••

;'ifoutagoc Bn.-:ti<Jn
,lo.
Orange
King's
fiouth
Yictorla
New:llule
r~~:~;r

clo.
do.
,lo.
do.

.{ Sl1i1;~;

Alexnrnlm Batt<!ry •
King's Bustinn
W dlington Front

•

rrinC"<' .A.lh<!rt Battery
Engine,·r IlattN·y
do.
:Ith Iloi:dn

'l
•

B,·r-

I Fort CllllllillJ!hl\lll

1

,\.lcxn111lrn natt,•rr •

1

Curve,1 front. Two ~-in. 1,lntcs; prl'Jlr!.l'\'d for third platt': frnmt: 11 Iv''
d,:t,p. Gw1s nu turntable;:
Ilo.

D,,,

\~i tlr!~:roc.

f .. "

•lo.

d,J,

.{ Bh~~~•i'~,n~n.il~~p];~:! li~-in., on" 5-in.,

.f

1ciutlrt.

f

f ....
i~ /S; u!~rct~;:~~~•t~~Ltfe~
· { c~~~ii~
rt,,.
,Jo.
1Ju.
} ::

,10:

do.

0-in . plate, nn,l frame
Sl;i;17
,} ...
Jo.
I>o.
Iron fr,,nt. C•ut..r tl,icknesa 3 ,u. 11\ ,tt>

~ .

:·-~~.
;-;>1f· t~i ~~ti~;!~t~~•
•{ l~;~:~;;1.
.
•
•
•
plate at ,, ..rt~
· 11 f-h;½~il~: I•~L:: :,_!-in ... un,

r,.jn:·

au,l OllC 1

1:-'••TF..-'.)'h,~r,• Rt\.', 10 n,lilih~n to tlu• 111,ow, l1 i·a.emate. f.,r [I-in, 12-ti•n guna c.t F •rt l'larcn1 ,
lfo,hfo:x,wlnch arc tlttu,l wltU nulway bar embra.aur,-s vf a t<p,..<lia.1 patkru.
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CASEMATE SJIIELDS DESCRIBED.

With regard to casemate shields in masonry works, Plaice Ill. and
IV. represent one of these, () ft. high, which is suitable fo,· a 25-ton
or 38-ton gnn .
.A smaller kind, 8 ft. high, has been used for guns below the
25-ton gun.
This type of shield consists broadly of the supporting structure,
which we call the shielcl frame, and the armour.
The first point is to secure the frame to the masonry, so that it
cannot be ilriven back. This is done either by extending the base and
top plates into the masonry, or by the use of massive dove-tail pieces,
under the frame, provided with stops. The base plates are also bolted
clown to the masonry.
These shield frames are made of ¾-in. plate, and G-in. by 6-in.
angle-irons, and weigh from 8½ to 10 tons each when empty. They are
filled with concrete when erected.
The armour generally consists of three thicknesses of 5-in. armour,
with intervals of 5 in., filled with brickwork or concrete between
them, and round the opening of the port there are strong wrought.iron
frames to keep this filling in place. Between the inner plate and the
shield frame there is an inch interval, usually filled with wood. Each
thickness of armour is bolted to the one next behind it, and the rear
plate to the shield frame . No armour bolts show in the casemate.
The weight of three tbicknesses of 5-in. armour is about 25 tous,
and the weight of one of the smaller of these shields complete is about
5G tons.
Sm,1E SmELDS HAVE THICKER ARMOUR.

Some of these shields are protected by two thicknesses of 8 in.
plate, and some by three ; iu one instance-namely, in the shields for
38-ton guns, at Garrison Point Battery, Sheerness-there are three
thicknesses of 10-in. plates.*
OPEN BATTERY SHIELDS.

S-r. HELEN'S OASEMATE SIIIELDS.
There is a ruodificat.ion of this type of shield suited to open batteries to which over•head cover can be added at pleusure; n.nd in more
recent casematecl works for 38-ton guns, as at Seaforth Battery,
SEAFORTH AND

* For more full desrription of casemat6 shiehls, sec- }totes nf Lectw·cs
Portifications, Chatham, 1875, pp. 14-16.

01i lro11
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Liverpool, and St. Helen's Fort, off the Isle of Wight, there is another,
perhaps t he best arrangement of all, in which the armoured protection
occupies a frontage of 20 ft. between the masonry piers (Plate, IVA
IVa.).

Hoo

ANn DARNET

Two-TIER.

Srm:Lns.

RHIELDF.

Tho shields at Hoo and Darnet Forts, on the 1liedway, are of a
somewhat different pattern, and the two-tier shields in Garrison Point
Ilattory, Sheerness, and Picklccomho Battery, Plymonth Sound, arc of
another kind, shown in Plate V.•
RA"SOE

or Frnr

T!i SmELD PunTs GJ:SERALLY.

In these shields tho ports aro generally cut for

a

lateral (raining of

GO·\ olcvat-ions up to abont 10°, and depressions down to 4°, according

to tho circumstances of the works.
CAsE,rArEs FOR HEAVY GcNs os

Tcnxunns.

Tho next kine! of protection to ho noticed is (hat given to heavy
guns mounted on turntables.

Theso occur in rcrtain positions wh• re

:,n extended lateral liro of nhout 1~0' i, n•quircd-as at
~pithr•a1l dt-f(lnrP!I, Rt. Hd"n's Fort. ........... l wo turnt..-i.Llcs for 113-ton gu
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nesses of 5~in.). The root' structure is of strong girders, with arch
plating between them, and carries some 6 ft. of concrete, and is
thoroughly bomb-proof.
The turntable consists of a very stiff circular frame, varying from
20 ft. to 23 ft. in diameter, and is strong enough to bear the weight
and shock of the gun when fired in any position of training.
It revolves on a set of conical rollers running in a live ring under
the edge of the table, and is held in position by a central spindle
which passes into a massive casting, strongly bolted down. The
table is turned by hand-gear, working into cogs on its outer rim. It
is locked by a set of tumbler stops when the gun is in position for
firing.
The larger-sized turntable weighs about 37 tons. It can be lifted
bodily, without dismounting the gun, for purposes of inspection and
cleaning.
It is proposed that the guns on these turntables should be turned
to the rear for loading, where there will be every facility for the
operation.
SEA FORTS.

I now come to the sea forts, the batteries of which, as I have said
early in this Paper, are protected by walls composed continuously of
iron.

These are the following :
PLYMOUTH BREAKWATER FORT.

Plymouth Breakwater Fort.-This iron battery is oval in form,
144 ft. long and 114 ft. broad, and stands about 100 yds. behind the
central part of the Breakwater (the floor being about 16 ft. above high
water mark), on a mass of masonry resting on a rocky bed about six
fathoms below .low water mark. It will mount fourteen 38-ton guns,
and four 18-ton guns, firing through small ports (21 ft. 9 in. from
centre to centre). The ironwork was commenced in 1867, and
finished in 1870.
I shall not stop to describe this work further than to say that there
are four thicknesses of 5-in. armour about tbe port, and three thicknesses supported by massive armour bars on edge elsewhere. The
piers supporting the roof structure are separate from the armoured
wall. The roof is of the usual girder construction, and bomb-proof
throughout.
There is to this, and to all the other sea forts, an entrance port
into which, in preparing for action, a massive armoun~d shield on,
C
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wheels is run, and over the entrance is a very strong cantilever be:im
for hoisting the guns and other heavy weights from vessels i!lto the
battery, and vice versa, by means of heavy hoisting gear place,! on the
roof.
J do not give a diagram of this fort, because the general principles
of our armonred structures are better illustrated in some of the other
forts.•
FonT Cm,NINORAM, BERMUDA.

It may be mentioned hero that there is another iron battery of this
typo at Fort Cnnningbam, Bermuda, constrncted about the same time
as the Plymouth Fort, only it has straight instead of curved faces; it
has also small ports for two 38-ton and five 18-ton guns.t
PoRTLA~T>

Dr.i:AKWATER

Fonr.

Tho next kind of iron battery is that rcprescated by Portland Breakwat,•r Fort. (81•e Plates VII. and VlJT.)
'J'liis fort occupies n site at the ,·nd of the Breakwater at Portland.
It, foumlations rest on a clny bottom ahont liJ fathoms below low
w11ler mark. Tho battery is circular (radius abunt ,,K ft.), and its floor
iH n.hout 2~ ft. nhovo high watl'r mark. It is to mount fourtcc·n :l~-ton
gum1. Tho gnn ports aro ~:{ ft. 1 in. from ,•entrl' to centre.
'\Vilh f'l'gnrd firi-1t to t11n inm·r structnr,, of iho hattcry, this
ronnii,d,,, l!'l'nt•ritlly Rpf'aking, of two strong rings of hox-gir<ll'r c-onRtrnction gc1ing all ronncl tl1t> Ind l<'ry, nnc nl tho lt·vcl of the tloor,

and till' oth<'r "t the h•vcl of tho root; against wl,ich tlie armoured
wall r1• t ~- 'I11w n~main1l1·1· of tl1t nmcr or suppurtiug trnctcrc confli ·t.i of ..,trong- irou pillnrE- 1 in f•11upl1 , between tho port VtL~ch carry
n ring of solid nrmnur bars ronn,l the cntiro l1atte1y to form the front
Rnpport of a homb-proof iron roof. The rear of tho roof 1.8 apported
on n. ring of hox-ginkrs n.!Stiug ,,n masonry pll"rS.
Tho nrmoun•d wall <.·mi i ts 11f three thil'kn
of f.½-in. plates,
with port frnmt·s, !.!j-in. tl1i,·k, round tho port
~l'J tE.lNK
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The iron battery mounts nine 38-ton guns, and occupies the outer
or seaward side of a fort of about 150 ft. in diameter, the rest of the
fort being of masonry. The battery floor is about 16 ft. above high
water, and in all respects the construction of the Portland Fort
applies to this, except that the a,r moured wall here consists of only
throe thicknesses of 5-in. plate, which arc prepared to receive a fonrth
when necessary. The ironwork of this battery was completed in
1875. •

HoRsE SAND AND No J\IAN's LAND FoRTS.
The next works to be described are the two great forts at Spithead,
standing on either side of the main channel, about 2,000 yds. apart.
( S ee PI ales IX. and X.)
They are named from the shoals on
which they stand.
Their foundations were laid some two or three fathoms below low
water, and occupy circles of about 230 ft. diameter. The masonry
work is carried up to a height of about 16 ft. above high water, and at
that level commences the two-tier circular iron battery for 2.J. guns
on the !owe,• floor, and 25 guns on the upper. .A.s hitherto intended
these were te be all 38-ton (12½-in.) guns below, and 18-ton (10-in.)
gnns above, but it is more than probable that in each tier some of
these will be superseded by the new type of long, more powerful, and
more snitable breech-loading guns.
'rhe two forts a,re almost identically the same in dimensions and
construction. They are circular, to a radius of 100 ft., and the gun
ports are either 24 or 26 ft. apart.
Treating each as composed of an inner strncture, and an armoured
wall, as in the other forts, the former-or skeleton, as ,ve got to call
it in the course of erection-consists of the follolving parts :
First there is a circular base-plate 2 in. thick, and about 3 ft. wide,
sunk into the masonry, and going completely round the fort. In this
base are slotted large holes to take the feet of upright armour bars
which hack the armour plates in front of the guns.
Next come the lower pier casings, 11 ft. 9 in. and 12 ft. 9 in. by
7 ft. 6 in., made of ¾-in. plate, very strongly put together, and filled
with concrete. Into the upper parts of these piers are set the ends of
solid bars, which have to carry a part of the load of the floor above.
Next above these lower piers is a ring of 3-in. plate going all round
the fort. It is slotted with holes, and the upright bar supports, already
mentioned, are threaded through them.

*

J,,'otcs of Lectures on 11-on Fortifications, Chatham, 1875, p. 20,
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On this :J.in. plate the front ends of the radial girders of the upper
gun floor rest. 'l'hcir rear ends arc carried by box girders bearing on
the masonry piers of the fort. Between the radial girders are the archplates, which complete tbo floor.
The front ends of these four girders are secured tc a continuous
cnrved plate standing on cclge.
It is to ho particularly observed that no part of this floor strnctnre
is fastened to tlic :.l-in. plate of which I have been speaking. It merely
rests on it, and !.ho surfaces are free to slide if necessnry. The object
of this provision is that if the front armoureu wall should be heavily
bnttorerl, tho risk of tho raoers of the nr,per guns being thrown out of
position thereby shonld be reduced to a minimnm.
Tho constrnetion of the parts of the skeleton which intervene between tho lo,ver and upper piers demanded especial care, as these
partr.kr or necessity of the character of a joint, anu it was of the
utmost imporlanco that this joint sl,ould not be a rickety one.
'l'ho construction of tho piers and framework of tlui npper tier is,
genornlly speaking, a rc•petilion of that of the lower casemates, except
as rc•gn.ril:i a, ft•w pa,rticulu.r~ which I need not m<'ntion herr..
The "rmour bar supports arc in one length from the lower floor to
the roof, where they pass through another continnollS ring l! in.
thick.
'l'he piorcusing•aro lillucl from top tc bottom with PurtlantlcNnent
concrdti.

'rho an£c Ina,! of tl,c upper gun fio,,r, and of tl,e roof, is eqnal to a
"""" of conc•ru(,, IU ft. thick lnirl 1111 o,cr it, wbieh is 1aal to half a
ton on t•n•ry flqnaru foot.
Next, with n·ganl 111 tliuarmourc·<l wn1J. Thlil, it will be &em, is in
thn·u thir·ktH'S!-.t':S, 1!ho imu·r riu~ i all :'", m thick, and i.h ro i 1 in.
of woml m11l Port11L111l <'C-mcnt bdw1ct:t1 it aud tLo skt lot.on at'l"'lctnre.
(f, conE-it-ls t1f two tic•rs of plntts n.n,i two rings of u.rmour bars, and
iH hultul to tlw inntr Eitrnr-turo nn1] t tho pirre. Thu frnm round
tho 1101ts uru ~j in. thick, aml arc ,•xactly l,ke thoe

t tb Port! nd

Fort.

11 tandon tLeir ends,
Tho plalr• <>f !ho 11nxt or mtddlo tluckn
nn,l nrn :.!:! fl ,; 111. long, r<'a<..·hiug frow th grauit bas t.o th le'\""el
o[ tl1c roof. 'l'ho p1utes in uhi h tho ports nro formed ar 7 in thick
1s
(,,,.,1, ,,.i1;h. I tn,.s), lho re t nro ,,,n. thrk. This tb kn
are JI
holl,,.J lo ll1~ inner plate . The pint m th ont.cr th, kn
They are bolt rt
'' 111 I hi< k. nu,! nre "' two litnt of abont 11 ft. each
to t lit• rn1ddlu plates. 'l'ho rnten-al bctw n t!:o arm.onr plate are
tillnl "ith cone,·, ll, r cept t the port frames, "h ro tb re ill \\OC<I
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At the level of the top of the lower front plates there is a gallery
all round the outside of the fort.
The weight of ironwork in each of these forts is as follows:
Tons.

Tons.

Total.

Skeleton ............... ...... per gun -5? = 2,450,} 6 ,214
Armoured wall . . . . . .. . . . . .
"
7D = 3,764

Strengthening plates will probably be provided for the lower
batteries of these forts so soon as any number of ships of foreign
powers shall be armed with guns equal in power, say, to our 8O-ton
and JOO.ton guns. The masonry on which these batteries stand
will then require a corrresponding addition of strength, for which
provision was made originally by leaving an offset on which armour
plates can rest, and boles have been formed in the masonry for armour
bolts.*
TURRETS ON SEA FORTS.
Each of these sea forts at Spithead, Spitbank, and Plymouth is preparecl for the addition hereafter of turrets on their roofs to carry two
of the heaviest ordnance in each. The Spitbead forts to have five
turrets each, the others two each.
MANTLETS.

Every gun mounted behind iron protection is to have a suitable
mautlet made of rope-work for the three-fold object of deadening the
effect of vibration caused by shot blows on the exterior, of stopping
splinters driven off from the iron itself and bullets and fragments that
may enter the port, and of keeping out smoke.
As hemp rope is liable to catch fire on the discharge of the gun, it
is washed with a solution of chloride of calcium, which renders it
completely uninflammable. Professor Abel helped us with bis valuable
advice on this point.t
TURRET ON DOVER PIER.

I have now come to the fast of the works to be described-namely
the turret, for two 8O-ton guns, now on the point of completion, at the
extremity of the Admiralty pier at Dover. (Plate XL)
-11-

t

"l!,."otcs qf Lectures on Iron Forti}icatiom, Chatham, 1875, pp. 20-3.
All mautlets are now made of wlmt is called 'paunch matting.'

Ibid., p. 23.

unstrirndecl 6-in. rope being principally used for the purpose. The larger parts are
double, one layer being worked with a right-handed and the othf"r with a left-handed
twiot, to prevent the curling up of the mantlet, which otherwise is -.:et·y troublesome.
The double 6-in. matting weighs 13 lbs. per foot superficial, find that area takes
about 11 ft. of 6-in. rope.
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The work to carry this turret consists of "n enlargement of the
outer end of the pier, as at present completed. 'l'he foundations are
laid at a depth of a.bout 7 fathoms below low water mark, and the guns
will be at a level of about 33 ft. above high water. The structure,
therefore, from the bed of the sea to the guns is ahout 95 ft. high.
Speaking in general terms, the turret consists first of a live ring,
and rollers of steel running on a path of steel laid on a massive
cylinder of masonry. On this live ring runs a structure of iron framework, of the form shown in the Plate, weighing about 240 tons.
This framework contains the gun ch"mber, which is protected by
three thicknesses of 7-in. armour, with two intermediate thicknesses of
2-iu. plates, making together a weight of about 460 tons. If to these
weights be added that of the guns, carriages, and the slides on which
they will stand, the total running weight will be about 8% tons. This
will throw upon each of the 32 rollers of the live ring a pressure due to
>thout 28 tons. The outside diameter of the turret is 37 ft., its internal
diameter is 32 ft., the interior height of the gun chamber is 8 ft. 8 in.,
the height of the turret armour is 9 ft.
It will he seen that a massive central casting is first held firmly
down to the masonry, and that inside this there is a thick cylinder of
hammered Bessemer steel surrounding the built-up wrought-iron
cylinder, which forms the centre of the turret framework. I draw
attention to this part, bec>tuse, of course, the shock of blows on the
turret walls, or more strictly speaking the unabsorbed part of it, ultimately comes to this part, and it has received especial consideration
on that account. The framework is generally of wrought iron.
The roof of the turret is of strong splinter-proof construction.
Over each gun t.he1·e is a part of the roof which is removable, to admit
of lhe gun being got in and out, and a part is made of open bars to allow
a current of air to clear off any smoke that may enter the turret. The
gun ports admit of 7° of clcmtion, and 2° of depression; the turret is
<'apahle of all rounrl fire. The glacis outside the turret is supported
hy a ring of armour plates on edge, 5 in. and 3 in. thick, on a strong
circle of 2-in. plating. The muzzlt•s of the guns are brought inside the
tn1Tet and depressed to an angle of 1 i 0 , for loading, which will he done
under the glncis by steam gear, hut into the arrangements for that I shall
not here t·nh-1'.
Tbl' turret. is tarn eel hy a pinion on the ,ci·tirol t:.haft shown workincr

into a large ring with steel trundles, sccnred to the framework, th;
POW1•r hl'ing givru by a set of main engines cnpahle of working np to
:300 h.p., nnd auxiliary engines uf 4!i or ;)0 h.p. "For the workina- and

luading of' the guns there will be another engine of abont 30 h.p.
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All the engines and the boilers are in the lower part of the battery
some 30 ft. below the guns. The magazines are at nearly the same
level as the engines, and the shell stores at a higher level.
There will be a system of communication, by signal and speaking,
from the gun chamber to the engine room, and throughout the
battery.

POSTSCRIPT.

The above completes the subject of the Lecture delivered at Woolwich.
I did not think it necessary on that occasion to say much :J-bout tho guns of new
type, which the European Powers have been for some time past so bm;y in preparing
for the armament of their fleets and coast batteries, or about our own new long
breech•loading guns, which will assuredly han a powerful influence in the future
upon all questions connected with armoured protection, but it may be well in repro•
clucing this Lecture for our Professiuna,l Papers in 1882, to add a few words on
these subjects.
In Yolume IV. of the R. E. Pr1/essional Papers (Occasional Series), Paper XII.,
I gM·e a brief notice of what I ,then (1880) knew concerning tbe subject of the
• Increasing Power of Battering Ordnance 'in this country and on the continent.
So far as I am aware, the grouping of foreign guns in comparison with our own,
which I then ga.ve, may be taken as still holding good generally; but of course, until
all problems connected with the reliable working strength of these new guns depending
upon the material of which they are made, as well as upon many points of constructiYe detail, the production of the powder for use in them, and the best material
and proportions of the battering projectiles which they are to fire, have been settled,
no exact conclusions can be drawn as to their ultimate powers.
Speaking generally, it may be said that the tendency in recent gun-making, for
Lattering purposes at any rate, has been towards a reduction of calibre for a gi,en
weight of gun, and with it a greatly increased length Qf bore in terms of calibre has
been necessary, in order to make up the required capaclty for the expansion of the
gases of the very large charges of powder used. With t:1ese e:xcessi'\'"e charges
occupying a great length of bore, violent action was at first found to take place, and
the practical remedy for this has been the introduction of slow burning powder. I
believe the forms of powder to give the best rate of corn Lust ion for th~ different
natures of the new type guns hal"e scarcely yet been determined, and there are still
some formidable difficulties connected with the erosion of bore to be met; but whate\·er
may be the ultimate result of all this, we have already some extremely powerful
breech-loading guns, whirh, when introduced into the ser"Vice, will largely improYe the
armaments of our ships and shore batteries.
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I a.m glad to say also that the question of the bei;;t proportion of weight of
battering projectile to calibre is now being duly considered with reference to the new
guns, and thn.t there is a prospect of the value of ~~ being somewhat raised, because upon this depends the extension of the effective range of tlfese guns for the
attack of armom·.

I wish I could add that the problem of producing a suitable projectile for use in
the new guns against steel armour is any nearer its solution than when I last noticed
the subject; exrer iments with steel projectiles a.re still undn consideration, but
hitherto very great difficulty has been experiencpJ. in turning out large projectiles of
a temper suited to the porfora.tion of masses of steel when striking with high
velocities.
Whatever may be the effect of making the new type guns entirely of steel,
according to the system adopted on the continent, or of steel ribbons surrounding &
central tube, as being tried by Sir W. Armstrong & Co., the increase of battering
powt:r per ton of gun's weight already obtained is vr.ry remarkable.
Thus, our new 6-in. gun of 4 tons is almost as good an armour-piercer as the
servico 9-in. 12-ton gun. The new 8-in. of 12 tons will perforate equally with the
RerYiC'(' 11-in. 2b-ton gun. The new 0·2-in. of 18 tons will be equal to our present
12·5-iu. 38-ton gun, and J believe both the French and Germans have guns of from
70 to 76 tons wcie;bt which are superior in power to our 80-ton and 100-ton guns.
With this before us we must expect that, in a ve-ry short time. OUl' own as well as
foreign men-of-war will carry very much more pOwt'rful armaments than they ban up
to the present time.
With regard to the effect of these changes upon the armaments of our own coast
defences and the batteries at our fortresses abroad, there is this to be said, that
thanks to the arloption at last of breech-loading orJnance-, we can take full ail vantage
of the new wMpons.
Wherever a 12·5-in. 38-ton l\:LL. gun is now mounted behind an armoured wall
or shield, there a 12-in. 43-ton B.L. gun can lie substituted for it; and so could the
10·•1-in. of 26 tons. The 9·2-in. H.L. gun, of 18 tons can tak1c1 the place of the 11-in.
25-ton and 10--in. 18-ton ln.L. guns; the 8-in. B.L. gun of 12 tons, that of the 0-in. ~I.L.
12-ton; the 6-in. B.L. of 4 tons, tha.t of the 7-in. i-ton M.L. gun, and so forth.
These substitutions will inV'olve but little alterations tQ thf' wnrks themselvei;i,
beyond, in the CMe of the hea.vier B.L. guns, prol'iding for the largely increased force
of re-coil.
\Vben the 12-in. 43-ton gun Wil.S first prod.ucl'd in 1879, it became apparent that the
n<>ccsRR.rily restricte1l rt:l'oil c,f sud1 a gun when firing a 7 H-lL. sh1_,t with a muzzle
vr>lO(•ity of upwards of 2,000 ft. p.-r second in a casflm:.tte, cuuld not pos .. ibly 00
controlled undPr tht1 ordiml.ry ronditions of the s.-rvicP rarriage and platform, and
fher£1fort1 the offiet•rs employed in the Jnspector-Gt·nera.l of l"ortifications Branrh
coutri\'ed anoth,·r arrang-emPnt for meeting the recoil. This cflnt1isted of two upright
beA.ms attnehe,l to the front ends of th1• rlntform, And carrying trucks at their tup
1m1l bottom onds, which Lore ni::minst the front side of strung ra<"f!r!I in the floor 4nd
rouf oftlu, cas~matf'. Tho trunnions of the gun were set in 1,locks, formin~ the bev!
of the pistons of two hydraulic pressc.,~, which r.-,isted the n_.coil 1,y direct thrust.
By this means all tendency in tl1e gun to jump was ohrillW: and, inJted. all the
otll(lr diffi<'ultie!( l\tb·ndingneessive strnin of rf'coil weru o'\"ercome. Subsequently thia
arrangement "u.s t1omewhat muJ.ifteJ in the Ro)·al Carriage Dtf rtmt·nt, t:.y w,iDg
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two pulling buffsrs close under the trunnions of the gun, R.nd attached to the upright
b?3ms instead of the thrust-presses behind the trunnions, and by otherwise altering the
arrangement in detail.
This method of mounting has come to be called the ' yoke' principle.
It remains yet to be seen whether guns of less power, such as the 10·4-in. of
26 tons can be efficiently mounted in a casema.te on any other plan than the' yoke.'
Beside the infinite advantage of being thus able to f!ltrengthen the armaments of
our existing Cflsem'tted forts, with but little alteration to the works themselves,
which the introduction of breech-loading leads to, and without which we should have
been for ever restricted to our present armaments, there is another decided gain in
the facility with which heavy breech-loading guns can be mounted in revolving
turrets and cupolas.
It has long been laid down that a gun beyond a certain weight (whieh may be
taken at from 40 to ,50 tons) cannot be effieiently mounted in an exposed position
in any other way than in a turret, and as the cost of turrets increases in a very high
ratio with their size, anything that tends to a reduction in the diameter of turrets
must bA of great importance to the service; and this effect certainly results from the
use of B.L. guns. Ta.king it in another light, there is the advantage that in a turret
of given diameter and cost a much more powerful and efficient breech-loading gun can
be mounted than with the muzzle-loading principle.
One more point remains to be noticed while upon the subject of breech-loading
ordnance. Those who have given their attention to the question of mounting guns in
coast batteries placed at no great elevation above the sea level, must have discovered
how difficult it is to arrive by ordinary methods at any satisfactory arrangement
when a great lateral range of fire is demanded. .Beside the obvious disa<l'rantagfil of
the open barbette system. in these days of accurate shell fire and of mA.chine guns,
owing to the liability of the guo, its mountings, or its detachment of men to be
disabled, there is a new objection to it on the score of risk attending the ha.odling of
the largely iocreased charges of powder that will be used.
Neither by the muzzle nor by the breech bas any satisfactory plan of carrying on
the opnation of loading under safe cover been arranged. Side-loading, rear-loading,
under front parapet-loading, have all been devised, and some of them have been tried,
l.,ut without much succe::1s. The case of the 100-ton guns A,bout to be mounted at
Gibraltar and Malta, and that of some 10-in. 20-ton guns supplied by Sir W. Armstrong & Co. for the South Austr.11.lia.n Government, are the most recent instances of
attempts to obtain satisfactory side-loading. Whatever may be thought of the success
of these arrangements as they sta.nd, there can be no doubt that had a much more
extended lateral range of fire been necessary at theile places, the systems there
ttdopted would not have been admissible.
On the ground of extreme costliness, turrets, or even turntables behind curvefronted armoured walls (such as those for 38-ton guns 1Lt Gibraltar aod M11.lta.), must
iu the great mR.jority of cases be dismissed from consideration ; but for breech-loading guns a cupo1a has been contrived which for extended fire gcta over most of the
difficulties attending other systems.
This cupola. bas very sloping siJes, and is made for one gun only. It covers all
but I\ ce1-tain length of the chase of the gnn, and affvrcls room inside for loading at
the breech, the ammunition being brought up through the floor of the cupola. It is
placed behind a low parapet which affords protection up to nearly the le_vel of the
~ill of port, and is covered by merlons on the right and left as far as the hoe of fire
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will admit. For gune up to the weight of about 30 tons, one of these cupolas can be
worked by manual power from the basem,mt.
A cupola of this kind designed to mount a 10·4-in. 26-ton gun is now in courso of
construction for trial both as regards the working of its own gun and its resistance
under the fire of hostile guns.
·while thus speaking of the numerous advantages which this new type of ordnance
seems to present, we must not of course, on the, othM band, shut our eyes to the certainty that in a very short time the powers of the European fleets will be largely
augmented by the use of similar guns, and that this entails upon us the serious obligation of at once setting to work to strengthen oar e:x:istmg coast Jefences to a very
considerable extent.
•
The questions thus i1wolved are too large to be entered upon here. All that can
be said on this occasion is the.t the leading idea which bas been present to our minds
throughout the operations upon the armoured protection of these works has been that
there is no finality to be reached in matters of gunnery, and the consequence is that
the system of construction which has been employed in them is more favourable than
any other to the further a ldition of strength.
Beyond the considerations of expense involved, there will really be no obstacle to
the strengthening of our present armoured walls to almost any required degree.

May, 1882.
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